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About This Guide 

 
This document provides guidance on how to effectively utilize the Mobility Services Platform 
(MSP) 3.3.1.  In particular, this document explains how various MSP functions operate and how 
to best use them.  Newer versions of this document may be available for download from the 
following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do. 

Related Documents 
 MSP 3.3.1 Release Notes, p/n 72E-100160 

 Using Mobility Services Platform 3.3.1, p/n 72E-128802 

 MSP 3.3.1 Software Installation Guide, p/n 72E-100159 

 MSP Client Software Guide, p/n 72E-128805 

 Administering MSP 3.3.1, p/n 72E-128775 

 Using the Motorola Remote Control Solution, p/n 72E-127347 

 Using the Athena Remote Control Solution, p/n 72E-127346 

 Using the Motorola Data Collection Solution, p/n 72E-127347 

 Using the Athena Data Collection Solution, p/n 72E-127346 

 AirBEAM Package Builder Product Reference Guide, p/n 72E-55769 

 AirBEAM Package Builder Version 2.X Addendum 

Help text is available from the MSP Console UI via hovering the mouse pointer over certain input 
fields of the screen and by clicking Help in the upper-right corner of each screen (see below 
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Service Information 
If you have a problem with your software, contact Motorola Enterprise Mobility support for your 
region. Contact information is available at: http://www.symbol.com/contactsupport.  

When contacting Enterprise Mobility support, please have the following information available: 

 Serial number of the software 

 Model number or product name 

 Software type and version number 

 Software license information 

Motorola responds to calls by email, telephone or fax within the time limits set forth in support 
agreements.   

If you purchased your Enterprise Mobility business product from a Motorola business partner, 
contact that business partner for support. 

 



 
 

 

Chapter 1 – Getting Started with MSP 

Target Audience 
This document is targeted at all MSP Console UI Users. 

MSP System Administrators (those Users that are assigned Security or Admin User Roles) 
should refer to this document for information on using MSP and the MSP Console UI to manage 
devices.   MSP System Administrators should also refer to Administering MSP 3.3.1 for 
information on using MSP and the MSP Console UI, as well as other tools and techniques, to 
administer MSP. 

MSP Console UI Users will generally require certain information before they can effectively use 
the MSP Console UI.  This information will generally be known and or defined by MSP System 
Administrators during initial MSP configuration and will need to be disseminated in some manner 
to MSP Console UI Users. 

Note: 

The exact process by which the various types of information described in this chapter are 
disseminated to MSP Console UI Users will likely be Enterprise-specific.  Whatever process is 
followed, it is important to understand that MSP Console UI Users will need the information 
before they can begin to utilize the MSP Console UI effectively. 

The following sections identify key questions that MSP Console UI Users will need to answer 
before they can utilize the MSP Console UI effectively. 

What is my User Role? 
An important piece of information that all MSP Console UI Users should know is the User Role 
that they have been assigned.  The User Role assigned to an MSP Console UI User determines 
the exact set of activities that can be performed by that User via the MSP Console UI. 
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User Roles 
Each MSP Console UI User must be assigned exactly one User Role.  User Roles are assigned 
to MSP Console UI Users by MSP System Administrators.  Before using the MSP Console UI, 
each MSP Console UI User will should know their assigned User Role and the activities they will 
be allowed to perform because of that assigned User Role. 

Pre-Defined User Roles 
MSP has a variety of Pre-Defined User Roles that can be assigned to MSP Console UI Users.  
Each Pre-Defined User Role defines a set of activities that is typically suitable for Users of a 
corresponding logical Role. 

The available Pre-Defined User Roles are defined in detail in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – 
Understanding Objects.  For the convenience of Users that are assigned these Roles, a very brief 
summary of the activities enabled by each Pre-Defined User Role is provided in the following 
subsections. 

Security User Role 
An MSP System Administrator with the Security User Role is enabled to manage Authentication 
Sources, User Roles, and Users and hence directly affect the security of the MSP Server.  A User 
with the Security Role can also perform the activities defined for the Admin User Role.  For more 
information about activities that can be performed by Users with the Security User Role, see 
Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Admin User Role 
An MSP System Administrator with the Admin User Role is enabled to manage Sites, Relay 
Servers, and other Administrative Objects that control the operation of the MSP Server.  A User 
with the Admin User Role can also perform the activities defined for the Operations User Role.  
For more information about activities that can be performed by Users with the Admin User Role, 
see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Operations User Role 
An MSP Console UI User with the Operations User Role is enabled to manage Staging and 
Provisioning activities and the Content associated with those activities.  A User with the 
Operations Role can also perform the activities defined for the Provisioning, Staging, and Help 
Desk User Roles. 

Provisioning User Role 
An MSP Console UI User with the Provisioning User Role is enabled to perform and monitor 
Provisioning activities for devices managed by MSP. 

Staging User Role 
An MSP Console UI User with the Staging User Role is enabled to perform and monitor Staging 
activities for devices managed by MSP. 

Help Desk User Role 
An MSP Console UI User with the Help Desk User Role is enabled to provide support to Device 
Users for devices managed by MSP. 
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Guest User Role 
An MSP Console UI User with the Guest User Role enabled to view the high-level status for 
devices managed by MSP. 

Custom User Roles 
In addition to the Pre-Defined User Roles described above, MSP System Administrators can 
create custom User Roles and assign them to MSP Console UI Users.  When a custom User 
Role is created, the exact activities enabled by that User Role could be any subset of the total 
functionality of MSP. 

What activities can I perform? 
Before using the MSP Console UI, each MSP Console UI User should know the User Role which 
they have been assigned and the activities they can perform based on that assigned User Role. 

If an MSP Console User has been assigned one of the Pre-Defined User Roles, then they should 
know that assigned User Role.  Based on their assigned User Role, they can then determine the 
activities they are enabled to perform by using the information provided in the previous section 
and/or the information provided in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

If an MSP Console User has been assigned a Custom User Role, then they will need to know that 
Custom User Role and the set of activities enabled by that Custom User Role. 

What is my Access Scope? 
Another important piece of information that all MSP Console UI Users should know is the Access 
Scope that they have been assigned.  The Access Scope of an MSP Console UI User determines 
the Objects that will be visible to that User via the MSP Console UI.  In addition, by controlling 
Object Visibility, the Access Scope of an MSP Console UI User indirectly determines the 
managed devices that will be visible to that User via the MSP Console UI. 

User Access Prefixes 
Each MSP Console UI User may optionally be assigned a User Access Prefix for each of a 
variety of Object Types.  The User Access Prefix defined for a given User for a given Object Type 
determined the Objects of that type that are visible to that User.  Access Scope and User Access 
Prefixes are described in more detail in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

User Access Prefixes are assigned to MSP Console UI Users by MSP System Administrators.  
Each MSP Console UI User should have a least a basic understanding of the Objects that will be 
visible to them as a result of the User Access Prefixes that have been assigned to them. 

Object Types with User Access Prefixes 
Most, but not all, of the Object Types in MSP have User Access Prefixes to control their visibility 
to various MSP Console UI Users.  The following subsections describe the Object Types for 
which User Access Prefixes can be defined, along with a brief explanation of why a User Access 
Prefix might be defined for that Object Type. 

Action Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Action Objects for a User limits the visibility for that User to a 
subset of the possible Action Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  This might be done, 
for example, to limit the pre-defined Actions that can be performed by that User. 
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Bundle Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Bundle Objects for a User limits the visibility for that User to a 
subset of the possible Bundle Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  This might be 
done, for example, to limit the variety of ready-to-use Content that can be deployed by that User. 

Collection Request Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Collection Requests Objects for a User limits the visibility for 
that User to a subset of the possible Collection Requests Objects that are defined within an MSP 
Server.  This might be done, for example, to limit the types or amounts of data that can be 
requested to be collected from devices by that User. 

Condition Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Condition Objects for a User limits the visibility for that User to a 
subset of the possible Condition Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  This might be 
done, for example, to limit the type of pre-defined Conditions that can be used to control 
deployment by that User. 

Device Saved Filter Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Device Saved Filter Objects for a User limits the visibility for 
that User to a subset of the possible Device Saved Filter Objects that are defined within an MSP 
Server.  This might be done, for example, to limit the ways that User can use to filter devices 
and/or the ways that User can leverage filters to create other Applicability Rules. 

Message Set Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Message Set Objects for a User limits the visibility for that User 
to a subset of the possible Message Set Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  This 
might be done, for example, to limit the number or variety of pre-defined messages that can be 
utilized by that User when deploying Content. 

Packages 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Packages for a User limits the visibility for that User to a subset 
of the possible Packages that are defined within an MSP Server.  This might be done, for 
example, to limit the variety of pre-defined Content that can be deployed by that User. 

Provisioning Policy Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Provisioning Policy Objects for a User limits the visibility for that 
User to a subset of the possible Provisioning Policy Objects that are defined within an MSP 
Server.  This might be done, for example, to limit the Provisioning Policies that can be monitored 
and/or pushed by that User. 

Staging Profile Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Staging Profile Objects for a User limits the visibility for that 
User to a subset of the possible Staging Profile Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  
This might be done, for example, to limit the types of Staging that can be monitored or performed 
by that User. 
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Relay Server Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Relay Server Objects for a User limits the visibility for that User 
to a subset of the possible Relay Server Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  This is 
most commonly used to limit a User to working with devices within a particular physical sub-
domain of the Enterprise. 

Settings Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Settings Objects for a User limits the visibility for that User to a 
subset of the possible Settings Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  This might be 
done, for example, to limit the pre-defined Settings that can be deployed by that User. 

Site Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Site Objects for a User limits the visibility for that User to a 
subset of the possible Site Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  This is most 
commonly used to limit a User to working with devices within a particular logical sub-domain of 
the Enterprise. 

Staging Batch Objects 
Defining a User Access Prefix for Staging Batch Objects for a User limits the visibility for that 
User to a subset of the possible Staging Batch Objects that are defined within an MSP Server.  
This might be done, for example, to limit the pre-defined groups of devices that can be Staged by 
that User. 

Object Visibility and Device Visibility 
When an MSP System Administrator initially configures an MSP Server, one of two possible 
Device Prefix Filters will be defined.  MSP can be configured to filter devices based on Sites or 
based on Relay Servers, but not both.  The Device Prefix Filter selected is global to any one MSP 
Server and has a direct impact on how the set of visible devices will be determined for each MSP 
Console UI User of that MSP Server. 

Device Prefix Filter = Sites 
When an MSP System Administrator configures the Device Prefix Filter to be Sites, the list of 
devices that will be visible to a given MSP Console UI User will be those devices that are 
currently assigned to Sites that are visible to that User. 

Notes: 

Sites are an optional feature in MSP and hence may or may not be used.  It Sites are used, each 
device will be considered to be assigned to whatever Site it claims to be assigned to.  A device 
could be assigned to no Site at all, could be assigned to a Site for which a Site Object exists, or 
could be assigned to a Site for which no Site Object exists. 

A device will be visible to a given User if the Site to which it is assigned is visible to that User or 
would be visible to that User, if a Site Object existed.  A device could become visible or invisible 
to a User at any time if a change occurs in the Site to which the device claims to be assigned. 
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Device Prefix Filter = Relay Servers 
When an MSP System Administrator configures the Device Prefix Filter to be Relay Servers, the 
list of devices that will be visible to a given MSP Console UI User will be those devices that are 
currently assigned to Relay Servers that are visible to that User. 

Notes: 

Relay Servers are a mandatory feature in MSP and must always be used.  Every managed 
device will always be assigned to exactly one Relay Server, which is the Relay Server via which it 
most recently checked-in.  It is, however, possible that a Relay Server Object no longer exists for 
the Relay Server to which a device is assigned.  This could happen if that Relay Server Object 
was deleted after the device was discovered. 

A device will be visible to a given User if the Relay Server to which the device is assigned is 
visible to that User or would be visible to that User, if a Relay Server Object existed.  A device 
could become visible or invisible to a User at any time if a change occurs in the Relay Server to 
which the device is assigned. 

What Objects are visible to me? 
Before using the MSP Console UI, each MSP Console UI User should know the Object Visibility 
they can expect to have as a result of the User Access Prefixes they have been assigned. 

What devices are visible to me? 
Before using the MSP Console UI, each MSP Console UI User should know the devices that will 
be visible to them. 

This might require the MSP Console UI User to know the Device Prefix Filter and their assigned 
Object Visibility.  For example, a User might be informed that they have visibility to all devices 
assigned to Sites within the region US.West. 

Alternately, an MSP Console UI User might be informed of their assigned Device Visibility in more 
generic terms.  For example, a User might be informed that they have visibility to all devices at a 
particular location. 

How do I access the MSP Console UI? 
Once a User knows their Role and Access Scope, as described above, they are ready to access 
the MSP Console UI to fulfill their associated responsibilities.  The following subsections describe 
the information that will be required by an MSP Console UI User to access the MSP Console UI. 

Invoking the MSP Console UI 

Workstation PC vs. MSP Server Console 
The MSP Console UI could be accessed from a User’s Workstation PC or could be accessed 
from the MSP Server Console. 

In very small installations, all MSP Console UI Users might access the MSP Console UI from the 
MSP Server Console.  In larger installations, access to the MSP Console UI from the MSP Server 
Console might be limited to MSP System Administrators.  In many cases, it will make sense to 
limit access to the MSP Server Console for security reasons and hence most MSP Console UI 
Users may be required to access the MSP Console UI from separate Workstation PCs. 
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Each MSP Console UI User should know the manner in which they will be expected to access the 
MSP Console UI of each MSP Server they will use.  They might be expected to utilize their own 
Workstation PC, to use a shared Workstation PC, etc. 

Web Browser 
Access to the MSP Console UI from the MSP Server Console or from a Workstation PC requires 
a Web Browser.  The MSP Console UI is compatible with and can be accessed from a variety of 
standard Web Browsers.  Each MSP Console UI User will need to use a Web Browser that is 
supported by MSP and is consistent with their Enterprise Policies. 

HTTP vs. HTTPS Protocol 
Access to the MSP Console UI from a Web Browser can be performed using the (unsecure) 
HTTP Protocol or can be performed using the (secure) HTTPS Protocol.  The Protocol(s) that can 
be used to access the MSP Console UI for a given MSP Server are defined by the MSP System 
Administrators.  Each MSP Console UI User should know the Protocol(s) they can/should use to 
access the MSP Console UI of each MSP Server they will use. 

MSP Console UI URL 
A single Enterprise might have more than one MSP Server installed.  Access to the MSP Console 
UI from a Web Browser requires that a specific MSP Server be identified.  Each MSP Console UI 
User should know the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of each MSP Server they will use. 

MSP Console UI Users may want to save URL(s) to simplify repeated accesses to the MSP 
Console UI of one or more MSP Servers.  The methods available to do this may vary by User, 
Workstation, Web Browser, etc.  Some possible methods might be to define a URL as the Home 
Page of the Web Browser, to save a URL as a Browser Shortcut, or to save a URL as a Browser 
Bookmark. 

Authentication 
Once the MSP Console UI has been invoked from within a Web Browser, the Log-In page will be 
presented.  Access to the functionality of the MSP Console UI will not be available to an MSP 
Console UI User until that User has successfully completed authentication. 

Authentication Sources 
When an MSP System Administrator configures an MSP Server, they can configure one or more 
Authentication Sources.  Authentication Sources define methods via which MSP Console UI 
Users can be authenticated before being granted access to the MSP Console UI of that MSP 
Server. 

The Log-In page of the MSP Console UI includes a drop-down list of the Authentication Sources 
that were defined by an MSP System Administrator for use in authenticating with that MSP 
Server.  Each MSP Console UI should know the Authentication Source they should select for 
each MSP Server with which they will authenticate. 

User Name and Password 
Once an Authentication Source has been selected from the drop-down list of the Log-In page, a 
User Name and Password must be entered.  Each MSP Console UI User should know the 
credentials (User Name and Password) they should use to authenticate with the MSP Console UI 
of each MSP Server they will use. 
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Chapter 2 - Using Staging 

Overview 
Staging is the deployment of configuration and software onto devices based on Staging Profiles 
that are previously defined using the MSP Console UI.  Staging is typically initiated by a Device 
User. 

This chapter will introduce and define key concepts related to Staging, identify the prerequisites 
for performing Staging, explain how Staging works, describe how to use Staging, describe how to 
View Staging Status, and set forth some best practices related to Staging. 

Staging is sometimes referred to as a “pull” activity since the Device User explicitly requests that 
configuration and software be pulled from a Relay Server. 

Key Concepts 
To understand Staging, there are some key concepts that must be understood.  This section will 
identify these key concepts, explain why they are important, and reference the sections, in this 
and other documents, where they are described in more detail. 

Staging Profiles 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Staging Profiles are the 
primary concept within Staging.  Each unique Staging activity to be performed is generally 
defined by creating a unique Staging Profile Object. 

If two Staging activities will deploy different Content, then two different Staging Profile Objects will 
generally be required.  If two Staging activities will deploy different Staging Settings, then different 
Staging Profile Objects will often be required.  Site Inheritance may be used to reduce the need 
for unique Staging Profile Objects solely due to Site-specific Settings differences. 

Dynamic Settings may also be used to reduce the need for unique Staging Profile Objects solely 
to deliver Settings that vary by device. 

Note: 

Simultaneously Staging and Provisioning is not recommended. 
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Transience and Persistence 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device Reboots and Persistence, 
Persistence is the ability for information in a device to survive intact across various kinds of 
Reboots, especially a Restore Boot.  Similarly, Transience is the lack of Persistence or the 
inability for information in a device to maintain information across various kinds of Reboots, 
especially a Restore Boot. 

When defining Staging Profiles, it is important to carefully consider what will be Persistent and 
what will be Transient and to ensure that the overall requirements are being appropriately met as 
a result. 

Staging Settings 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Staging Settings are 
Settings that are applied early during a Staging activity in order to prepare for deployment of 
Content.  Network Settings and Relay Server Settings are the most common Staging Settings.  
Staging Settings are always Transient. 

Settings Content 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Settings Content consists of 
Settings Objects that deployed during Staging by specifying them in a Bundle.  Settings Content 
may or may not be Persistent, depending on the Persistence Model for a given Settings Class. 

Staging Content 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Staging Content is Content 
(Settings Objects and Packages) deployed during Staging by specifying them in a Bundle.  
Staging Objects deployed as Staging Content (also known as Settings Content) or may not be 
Persistent, depending on the Persistence Model for a given Settings Class.  All Packages are 
Persistent by design, although f files delivered by a Package may or may not be Persistent, 
depending on how the Package is built and the location to which the Package delivers the files. 

Site Inheritance 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Site Inheritance allows 
Settings to be inherited from Sites instead of being specified explicitly in a Staging Profile.  Site 
Inheritance allows Staging Settings to be inherited from a Staging Site or Settings Content to be 
inherited from a Production Site.  Each type of inheritance will have the Persistence appropriate 
to what is being inherited. 

By leveraging the Settings that have already been defined and referenced by Site Objects, Site 
Inheritance can reduce the number of unique Staging Profiles Objects required.  This can be 
especially useful when used with Late Site Binding, where the selection of the actual Staging or 
Production Sites is delayed until the Staging Profile is actually used. 

Staging Batches 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Dynamic Deployment, Staging 
Batches perform three key functions: 

1. A Staging Batch always defines a set of devices that will be Staged together as a group.  
This is done by defining a Device Identifier and supplying a set of unique values for that 
Device Identifier, one for each device. 
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2. A Staging Batch can optionally define a set of additional Device Attributes and values for 
each of those Device Attributes for each device.  These values can be used to customize 
Dynamic Settings Objects for each device. 

3. A Staging Batch can optionally define one or more File Sets that map instances of files to 
specific devices.  These files can be used to embed different files in Dynamic Settings 
Object for each device. 

Prerequisites 

Suitable MSP Client Software Version 
To perform Staging, a device must have a suitable version of the MSP Client Software, which 
includes the RD Client.  If a device does not have a sufficiently recent RD Client pre-installed, 
then some Staging features may not be available on that device when it is fresh-out-of-the-box.  
Such devices, however, can be updated to a newer RD Client, by using whatever Staging 
functionality available to load a newer version of the MSP Client Software.  Or for Legacy 
Devices, the Legacy Staging Process can be used to deploy a suitable version of the MSP Client 
Software, as described later in this chapter. 

Staging Batches 
To invoke Dynamic Staging, you must always have a Staging Batch which the devices to be 
Staged. 

Device User Initiation 
Staging is nearly always initiated by, and hence requires the presence of, a Device User.  While 
Staging can be prepared for in advance, Staging should generally not occur on a device except 
by explicit action taken by the Device User.  This is intention since it may not always be possible 
to completely control the circumstances under which a device is first powered on.  If a device 
were to allow itself to be Staged “automatically”, then it might be subjected to unintentional or 
malicious Staging initiated by entities in the environment which it cannot control. 

One apparent exception to the rule that Staging is always Device User initiated is Automatic 
Staging.  But Automatic Staging is only possible after a device has been pre-configured, either by 
pre-Staging or by pre-loading a so-called “Golden Image” to set up for Automatic Staging.  
Standard device configurations are never configured out-of-the-box to enable Automatic Staging.  
As a result, the rule typically would hold even in the case of Automatic Staging since some form 
of pre-configuration by some Device User would generally be required to enable Automatic 
Staging. 

The only real exception to the rule would be when devices are arranged to be pre-configured in a 
customized manner before shipment by Motorola or a Motorola partner to a customer.  If such a 
thing is arranged, then the customer is considered to have “opted in” and agreed to the potential 
risk that a wayward device might get incorrectly Staged. 

Staging Profile Availability 
Before a Device User can initiate Staging for a device, at least one Staging Profile must be made 
available to that Device User.  Depending on the Staging Options defined as part of a Staging 
Profile Object, various methods may be used to make the Profile available to a Device User. 
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 Barcode-Based Staging 

Barcodes are generated as Barcode Sheet Sites from a Staging Profile and printed via the 
MSP Console UI or saved as a .PDF File and distributed to remote locations for printing. 

The Device User initiates Staging by launching the RD Client, which defaults to Barcode 
Scanning mode.  The Device User must have access to the Barcode Sheet Set for the 
Staging Profile that will be used. 

Note: 

A Barcode Sheet Set consists of one or more pages for each of the Barcode Types 
selected.  For example, if both linear and PDF are selected, then the .PDF File will 
contain one or more pages containing the linear Barcodes and one or more pages 
containing the PDF Barcodes.  The number of pages required for each Barcode 
Type will depend on the complexity of the Staging Profile and the information density 
that can be encoded in that Barcode Type. 

The Device User could might get access to the Barcode Sheet Set in a variety of ways, 
including: 

o MSP Console UI 

The Device User could be made an MSP Console UI User by creating an appropriate 
User Object with at least the Staging Using Role.  This User could be limited using a User 
Access Prefix for Staging Profiles to have visibility only to Staging Profiles that are 
appropriate for use by that Device User.  The Device User would log into the MSP 
Console UI from a local Workstation PC and would generate Barcode Sheet Sets as 
.PDF Files for desired Staging Profiles.  These .PDF Files could be printed locally as 
needed and then scanned and/or Barcodes could be scanned directly from a Workstation 
PC screen to perform the desired Staging. 

o .PDF File Distribution 

An MSP Console UI User could generate Barcode Sheet Sets for one or more Staging 
Profile and save them as . PDF File(s).  These .PDF File(s) could then be distributed to 
Device Users in any appropriate manner (e.g. E-mail, etc.).  The Device User would print 
these Barcode Sheets from the .PDF Files and scan them and/or scan Barcodes directly 
from a Workstation PC screen to perform the desired Staging. 

o Barcode Sheet Distribution 

An MSP Console UI User could generate Barcode Sheet Sets for one or more Staging 
Profile and print them.  These printed Barcode Sheet Sets could then be physically 
distributed to Device Users.  The Device User would scan Barcodes from the appropriate 
printed Barcode Sheets to perform the desired Staging. 

 On-Demand (Electronic) Staging 

The Device User would be made an MSP Console UI User by creating an appropriate User 
Object with at least the Staging Using Role.  This User could be limited using a User Access 
Prefix for Staging Profiles to have visibility only to Staging Profiles that are appropriate for 
use by that Device User. 

The Device User would log into the MSP Console UI from a local Workstation PC and elect to 
perform On-Demand Staging for the desired Staging Profile(s).  The local Workstation PC 
hosts the On-Demand Staging Profile Server which is automatically downloaded by the MSP 
Console UI to be run within the Web Browser. 
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The Device User initiates Staging by launching the RD Client, which defaults to Barcode 
Scanning mode.  The Device User would use the RC Client Options Menu and select the 
Search Connected Networks option or the Search Unconnected Networks options to initiate 
On-Demand Staging via the local Workstation PC, at which time a connection from the device 
to the On-Demand Staging Profile Server is initiated. 

 SMS Staging 

An MSP Console UI User would define SMS Device Objects for devices to be Staged and an 
SMS Staging Job Object to indicate that a specific Staging Profile should be sent to a specific 
set of devices.  MSP would send the Staging Profiles to all requested devices as SMS 
messages.  The SMS Staging Client on the device would receive the SMS messages, 
reassemble them into the Staging Profile, and offer the Device User the option of applying 
them on the device.  The Device User would select an available Staging Profile and initiate 
Staging using it. 

 Automatic Staging 

The MSP Server can be configured to automatically send Staging Profiles to Relay Servers.  
Devices that have been appropriately pre-configured can automatically pull Staging Profiles 
from a Relay Server and automatically initiate Staging. 
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How Static Staging Works 
This section describes how the various methods of Staging actually function when the Staging is 
Static (i.e. when identical Content is sent to each device).  While the information in this section 
will help provide a more complete understanding of Static Staging, readers may nonetheless 
choose to skip ahead to the next section, How to Use Static Staging, to get started right away. 

Barcode-Based Static Staging 
Figure 1 below illustrates the basic operation of the Barcode-Based Staging Method when the 
Staging is Static. 

Figure 1 – Barcode-Based Static Staging 

In accordance with Figure 1 above, the Barcode-Based Staging Method process proceeds as 
described below when the Staging is Static: 

1. An MSP Console UI User creates the Objects required to Statically Stage Devices.  In 
general, this consists of: 

a. Ensuring that any required Site Objects exist in the MSP Library, and creating 
any that do not. 

b. Ensuring that any required Relay Server Objects exist in the MSP Library, and 
creating any that do not. 

c. Ensuring that all required Packages exist in the MSP Library, and creating and 
uploading any that do not. 

d. Ensuring that all required Settings Objects exist in the MSP Library, and creating 
any that do not. 
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e. Specifying any Staging Settings to be applied.  All referenced Settings Objects 
must be Static. 

f. Specifying any Site Inheritance to be applied.  All Settings Objects referenced by 
any referenced Site Objects must be Static. 

g. Creating a Bundle to describe the exact Deployment Steps to be performed, 
including: 

i. Install any required Packages and/or Settings Objects 

ii. Uninstall any desired Packages 

iii. Perform any required Deployment Steps 

iv. Do all of the above in the proper, relative order 

h. Creating a Staging Profile to inherit from the proper Sites or specify the proper 
Settings Objects and to specify the Bundle. 

2. The MSP Server delivers Content to Relay Server(s), including: 

a. Determines which Relay Server(s) require the Bundle. 

b. Delivers each Package (.APD file and subfolder) that is referenced by the Bundle 
to the designated folder of each Relay Server that requires the Bundle if the 
Relay Server does not already have that Package. 

c. Delivers the Bundle (.BDL file) to the JOBS sub-folder of each Relay Server that 
requires it. 

3. An MSP Console UI User elects to perform Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

a. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Create link in the Barcode column header 
for a Profile in the Staging Profiles page of the Stage tab or clicks the Staging 
– Barcode link in the Related Tasks area of the Profile Detail page for the 
Profile. 

b. The MSP Console UI User can optionally modify the information on the Barcode 
Sheet Generation page to alter the set of Barcode Types to be generated. 

c. If the Staging Profile inherits from a Late Bound Staging and/or Production Site, 
then the MSP Console UI User must select the desired Sites(s) on the Barcode 
Sheet Generation page. 

d. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Generate button on the Barcode Sheet 
Generation page to generate a .PDF File containing the Barcode Sheet Set for 
the Staging Profile. 

Note: 

A Barcode Sheet Set consists of one or more pages for each of the Barcode Types 
selected.  For example, if both linear and PDF are selected, then the .PDF File will 
contain one or more pages containing the linear Barcodes and one or more pages 
containing the PDF Barcodes.  The number of pages required for each Barcode 
Type will depend on the complexity of the Staging Profile and the information density 
that can be encoded in that Barcode Type. 

4. A Device User invokes the RD Client on a device and scans the Barcodes on one or 
more pages of the Barcode Sheet Set, depending on the Barcode Types that are capable 
of being scanned on the device. 
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5. The RD Client extracts the Staging Profile BLOB from the Barcodes scanned. 

6. The RD Client performs the Staging defined within the Staging Profile BLOB: 

a. The RD Client calls the appropriate Settings Plug-Ins to configure the device as 
specified by the Staging Settings embedded within the Staging Profile BLOB. 

b. The RD Client contacts the Relay Server, 

c. Pushes a Discovery Document (.XML file), describing the device, to the 
DISCOVERY sub-folder on the Relay Server. 

d. The RD Client downloads the Bundle that is referenced by the Staging Profile 
BLOB. 

e. The RD Client processes the Deployment Steps defined in the Bundle, including 
downloading and installing Packages, uninstalling Packages, and performing 
specified Reboot(s). 

Note: 

If an unsupported Reboot is requested for a Device, an error will occur and 
the Reboot will fail. 

7. The RD Client uploads information to the Relay Server by pushing a Staging Log 
(.completed or .failed file), describing the results of the Staging activity, to the LOGS sub-
folder of the Relay Server. 

8. The MSP Server pulls the Discovery Document and adds the device to the list of Staging 
History and pulls the Staging Logs and stores it for reference in the MSP Database. 

9. An MSP Console UI User consults the list of Staging History to see which devices have 
been Staged.  For any device, he can also consult the Staging Logs to see what was 
Staged or to troubleshoot any Staging issues. 
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On-Demand (Electronic) Static Staging 
Figure 2 below illustrates the basic operation of the On-Demand (Electronic) Staging Method 
when the Staging is Static. 

 

Figure 2 – On-Demand Static Staging 

In accordance with Figure 2 above, the basic operation of On-Demand (Electronic) Staging 
proceeds as follows when the Staging is Static: 

1. An MSP Console UI User creates the Objects required to Statically Stage Devices.  This 
consists of the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

2. The MSP Server delivers Content to Relay Server(s).  This consists of the same steps 
described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

3. An MSP Console UI User elects whether to perform On-Demand Static Staging for a 
single Static Staging Profile or multiple Static Staging Profiles. 
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a. To Stage a single Staging Profile, the MSP Console UI User clicks the On 
Demand link under the Method column header for a single desired Static 
Staging Profile on the Staging Profiles page of the Stage tab or clicks the 
Staging – On Demand link in the Related Tasks area of the Profile Detail page 
for the selected Static Staging Profile. 

b. To Stage multiple Staging Profiles, the MSP Console UI User checks the check 
boxes next to all desired Staging Profiles on the Staging Profiles page of the 
Stage tab and then clicks the On Demand Staging button. 

c. If any selected Staging Profile(s) inherit from Late Bound Staging and/or 
Production Sites, then the MSP Console UI User must select the desired Sites(s) 
on the Process Profile page for each selected Staging Profile and click the Next 
button. 

d. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server is downloaded as a Java Applet to run 
within the context of the Process Profile page.  The Java Applet is accompanied 
by a Data Island containing all the Staging Profile BLOBs for the selected Static 
Staging Profiles. 

e. The Process Profile page hosts the On-Demand Staging Profile Server and 
displays the On-Demand Staging Profile Server UI. 

f. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Turn staging Server on button to cause 
the On-Demand Staging Profile Server to begin running in the context of the 
Process Profile page and to serve up the selected Static Staging Profiles to 
devices. 

4. A Device User invokes the RD Client on a device and selects either the Search 
Connected Networks function or the Search Unconnected Networks function.  This 
starts the acquisition of a Staging Profile as follows: 

a. If the Search Unconnected Networks function was selected, then the RD Client 
attempts to establish the Well-Known WLAN connections as described later in 
this chapter in the section On-Demand (Electronic) Static Staging. 

b. The RD Client sends a UDP broadcast message over available connections to 
attempt to locate an On-Demand Staging Profile Server. 

c. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server hears the UDP broadcast message and 
replies with its IP Address. 

d. The RD Client sends its device model, Operating System, and unique device 
identifier to the On-Demand Staging Profile Server and requests a list of Staging 
Profiles. 

Note: 

The RD Client sends its unique device identifier to the On-Demand Staging Profile 
Server.  The RD Client also sends the Electronic Serial Number (ESN) of the device 
if it can be determined.  These can be used to determine the mapping of Dynamic 
Staging Profiles to devices, as described later in this chapter in the section How 
Dynamic Staging Works. 

e. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server receives the request from the device and 
sends to the RD Client a list of the Staging Profile names that are contained 
within the Data Island. 
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f. The RD Client receives the list of Staging Profile names from the On-Demand 
Staging Profile Server and removes those that are not suitable for the device 
model and/or Operating System on the device. 

i. If the list of suitable Staging Profile names contains more than one 
Staging Profile, then the RD Client displays the list of suitable Staging 
Profiles to the Device User and allows them to select the Profile to be 
used. 

ii. If the list of suitable Staging Profile names contains only one Staging 
Profile, then the RD Client will use that Profile. 

g. The RD Client requests a single Staging Profile from the On-Demand Staging 
Profile Server. 

h. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server receives the request for the Staging 
Profile and finds the appropriate Staging Profile BLOB and sends it to the RD 
Client. 

i. The RD Client receives the Staging Profile BLOB from the On-Demand Staging 
Profile Server. 

5. The RD Client performs the Staging defined within the Staging Profile BLOB.  This 
consists of the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

6. The RD Client uploads information to the Relay Server.  This consists of the same step 
described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

7. The MSP Server pulls the Discovery Document and adds the device to the list of Staging 
History and pulls the Staging Logs and stores it for reference in the MSP Database. 

8. An MSP Console UI User consults the list of Staging History to see which devices have 
been Staged.  For any device, he can also consult the Staging Logs to see what was 
Staged or to troubleshoot any Staging issues. 
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SMS Static Staging 
Figure 3 below illustrates the basic operation of the SMS Staging Method, which can only be 
used when the Staging is Static. 

 

Figure 3 – SMS Static Staging 

In accordance with Figure 3 above, the basic operation of SMS Staging proceeds as follows: 

1. An MSP Console UI User creates the Objects required to Statically Stage Devices.  This 
consists of the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging, 
but also includes the following: 

a. Ensuring that an SMS Carrier Object is created to describe each Cellular Carriers 
over which SMS messages will be sent to Stage one or more devices. 

b. Ensuring that an SMS Device Object is created for each device that will be 
Staged using SMS. 

2. The MSP Server delivers Content to Relay Server(s).  This consists of the same steps 
described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

3. An MSP Console UI User elects to perform SMS Static Staging for a single Static Staging 
Profile. 

a. The MSP Console UI User creates an SMS Staging Job for the desired Static 
Staging Profile and assigns it a unique Job ID. 

b. The MSP Console UI User selects a set of SMS Devices to which the selected 
Static Staging Profile will be sent. 
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4. The MSP Server converts the Staging Profile into a set of SMS messages for each SMS 
Device and delivers the SMS messages via the associated SMS Carrier for each SMS 
Device. 

5. The SMS Staging Client receives incoming SMS messages. 

a. The SMS Staging Client reassembles SMS messages to form complete Staging 
Profile BLOBs. 

b. The SMS Staging Client notifies the Device User when complete Staging Profiles 
are available for Staging on the device. 

6. A Device User requests that a Staging Profile that is available on the device be used to 
Stage that device. 

7. The RD Client performs the Staging defined within the Staging Profile BLOB.  This 
consists of the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

8. The RD Client uploads information to the Relay Server.  This consists of the same steps 
described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

9. The MSP Server pulls the Discovery Document and adds the device to the list of Staging 
History and pulls the Staging Logs and stores it for reference in the MSP Database. 

10. An MSP Console UI User consults the list of Staging History to see which devices have 
been Staged.  For any device, he can also consult the Staging Logs to see what was 
Staged or to troubleshoot any Staging issues. 

Automatic Static Staging 
Automatic Staging allows Staging Profiles to be automatically sent to Relay Servers from which 
they can be pulled by devices and applied to perform Staging.  This can provide a significant 
efficiency improvement in situations where devices are pre-configured in a manner that is suitable 
for use at a variety of Sites, but where some amount of Site-specific customization is required 
before a device is ready to be used at that Site. 

Important: 

Automatic Staging is an advanced technique that can provide enormous benefits.  But achieving 
these benefits may require a significant investment to prepare for its use.  Using Automatic 
Staging successfully will often require a significant customization, often requiring custom coding, 
to adjust and configure it to suit the exact needs of a given customer. 

A common use of Automatic Staging is when the configuration of devices is very similar from Site 
to Site, especially the network and Relay Server Settings, but where some Site-specific 
configuration is required.  By pre-configuring all devices with common configuration, devices can 
be stocked pre-configured, in “ready to ship” condition. 
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When a device is needed at a Site, any pre-configured device in stock can be shipped to any 
Site.  When the device arrives at the Site, it will be able to get onto the network and reach the 
Relay Server based on the common configuration.  Then, based on that pre-defined common 
configuration, the RD Client is launched to complete the Site-specific configuration by pulling a 
Site-specific Staging Profile BLOB from the Relay Server and applying it on the device. 

Notes: 

Due to the way Automatic Staging works, it is really suitable only for situations where there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between Sites and Relay Servers.  This is because the device must 
be pre-configured to pull a Staging Profile with a fixed name from its Relay Server.  Since all 
devices are pre-configured identically, there is usually no effective way to tell a device which Site-
specific Staging Profile it should pull.  Thus, if more that one Site was using the same Relay 
Server, there would be no way for a device to know to pull the right Staging Profile. 

Furthermore, due to the way Automatic Staging works, it is really suitable only for situations 
where the same network and Relay Server Settings are used at all Sites (or at least at all Sites for 
which Automatic Staging will be used).  Such Sites are sometimes referred to as “cookie cutter” 
Sites since every Site has the identical network and Relay Server configuration and hence Sites 
appear essentially identical to each other, from the perspective of the device. 

Automatic Staging is commonly used in conjunction with the specification of Additional Settings 
for Production Sites.  Such Additional Settings will cause the Production Site Bundles for these 
Production Sites to contain Settings that will be applied to devices.  It is very common for an 
Automatic Staging Profile to use inheritance from Late Bound Production Sites that has Additional 
Settings.  This technique maximizes the potential of Automatic Staging by allowing each device to 
be automatically configured with the Site-specific Settings associated with a Production Site when 
the device is Staged at that Production Site using Automatic Staging. 
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Figure 4 below illustrates the basic operation of the Automatic Staging Method, which can only 
be used when the Staging is Static. 

 

Figure 4 – Automatic Static Staging 

In accordance with Figure 4 above, the basic operation of Automatic Staging proceeds as follows 
when the Staging is Static: 

1. An MSP Console UI User creates the Objects required to Statically Stage Devices.  This 
consists of the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging, 
but in addition, the Enable Automatic Staging option must be selected for the Static 
Staging Profile Object. 

2. The MSP Server delivers Content to Relay Server(s).  This consists of the same steps 
described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

3. The MSP Server delivers Profile BLOBs to the PROFILES folder of one or more Relay 
Servers, specifically: 

a. If an Automatic Staging Profile uses the Select pre-defined settings option, 
then the Staging Profile BLOB is sent to all Relay Servers.  This is because we 
have no way of knowing which Relay Server a device might attempt Automatic 
Staging from.  Since the Staging Profile is not Site-dependent, the same Staging 
Profile BLOB is sent to all Relay Servers as a file with a name of the form: 
“Profilename^^^^.PROF”, where “Profilename” is the name of the Staging Profile. 
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b. If an Automatic Staging Profile uses the Inherit from site option, and if Specify 
Explicit Site is selected for the Staging Site, then a Staging Profile BLOB is 
constructed that contains the appropriate Settings for the specified Staging Site 
and that BLOB is sent to the Relay Server for that Staging Site.  The Staging 
Profile BLOB is sent to the Relay Server as a file with an name of the form 
“Profilename^^sitename^^.PROF”, where “Profilename” is the name of the 
Staging Profile and “sitename” is the name of the specified Staging Site. 

c. If an Automatic Staging Profile uses the Inherit from site option, and if Specify 
Site At Staging is selected for the Staging Site, then for each Staging Site a 
Staging Profile BLOB is constructed that contains the appropriate Settings for 
that Staging Site.  The customized Staging Profile BLOB for each Staging Site is 
then sent to the Relay Server for that Staging Site as a file with a name of the 
form “Profilename^^sitename^^.PROF”, where “Profilename” is the name of the 
Staging Profile and “sitename” is the name of the the Staging Site. 

4. A device must be pre-configured with customer-specific Automatic Staging configuration. 

Note: 

Since Automatic Staging relies on the ability of the device to reach a Relay Server, 
there must be some form of network connection pre-configured.  If Automatic 
Staging is to be truly “automatic”, then that connection most likely will need to be a 
wireless network connection, since otherwise it would require a Device User to take 
action (e.g. connect a cable, put a device into a cradle, etc.).  Further, the device 
must be configured to reach an MSP Relay Server. 

5. At the “right time”, based on its Automatic Staging configuration, the RD Client is 
launched with a special command line parameter telling it to connect to its Relay Server 
and attempt to download and apply a specific Staging Profile .PROF file that corresponds 
to a specified Staging Profile name. 

Note: 

Determining the “right time” to launch the RD Client is one of the most challenging 
aspects of Automatic Staging.  This will often require custom coding to achieve the 
exact desired results.  There is no “one size fits all” solution for doing this.  Some 
customers may need a sophisticated approach that keeps trying periodically until it 
is successful.  Other customers may only want it to happen once or once per 
Reboot.  Even defining what constitutes “successful” can be challenging. 

6. If a Staging Profile .PROF file is successfully downloaded, the RD Client performs the 
Staging defined within the Staging Profile BLOB contained with the file.  This consists of 
the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

Note: 

In many cases, the determination that Automatic Staging has been successfully 
completed may be integral to determining when it is no longer necessary to launch 
the RD Client to perform Automatic Staging.  This is most commonly accomplished 
by including something in the Staging Profile that can be tested in the device.  For 
example, the check might be for the presence of a file that is deployed by a Package 
in the Bundle or a check for the presence or value of a Device Attribute that is set by 
an Attributes Settings Object.  For best results, the check should be based on 
something performed late in the Staging Profile so it will only be present if the entire 
Staging Profile was completed successfully. 
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7. The RD Client uploads information to the Relay Server.  This consists of the same steps 
described above in the section Barcode-Based Static Staging. 

8. The MSP Server pulls the Discovery Document and adds the device to the list of Staging 
History and pulls the Staging Logs and stores it for reference in the MSP Database. 

9. An MSP Console UI User consults the list of Staging History to see which devices have 
been Staged.  For any device, he can also consult the Staging Logs to see what was 
Staged or to troubleshoot any Staging issues. 

How to Use Static Staging 
This section describes how to actually use and perform Static Staging activities using the various 
Staging Methods described above. 

Barcode-Based Static Staging 
To generate barcodes for a single Static Staging Profile, click the Create link for the Staging 
Profile in the Barcode column header of the Staging Profiles page of the Stage tab or click the 
Staging – Barcode link in the Related Tasks area of the Profile Detail page for the Staging 
Profile.  This will bring up the Barcode Sheet Generation page for the selected Static Staging 
Profile(s).  In MSP, it is not possible to generate Barcodes for multiple Static Staging Profiles at 
once. 

When the Barcode Sheet Generation page is displayed, it will show default values for the 
Barcode Types to be generated based on what was defined in the Staging Options defined in the 
Staging Profile Object.  The Barcode Types to be generated can be changed before generation if 
the defaults do not suit the situation.  If the Staging Profile inherits from a “Late Bound” Staging 
and/or Production Site, then the Barcode Sheet Generation page will also require the selection 
of the requisite Site(s). 

Clicking the Generate button creates an Adobe Acrobat™ .PDF File containing a printable 
Barcode Sheet Set and opens it automatically in the PDF File Viewer.  The name of the .PDF file 
will always be “BarcodePage.pdf”, although the name can be changed to a user-selected name if 
the file is saved using the Save As menu option in the PDF File Viewer. 

Clicking the Save button creates an Adobe Acrobat™ .PDF File containing a printable Barcode 
Sheet Set and then allows that file to be saved to the file system of the Workstation PC.  The 
name of the .PDF file will be defaulted based on the name of the Staging Profile, although it can 
be changed to a user-selected name before saving it. 

Notes: 

A Barcode Sheet Set consists of one or more pages for each of the Barcode Types selected.  For 
example, if both linear and PDF are selected, then the .PDF File will contain one or more pages 
containing the linear Barcodes and one or more pages containing the PDF Barcodes.  The 
number of pages required for each Barcode Type will depend on the complexity of the Staging 
Profile and the information density that can be encoded in that Barcode Type. 

The free Adobe Acrobat™ reader must be installed on the computer running the MSP Console UI 
in order to view or print the Barcodes in this .PDF File.  The .PDF File can also be saved and 
transmitted to other locations for remote use.  In such cases, the free Adobe Acrobat™ reader 
would need to be installed at any remote location where the .PDF File will be used. 
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Once a Barcode Sheet Set is printed, it can be used to Stage devices.  Simply launch the RD 
Client and scan the Barcodes on the appropriate Barcode Sheets.  If the device has an imager-
based Barcode Scanner, it MAY also be possible to scan Barcodes directly from the Workstation 
PC screen where the .PDF file is open.  The ability to do this successfully may depend on the 
screen type, lighting conditions, and the performance of the Barcode Scanner used on the device. 

Notes: 

Barcodes can be generated in one of two “RD Compatibility” modes: MSP or MSP 2.X.  If a 
device currently has a RD Client version less than 3, then ONLY Barcodes created in 2.X “legacy” 
mode can be used.  Such Barcodes will be limited by the capabilities of the RD Client present on 
the device (which must be indicated). 

If a device has an RD Client version of 3 or higher, then Barcodes created in EITHER mode can 
be used, but MSP compatible Barcodes will provide the most functionality and hence are 
recommended. 

If a mixture of devices with varying RD Client versions need to be Staged with a single set of 
Barcodes, then the lowest version of RD Client present on any device should be selected. 

On-Demand (Electronic) Static Staging 
To serve up a single Static Staging Profile to one or more devices, click the On-Demand link in 
the Method column of the Staging Profiles page of the Stage tab of the MSP Console UI to 
cause the On-Demand Staging Profile Server to be opened and serve up the single Profile 
selected.  To serve up multiple Static Staging Profiles at once, check the boxes at the far left of all 
desired Profiles and then click the On-Demand Staging button to cause the On-Demand Staging 
Profile Server to be opened and serve up all the selected Profiles. 

This will bring up the Process Profile page for the selected Profile.  If the Staging Profile inherits 
from a “Late Bound” Staging and/or Production Site, then the Process Profile page will require 
the selection of the requisite Site(s).  If required, select the Site(s) and click the Next button. 

The Process Profile page will be used to host the On-Demand Staging Profile Server Java 
Applet.  The Java Applet will be downloaded to the Web Browser along with a Data Island 
containing the Staging Profile BLOBs for each of the selected Static Staging Profiles.  The 
Process Profile page will display the message “Staging Server is off” to indicate that the Staging 
Server within the Java Applet is ready to run but is not yet running. 

Click the Turn staging Server on button to start the On-Demand Staging Profile Server and 
begin serving up the Staging Profile BLOBs.  The Process Profile page will display the message 
“Staging Server is on” to indicate that the On-Demand Staging Profile Server is running.  To stop 
the On-Demand Staging Profile Server at any time, just click the Turn staging Server off button 
and the Process Profile page will display the message “Staging Server is on” to indicate that the 
On-Demand Staging Profile Server is no longer running.  While the On-Demand Staging Profile 
Server is running, it can be used to Stage one or more of the selected Staging Profiles. 

To Stage a device, launch the RD Client, click the Options button, and then select either the 
Search Connected Networks option or the Search Unconnected Networks option. 

Note: 

Rapid Deployment chooses to use TCP or UDP IP protocol based on the operational 
status of the interface.  The actual interface used by Rapid Deployment will be the 
first available interface. 
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It is possible that Rapid Deployment may select an interface that cannot 
communicate to an On-Demand Profile Server because the interface routing actually 
occurs at a lower level (WinSock) than Rapid Deployment. 

For example, suppose a device has an established connection via Active Sync and 
WLAN.  The WLAN connection is not connected to the same network as the On-
Demand Profile Server.  Active Sync is connected to the same network as the On-
Demand Profile Server.  However,  the lower level may choose the WLAN interface 
for Rapid Deployment when the "Search Connected Networks" is selected.  In 
another example, the lower level could also choose an Active Sync connection 
instead of WLAN where Active Sync is not connected to the same network as the 
On-Demand Profile Server, but the WLAN is connected . 

It is highly recommended to disconnect any interfaces that are not connected to the 
same network as the On-Demand Profile Server to resolve situations like the 
examples explained above. 

 Connected Networks are Networks that are already connected and can be checked to see if 
a Staging Server can be found.  This could be an ActiveSync™ connection, an existing 
WLAN connection, or any other connection that is already established at the time the Search 
Connected Networks option is selected. 

 Unconnected Networks are Well-Known WLAN connections that the RD Client can 
automatically configure and establish and use to try and locate an On-Demand Staging 
Profile Server.  There are two standard pre-defined Well-Known WLAN connections 
supported by the RD Client as show in Table 1 below. 

Connection Name Connection Information 

AirBEAM Open 

ESSID = airbeam 

Authentication = Open 

Encrytpion = None 

AirBEAM WEP 

ESSID = airbeam 

Authentication = Open 

Encrytpion = WEP128 or WEP104 

WEP Key Index = 1 

WEP Key #1 Hex = 101112131415161718191a1b1c 

Table 1 – Well-Known WLAN Connections 

The RD Client will begin searching for an On-Demand Staging Profile Server.  If it finds one, it will 
send its device model, device OS, and it’s Device Identifier(s) and request a list of all Profiles 
being served that are suitable for Staging on that device.  This could lead to one of the following 
results: 

 There are no Profile BLOBs being served that are suitable for the device 

This means that none of the selected Staging Profiles is suitable to Stage the device.  The 
On-Demand Staging Profile Server handles this situation by sending down an empty list of 
Staging Profile names. 
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The usual cause of this is that the device is not one of those for which Profiles were selected, 
usually indicating that the device is not one of those that was intended to be Staged.  The RD 
Client responds to an empty list of Staging Profile names by displaying a message and then 
terminating the Staging activity. 

 There is exactly one Profile BLOB being served that is suitable for the device 

This means that there is only one Staging Profile BLOB that is suitable to Stage the device.  
The On-Demand Staging Profile Server handles this situation by sending down a list 
containing the name of the single Staging Profile that is suitable. 

This means that everything is good and Staging can proceed.  The RD Client responds to a 
list containing a single Staging Profile name by requesting, receiving, and processing that 
Staging Profile BLOB automatically. 

 There are multiple Profile BLOBs being served that are suitable for the device 

This means that there is more than one Staging Profile BLOB that is suitable to Stage the 
device.  The On-Demand Staging Profile Server handles this situation by sending down a list 
containing the names of all the Staging Profiles that are suitable. 

This means that Staging cannot proceed until a specific suitable Staging Profile is selected.  
The RD Client responds to a list containing multiple Staging Profile names by presenting the 
list of names to the Device User and requesting a selecting.  If the Device User selects a 
Staging Profile name, then the RD Client responds requesting, receiving, and processing that 
Staging Profile BLOB. 

The On-Demand Staging Profile Server, running in the context of the Process Profile page, will 
hold the Staging Profile BLOBs for the selected Staging Profilse as long as the page remains 
open.  The page can be kept open, with the Staging Server on or off, as long as is necessary, but 
should be closed, using the Exit button, when it is no longer needed. 

Note: 

The Staging Profile BLOBs in the Data Island are cached so long as the Process Profile page 
remains open.  Any changes made to Staging Objects will therefore not be reflected in the 
Staging that is taking place.  To Stage new or altered Content, it will be necessary to close the 
Process Profile page, by clicking the Exit button, and then re-initiate Staging. 

While the On-Demand Staging Profile Server is running, it will keep track of and display the 
number of and identity of devices that have been Staged since it was turned on.  The On-
Demand Staging Profile Server can be left running as long as necessary, but should be stopped, 
using the Turn Staging Server off button, when it is no longer needed. 

Note: 

Each time the Server is turned off, the number of devices Staged will be set back to zero and the 
list of device identities that have been Staged will be cleared. 

SMS Static Staging 
When devices are equipped with WWAN radios and have been set up with data service from 
WWAN carriers that provide ‘short message service’ (SMS) text messaging, SMS Staging can be 
used to push a selected Staging Profile to one or more devices.   In order to support SMS 
Staging, a device must have the MSP SMS Staging Client installed in order to receive and 
process the SMS messages that will deliver the Staging Profile BLOB to the device. 
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To deliver a Staging Profile to one or more devices using SMS Staging, go to the SMS Staging 
Jobs page of the Stage tab of the MSP Console UI and click the Create button.  In MSP, it is not 
possible to send more than one Staging Profile via SMS Staging in a single SMS Staging Job.  
The following MSP Objects items are required to successfully create an SMS Staging Job Object: 

 SMS Carrier Object(s) define the cellular provider (e.g. Cingular, Verizon, etc.) that a device 
uses for cellular service and SMS message delivery.  SMS Carrier Objects are typically 
defined in advance by a User with the Administrator Role for use during later SMS Staging 
activities. 

 SMS Device Object(s) defines individual WWAN-enabled devices that can be Staged using 
SMS Staging.  Each SMS Device Object references an SMS Carrier Object, which must 
already exist.  SMS Device Objects must exist before they can be used to Stage devices 
using the SMS Staging Method. 

 A Staging Profile Object must exist to define the Staging to be performed before the SMS 
Staging Method can be invoked. 

When a device with SMS Staging capability receives SMS Staging messages, it will extract the 
Staging Profile BLOB encoded within them, and make that Staging Profile available to the User to 
Stage the device. 

Note: 

The delivery of SMS messages to devices for SMS Staging is initiated from the MSP Console UI.  
And the reception of SMS messages and the extraction of Staging Profile BLOBs from them is 
automatically performed by the SMS Staging Client.  But this does not mean that SMS is 
automatic.  SMS Staging always requires explicit action to be taken by the Device User to 
actually perform the Staging activity on a device. 

The details and needed steps for configuring Objects for SMS Staging and the tasks required to 
perform SMS Staging are as follows: 

The following steps describe how to perform SMS Staging: 

1. An MSP Console UI User creates SMS Carrier Object(s) using the MSP Console UI. 

2. The MSP Console UI User creates a Staging Profile Object using the MSP Console UI. 

3. The MSP Console UI User creates SMS Device Object(s) using the MSP Console UI. 

4. The MSP Console UI User creates an SMS Staging Job Object using the MSP Console 
UI and selects a desired Staging Profile Object and a set of desired SMS Device Objects. 

5. The MSP Console UI Device User interacts with the SMS Staging Client on a device and 
initiates Staging for a Staging Profile for which a complete Staging Profile BLOB has 
been successfully extract from received SMS messages. 

6. The MSP Console UI User tracks Staging status using the MSP Console UI. 
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Automatic Static Staging 
Automatic Staging is a method to enable Staging to happen “automatically”, at a remote location, 
without requiring the Device User at that remote location to manually initiate or guide the Staging 
activity at the time it occurs. 

Notes: 

Devices are generally shipped from Motorola with standard product configurations.  Automatic 
Staging typically cannot be used to perform Automatic Staging of devices shipped with standard 
product configurations because such configurations do not contain any customer-specific 
information that would be required to get onto a network, reach a Relay Server, and launch the 
RD Client at the right time with the right command line parameters. 

In order for Automatic Staging to be usable, a device shipped with a standard product 
configuration would need to be pre-configured with customer-specific Automatic Staging 
configuration.  Exactly how Automatic Staging will function on a given device depends on the 
exact details of the customer-specific Automatic Staging configuration that is applied to that 
device during pre-configuration. 

In some cases, it may be possible for a customer to arrange to purchase devices from Motorola 
that are pre-configured in a customer-specific manner before shipment.  In such cases, the 
customer generally provides a so-called “Gold Image” which is loaded by Motorola before 
shipping devices to that customer.  Such custom configurations could be Automatic Staging-
ready for that specific customer, if the “Gold Image” included the Automatic Staging configuration 
that was necessary to support the needs of that customer.  Such arrangements would generally 
be made only for customers placing very large orders for devices that all have the same custom 
configuration. 

Note: 

For more information on custom configurations, please contact your Motorola or partner sales 
representative. 

Automatic Staging Configuration 
Iit is generally necessary to pre-configure devices with the appropriate customer-specific 
Automatic Staging configuration.  Such pre-configuration could be accomplished using MSP 
Staging, or it might be accomplished by loading a “Gold Image” that could be deployed using 
MSP Staging or some other method.  Also, as mentioned earlier, pre-configuration might be 
performed by Motorola, before devices are shipped, as part of a custom configuration for a large 
order. 

The following sections explain the types of configuration that are typically required to be 
performed during pre-configuration to enable Automatic Staging. 

Network Configuration 
Automatic Staging is most commonly performed at a Site over the Production WLAN present at 
that Site.  In cases where Automatic Staging is used, the Production WLAN Settings are generally 
common to all Sites.  In some cases, Automatic Staging might be performed over some other 
form of network connectivity (e.g. ActiveSync, Ethernet Cradle, etc.) that does not require pre-
configuration to operate.  But doing so would reduce the degree to which Staging was really 
“automatic” since it would require additional action by the Device User before Automatic Staging 
could occur. 
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Automatic Staging is designed for use in situations where devices either have pre-configured 
network connectivity or have connectivity that is available without pre-configuration.  For example, 
a device with a hard-wired Ethernet connection that defaulted to DHCP mode might be assumed 
to have network connectivity by default without any pre-configuration. 

If the network connectivity over which Automatic Staging will be performed requires any pre-
configuration, then that pre-configuration must occur before Automatic Staging can take place.  If 
such pre-configuration is not practical to perform, then some other Staging method generally 
should be used. 

The most common way to pre-configure network connectivity for a device would be to use MSP 
Staging.  Alternately, if a “Gold Image” approach is used, then the requisite configuration might be 
configured in some other way, such as via the Device Registry. 

Relay Server Configuration 
Automatic Staging requires that a device be capable of reaching a Relay Server from which a 
Staging Profile .PROF file can be pulled.  If a device ships with a standard product configuration, 
then it will have no Relay Server information by default.  All devices with standard product 
configurations for which Automatic Staging will be used will require pre-configuration of Relay 
Server information.  If such pre-configuration is not practical to perform, then some other Staging 
method generally should be used. 

The most common way to pre-configure Relay Server information for a device would be to use 
MSP Staging.  Alternately, if a “Gold Image” approach is used, the requisite configuration might 
be configured in some other way, such as via the Device Registry. 

Automatic Staging Launch 
Automatic Staging requires that a device be configured to launch the RD Client automatically, 
with an appropriate command line parameter, when required.  If a device ships with a standard 
product configuration, then the RD Client will not be configured to launch automatically by 
default.  All devices with standard product configurations for which Automatic Staging will be used 
will require pre-configuration of how and when to automatically launch the RD Client.  If such pre-
configuration is not practical to perform, then some other Staging method generally should be 
used. 

Key Questions 
The following key questions should generally be considered when designing an automatic launch 
solution for Automatic Staging: 

Which Staging Profile should be applied during Automatic Staging? 
This is highly dependent on the circumstances and requirements.  In many cases, there will be 
only one Automatic Staging Profile that will be applied to all devices at all locations.  In other 
cases, there might be a different Automatic Staging Profile that applies to each class of location 
(e.g. All Stores might have one Automatic Staging Profile and All Distribution Centers might have 
another Automatic Staging Profile). 

The requirements and purposes for Automatic Staging will need to be assessed to determine how 
many different Automatic Staging Profiles are required.  Devices will generally need to be pre-
configured for a specific purpose and then stocked based on that pre-configuration.  When 
devices are shipped, it would be necessary to ship the right type of pre-configured device for the 
intended usage and class of destination.  The main advantage of Automatic Staging is its ability 
to reduce the number of configurations that must be stocked by allowing all locations of the same 
class to use the same pre-configuration. 
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When is a good time to perform Automatic Staging? 
Automatic Staging is most commonly performed following a device Reboot.  When the RD Client 
is run with the command line parameter that causes it to attempt to perform Automatic Staging, it 
will be successful only if connectivity to the network and the Relay Server is available.  For best 
results, the execution of the command line to launch the RD Client should be delayed until the 
requisite connectivity is available. 

Note: 

It is beyond the scope of this document to explain all the ways that a given device might support 
to launch an application on Reboot.  Some devices support one way and some support many 
different ways, each with different trade-offs.  Choosing the proper method will require a thorough 
understanding and assessment of the available choices for a given device.  Nonetheless, some 
example methods will be described to help understand the principles involved. 

How can Automatic Staging be prevented from repeating unnecessarily? 
Automatic Staging is most commonly performed following a device Reboot.  When the RD Client 
is run with the command line parameter that causes it to attempt to perform Automatic Staging, it 
will perform that Staging unconditionally, if it can, without regard to whether the same Staging 
has been previously completed successfully on that device. 

However, when loading Packages as part of Staging, the RD Client will, by default, skip any 
Packages that are already present on the device at the right version.  If there are no Staging 
Settings embedded in the Automatic Staging Profile, then repeating the execution of the RD 
Client might be sufficiently benign that it could be allowed to repeat on Reboot without 
suppression.  Doing so would, however, incur some unnecessary network load and increase 
device Reboot time. 

For best results, the RD Client would be launched on Reboot only if the desired Automatic 
Staging has not previously been completed successfully on that device.  This can be challenging 
to implement since it will generally require custom coding to check one or more “markers” that 
indicate that the required Staging has completed.  These “markers” might be files or Device 
Attributes that would be expected to be present once the required Staging has completed.  The 
custom code would then unconditionally launch on Reboot and check the necessary “markers” 
and conditionally launch the RD Client with the appropriate command line parameter if the 
“markers” are not found to be present. 

How can Automatic Staging be repeated if needed? 
It may on occasion become desirable to repeat Automatic Staging for a device (e.g. if the device 
is moved to a new Site and hence needs to be re-Staged for use at that new Site).  To 
accomplish this, whatever method is used to prevent unnecessary repetition of Automatic Staging 
for a device would need to be equipped with some form of override.  Such an override might be 
automatically invoked (by detecting device motion to a new Site) or might be manually invoked by 
the Device User when a device is moved to a new Site.  Such an override would generally require 
custom code that might remove a “marker” or add a new “marker” that acts as an override. 

Possible Approaches 
The following possible approaches might be employed when designing an automatic launch 
solution for Automatic Staging: 
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Simple Launch/Don’t-Launch Approach 
As previously mentioned, Automatic Staging is most commonly performed following a device 
Reboot.  On many Motorola and Symbol devices, a utility called Startup.exe is provided which 
automatically launches anything placed into the super-Persistent folder \Application\StartUp.  
When performing pre-configuration of a device, it is a simple matter to create a shortcut (.LNK 
file) or a .RUN file and deploy it to the \Application\StartUp folder.  This will automatically launch 
the RD Client with the specified command line following each and every Reboot Reboot. 

The Startup.exe utility on Motorola and Symbol devices generally launches things placed into the 
\Application\Startup folder quite late in the boot process.  As a result, using this mechanism will 
generally cause the RD Client to be launched well after any required connectivity has been 
established following a Reboot. 

A shortcut file is simply a text file, with an extension of .LNK.  A shortcut file can be created as a 
text file so long as it is renamed to have a .LNK extension by the time it is placed into the 
\Application\Startup folder of the device.  As an example, to launch the RD Client to attempt 
Automatic Staging for the Staging Profile named “StoreConfig”, a shortcut file called 
“StoreConfig.LNK” could be created with the following Contents: 

35#\windows\rdclient.exe -pStoreConfig 

 

In the above example, the leading “35” indicates that the shortcut consists of 35 characters after 
the pound sign (#) character.  The shortcut simply launches the RD Client and tells it to attempt to 
perform Automatic Staging for the Staging Profile named “StoreConfig”. 

A .RUN file is also simply a text file, with an extension of .RUN.  A .RUN file can be created as a 
text file so long as it is renamed to have a .RUN extension by the time it is placed into the 
\Application\Startup folder of the device.  As an example, to launch the RD Client to attempt 
Automatic Staging for the Staging Profile named “DcConfig”, a .RUN file called “DcConfig.RUN” 
could be created with the following Contents: 

\windows\rdclient.exe 

-pDcConfig 

 

In the above example, the first line simply identifies the RD Client executable file and the second 
line specifies the command line parameter to tell it to attempt to perform Automatic Staging for 
the Staging Profile named “DcConfig”. 

The shortcut or .RUN file could easily be deployed using a Package that is referenced in a Bundle 
that is deployed using MSP Staging when the device is pre-configured.  One nice aspect of this is 
that the shortcut or .RUN file can be maintained as a text file on a Workstation PC and included 
into a Package where it is renamed to .LNK or .RUN by the Package when it is installed into the 
Application\Startup folder of the device 

Preventing Repetition 
If the above approach is followed, it would deal with the first two key questions previously 
discussed.  However, a means might still need to be provided to ensure that Automatic Staging is 
not repeated unnecessarily, but is repeated (e.g. via an override) if it becomes desirable to do so. 
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One simple way to prevent Automatic Staging from being repeated once it has been successfully 
completed would be to remove the shortcut file or .RUN file from the Application\StartUp folder of 
the device as part of the activity performed by the Automatic Staging Profile itself.  If this removal 
is the last step performed during Staging, then it will ensure that if Automatic Staging will not be 
repeated once it has been fully completed.  If the shortcut or .RUN file was deployed via a 
Package as described above, then it could be removed simply by placing an Uninstall command 
for that Package as the last Deployment Step in the Bundle that is referenced by the Automatic 
Staging Profile. 

If it becomes necessary to later repeat Automatic Staging, then all that would be required would 
be to restore the shortcut or .RUN file to the Application\StartUp folder of the device and then 
Reboot the device.  This could be done by using MSP Staging to pull down a Package containing 
the shortcut or .RUN file and then Reboot. 

Custom Application Approach 
The simple approach described above has the advantage that it could be implemented entirely 
using built-in MSP features with no custom code.  However, that approach relies on a number of 
“simplifying assumptions” that might not be suitable for more complex situations.  A few of those 
“simplifying assumptions” are listed below, along with examples of how they might apply. 

 Automatic Staging should only be performed when a device is Rebooted 

While it is most common that Automatic Staging is performed only when a device is 
Rebooted, this may not always be a valid assumption.  For example, if Automatic Staging is 
attempted and fails, due to an unforeseen situation like a loss of connectivity, it may not 
always be desirable to have to wait for the device to be Reboot again before Automatic 
Staging will be attempted again. 

A single invocation of the RD Client will make one attempt to perform Automatic Staging.  If 
that attempt fails, the RD Client would need to be launched again.  If the launching of the RD 
Client is performed only when a device is Rebooted, then the device would need to be 
Rebooted to make another attempt.  A Device User could choose to explicitly launch the RD 
Client, using the shortcut file, but if the relaunching needs to be truly “automatic”, then a more 
sophisticated approach, requiring custom code, would almost certainly be required. 

 Automatic Staging should only occur once 

While it is most common that Automatic Staging would not need to be repeated once it has 
completed fully, this may not always be a valid assumption.  For example, there may be 
situations where some portion of the configuration applied during Automatic Staging might be 
“lost” and it might therefore be desirable to reload it.  Or, there may be situations where some 
of the configuration performed during Automatic Staging is not mandatory and if all the 
mandatory parts are completed, we do not need to repeat Automatic Staging even if some 
optional parts of the Staging failed. 

In such cases, it may preferable to define a set of “criteria” that need to be met.  If all the 
“criteria” are met, then the RD Client would not be launched.  If any of the “criteria” are not 
met, then the RD Client would be launched and an attempt to perform Automatic Staging 
would occur.  If it is necessary to evaluate such “criteria” and launch the RD Client only in the 
right situations, then a more sophisticated approach, requiring custom code, would almost 
certainly be required. 

 Automatic Staging should only apply to a single Staging Profile 

While it is most common that Automatic Staging would apply to only a single Staging Profile, 
there could be situations where it would be advantageous to apply multiple Automatic Staging 
Profiles to the same device.  For example, all locations might require the same Staging to be 
performed, but a few Sites might require additional Staging that is Site-specific 
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In such cases, it may be preferable to have a method to apply each of several Automatic 
Staging Profiles, if they exist.  Depending on how complex the requirements are, a more 
sophisticated approach, requiring custom code, would almost certainly be required. 

All of the above situations and more could be addressed by developing a custom application that 
performs the launching of the RD Client.  Such a custom application could do some or all of the 
following: 

 Launch on each Reboot and stay running to periodically evaluate “criteria” as needed. 

 Maintain a set of Automatic Staging Profile names and different sets of “criteria”for when 
each need to be applied. 

 Test various combinations of “criteria” to determine what Automatic Staging needs to be 
applied and when. 

The custom application might be deployed using a Package during pre-Staging.  The custom 
application might be deployed by the Package directly to the Application\Startup folder of the 
device to ensure that it is launched every time the device is Rebooted.  Or the custom application 
might be deployed to some other folder on the device and a shortcut file or .RUN file might be 
deployed to the Application\StartUp folder of the device to cause the custom application to be 
launched every time the device is Rebooted. 

By developing a custom application, just about any combination of requirements could be met.  
Due to the wide-open nature of such a solution, it is not really possible to provide much more 
guidance at to how such an application could/should be written.  But the following implementation 
suggestions can be made: 

 Avoid performing complex calculations that would slow down the device, if possible. 

It may be acceptable to perform complex calculations that slow down a device when the 
device has not yet been Staged.  But if the custom application is going to continue to run, to 
allow Automatic re-Staging, then care should be taken to ensure that it does not negatively 
impact the behavior of mission-critical applications that are running on the device. 

 Avoid running continuously; instead, perform processing cyclically by looping with periods of 
“sleep” separating periods of activity. 

Repeating Automatic Staging is likely an infrequent occurrence.  It makes sense to expend as 
little processing power and possible and to do it as seldom as is practical to achieve the 
desired result. 

 Consider using the list of Packages installed on the device to help track the “completion” of 
Staging Profiles. 

All Packages that are installed on a device will result in an .APD file being created in the 
\Application\airbeam\pkg folder in the device.  The degree of “completion” of a Staging Profile 
could be assessed based on changes in the .APD files listed in that folder. 

 Consider using Device Attributes to track what has been done, since these can be reported 
back to MSP and may provide useful information about what Automatic Staging has been 
performed. 

Values of type REG_SZ that are created in the Device Registry under 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\MSP\Attributes will automatically be transferred to 
MSP as Device Attributes with a prefix of “UserAttribute.” when the MSP Client Software 
checks in. 
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How Dynamic Staging Works 

Barcode-Based Dynamic Staging 
Figure 5 below illustrates the basic operation of Barcode-Based Staging Method when the 
Staging is Dynamic. 

 

Figure 5 – Barcode-Based Dynamic Staging 

In accordance with Figure 5 above, the Barcode-Based Staging Method process proceeds as 
described below when the Staging is Dynamic: 

1. An MSP Console UI User creates the Objects required to Dynamically Stage devices.  In 
general, this consists of: 

a. Ensuring that any required Site Objects exist in the MSP Library, and creating 
any that do not. 

b. Ensuring that any required Relay Server Objects exist in the MSP Library, and 
creating any that do not. 

c. Ensuring that all required Packages exist in the MSP Library, and creating and 
uploading any that are not. 

d. Ensuring that all required Settings Objects exist in the MSP Library, and creating 
any that do not. 

e. Specifying any Staging Settings to be applied.  Any referenced Settings Objects 
could be Dynamic. 

f. Specifying any Site Inheritance to be applied.  Any referenced Site Objects could 
be Dynamic. 
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g. Creating a Bundle to describe the exact Deployment Steps to be performing, 
including: 

i. Install any required Packages, 

ii. Install any required Settings Objects.  Any referenced Settings Object 
could be Dynamic. 

iii. Uninstall any desired Packages 

iv. Perform any required Deployment Steps 

v. Do all of the above in the proper, relative order 

h. Creating a Staging Profile to inherit from the proper Sites or specify the proper 
Settings Objects and to specify the Bundle.  At least one directly or indirectly 
referenced Object must be Dynamic. 

i. Creating a Staging Batch to define a set of devices to be Staged, a set of Device 
Attribute values to be used to render Dynamic Settings, and any File Set Objects 
to be used to render Dynamic Settings. 

2. The MSP Server delivers Static Content to Relay Server(s), including: 

a. Determines which Relay Server(s) require Static Content referenced by the 
Bundle referenced by the Staging Profile. 

b. Delivers each Package (.APD file and subfolder) that is referenced by the Bundle 
to the designated folder of each Relay Server that requires the Bundle if the 
Relay Server does not already have that Package. 

3. An MSP Console UI User elects to perform Dynamic Staging. 

a. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Staging link under the Method column 
header for a desired Staging Batch on the Staging Batches page of the Stage 
tab.  This brings up the Choose Profile page. 

b. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Create link under the Barcode column 
header for a desired Staging Profile. 

Note: 

Both Static and Dynamic Staging Profiles are shown on the Choose Profiles page 
and either type could be selected.  To perform Dynamic Staging, a Dynamic Staging 
Profile must be selected.  If a Static Staging Profile is selected, then it will be applied 
to the set of devices identified by the Staging Batch, just as would be done for a 
Dynamic Profile, but since the Staging Profile is Static, the same Content will be 
applied to all devices in the Staging Batch. 

c. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Create link under the Barcode column 
header for the desired Dynamic Staging Profile. 

d. The MSP Console UI User can optionally modify the information on the Barcode 
Sheet Generation page to alter the set of Barcode Types to be generated. 

e. If the Staging Profile inherits from a Late Bound Staging and/or Production Site, 
then the MSP Console UI User must select the desired Sites(s) on the Barcode 
Sheet Generation page. 
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f. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Generate button on the Barcode Sheet 
Generation page to generate a .PDF File containing the Barcode Sheet Set for 
the the Staging Profile for all the devices defined in the Staging Batch. 

Note: 

A Barcode Sheet Set consists of one or more pages for each of the Barcode Types 
selected for each device.  For example, if both linear and PDF are selected, then the 
.PDF File will contain for each device one or more pages containing the linear 
Barcodes and one or more pages containing the PDF Barcodes.  The number of 
pages required for each Barcode Type for each device will depend on the 
complexity of the Staging Profile and the information density that can be encoded in 
that Barcode Type. 

4. A Device User invokes the RD Client on a device and scans the Barcodes on one or 
more pages of the Barcode Sheet Set.  Since the Barcode Sheet Set contains the 
Barcodes for multiple Barcode Types for multiple devices, the Device User must scan the 
Barcodes for the right device and the ones with the right Barcode Types that are capable 
of being scanned on the device. 

5. The RD Client performs the Staging defined within the Staging Profile: 

a. The RD Client calls the appropriate Settings Plug-In to configure the device as 
specified by the Settings BLOB embedded within the Staging Profile. 

Note: 

These Settings could have been Dynamic.  But that fact will be transparent to the 
RD Client and the Settings Plug-In.  This is because a BLOB generated by rendering 
a Dynamic Settings Object is indistinguishable from a BLOB generated from a Static 
Settings Object. 

b. The RD Client extracts the Bundle that is embedded within the Staging Profile. 

c. The RD Client contacts the Relay Server. 

d. The RD Client processes the Deployment Steps defined in the Bundle, including 
downloading installing and/or uninstalling Packages or performing specified 
Reboot(s). 

e. The RD Client extracts Settings BLOBs that are embedded within the Bundle and 
hence will not need to download Settings Packages for Dynamic Settings 
Objects. 

6. The RD Client uploads information to the Relay Server. 

a. Pushes a Discovery Document (.XML file), describing the device, to the 
DISCOVERY sub-folder on the Relay Server. 

b. Pushes a Staging Log (.completed or .failed file), describing the results of the 
Staging activity, to the LOGS sub-folder of the Relay Server. 

7. The MSP Server pulls the Discovery Document and adds the device to the list of Staging 
History and pulls the Staging Logs and stores it for reference in the MSP Database. 

8. An MSP Console UI User consults the list of Staging History to see which devices have 
been Staged.  For any device, he can also consult the Staging Logs to see what was 
Staged or to troubleshoot any Staging issues. 
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On-Demand (Electronic) Dynamic Staging 
Figure 6 below illustrates the basic operation of the On-Demand (Electronic) Staging Method 
when the Staging is Dynamic. 

 

Figure 6 – On-Demand Dynamic Staging 

In accordance with Figure 6 above, the basic operation of On-Demand (Electronic) Staging 
proceeds as follows when the Staging is Dynamic: 

1. An MSP Console UI User creates the Objects required to Dynamically Stage devices.  
This consists of: the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Dynamic 
Staging. 

2. The MSP Server delivers Static Content to Relay Server(s). This consists of: the same 
steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Dynamic Staging. 

3. An MSP Console UI User elects to perform Dynamic Staging. 

a. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Staging link under the Method column 
header for a desired Staging Batch on the Staging Batches page of the Stage 
tab.  This brings up the Choose Profile page. 

b. The MSP Console UI User clicks the On Demand link under the Method column 
header for a desired Staging Profile. 
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c. If the Staging Profile inherits from a Late Bound Staging and/or Production Site, 
then the MSP Console UI User must select the desired Sites(s) on the Process 
Profile page and clicks the Next button. 

d. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server is downloaded as a Java Applet to run 
within the context of the Process Profile page.  The Java Applet is accompanied 
by a Data Island containing all the Staging Profile BLOBs rendered for the 
devices in the Staging Batch and the name of the Device Identifier defined for the 
Staging Batch. 

e. The Process Profile page shows the On-Demand Staging Profile Server UI, 
which includes messages showing the results of the rendering of the Dynamic 
Staging Profile for each device defined in the Staging Batch. 

f. The MSP Console UI User clicks the Turn staging Server on button to cause 
the On-Demand Staging Profile Server to begin running in the context of the 
Process Profile page and to Server up Dynamic Staging Profiles to devices. 

A Device User invokes the RD Client on a device and requests either the 
Search Connected Networks function or the Search Unconnected Networks 
function.  This starts the acquisition of a Staging Profile as follows: 

Note: 

Rapid Deployment chooses to use TCP or UDP IP protocol based on the operational 
status of the interface.  The actual interface used by Rapid Deployment will be the 
first available interface. 

It is possible that Rapid Deployment may select an interface that cannot 
communicate to an On-Demand Profile Server because the interface routing actually 
occurs at a lower level (WinSock) than Rapid Deployment. 

For example, suppose a device has an established connection via Active Sync and 
WLAN.  The WLAN connection is not connected to the same network as the On-
Demand Profile Server.  Active Sync is connected to the same network as the On-
Demand Profile Server.  However,  the lower level may choose the WLAN interface 
for Rapid Deployment when the "Search Connected Networks" is selected.  In 
another example, the lower level could also choose an Active Sync connection 
instead of WLAN where Active Sync is not connected to the same network as the 
On-Demand Profile Server, but the WLAN is connected . 

It is highly recommended to disconnect any interfaces that are not connected to the 
same network as the On-Demand Profile Server to resolve situations like the 
examples explained above. 

a. If the Search Unconnected Networks function was selected, then the RD Client 
attempts to establish the Well-Known WLAN connections as described earlier in 
this document in the section On-Demand (Electronic) Static Staging. 

b. The RD Client sends a UDP broadcast message over available connections to 
attempt to locate an On-Demand Staging Profile Server. 

c. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server running in the context of the Process 
Profile page hears the UDP broadcast message and replies with its IP Address. 
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d. The RD Client sends its device model, Operating System, and unique device 
identifier to the On-Demand Staging Profile Server and requests a list of Staging 
Profiles. 

e. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server receives the request from the device and 
compares the unique device identifier sent by the device to the values associated 
with the Staging Batch Device Identifier for each Staging Profile BLOB in the 
Data Island. 

i. If a match is found, then the On-Demand Staging Profile Server sends a 
list containing just the name of the Dynamic Staging Profile to the RD 
Client. 

ii. If no match is found, then the On-Demand Staging Profile Server sends 
an empty list to the RD Client. 

f. The RD Client receives the list of Staging Profile names from the On-Demand 
Staging Profile Server. 

i. If the list of Staging Profile names is empty, then a message is presented 
to the Device User indicating that no Profiles were available to be Staged 
for the device. 

ii. If the list of Staging Profile names contains more one Staging Profile, 
then the RD Client requests that Staging Profile from the On-Demand 
Staging Profile Server.  The unique device identifier is included again as 
well. 

g. The On-Demand Staging Profile Server receives the request for the Staging 
Profile and finds the appropriate Staging Profile BLOB based on the unique 
device identifier and sends it to the RD Client. 

h. The RD Client receives the Staging Profile BLOB from the On-Demand Staging 
Profile Server. 

4. The RD Client performs the Staging defined within the Staging Profile BLOB.  This 
consists of: the same steps described above in the section Barcode-Based Dynamic 
Staging. 

5. The RD Client uploads information to the Relay Server.  This consists of: the same steps 
described above in the section Barcode-Based Dynamic Staging. 

6. The MSP Server pulls the Discovery Document and adds the device to the list of Staging 
History and pulls the Staging Logs and stores it for reference in the MSP Database. 

7. An MSP Console UI User consults the list of Staging History to see which devices have 
been Staged.  For any device, he can also consult the Staging Logs to see what was 
Staged or to troubleshoot any Staging issues. 

How to Use Dynamic Staging 
This section describes how to actually use and perform Dynamic Staging activities using the 
various Staging Methods described above. 
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Barcode-Based Dynamic Staging 
To generate barcodes for a single Dynamic Staging Profile, you must first select a Staging Batch 
that defines the devices to be Staged and the information about those devices that will be 
necessary to customize the Staging for each device.  From the Staging Batches page, click the 
Staging link under the Method column header for the desired Staging Batch.  This will bring up 
the Choose Profile page.  Click the Create link under the Barcode column header for the 
desired Dynamic Staging Profile.  This will bring up the Barcode Sheet Generation page for the 
selected Profile. 

When the Barcode Sheet Generation page is displayed, it will show default values for the 
Barcode Types to be generated based on what was defined in the Staging Options defined in the 
Staging Profile Object.  The Barcode Types to be generated can be changed before generation if 
the defaults do not suit the situation.  If the Staging Profile inherits from a “Late Bound” Staging 
and/or Production Site, then the Barcode Sheet Generation page will also require the selection 
of the requisite Site(s).  Clicking the Generate button creates and opens an Adobe Acrobat™ 
.PDF File containing a printable Barcode Sheet Set. 

Notes: 

A Barcode Sheet Set consists of one or more pages for each of the Barcode Types selected for 
each device.  For example, if both linear and PDF are selected, then the .PDF File will contain for 
each device one or more pages containing the linear Barcodes and one or more pages containing 
the PDF Barcodes.  The number of pages required for each Barcode Type for each device will 
depend on the complexity of the Staging Profile and the information density that can be encoded 
in that Barcode Type. 

The free Adobe Acrobat™ reader must be installed on the computer running the MSP Console UI 
in order to view or print the Barcodes in this .PDF File.  The .PDF File can also be saved and 
transmitted to other locations for remote use.  In such cases, the free Adobe Acrobat™ reader 
would need to be installed at any remote location where the .PDF File will be used. 

Once a Barcode Sheet Set is printed, it can be used to Stage devices.  Simply launch the RD 
Client and scan the Barcodes on the appropriate Barcode Sheets.  If the device has an imager-
based Barcode Scanner, it MAY also be possible to scan Barcodes directly from the Workstation 
PC screen where the .PDF file is open.  The ability to do this successfully may depend on the 
screen type, lighting conditions, and the performance of the Barcode Scanner used on the device. 

Note: 

Legacy Barcodes (those generated with an “RD Compatibility” mode of MSP 2.X) cannot be 
generated for a Dynamic Staging Profile.  This is because Legacy RD Client are not capable of 
performing Dynamic Staging and hence could not process the barcodes even if they were 
generated. 

On-Demand (Electronic) Dynamic Staging 
To serve up a single Dynamic Staging Profile to one or more devices, you must first select a 
Staging Batch that defines the devices to be Staged and the information about those devices that 
will be necessary to customize the Staging for each device.  From the Staging Batches page, 
click the Staging link under the Method column header for the desired Staging Batch.  This will 
bring up the Choose Profile page.  Click the On Demand link under the Barcode column header 
for the desired Dynamic Staging Profile.  This will bring up the Process Profile page for the 
selected Profile.  If the Staging Profile inherits from a “Late Bound” Staging and/or Production 
Site, then the Process Profile page will require the selection of the requisite Site(s).  If required, 
select the Site(s) and click the Next button. 
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The Process Profile page will be used to host the On-Demand Staging Profile Server Java 
Applet.  The Java Applet will be downloaded to the Web Browser along with a Data Island 
containing the selected Dynamic Staging Profile rendered as a Staging Profile BLOB for each 
device defined in the selected Staging Batch and based on the Device Attribute information 
defined for each device in that Staging Batch.  The Process Profile page will display the 
message “Staging Server is off” to indicate that Staging Server within the Java Applet is ready to 
run but is not yet running. 

Click the Turn staging Server on button to start the On-Demand Staging Profile Server and 
begin serving up the Staging Profile BLOBs.  The Process Profile page will display the message 
“Staging Server is on” to indicate that the On-Demand Staging Profile Server is running.  To stop 
the On-Demand Staging Profile Server at any time, just click the Turn staging Server off button 
and the Process Profile page will display the message “Staging Server is on” to indicate that the 
On-Demand Staging Profile Server is no longer running.  While the On-Demand Staging Profile 
Server is running, it can be used to Stage one or more of the devices that were defined in the 
Staging Batch.   

Note: 

Devices for which the Device Identifiers do not match the Device Identifier values defined for any 
device in the Staging Batch cannot be Staged using that Staging Batch.  This is because the 
information required to render the Staging Profile BLOB for such devices is not available. 

To Stage a device, launch the RD Client, click the Options button, and then select either the 
Search Connected Networks option or the Search Unconnected Networks option.  Connected 
Networks are Networks that are already connected and can be checked to see if a Staging Server 
can be found.  Unconnected Networks are the Well-Known WLAN connections that automatically 
will be configured and established to see if an On-Demand Staging Profile Server can be found. 

The RD Client will begin searching for an On-Demand Staging Profile Server.  If it finds one, it will 
send its device model, device OS, and it’s Device Identifier(s) and request a list of all Profiles 
being served that are suitable for Staging on that device.  This could lead to one of the following 
results: 

Note: 

Rapid Deployment chooses to use TCP or UDP IP protocol based on the operational 
status of the interface.  The actual interface used by Rapid Deployment will be the 
first available interface. 

It is possible that Rapid Deployment may select an interface that cannot 
communicate to an On-Demand Profile Server because the interface routing actually 
occurs at a lower level (WinSock) than Rapid Deployment. 

For example, suppose a device has an established connection via Active Sync and 
WLAN.  The WLAN connection is not connected to the same network as the On-
Demand Profile Server.  Active Sync is connected to the same network as the On-
Demand Profile Server.  However,  the lower level may choose the WLAN interface 
for Rapid Deployment when the "Search Connected Networks" is selected.  In 
another example, the lower level could also choose an Active Sync connection 
instead of WLAN where Active Sync is not connected to the same network as the 
On-Demand Profile Server, but the WLAN is connected . 

It is highly recommended to disconnect any interfaces that are not connected to the 
same network as the On-Demand Profile Server to resolve situations like the 
examples explained above. 
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 There is no suitable Profile BLOB for this device 

This means that the Device Identifier(s) sent by the device did not match the Device Identifier 
or any device defined in the Staging Batch that is controlling the Dynamic Staging being 
performed by that On-Demand Staging Profile Server.  The On-Demand Staging Profile 
Server handles this situation by sending down an empty list of Staging Profile names. 

The usual cause of this is that the device is not one of those that is intended to be Staged.  
The RD Client responds to an empty list of Staging Profile names by displaying a message 
and then terminating the Staging activity. 

 There is one suitable Profile BLOB for this device 

This means that the Device Identifier(s) sent by the device did match the Device Identifier or 
a device defined in the Staging Batch that is controlling the Dynamic Staging being performed 
by that On-Demand Staging Profile Server.  The On-Demand Staging Profile Server handles 
this situation by sending down a list containing the name of the single Dynamic Staging 
Profile it is serving up. 

This means that everything is good and Staging can proceed.  The RD Client responds to a 
list containing a single Staging Profile name by requesting, receiving, and processing that 
Staging Profile BLOB automatically. 

The On-Demand Staging Profile Server, running in the context of the Process Profile page, will 
hold the Staging Profile BLOBs for the selected Dynamic Staging Profile as long as the page 
remains open.  The page can be kept open, with the Staging Server on or off, as long as is 
necessary, but should be closed, using the Exit button, when it is no longer needed. 

Note: 

The Staging Profile BLOBs in the Data Island are cached so long as the Process Profile page 
remains open.  Any changes made to Staging Objects will therefore not be reflected in the 
Staging that is taking place.  To Stage new or altered Content, it will be necessary to close the 
Process Profile page, by clicking the Exit button, and then re-initiate Staging. 

While the On-Demand Staging Profile Server is running, it will keep track of and display the 
number of and identity of devices that have been Staged since it was turned on.  The On-
Demand Staging Profile Server can be left running as long as necessary, but should be stopped, 
using the Turn Staging Server off button, when it is no longer needed. 

Note: 

Each time the Server is turned off, the number of devices Staged will be set back to zero and the 
list of device identities that have been Staged will be cleared. 
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Viewing Staging Status 
The results of Staging one or more devices can be viewed using the Staging History page of the 
Stage tab of the MSP Console UI.  A device will appear in the Staging History only when it 
successfully completes Staging and uploads a Staging Log to the Relay Server where it can be 
obtained by the MSP Server.  A device will appear in the Staging History only if the MSP Server 
has at least one Staging Log for that device. 

Notes: 

Staging Logs are NOT uploaded as part of the Legacy Staging Process, since the Legacy RD 
Client did not have support for uploading Staging Logs.  As a result, a device Staged SOLELY via 
the Legacy Staging Process will NOT be viewable using the Staging History page of the Stage 
tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Support for uploading Staging Logs came in with the 4.x version of the RD Client.  As a result, a 
device Staged SOLELY via an earlier RD Client will NOT be viewable using the Staging History 
page of the Stage tab of the MSP Console UI. 

From the Staging History page of the Stage tab of the MSP Console UI, clicking the link to a 
device in the “Device ID” column will display the Device Detail page for the device, which will 
provide detailed information regarding the device and the Staging performed for it. 

Selecting Attributes from the Details area drop-down list on the Device Detail page for a device 
causes the Details area to display the Device Attributes discovered about the device during the 
Staging process. 

Selecting Packages Installed from the Details area drop-down list on the Device Detail page for 
a device causes the Details area to display the list of Packages that were installed on the device 
as of the completion of Staging. 

Note: 

Devices and Staging Logs will remain viewable in the Staging History until they are purged from 
the MSP Database due to age.  For more information on configuring data retention, see 
Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

From the Staging History page of the Stage tab of the MSP Console UI, clicking the number in 
the “# of Logs” column displays the Contents of the Staging Logs captured during the Staging 
Process for a device.  This enables the details of Staging activities to be examined, to verify 
success or detect, diagnose, and correct problems with the Staging of devices. 
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Legacy Staging 
MSP supports many different models, OSes, and revisions of devices.  Many devices ship with 
the RD Client pre-installed, but some older devices ship with an older MSP 2.x-compatible RD 
Client.  Such devices are referred to as Legacy Devices.  Legacy Devices will need to be Staged 
with a new RD Client, using the existing legacy RD Client, before full Staging and Provisioning 
functionality will be available.  This process is called Legacy Staging. 

The Legacy Staging Process on Legacy Devices can only support the forms of Staging supported 
by the version of the RD Client present on the device.  This will definitely rule out On-Demand 
(Electronic) Staging and SMS Staging and may limit the features available in Barcode-Based 
Staging.  Once a device has completed the Legacy Staging Process, all Staging features of MSP 
will be available for use with that device. 

Legacy Staging Prerequisites 
Legacy Staging can generate Barcodes that are compatible with various versions of RD Clients 
from 1.1 onward. Selecting a newer RD Client will enable newer features, including smaller 
numbers of Barcodes and/or more WLAN security options. But you cannot use Barcodes that 
target a newer version of RD Client than the version present on a given device. If you have a 
mixture of devices with different versions of RD Clients, then you may want to consider the 
benefits of using a single “least common denominator” Barcode Sheet vs. having several more 
precisely targeted Barcode Sheets. 

Notes: 

Legacy Staging will generally need to be performed a single time on EVERY LEGACY DEVICE 
before full MSP functionality will be available. 

Some Legacy Devices may require patches in order to work correctly with MSP. In such cases, 
the required patches will be listed in the MSP 3.3 Release Notes.  Any required patches should 
be installed BEFORE the “abup30” Package is installed. This would normally be done in the 
same Staging Profile as the “abup30” Package, as part of Legacy Staging. If a required patch is 
not installed before Legacy Staging Device is complete, then the device may not operate correctly 
with MSP. In such a case, the device would need to be Staged again to add the missing patch. 

Before performing the Legacy Staging Process, ensure that you have met all the following pre-
requisites. 

1. Have MSP installed on a Server and properly configured 

Legacy Staging requires some MSP Edition to be installed, properly configured, and available 
for use on a Server. 

2. Have the abup30.apf and enable30.apf available separately from MSP. 

These Packages are required for performing the Legacy Staging Procedure and can be 
installed as part of the workstation components via the MSP Installer. 

Important: 

If your devices use MSP Client 3.XX, use enable30 and debug30. 

If your devices use MSP Client 2.XX or older, use enable30legacy and 
debug30legacy. 
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3. Ensure that the Legacy Devices you intend to Stage are supported by checking the MSP 
3.3.1 Release Notes. 

Legacy Staging Process 
To perform Legacy Staging, perform the following steps in order: 

1. Verify that the Packages abup30.apf and enable30.apf are present in the MSP Package 
library on the MSP Server.  These Packages should present automatically as part of the 
MSP Server installation. 

Important: 

If your devices use MSP Client 3.XX, use enable30 and debug30. 

If your devices use MSP Client 2.XX or older, use enable30legacy and 
debug30legacy. 

When using an older version of the RD Client (i.e. Version 1.1) you should always add the 
package DelayReboot 1 after the ABUP30 package in the staging bundle.  

2. Define one or more Relay Server(s) that represent the FTP Server(s) that will be used to 
perform the Legacy Staging.  Note that secure FTP (FTPS) cannot be used during 
Legacy Staging since it was not supported by any Legacy RD Client. 

3. Define one or more Network.WLAN Settings Objects that represent the WLANs over 
which the Legacy Staging will be performed.  This is done using the MSP Server console. 

Legacy Staging can be performed over WLAN and every unique set of WLAN 
Settings over which Legacy Staging will be performed must be defined as part of a 
Network.WLAN Settings Object. 

Note: 

A Network.WLAN Settings Object may not be required if the device is already 
configured for use on a WLAN over which the target FTP Server can be reached. 

4. Using the MSP Server console, define a single Bundle containing the Package(s) to be 
Legacy Staged. 

Important: 

If your devices use MSP Client 3.XX, use enable30 and debug30. 

If your devices use MSP Client 2.XX or older, use enable30legacy and 
debug30legacy. 

5. Define one or more Staging Profile(s) on the MSP Console UI to Stage the Bundle to the 
device(s). 

Note: 

If multiple Relay Servers and/or WLAN Settings will be used for Legacy Staging, it will either be 
necessary to create multiple Staging Profiles or to use late site binding. 

6. Create sheet(s) of legacy Barcodes for the Staging Profile(s) previously created.  This is 
done by clicking the Create link under the Barcode column header for each Staging 
Profile.  Make sure to check the 2.x checkbox for RD compatibility and select the RD 
version from the drop down that is appropriate for your device(s).  When in doubt, select 
the lowest version of any devices you will be working with.   
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Important: 

Do not scan the Barcodes yet! 

7. Using the AirBEAM Package Builder, which can be installed on a PC using the MSP 
installer, load  the Packages abup30.apf and enable30.apf manually onto each FTP 
Server that will be used for Legacy Staging. 

Important: 

If your devices use MSP Client 3.XX, use enable30 and debug30. 

If your devices use MSP Client 2.XX or older, use enable30legacy and 
debug30legacy. 

8. Open each APF file in AirBEAM Package Builder and select FileInstall Package (APD).  
Complete the information about the desired FTP Server and click OK.  This must be 
repeated for each Package to be Staged for each FTP Server. 

Note: 

Although MSP distributes Packages automatically to all Relay Servers, this feature 
is NOT provided when using Legacy Staging.  Because it leverages older versions 
of RD Clients, Legacy Staging requires the use of an older Package naming 
convention that is not supported by the Package distribution services of MSP. 

9. Using the RD Client on each Legacy Device, scan the Barcode Sheet to perform Legacy 
Staging. 

Important: 

It is important to get the right Barcode Sheet for the right device if multiple Staging 
Profiles are used. 

Once Legacy Staging has been successfully completed for a device, that device will have MSP 
Client Software loaded and will be ready to support full functionality when used with MSP. 

Best Practices 
The following Best Practices can be followed to help improve the overall success of Staging 
activities. 

 Use the minimum number of [Transient] Staging Settings required to make Staging 
work 

Staging Settings are not Traceable or Removable and will not Persist across a Restore Boot 
of the device.  For this reason, Staging Settings should generally be limited to those required 
to enable Staging to occur, as opposed to those Settings required to prepare the device for 
production use. 

 Whenever practical, inherit Staging Settings from a Staging Site and Settings Content 
from a Production Site 

When Settings Objects are referenced directly by a Staging Profile, the Staging Profile must 
be modified any time it is necessary to change or replace those Settings.  If a Staging Profile 
inherits Settings from a Staging Site, changing the Site will effectively change the Staging 
Profile.  Additionally, using Late Site Binding, the selection of the Staging Site can be 
Deferred until the Staging Profile is used. 
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When Settings Objects are referenced directly by a Bundle referenced by a Staging Profile, 
the Bundle must be modified any time it is necessary to change or replace those Settings.  If 
a Staging Profile inherits Settings from a Production Site, changing the Site will effectively 
change the Staging Profile.  Additionally, using Late Site Binding, the selection of the 
Production Site can be Deferred until the Staging Profile is used. 

 Include Settings Objects in a Bundle to make them Persistent (if supported by the 
particular Settings Class) 

While “Additional Settings” can be referenced directly by a Staging Profile, this should be 
used only when the Settings are required to enable the Staging process to succeed.  If the 
Settings need to be Persistent, and cannot be inherited from a Production Site, then they 
should be included in the Bundle referenced by the Profile. 

 Whenever practical, use Smart Staging 

Smart Staging is when Staging is used to deploy the minimum amount of Content required to 
allow the device to begin Provisioning, which then takes over to complete the deployment of 
required Content. 

Since Staging must always be initiated by the Device User, the selection of which Staging 
Profile to use, and when, is the responsibility of that Device User.  If there are many Staging 
Profiles defined, both the complexity for the Device User and the opportunity for User error 
increase. 

There are times when separate Staging Profiles are required, due to unavoidable device 
differences.  Whenever possible, the number of Staging Profiles should be minimized by 
reducing variations and allowing the robustness of Provisioning Policies to select the proper 
Content to be deployed to each device. 

In addition to simplifying the Staging process for the Device User, minimizing the Content 
deployed via Staging avoids the need for complex “double maintenance.”  Instead of having 
to manage the same complex Content for both Staging and Provisioning devices, the Staging 
Profiles can be kept simpler by relying on Provisioning Policies to “finish off” the deployment 
process and make and keep devices ready for production use. 

 Avoid performing manual deployment and automatic deployment at the same time 

Manual deployment occurs when a Device User manually launches the RD Client on a device 
and initiates Staging of that device.  Automatic Deployment occurs when the MSP Agent is 
configured for automatic scheduled execution on a device and performs deployment based 
on Jobs sent to the device as a result of Provisioning Policies and/or Actions. 

The RD Client and the MSP Agent share common logic to perform deployment operations 
that involve Relay Server communications, downloading and installing Bundles and 
Packages, and applying Settings Objects.  Because the RD Client and the MSP Agent share 
common logic, manual deployment and automatic deployment cannot be performed at the 
same time.  Both the RD Client and the MSP Agent include checks to prevent the shared 
logic from being invoked when it is already in use. 

If a Device User attempts to perform manual deployment by launching the RD Client on a 
device while automatic deployment is in progress, the RD Client will display an Error -854 to 
indicate to the Device User that the requested operation cannot be performed at that time.  
Similarly, if the MSP Agent attempts to perform automatic deployment while the Device User 
is performing manual deployment, an Error -854 will written to the MSP Agent log and the 
automatic deployment will be attempted again at a later time. 
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Depending on the version of the MSP Client Software on a device, the checks that prohibit 
simultaneous use of the shared logic may not cover every possible situation.  It is therefore 
recommended for Device Users to avoid using Staging to perform manual deployment once a 
device is configured for automatic scheduled execution.  In most cases, it should not be 
necessary to perform Staging since the same result can be accomplished more easily (and 
without touching the device) by using a Provisioning Policy or Action. 

Nonetheless, in some cases, it may be become necessary to perform Staging of a device 
even under circumstance when the MSP Agent on the device is configured for automatic 
scheduled execution.  For example, it might become necessary to completely reconfigure a 
device so it can be prepared for a new purpose.  Such reconfiguration might be accomplished 
by performing an OS Update to return the device to its factory default state. 

If it becomes necessary to perform manual deployment on a device after the MSP Agent on 
the device has been configured for automatic scheduled execution, the safest approach is to 
disable the MSP Agent on the device.  Disabling the MSP Agent ensures that automatic 
scheduled execution cannot occur and hence there can be no possible chance of 
interactions between manual deployment and automatic deployment. 

To disable the MSP Agent as part of a Staging Profile, include an Agent.EnableDisable 
Settings Object into the Staging Profile as an Additional Settings.  When that Settings Object 
is applied, it will cause the MSP Agent to terminate immediately and will prevent all future 
automatic scheduled execution from occurring.  The remainder of the Staging Profile can 
then proceed with complete safety. 

 

 



 
 

Chapter 3 - Using Provisioning 

Overview 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – MSP and Your Enterprise, Provisioning is the 
deployment of configuration and software to in-services devices initiated from the MSP Server 
based on Provisioning Policies. 

Provisioning is a powerful method to ensure that all devices always have the appropriate 
configuration and software to perform their assigned tasks.  Policies can determine the 
configuration and software that is appropriate for various devices and can define when and how 
deployment should be performed. 

Provisioning can be configured to be automatic (via On-Going Policies) or manual (via Manual 
Provisioning Policies).  Policies are defined using the MSP Console UI and generally do not 
require the attendance of a Device User.  Provisioning is sometimes therefore referred to as a 
“push” activity, since configuration and software are pushed as Jobs by the MSP Server to 
devices via a Relay Server. 

Notes: 

The use of the term “push” should not be confused with the fact that Manual Policies provide a 
Push link and a Push All link whereas On-Going Policies do not.  The term “push” refers to the 
fact that the MSP Server “pushes” Jobs to accomplish Provisioning as distinguished from Staging 
where devices “pull” Content. 

The use of the term “push” should also not be confused with “Direct Push” technologies.  All 
Provisioning in MSP occurs because devices pull Content from Relay Servers.  The “push” in 
MSP Provisioning involves pushing Jobs to Relay Servers that are then “pulled” by devices.  
Nothing in MSP Provisioning relies on the ability to physically push information directly from the 
MSP Server to any device. 

This chapter will introduce key concepts related to Provisioning, identify the prerequisites for 
performing Provisioning, explain how Provisioning works, describe how to use Provisioning, 
describe how to View Provisioning Compliance, and set forth some best practices related to 
Provisioning. 
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Key Concepts 
To understand Provisioning, there are some key concepts that must be understood.  This section 
will identify these key concepts, explain why they are important, and reference the sections, in 
this and other documents, where they are described in more detail. 

Provisioning Policies 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Provisioning Policies are the 
primary concept within Provisioning.  Each unique Provisioning activity to be performed is 
generally defined by creating a unique Provisioning Policy Object. 

If two Provisioning activities will deploy different Content, then two different Provisioning Policy 
Objects will generally be required.  If two Provisioning activities will target different sets of 
devices, then two different Provisioning Policy Objects will often be required.  If two Provisioning 
activities will impose different limitations on when Provisioning will occur (i.e. different in-device 
Conditions), then two different Provisioning Policy Objects will generally be required. 

Dynamic Provisioning may also be used to reduce the need for unique Provisioning Policy 
Objects solely to deliver Settings that vary by device or to deliver Bundles that vary by device. 

Applicability Rules 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, an Applicability Rule 
determines the devices to which a given Provisioning Policy is Applicable. 

Note: 

No Job will be sent to a device on behalf of a Provisioning Policy unless that evaluation of the 
Applicability Rule for the Policy shows that the Policy is Applicable to that device.  But since an 
Applicability Rule is based on the values of Device Attributes for a device, which can change, the 
Applicability of a given Policy to a given device could change over time. 

Compliance 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Compliance is the 
determination of whether the Provisioning Content identified by the Bundle referenced by a 
Provisioning Policy Object is Satisfied for a device.  Compliance is only assessed for device to 
which a Policy is Applicable. 

A Bundle is Satisfied for a device if all of the following are true: 

 The device has the exact specified version of each Package referenced in an Install Package 
Deployment Step in the Bundle. 

 The device has no version of any Package referenced in an UnInstall Package Deployment 
Step in the Bundle. 

 The device has the exact specified version of each Settings Object referenced in an Install 
Settings Deployment Step in the Bundle. 
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Note:  

Reboot Deployment Steps in a Bundle are not considered when determining whether a Bundle is 
Satisfied or Not-Satisfied for a device.  Nonetheless, any Reboot Deployment Steps in a Bundle 
will be executed when that Bundle is executed for a device. 

A Bundle is Not-Satisfied for a device if any of the following are true: 

 The device does not have the exact specified version of any Package referenced in an Install 
Package Deployment Step. 

 The device does not have the exact specified version of any Settings Object referenced in an 
Install Settings Deployment Step. 

 The device has any version of any Package referenced in an UnInstall Package Deployment 
Step. 

A device is Compliant to a Policy if the Bundle referenced by that Policy is Satisfied for that 
device.  A device is Non-Compliant to a Policy if the Bundle referenced by that Policy is Not-
Satisfied for that device. 

Note: 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, it could be complicated to determine why a particular Explicitly Dynamic 
Policy was deemed Compliant or Non-Compliant for a particular device.  This was because it was 
not always easy to determine which Bundle was being assessed to determine if it was Satisfied or 
Not-Satisfied.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, when displaying Compliance Activity, the Bundle name 
is displayed.  This makes it much easier to determine why a particualr a device is Non-Compliant 
to an Explicitly Dynamic Policy by determining which Bundle is Not-Satisfied on that device. 

When a device is found to be Non-Compliant to a Policy, then a Job may be created to deploy the 
Bundle referenced by that Policy to that device. 

Notes:  

No Job will be sent to a device on behalf of an On-Going Provisioning Policy unless the 
Compliance Status for the Policy has been determined to indicate that the device is Non-
Compliant to the Policy. 

No Job will be sent to a device on behalf of a Manual Provisioning Policy unless the Push link or 
the Push All link for the Policy is clicked.  When the Push link for a Manual Provisioning Policy is 
clicked, no Job will be sent to a device unless the Compliance Status for the Policy has been 
determined to indicate that the device is Non-Compliant to the Policy.  When the Push All link for 
a Manual Provisioning Policy is clicked, Jobs will be sent all devices to which the Policy is 
Applicable, regardless of the determined Compliance Status. 

Provisioning Content 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Provisioning Content is 
Content (Settings Objects and Packages) deployed during Provisioning by specifying them in a 
Bundle.  Settings Objects deployed as Provisioning Content may or may not be Persistent, 
depending on the Persistence Model for a given Settings Class.  All Packages are Persistent by 
design, although files delivered by a Package may or may not be Persistent, depending on how 
the Package is built and the location to which the Package delivers the files. 
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Readiness Conditions 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Readiness Conditions allow 
the processing of Jobs on devices to be Deferred until the specified Conditions are met on each 
device.  When a device is found to be Non-Compliant to a Policy, then a Job will be created to 
deploy the Bundle referenced by that Policy to that device.  Once such a Job is delivered to the 
Relay Server for a device, it will not be processed by the device until ALL Readiness Conditions 
defined for that Policy are met on that device. 

Detached Conditions 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Detached Conditions allow 
Jobs to be processed on devices using Cached Execution instead of Synchronous Execution.  
This allows the Contents of Packages referenced in the Bundle for a Policy to be downloaded to a 
device in advance, once all Readiness Conditions have been met, but for the installation of those 
Packages to be delayed until ALL Detached Conditions defined for that Policy have also been 
met on that device. 

Important: 

Detached Conditions are only supported when MSP Client Software with a version of 7.0 or 
higher is used.  So long as no Detached Conditions are included, Jobs created will work fine with 
older versions.  But if the Detached Conditions are included, the Job will fail with a -1013 error 
(Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

Prerequisites 

Device Requirements 

MSP Client Software Version 
Many devices ship with MSP Client Software pre-installed, although the version pre-installed on a 
device will vary with the vintage of software image loaded on that device.  In order for 
Provisioning to be used for a device, that device must have a suitable MSP Client Software 
version installed. 

Any MSP Client Software with a version of 3.0 or higher is capable of performing Provisioning 
with any version of MSP from 3.0 onwards.  Advanced Provisioning features supported by newer 
versions of MSP may not be available except when a suitably recent MSP Client Software version 
is used.  In most cases, best results will be achieved when the version of MSP Client Software 
that is shipped with a version of MSP is deployed to devices being managed by that version of 
MSP. 

Note: 

In some cases, a device may ship with a version of MSP Client Software pre-installed that is 
newer than the version that shipped with the version of MSP being used.  In such cases, it is 
generally recommended to use the version of MSP Client Software that shipped on the device 
and not to downgrade the MSP Client Software to the version that shipped with MSP. 

Scheduled Execution of MSP Client Software 
Most MSP Management Functionality, including Provisioning, relies on the automatic scheduled 
execution of the MSP Client Software.  During scheduled execution, The MSP Client Software will 
perform various types of local processing and check-in with the Relay Server, when appropriate. 
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Scheduled execution of the MSP Client Software must be configured for each device, typically by 
Staging appropriate Settings, either explicitly, by applying an Agent.30 Settings Object or 
implicitly, by deploying one of the standard Packages enable30.apf and debug30.apf. 

Active and Inactive Policies 
Before MSP will evaluate a Policy, the Policy must be Activated.  A Policy can be Deactivated if it 
is desirable to keep it from being evaluated or acted upon, but to keep it in the MSP Object 
Library for later use. 

Applicable and Non-Applicable Devices 
Before MSP will send any Jobs to a device on behalf of a Policy, the device must be deemed to 
be Applicable to that Policy. 

On-Going Policies 
If a device is deemed to be Non-Compliant to an Active On-Going Policy, then MSP will 
automatically send Jobs to that device to attempt to enforce Compliance to that Policy. 

Manually Pushed Policies 
If a device is deemed to be Non-Compliant to an Active Manual Provisioning Policy, then MSP 
will indicate that fact but will NOT automatically send Jobs to that device.  The Push link for a 
Manual Policy can be clicked to send Jobs to all Applicable devices that are deemed to be Non-
Compliant to the Policy.  The Push All link for a Manual Policy can be clicked to send Jobs to all 
Applicable regardless of whether or not the devices are deemed to be Compliant to the Policy. 
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How Static Provisioning Works 
This section describes how Provisioning activities actually function when they are Static (i.e. 
when identical Content is sent to each device).  While the information in this section will help 
provide a more complete understanding of Static Provisioning, readers may nonetheless choose 
to skip ahead to the next section How to Use Static Provisioning, to get started right away. 

Figure 7 below illustrates how the Static Provisioning process works. 

 

Figure 7 – Static Provisioning 

In accordance with Figure 7 above, the Static Provisioning process is detailed in the following 
sections. 

Policy Applicability 
MSP periodically evaluates every Activated Policy for every device to determine the set of 
devices to which the Policy is Applicable.  On each periodic evaluation, MSP may detect the 
Policy to be Applicable to devices to which the Policy was previously Non-Applicable and/or may 
detect that the Policy is no longer Applicable to devices to which the Policy was previously 
Applicable. 

This evaluation of whether a Policy is Applicable or Non-Applicable to a device is driven by 
evaluating the Applicability Rule defined for the Policy for each device.  If the Applicability Rule for 
a Policy evaluates to a result of True for a device, then the Policy is Applicable to that device.  If 
the Applicability Rule for a Policy evaluates to a result of False for a device, then the Policy is 
Non-Applicable to that device. 
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Policy Compliance 
MSP periodically evaluates every Activated Policy for every device to which the Policy is 
Applicable to determine which devices that are Compliant and Non-Compliant to that Policy.  On 
each periodic evaluation, MSP may detect devices to be Compliant to the Policy that were 
previously Non-Compliant to the Policy and/or may detect devices to be Non-Compliant to the 
Policy that were previously Compliant to the Policy. 

The evaluation of whether a device is Compliant or Non-Compliant to a Policy is determined by 
evaluating the Bundle referenced by the Policy to determine if it is Satisfied or Not-Satisfied for 
that device, as described in the Compliance section at the beginning of this chapter. 

Policy Types 

On-Going Policies 
If an Activated Policy is of type On-Going, then MSP will automatically send Jobs to devices on 
behalf of that Policy as needed to bring them into Compliance with the Policy.  Jobs will 
automatically be sent to devices to which the Policy is Applicable if they are determined to be 
Non-Compliant to the Policy. 

Manual Provisioning Policies 
If an Active Policy is of type Manual, MSP will never automatically send Jobs to any devices on 
behalf of that Policy.  MSP will display Compliance status on the Policy Compliance page of the 
Provision tab of the MSP Console UI.  Jobs will only be sent to devices if the Push link or Push 
All link for the Manual Provisioning Policy is clicked. 

Clicking the Push link causes Jobs to be sent to devices to which the Policy is Applicable and 
which are deemed to be Non-Compliant to the Policy.  Clicking the Push All link causes Jobs to 
be sent to all devices to which the Policy is Applicable, regardless of whether they are deemed to 
be Compliant or Non-Compliant to the Policy. 

Job Creation 
When a Job needs to be sent to a device on behalf of a Policy, MSP creates a Job file based on 
the Deployment Steps contained in the Bundle referenced by the Policy.  The file name of a Job 
file is based on the unique unit identifier (UUID) of a device and a unique Job number assigned to 
the Job by MSP. 

Job Delivery 
To send a Job to a device, MSP creates the Job File as described above and queues it up to be 
sent to the JOBS sub-folder of the Relay Server associated with that device.  A Job file is given 
an initial file extension of “.delivered” when it is sent to a Relay Server to indicate that is had been 
delivered to that Relay Server but has not yet been processed by the device. 

Job files whose file names contain the UUID for a device will be downloaded by that device when 
the MSP Client Software on the device checks-in with the Relay Server.  A Job File tells the 
device to execute the Deployment Steps contained in the Bundle referenced by the Policy for 
which that Job File was sent. 
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Readiness Conditions 
When the MSP Client Software on a device checks-in with a Relay Server, it downloads Job files 
from the JOBS sub-folder on the Relay Server for that device.  The MSP Client Software normally 
processes Job files in strict order by the Job number contained in the Job file name. 

If a Policy specifies one or more Readiness Conditions, then these Conditions are embedded into 
the Job file and the MSP Client Software on the device evaluates them to determine if it is 
appropriate to process the Job under the present circumstances or if the Job must be Deferred to 
a later time when the Readiness Conditions are met. 

If any Readiness Condition for a Job is not met, then that Job is Deferred and the Readiness 
Conditions will be re-evaluated by the MSP Client Software on each subsequent check-in.  
Deferral is accomplished by renaming the Job file on the Relay Server to have a file extension of 
“.deferred”. 

Depending on the combination of Readiness Conditions specified, a Job could remain Deferred 
indefinitely, until all Readiness Conditions are met.  Or, depending on the Condition Objects(s) 
used, a Job could be configured to fail under some circumstances, such as if a specific Condition 
is not met within a specified number of tries or is not met within a specified maximum amount of 
time. 

Once all the Readiness Conditions for a Job are met, the Job is Started and processing for the 
Job begins.  Starting a Job is accomplished by renaming the Job file on the Relay Server to have 
a file extension of “.started”. 

Notes:  

Once a Job is Deferred, the MSP Client Software is allowed to try to execute other Jobs with 
subsequent Job numbers.  This means that Job Deferral can cause the MSP Client Software to 
execute Jobs in other than strict order based on the Job number contained in the Job file name.  
This is intentional since it prevents other Jobs from “piling up” behind a Deferred Job. 

While a Job is Deferred, it can still be Cancelled by the MSP Server.  Before re-evaluating the 
Readiness Conditions for a Deferred Job, the MSP Client Software will first check to see if a 
cancellation for that Job has been received.  If a cancellation is received for a Job before 
processing of the Job begins, the Job will be cancelled. 

While a Job is Started, and processing for that Job is in progress, the Job cannot be cancelled. 

Detached Conditions 
Once all the Readiness Conditions for a Job are met, the Job is Started and processing for the 
Job begins.  Starting a Job is accomplished by renaming the Job file on the Relay Server to have 
a file extension of “.started”.  Jobs can be processed via Synchronous Execution or Cached 
Execution, depending on whether or not Detached Conditions are specified and, if they are 
specified, whether those Conditions are met. 

If a Policy specifies one or more Detached Conditions, then these Conditions are embedded into 
the Job file and the MSP Client Software on the device evaluates them to determine which 
method of execution to use to process the Job.  If there are no Detached Conditions, then the Job 
will be processed using Synchronous Execution.  If any Detached Conditions are specified, then 
the Job will be processed using Cached Execution. 

Important: 
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Detached Conditions are only supported when MSP Client Software with a version of 7.0 or 
higher is used.  So long as no Detached Conditions are included, Jobs created will work fine with 
older versions.  But if the Detached Conditions are included, the Job will fail with a -1013 error 
(Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

Synchronous Execution 
Synchronous Execution of a Job involves executing the Deployment Steps contained with the 
Bundle for a Job, strictly in the order in which they appear in the Bundle.  For each Package 
referenced in an Install Package Deployment Step, the Contents of that Package are downloaded 
and then immediately installed. 

Cached Execution 
Cached Execution of a Job involves the advance downloading of the Contents of all Packages 
referenced in Install Package Deployment Steps defined in the Bundle for the Job.  This 
downloading is done while the Job Status is Started.  Once the downloading is completed, the 
Job is marked as Detached and the Detached Conditions will be re-evaluated by the MSP Client 
Software on each subsequent execution.  Detaching is accomplished by renaming the Job file on 
the Relay Server to have a file extension of “.detached”. 

Depending on the combination of Detached Conditions specified, a Job could remain Detached 
indefinitely, until all Detached Conditions are met.  Or, depending on the Condition Objects(s) 
used, a Job could be configured to fail under some circumstances, such as if a specific Condition 
is not met within a specified number of tries or is not met within a specified maximum amount of 
time. 

Once all the Detached Conditions for a Job are met, the Job is again marked as Started and 
processing for the Job begins.  Starting a Job is accomplished by renaming the Job file on the 
Relay Server to have a file extension of “.started”. 

Notes:  

Once a Job is Detached, the MSP Client Software is allowed to try to execute other Jobs with 
subsequent Job numbers.  This means that Job Detachment can cause the MSP Client Software 
to execute Jobs in other than strict order based on the Job number contained in the Job file 
name.  This is intentional since it could be quite some time before a Detached Job finally 
completes its processing. 

While the Job is Started, either because the Contents of Packages for a Job are being 
downloaded in advance to the Package Cache on the device or because final processing of the 
Job is underway, the Job cannot be cancelled. 

While a Job is Detached, it can be Cancelled by the MSP Server.  Before re-evaluating the 
Detached Conditions for a Detached Job, the MSP Client Software will first check to see if a 
cancellation for that Job has been received.  If a cancellation is received for a Detached Job 
before final execution of the Detached Job begins, the Detached Job will be cancelled. 

Once Content that has been downloaded to the Package Cache for a Detached Job has been 
successfully installed, then that Content is automatically deleted from the Package Cache. 
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Max Jobs 
When all Readiness Conditions for a Job are met, then the MSP Client Software could begin to 
process the Job.  However, if the Max Jobs field is set for the Relay Server from which the Job 
file was downloaded, then the MSP Client Software performs an additional check to make sure 
that there are not already as many Jobs in progress as are permitted by that Relay Server.  This 
is done by checking to see how many Job files on that Relay Server are in the Started state. 

If starting one more Job would not exceed the limit, then the Job will be started.  If starting one 
more Job would exceed the limit, then that Job will NOT be started, but will be checked again 
later. 

Notes:  

If a Job is not processed because it would exceed the Max Jobs field, then all Readiness 
Conditions will need to be met again the next time it is checked.  At that time, the Job may or may 
not meet all the Conditions required for it to be started. 

The Max Jobs field is intended to protect against too many simultaneous downloads from the 
same Relay Server.  As such, this test happens before Detached Conditions are checked.  This 
means that Jobs will not be processed, whether using Synchronous Execution or Cached 
Execution, if it would exceed the number of Jobs defined in the Max Jobs field. 

A Job file extension of “.deferred” is used ONLY when a Job is Deferred due to Readiness 
Conditions not being met.  A Job is never set to Deferred state because it would exceed the Max 
Jobs field set for the Relay Server.  If a Job cannot be started because it would exceed the Max 
Jobs field set for the Relay Server, then the Job file is left with a file extension of “.Delivered” and 
is not renamed to have a file extension of “.deferred”.  If a Job was Deferred and could not be 
started because it would exceed the Max Jobs field set for the Relay Server, then the Job file is 
left with a file extension of “.deferred”. 

Job Execution 
When the MSP Client Software is finally able to execute a Job, it will process the Bundle 
referenced by the Policy for which the Job was sent.  Processing of a Bundle simply means 
performing each Deployment Step contained within that Bundle in order. 

If any Deployment Step fails, then no further Deployment Steps are performed and the Bundle 
fails, causing the Job to fail.  If all Deployment Steps are successfully completed, then the Bundle 
completes successfully, causing the Job to complete successfully. 

A Job invokes the execution of the Bundle referenced by the Policy for which the Job was 
created, even if some of the steps in the Bundle are not required.  However, the MSP Client 
Software on the device will optimize the processing of the Bundle as follows: 

 If an Install Package Deployment Step requests the installation of a specific version of a 
Package and the device already has that exact version of that Package, then that 
Deployment Step will be skipped unless the Force Install option is selected for that 
Deployment Step. 

 If an Install Settings Deployment Step requests the installation of a specific version of a 
Settings Object and the device already has that exact version of that Settings Object, then 
that Deployment Step will be skipped unless the Force Install option is selected for that 
Deployment Step. 

 If an Uninstall Package Deployment Step requests the uninstallation of a Package and the 
device has no version of that Package, then that Deployment Step will be skipped. 
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 Reboot Deployment Steps are always processed, in their specified sequence within the 
Bundle, whenever a Bundle is processed. 

 If the Bundle referenced by a Policy references a Message Set Object, then the MSP Client 
Software will present messages the Device User during the processing of that Bundle as part 
of a Job. 

Note: 

This is different than when a Bundle is processed during Staging, where any 
Message Set referenced by the Bundle is ignored. 

Job Progress and State 
Every Job starts out in the Queued state and remains in that state until it has been delivered to 
the appropriate Relay Server, at which time it is changed to the Delivered state. 

From the Delivered state onwards, the state of a Job is reflected in the file extension of the Job 
file on the Relay Server.  The MSP Client Software renames the Job file to reflect the changing 
status of the Job as processing proceeds.  When the Job status is changed to Completed or 
Failed, a Job log is also uploaded to the Relay Server, providing details of the progress of the Job 
during processing. 

Jobs states are handled according to the following rules: 

 A Job changes from the Delivered state to the Deferred state when the MSP Client Software 
decides to defer the Job because one or more of the Readiness Conditions for the Job have 
not yet been met. 

 A Job changes to the Started state when the MSP Client Software decides that all Readiness 
Conditions for a Job have been met and it is ready to begin processing for the Job. 

 A Job changes to the Detached state when the MSP Client Software finishes downloading 
the Contents of Packages for the Job to the Package Cache but cannot begin final 
processing for the Job because the Detached Conditions have not yet been met. 

 A Job changes to the Completed or Failed state when the MSP Client Software will perform 
no further processing for the Job. 

 A Job in either the Delivered or Deferred states does not change state if it cannot be started 
due to the Max Jobs limit on the Relay Server. 

MSP periodically examines the file extension of each Job file on the Relay Server to determine 
the status of the Job.  The Compliance status of each Policies is updated based on the status of 
the Jobs created on behalf of that Policy.  Policy Compliance can be viewed from the 
Compliance Summary page of the Provision tab of the MSP Console UI. 

By examining devices that are Non-Compliant to a Policy, the Job status Job can be used to track 
the progress of achieving Compliance to the Policy.  If a Job fails for a device, the Job log can be 
viewed to see what went wrong and to determine what corrections may be required to deal with 
the situation. 
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Job Cancellation 
When an On-Going Policy is Deactivated, MSP will cancel any Jobs for that Policy that have been 
deployed to devices but which have not yet been started.  In addition, if a change to a Bundle is 
made which impacts an On-Going Policy, and if the choice is made to keep that Policy Activated, 
then MSP will cancel and re-issue any Jobs for that Policy that have been deployed to devices 
but which have not yet been started. 

Jobs are cancelled by sending cancellation files to all devices for which the Job is in the Delivered 
state (i.e. where the Job file has a file extension of “.delivered”).  A cancellation file has the same 
file name as the Job file but has a file extension of “.cancelNotice”.  If the MSP Client Software 
sees both a Job file with a file extension of “.delivered” and a cancellation file for the same Job, 
then the MSP Client Software deletes the cancellation file and renames the Job file to have a file 
extension of “.cancel”.  This will allow MSP to detect that the Job has been successfully 
cancelled. 

A Job cannot be cancelled while it is being processed by the MSP Client Software.  If the Job 
State is Started or Completed, a Job cannot be cancelled, because the MSP Client Software will 
ignore cancellation files.  But if the Job State is Delivered, Deferred, or Detached, it can be 
cancelled, because the MSP Client Software will look for and process cancellation files. 

Job cancellation is performed to avoid continuing the execution of old Jobs when new Jobs 
replace them.  Since the Content deployed by a Job could be quite large, it is generally 
advantageous to prevent as many devices as possible from receiving the Content for an old Job 
only to have to immediately replace it with the Content for a new Job. 

Note:  

Repeatedly Deactivating and Activating an On-Going Policy can cause a lot of network traffic 
since cancellation files may be sent every time the Policy is Deactivated and Job files may be 
sent every time the Policy is Activated.  Similarly, repeatedly changing the Bundle referenced by 
an On-Going Policy and choosing to keep the Policy Activated may produce the same result.  The 
MSP Client Software on devices will eventually clean up all the excess files, but care should be 
taken to avoid generating lots of unnecessary network traffic. 

How to Use Static Provisioning 

Policy Activation 
When a Policy is first created or imported into MSP, it is Deactivated.  A Policy can be Activated 
immediately after creation using the Activate link in the Related Tasks popup presented.  A 
Policy can also be Activated in the following ways: 

 By using the Activate link in the Related Tasks area on the Policy Detail page of the 
Provision tab of the MSP Console UI. 

 By using the Activate link in the list of Policies shown on the Policy Management page of 
the Provision tab of the MSP Console UI. 

Once a Policy is Activated, then it must be Deactivated before it can be edited or deleted.  A 
Policy can be Deactivated in the following ways: 

 By using the Deactivate link in the Related Tasks area on the Policy Detail page of the 
Provision tab of the MSP Console UI. 

 By using the Deactivate link in the list of Policies shown on the Policy Management page of 
the Provision tab of the MSP Console UI. 
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To edit a Policy, navigate to the Policy Detail page for the Policy by clicking the link for the Policy 
from either the Compliance Summary page or the Policy Management page of the Provision 
tab of the MSP Console UI. 

To delete a Policy, navigate to the Policy Detail page of the Provision tab of the MSP Console 
UI and use the Delete link in the Related Tasks area. 

If a Bundle Object that is referenced by one or more active Policies is changed, the Policies will 
generally be impacted, thus potentially impacting the progress of Jobs for many devices.  In such 
cases, a warning is displayed showing a list of all Policies affected by the changed Bundle. 

The default behavior when changing a Bundle is for all affected Policies to be automatically 
Deactivated.  This default behavior means that cancellation files will be sent to all Deactivated 
Policies.  New Jobs will not be sent to such Policies until they are explicitly Activated.  By 
manually Activating Policies one at a time, the resulting network traffic can be controlled as 
desired. 

The default behavior can be overridden by selecting one or more Policies and indicating that they 
should remain Activated.  This feature should be used with caution as it could cause a significant 
amount of network traffic.  This is because all such Policies will actually be Deactivated and then 
Activated again.  This will cause cancellation files to be sent followed by new Job files.  If this 
were done for many Policies all at once, it could result in an enormous surge of network traffic. 

Policy Types 

On-Going Provisioning Policies 
An On-Going Policy is typically used when certain Content should be automatically deployed to 
all devices that meet certain criteria.  Any time a device is discovered that meets the specified 
criteria, action will be taken automatically to deploy the specified Content, if it is not already 
present on the device.  Any time the Package Inventory of a device that meets the specified 
criteria changes, action will be taken automatically to re-deploy any Content that may be required. 

Manual Provisioning Policies 
A Manual Provisioning Policy is typically used when an MSP Console UI User wants more control 
over when and if Content is sent to devices.  MSP tracks Compliance for a Manual Provisioning 
Policy just like it does for an On-Going Policy.  But for a Manual Provisioning Policy, MSP will 
never automatically take action to deploy Content to devices.  Instead, MSP allows an MSP 
Console UI User to view the Compliance Status and determine when it is desirable to deploy 
Content.  This level of control over deployment might be useful for the following reasons: 

 The Bundle for a Policy contains a lot of Content and hence would generate a large impact 
on the Network.  An MSP Console UI User might want to manually decide the best time to 
deploy such Content. 

 The Content for a Policy might be optional and necessary only under special circumstances.  
An MSP Console UI User might want to decide when such Content is actually needed. 
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The main benefit of using a Manual Provisioning Policy for this instead of an Action is the tracking 
of Compliance Status.  By using a Manual Policy, an MSP Console UI User can examine which 
devices are and are not Compliant, which is not possible with Actions.  More information on using 
Actions can be found in this document in Chapter 5 - Using Actions. 

How Dynamic Provisioning Works 
This section describes how Provisioning activities actually function when they are Dynamic (i.e. 
when customized Content is sent to each device).  While the information in this section will help 
provide a more complete understanding of Dynamic Provisioning, readers may nonetheless 
choose to skip ahead to the next section, How to Use Dynamic Provisioning, to get started right 
away. 

In most ways, Dynamic Provisioning is very similar to Static Provisioning.  Rather than repeat the 
explanations previously provided in the section How Static Provisioning Works above, this section 
will explain the ways in which Dynamic Provisioning works differently from Static Provisioning.  As 
described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Dynamic Deployment, the “dynamism” of 
Dynamic Provisioning is driven by Device Attributes.  All the fundamental differences between 
how Dynamic Provisioning works and how Static Provisioning works rely on this fact. 

As discussed in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Dynamic Deployment, all forms of 
Dynamic Deployment, including Dynamic Provisioning, depend on the existence of Dynamic 
Objects, which can be Explicitly Dynamic or Implicitly Dynamic. 

For Dynamic Provisioning, the only relevant Explicitly Dynamic Object is an Explicitly Dynamic 
Provisioning Policy Object.  This occurs when a Provisioning Policy Object references a Bundle 
Object using a Variable Bundle Reference.  Such a reference causes the actual Bundle Object 
referenced to be made variable, determined by the value of a selected Device Attribute and a 
supplied Device Ref. Mask. 

For Dynamic Provisioning, a Provisioning Policy Object can become Implicitly Dynamic only by 
referencing an Implicitly Dynamic Bundle Object which must reference at least one Implicitly 
Dynamic Settings Objects via an Install Settings Deployment Step.  The “dynamism” of the 
Implicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object comes from the Dynamic Settings Object(s) that it 
indirectly references. 

The similarities and differences between Static Provisioning and Dynamic Provisioning will be 
covered by repeating the subsections previously used in this chapter in the section How Static 
Provisioning Works, with explanations provided for how each subsection is similar and/or different 
from the behavior described for Static Provisioning. 

Policy Activation and Deactivation 
Policy Activation and Deactivation of Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is accomplished in the 
identical manner as Static Provisioning Policy Objects. 

Policy Applicability 
Policy Applicability for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled identically to Policy 
Applicability for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Policy 
Applicability in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 
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Policy Compliance 
Policy Compliance for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled similarly to Policy 
Compliance for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Policy 
Compliance in the section How Static Provisioning Works.  A key difference is that the Bundle 
name referenced by an Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object is not fixed, but rather must 
be determined dynamically based on the value of the selected Device Attribute for each device 
and the value entered for the Device Ref. Mask for the Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy 
Object. 

Note: 

Because the actual Bundle name referenced by an Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object 
is dynamic, it could result in a name that does not match any existing Bundle.  This could happen 
due to an unexpected value assigned to the selected Device Attribute or due to an incorrectly 
entered value for the Device Ref. Mask.  In such a case, a new Compliance Status of “Invalid 
Bundle Ref” can occur.  This indicates that the Compliance Status could not be determined 
because the Bundle name did not match an existing Bundle. 

Once the name of an existing Bundle has been successfully determined for an Explicitly Dynamic 
Provisioning Policy Object for a given device, the actual process of evaluating Compliance of that 
Bundle for that device is identical to the process of evaluating Compliance of a fixed Bundle name  

Note:  

Since the actual Bundle used to evaluate Compliance for different devices can be different, the 
interpretation of the Compliance Status for an Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy needs to be 
considered somewhat differently.  For a Static Provisioning Policy, a status of Compliant would 
indicate that all devices have the same Content, as defined by the common fixed Bundle.  For an 
Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy, a status of Compliant indicates that each device has the 
“right” Content, as defined by the potentially unique Bundle determined for each device. 

Job Creation 
Job Creation for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled somewhat differently to Job 
Creation for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Job Creation in the 
section How Static Provisioning Works.  In particular, 

 For a Static Provisioning Policy 

The Bundle is fixed, so the Contents of the Job File are the same for every device, although 
the file names are different.  Since the Bundle is fixed, it makes sense to send the Bundle to 
all appropriate Relay Servers as a .BDL file and then reference that .BDL file from the Job 
File.  This keeps the size of Job Files smaller, which can be a significant savings if many 
devices are being Provisioned Statically. 

 For a Dynamic Provisioning Policy 

The Bundle may be different for each device, so the Job File can be different for every 
device.  Since the Bundle can vary from device to device, it does not make sense to try and 
send a Bundle File to the Relay Server for every device and then reference that unique 
Bundle File from each unique Job File.  Instead, the Bundle is embedded within the Job File.  
This increases the size of the Job File, but decreases the total number of files to be sent and 
actually decreases the total size of data sent. 
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Also, if the Bundle references any Dynamic Settings Objects, they must be referenced in 
Install Settings Deployment Steps and hence will be embedded in the Bundle and hence in 
the Job File.  This avoids a dramatic increase in the total number of files that would have to 
be sent that would have occurred if embedding were not done. 

Job Delivery 
Job Delivery for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled almost identically to Job Delivery 
for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Job Delivery in the section 
How Static Provisioning Works.  The only subtle difference is that fewer files are sent because 
more is embedded in the Job Files. 

Readiness Conditions 
Readiness Conditions for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects are handled identically to 
Readiness Conditions for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection 
Readiness Conditions in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Detached Conditions 
Detached Conditions for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects are handled identically to Detached 
Conditions for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Detached 
Conditions in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Max Jobs 
Max Jobs for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled identically to Max Jobs for Static 
Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Max Jobs in the section How Static 
Provisioning Works. 

Job Execution 
Job Execution for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled identically to Job Execution for 
Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Job Execution in the section 
How Static Provisioning Works. 

Job Progress and State 
Job Progress and State for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled identically to Job 
Progress and State for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Job 
Progress and State in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Job Cancellation 
Job Cancellation for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled identically to Job 
Cancellation for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as discussed in the subsection Job 
Cancellation in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

How to Use Dynamic Provisioning 
As discussed in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Dynamic Deployment, all forms of 
Dynamic Deployment, including Dynamic Provisioning, depend on the existence of Dynamic 
Objects, which can be Explicitly Dynamic or Implicitly Dynamic. 
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For Dynamic Provisioning, the only relevant Explicitly Dynamic Object is an Explicitly Dynamic 
Provisioning Policy Object.  This occurs when a Provisioning Policy Object references a Bundle 
Object using a Variable Bundle Reference.  Such a reference causes the actual Bundle Object 
referenced to be made variable, determined by the value of a selected Device Attribute and a 
supplied Device Ref. Mask. 

For Dynamic Provisioning, a Provisioning Policy Object can become Implicitly Dynamic only by 
referencing an Implicitly Dynamic Bundle Object which must reference at least one Implicitly 
Dynamic Settings Objects via an Install Settings Deployment Step.  The “dynamism” of the 
Implicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object comes from the Dynamic Settings Object(s) that it 
indirectly references. 

The usage of Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Objects and Implicitly Dynamic Provisioning Objects 
is covered in the following subsections. 

Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Objects 
To help understand how Variable Bundle References in Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy 
Objects might be used, consider the following example. 

Suppose that we have two different applications that can be used on a population of devices: 
Shipping and Receiving.  Further, assume that we want to control which application should be on 
a given device by setting the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.Application” to one of the values 
“Shipping” or “Receiving”.  To accomplish the above without a Variable Bundle Reference, we 
would likely do the following: 

1. Create a Package for each of the two applications. 

a. Ensure that each Package contains all the software components that make up 
that application. 

b. Assume that we name these Packages Shipping.APF and Receiving.APF. 

2. Create a Bundle to deploy the Package for each of these two applications. 

a. Ensure that each Bundle deploys any prerequisites needed by that application. 

b. Ensure that each Bundle reverses the other (i.e. uninstalls components that are 
installed by the other Bundle if it does not need them). 

c. Assume that we name these Packages Deploy.Shipping and Deploy.Receiving. 

3. Create a Static Provisioning Policy for each of these two application to deploy the 
Bundle for each application. 

a. Ensure that each Static Provisioning Policy has an Applicability Rule of the form: 
[UserAttribute.Application] = ‘Shipping’ or [UserAttribute.Application] = 
‘Receiving’.  This indicates that each Policy will apply to any device that has the 
specified value for the Device Attribute. 

b. Ensure that the Static Provisioning Policies are Activated. 

c. Assume that we name these two Static Provisioning Policies Deploy.Shipping 
and Deploy.Receiving. 

4. Define a value for the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.Application” for each device that 
needs one of the two applications. 

a. Create a .CSV File that assigns the requisite values to the appropriate devices. 

b. Import the .CSV File. 
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While the above steps might seem practical, consider how much less practical it would become 
as the number of applications increases.  The need to create and maintain a separate Static 
Provisioning Policy for each application could quickly get out of hand.  Using a Variable Bundle 
Reference, the step above where multiple Static Provisioning Policy Objects were created could 
be changed to the following: 

3. Create a single Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy to deploy the right Bundle for 
each application. 

a. Ensure that the Dynamic Provisioning Policy has an Applicability Rule of the 
form: [UserAttribute.Application] <> ‘’.  This indicates that the Policy will apply to 
any device that has any non-empty value for the Device Attribute. 

b. Ensure that the Device Attribute selected for the Variable Bundle Reference is 
“UserAttribute.Application”. 

c. Ensure that the Device Ref. Mask is set to “Deploy.{0}”.  This will allow the 
various Bundle names to be constructed automatically based on the values of the 
Device Attribute. 

d. Ensure that the Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy is Activated. 

e. Assume that we name the Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy 
Deploy.Applications. 

A key advantage of the above approach is that only a single Explicitly Dynamic Provisioning 
Policy needs to be created and managed, no matter how many applications we ultimately decide 
that we need to deploy.  And that Dynamic Provisioning Policy would likely not even need to be 
edited to support additional applications. 

Implicitly Dynamic Provisioning Objects 
To help understand how Dynamic Settings Objects referenced via a Dynamic Bundle referenced 
by an Implicitly Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object might be used, consider the following 
example. 

Suppose that we want to configure EAP-TLS as the WLAN Security used by a population of 
devices.  EAP-TLS relies on Digital Certificates to verify the identity of the Authentication Server 
to the Client device and to verify the identity of the Client device to the Authentication Server.  For 
maximum security, each device should have a unique User Name assigned to it and a unique 
Client Certificate matched to its unique User Name.  The User Name assigned to a device could 
be based on the Device User, if the device is always used by the same Device User.  Or, the 
User Name assigned to a device could be fixed with the device and would be the same 
regardless of which Device User is using the device at any given time. 

To accomplish the above without Dynamic Settings Objects would be impractical for any 
significant number of devices, because we would generally have to do the following: 

1. Prepare Certificate Authority (CA) and Authentication Server (AS) 

a. Select a Public CA or create/locate a Private CA 

b. Obtain the Root Certificate for the chosen CA and install it on the AS 

c. Have a Server Certificate issued by the CA for the AS and install it on that AS 

2. Create a Certificate Settings Object for the CA Root Certificate 

3. Have a unique Client Certificate issued by the CA for each device that contains the 
unique User Name for that device 
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4. Create a unique Certificate Settings Object for each unique Client Certificate 

5. Create a unique FusionPublic Settings Object for each device that specifies the 
unique User Name for that device 

6. Create a unique Bundle Object for each device that references the unique Certificate 
Settings Object and the unique FusionPublic Settings Object for that device 

7. Create a unique Provisioning Profile Object for each device that contains an 
Applicability Rule that causes it to be Applicable to just that device and that 
references the unique Bundle for that device 

8. Activate the Provisioning Profile Object for the devices 

At first glance, the above steps may not sound so bad.  But when we consider that most of the 
steps require the creation of a unique Object for each device, the impracticality becomes clear.  
Suppose we want to do this for 100 devices.  We would have 1 CA Root Certificate, 1 CA Root 
Certificate Static Settings Object, 100 Client Certificates, 100 Client Certificate Static Settings 
Objects, 100 FusionPublic Static Settings Objects, 100 Static Bundle Objects, and 100 Static 
Provisioning Policy Objects.  That’s a total of 401 Objects that would have to be created to 
configure 100 devices.  Clearly, for any significant number of devices, this approach would be 
impractical.  Using Dynamic Settings Objects and a Dynamic Provisioning Policy, we could 
instead do the following: 

1. Prepare Certificate Authority (CA) and Authentication Server (AS). 

a. Select a Public CA or create/locate a Private CA. 

b. Obtain the Root Certificate for the chosen CA and install it on the AS. 

c. Have a Server Certificate issued by the CA for the AS and install it on that AS. 

2. Create a Certificate Settings Object for the CA Root Certificate. 

3. Have a unique Client Certificate issued by the CA for each device that contains the 
unique User Name for that device. 

4. Create a File Set Object that contains all the unique Client Certificates the population 
of device and that maps each device to a single unique Client Certificate via a single 
unique identifier (e.g. UUID, Serial Number, MAC Address, etc.) for that device. 

5. Create a single Dynamic Certificate Settings Object that references the File Set 
Object that contains the unique Client Certificates for the population of devices. 

6. Create a single Dynamic FusionPublic Settings Object that references a single 
Device Attribute to get the value of the User Name for each device. 

7. Create a single Bundle Object that references the single Dynamic Certificate Settings 
Object and the single Dynamic FusionPublic Settings Object. 

8. Create a single Dynamic Provisioning Profile Object that is Applicable to the 
population of devices and that references the single Dynamic Bundle. 

9. Create and import a .CSV File to assign values for the User Name for each device to 
the selected Device Attribute. 

10. Activate the Provisioning Profile Object for the devices. 
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While there are two additional steps in the above process, it is actually considerably more 
practical to perform.  Again, suppose we want to do this for 100 devices.  We would have 1 CA 
Root Certificate, 1 CA Root Certificate Static Settings,Object, 100 Client Certificates, 1 File Set 
Object, 1 Client Certificate Dynamic Settings Object, 1 FusionPublic Dynamic Settings Object, 1 
Dynamic Bundle Object, and 1 Dynamic Provisioning Policy Object.  That’s a total of 6 Objects 
that would have to be created to configure 100 devices.  And the number of Objects to be created 
would not grow with the number of devices, although the File Set Object and .CSV File would 
need to be extended to cover the additional devices. 

When Provisioning Jobs Fail 
If Job sent to a device for a Policy fails, MSP stops evaluating the Policy for those devices.  This 
is intentional to prevent Jobs from being continuously sent to a device where they will simply fail 
again. 

If a Policy is Deactivated and then Activated again, MSP will re-evaluate the Policy to determine 
which devices are Applicable and Non-Compliant and Jobs will be sent to all such devices.  But 
in nearly all cases, this will simply cause the newly-sent Jobs to fail for the same reason that the 
original Jobs failed. 

In most cases, either the Policy or the device(s) will need corrective action and it will not make 
sense to send a Job for the Policy again to any device for which it has failed, until such corrective 
action has been taken.  The following subsections describe possible corrective actions that might 
be taken to resolve Jobs that fail for a variety of reasons. 

Correct the Policy 
If a Job sent to a device for a Policy fails, it may have been the Policy, or some Object referenced 
by the Policy that was at fault.  The following are some of the reasons why Jobs might fail due to 
faults in a Policy or faults in an Object referenced by a Policy:  

 Incorrect Applicability Rule 

It is possible that the Applicability Rule defined for the Policy were incorrect and the Policy 
was deemed Applicable to one or more devices for which the Policy did not make sense. 

In such a case, the Policy would likely be Deactivated and edited to change the Applicability 
Rule so it no longer is deemed Applicable to those devices.  When the Policy is Activated 
again, it would no longer be deemed Applicable to the devices on which it previously failed 
and hence those devices would no longer show as failed and no further attempt would be 
made to send Jobs to those devices on behalf of that Policy. 

 Incorrect Readiness or Detached Conditions 

It is possible that the Readiness Condition Objects and/or Detached Condition Objects that 
were referenced by the Policy were incorrect and caused the Job to be downloaded or 
executed on the device under circumstances where it could not succeed. 

In such a case, the Policy would likely be Deactivated and edited to change the Conditions so 
Jobs would only be downloaded or executed under the correct circumstances.  When the 
Policy is Activated again, Jobs would be sent to devices that were Non-Compliant, but those 
Jobs would presumably now execute successfully. 

 Incorrect Bundle 

It is possible that the Bundle Object that is referenced by the Policy was incorrect and caused 
the Job to fail.  It is likely that the Job would fail on many devices due to the faulty Bundle. 
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In such a case, the Bundle Object would likely be edited to correct the problem.  Since the 
Bundle is referenced by at least one Policy, when editing is completed, MSP will ask which 
Policies should be automatically Deactivated and which should be left Active.  If the Policy in 
question is left Active or when it is later Activated, Jobs would be sent to devices that were 
Non-Compliant, but those Jobs would presumably now execute successfully. 

 Incorrect Content Objects Referenced from a Bundle 

It is possible that some Content Object referenced from the Bundle Object that is referenced 
by the Policy was incorrect and caused the Job to fail.  It is likely that the Job would fail on 
many devices due to the faulty Object. 

In such a case, the faulty Object would likely be edited to correct the problem.  Since the 
faulty Object is referenced by the Bundle which is referenced by at least one Policy, when 
editing is completed, MSP will ask which Policies should be automatically Deactivated and 
which should be left Active.  If the Policy in question is left Active or when it is later Activated, 
Jobs would be sent to devices that were Non-Compliant, but those Jobs would presumably 
now execute successfully. 

After a Policy is Corrected 
When a Policy is Deactivated, either manually so it can be edited, or automatically as a result of 
changes made to referenced Objects, MSP will cancel all Jobs that are in the Delivered state for 
that Policy.  When the Policy is later Activated, it will be re-evaluated to determine the Applicable 
devices that are Non-Compliant and Jobs will be sent to all such devices. 

Whenever changes are made to referenced Objects, if MSP is directed to keep the Policy Active, 
MSP will perform the equivalent of Deactivating and Activating the Policy.  This is done because 
pending Jobs cannot be assumed to reflect the latest state of the Policy and hence they need to 
be cancelled and resent. 

Important: 

Making changes to a Policy or to any Objects that are referenced by a Policy, while that Policy is 
Active, may cause Jobs to be cancelled and resent.  This is regardless of whether those Jobs 
would or would not have successfully completed if the Policy were left alone.  When taking 
corrective action to a Policy to address failed Jobs, consideration should be given to whether 
pending Jobs for that Policy are thought to be more likely to succeed or to fail. 

If the pending Jobs are deemed more likely to succeed, then it may be preferable to wait until 
some or all of those Jobs have had a chance to succeed or fail before proceeding with the 
corrective action. 

If the pending Jobs are deemed more likely to fail, then it may be preferable to proceed with the 
intended corrective action and let the pending Jobs be cancelled before they have a chance to 
fail. 

Correct the Device 
If a Job sent to a device for a Policy fails, it may have been some aspect of the device, or the 
information known about the device, that was at fault.  The following are some of the reasons why 
Jobs might fail due to faults in a device or the information known about a device: 

 Insufficient Memory or Storage 

It is possible that the device has insufficient memory or storage to successfully complete the 
requested Job. 
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In such a case, it may be necessary to take some form of manual action to troubleshoot the 
device, such as by rebooting the device or using a Remote Control Solution to investigate 
and correct the situation. 

 Missing Pre-requisites 

It is possible that the device is missing one or more pre-requisites without which it cannot 
successfully complete the requested Job. 

In such a case, it might be necessary to install or restore one or more missing pre-requisites 
to correct the situation.  This might be done using an Action or another Policy, or by using a 
Remote Control Solution to manually investigate and correct the situation. 

Such a situation might also indicate that the Policy was incorrect and should not have been 
Applicable to the device due to the missing pre-requisites.  In such a case, the Policy might 
be deemed to be at fault and a Policy-oriented corrective action might instead be undertaken. 

 Missing or Incorrect Device Attribute Value 

It is possible that MSP did not have a value for a required Device Attribute and hence was 
unable to successfully create the Job and send it to the device. 

This could occur if a Variable Bundle Reference was used and no value was known for the 
Device Attribute used to select the Bundle or a value was known for the Device Attribute but it 
did not resolve to the name of a valid Bundle Object.  In such a case, the Job would not be 
successfully generated.  For more information on Variable Bundle References, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 - Understanding Dynamic Deployment. 

This could also occur if a Dynamic Settings Object is referenced in a Bundle that is 
referenced by the Policy.  If no value was known for the Device Attribute that was used to 
define the dynamic portion of the Dynamic Settings Object, then the Job would not be 
successfully generated.  For more information on Dynamic Settings Objects, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 - Understanding Dynamic Deployment. 

In either of the above situations, corrective action would involve defining an appropriate value 
for the appropriate Device Attribute.  The exact manner in which this would be done would 
likely vary based on how that particular Device Attribute is expected to be Originated.  For 
more information on Device Attribute Origination, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 - 
Understanding Device Attributes. 

After a Device is Corrected 
When corrective actions are taken for one or more devices, MSP will likely be unaware that the 
corrective actions were taken and/or that those corrective actions were expected to correct the 
fault in a device that caused a Job to fail.  As a result, it is generally necessary in most cases to 
inform MSP that corrective action has been successfully taken for one or more devices.  MSP can 
then send Jobs for those devices to re-attempt to bring them into Compliance with that Policy.  
The following are some of the ways this could be done: 

 Deactivate and Activate the Policy 

If a Policy is Deactivated and then Activated again, MSP will re-evaluate the Policy to 
determine which devices are Applicable and Non-Compliant and Jobs will be sent to all such 
devices. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, this was one of only two possible ways to force Jobs to be resent 
following manual corrective action to devices.  Due to the potentially significant impact this 
method might have on other devices (to which the same Policy was Applicable), this method 
was not always desirable. 
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 Delete the Device(s) 

If one or more devices are deleted from MSP and then allowed to be rediscovered, MSP will 
treat them as new devices and evaluate all Policies and send Jobs for all Policies to which 
those devices are found to be Applicable and Non-Compliant. 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, this was one of only two possible ways to force Jobs to be resent 
following manual corrective action to devices.  Due to the fact that deleting a device loses all 
history for that device, and due to the fact that all Policies must be re-evaluated for every 
deleted device, this method was not always desirable. 

 Reprocess the Policy 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, it is now possible to manually request that a Policy be 
reprocessed.  Reprocessing a Policy is done using the Reprocess link on a Compliance 
Summary page, as described later in this chapter. 

Reprocessing a Policy means that MSP will “forget” any Compliance Status or Job Status 
that it previously knew for all devices to which that Policy is Applicable.  As a result, MSP will 
re-evaluate the Policy and determine that Jobs need to be sent to all devices to which the 
Policy is Applicable and that are Non-Compliant to the Policy. 

Important: 

Reprocessing a Policy will generally cause Jobs to be sent to all devices that 
previously failed the Policy.  If this is done before corrective action is taken for all 
devices, then some devices will likely fail again.  It is therefore advisable to use this 
method only after corrective action had been taken for all devices. 

 Change Device Attributes so the Policy becomes Non-Applicable then Applicable 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, if a device failed a Job for a Policy and then that Policy became Non-
Applicable to that device and then subsequently became Applicable, a Job would still not sent 
to that device on behalf of that Policy.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, if a device fails a Job for a 
Policy and then that Policy becomes Non-Applicable to that device and then subsequently 
becomes Applicable again, the Policy will now be “automatically” retried for that device. 

The presumption behind this change is that any alteration of the device that causes a Policy 
to be become no longer Applicable and then to become Applicable again is likely a 
“significant” change to that device.  As such, there may be sufficient reason to believe that 
the Job might succeed, if it was retried.  There are a number of ways this might be leveraged.  
The most common way would be to use an Action or a Staging Profile to apply a corrective 
action to one or more devices. 
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In addition to correcting the actual problem, such a corrective action could include a change 
to one or more Device Attributes that were referenced in the Applicability Rule of the Policy.  
Changing these Device Attributes could cause the Policy to become Non-Applicable to the 
device.  Changing these Device Attributes could also cause another Policy to become 
Applicable to the same device.  That other Policy could change the Device Attributes back, 
causing the original Policy to become Applicable again. 

Configuring such a solution could be rather complicated.  But the upside of this approach 
would be the ability to perform corrective action to devices and then automatically cause the 
Policy for which those devices previously failed Jobs to be retried as soon as the appropriate 
corrective action is completed. 

When correctly implemented, such an approach enables the automation of the corrective 
action process.  For example, an Action might be defined to perform repair for a common 
situation that leads to failed Jobs for a particular Policy.  When a number of devices are seen 
to have failed Jobs for that Policy, the Action could be manually executed for the set of failed 
devices.  The corrective action might take a while to happen on those devices.  But each 
device would automatically retry the Policy once it completed its corrective action.  

Viewing Provisioning Status 
The results of Provisioning can be viewed on the Compliance Summary pages of the Provision 
tab of the MSP Console UI.  In particular, the Compliance Summary page, the Compliance By 
Relay Server page, and the Compliance By Site page can be used to view the results of 
Provisioning by Policy alone or by Policy organized by Relay Server or Site. 

Compliance Summary Pages 
All the above pages can be collectively referred to of as Compliance Summary pages since they 
all display similar information about Policy Compliance, but organize the Policies in different 
ways.  The Compliance Summary page is designed to organize the Policies by Policy name.  
The Compliance By Relay Server page is designed to organize the Policies by which Policies 
are Applicable to devices that are communicating via various Relay Servers.  The Compliance 
By Site page is designed to organize the Policies by which Policies are Applicable to devices that 
are assigned to various Sites. 

The various Compliance Summary pages provide a breakdown for each Policy of how many 
devices to which that Policy is Applicable have each possible Compliance Status.  When one of 
these summary numbers is clicked, a Compliance Status page is displayed, detailing the 
devices summarized by the clicked number.  When the Policy name in any Compliance 
Summary page is clicked, the Policy Detail page for that Policy will be displayed. 

Compliance Status Columns 
Within a Compliance Summary page a column is displayed showing the number of devices to 
which the Policy is Applicable and for which the Policy current has the following Compliance 
Status values. 

 Compliant 

This shows the number of devices that are currently deemed to be Compliant to the Policy. 

 In-progress 

This shows the number of devices that are currently deemed to be Non-Compliant to the 
Policy and for which Jobs are currently in-progress to attempt to bring the devices into 
Compliance with the Policy. 
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 Failed 

This shows the number of devices that are currently deemed to be Non-Compliant to the 
Policy and for which Jobs were attempted, but failed to bring the devices into Compliance 
with the Policy. 

 Timed-out 

This shows the number of devices that are currently deemed to be Non-Compliant to the 
Policy and for which Jobs were attempted, but timed-out before they could successfully bring 
the devices into Compliance with the Policy. 

 Mush Push 

This shows the number of devices that are currently deemed to be Non-Compliant to the 
Policy and for which Jobs will not be sent until the Push link or the Push All link is clicked for 
the Policy. 

 Not-verified 

This shows the number of devices that for which MSP has not yet been able to determine 
whether or not they are Compliant to the Policy. 

 Invalid Bundle Ref 

This shows the number of devices that are currently deemed to be Non-Compliant to the 
Policy and for which Jobs could not be sent because the Policy has a Variable Bundle 
Reference that could not successfully be resolved to the name of an existing Bundle Object.  
For more information on Variable Bundle References, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – 
Understanding Dynamic Deployment -- Variable Bundle References. 

If the number of devices shown in any of the Compliance Status columns described above is non-
zero, then that number will be a clickable link to a Compliance Status page showing a list of 
those devices. 

Compliance Status Activity Links 

Push Link 
If the Policy Type is Manual, then a Push link will be displayed on any Compliance Summary 
page for the Policy.  Clicking the Push link will cause Jobs to be sent to bring the Policy into 
Compliance for all devices (if any) that are shown in the Must Push column. 

Push All Link 
If the Policy Type is Manual, then a Push All link will be displayed on any Compliance 
Summary page for the Policy.  Clicking the Push All link will cause Jobs to be sent to all devices 
to which the Policy is Applicable, regardless of whether the devices are currently Compliant to the 
Policy or not. 

Reprocess Link 
If the Policy Type is On-Going, then a Reprocess link will also be displayed for the Policy.  
Clicking the Reprocess link will cause Jobs to be sent to re-attempt to bring the Policy into 
Compliance for all devices (if any) that are shown in the Failed column. 
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Compliance Status Page 
A Compliance Status page can be reached from any Compliance Summary page.  Clicking a 
non-zero number in one of the Compliance Status columns presents a Compliance Status page, 
which is a form of Device List View page that shows all the devices that have the selected 
Compliance Status for the selected Policy. 

For each device shown on a Compliance Status page, the last column of the Device List, which 
is labeled Last Activity, shows the most recent Compliance Activity performed by that Policy on 
behalf of that device.  Clicking on the displayed Compliance Activity for a device displays a 
Compliance Activity page, which displays the history of activities taken by that Policy on behalf 
of that device. 

Policy Detail Page 
The Policy Detail page shows all the information about the Policy, including the Applicability 
Rule, Deployment Steps, Readiness Conditions, and Detached Conditions.  The Applicable 
Devices link and the Non-Applicable Devices link in the Related Tasks area can be used to 
navigate to a list of devices that are Applicable to or Non-Applicable to the Policy, respectively. 

Compliance Activity Page 
A Compliance Activity page is reached by clicking on the Compliance Activity for a device on a 
Compliance Status page.  This page displays the history of Compliance Activities performed for 
the device on behalf of a Policy.  The maximum number of Compliance Activities maintained, and 
hence displayed on the Compliance Activity page, for a Policy can be controlled using the 
“Compl. Activity Max” field for that Policy.  The following Compliance Activities are tracked: 

 Bundle [name] is Satisfied 

This Compliance Activity indicates that an assessment of the Bundle referenced by the 
Policy, and whose Bundle name is displayed, has found that all the Deployment Steps in the 
Bundle are Satisfied by the device. 

Note: 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, the Bundle name was not displayed.  This was not usually an 
issue for Static Policies because the Bundle name was a constant for any given 
Policy.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, the Bundle name is displayed, which can be very 
handy when the Policy is Explicitly Dynamic.  In such cases, the Bundle name 
displayed will be based on the value of the Device Attribute used in the Variable 
Bundle Reference. 

Satisfied means that the device has everything that the Bundle says it should have and does 
not have anything that the Bundle says it should not have.  This Compliance Activity indicates 
that the device is Compliant to a Policy and hence there is no need to send a Job to the 
device to bring it into Compliance. 
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 Bundle [name] is Not-Satisfied 

This Compliance Activity indicates that an assessment of the Bundle referenced by the 
Policy, and whose Bundle name is displayed, has found that at least one Deployment Step in 
the Bundle is Not-Satisfied by the device. 

Note: 

Prior to MSP 3.3.1, the Bundle name was not displayed.  This was not usually an 
issue for Static Policies because the Bundle name was a constant for any given 
Policy.  Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, the Bundle name is displayed, which can be very 
handy when the Policy is Explicitly Dynamic.  In such cases, the Bundle name 
displayed will be based on the value of the Device Attribute used in the Variable 
Bundle Reference. 

Not-Satisfied means that the device lacks something that the Bundle says it should have 
and/or has something that the Bundle says it should not have.  This Compliance Activity 
indicates that the device is Non-Compliant to the Policy and hence there is a need to send a 
Job to the device to bring it into Compliance. 

 Unconditional Push 

This Compliance Activity indicates that the Push All link for the Manual Provisioning Policy 
has been clicked and hence a Job was sent to the device to bring it into Compliance. 

 Conditional Push 

This Compliance Activity indicates that the Push link for the Manual Provisioning Policy was 
clicked when the device was Non-Compliant to the Policy and hence a Job was sent to the 
device to bring it into Compliance. 

 Job Queued 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance and hence that the Job has been queued up for delivery to the Relay 
Server via which that device last checked-in. 

 Job Delivered 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance and that the Job has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server via 
which that device last checked-in. 

 Job Started 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance, that the Job has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server via which 
that device last checked-in, and that the MSP Client Software on the device has begun to 
process the Job. 

 Job Deferred 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance, that the Job has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server via which 
that device last checked-in, and that the MSP Client Software on the device has chosen to 
Defer the Job because one or more Readiness Conditions are not yet met. 
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 Job Completed 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance, that the Job has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server via which 
that device last checked-in, and that the MSP Client Software on the device has successfully 
completed processing for the Job. 

 Job Failed 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance, that the Job has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server via which 
that device last checked-in, and that the MSP Client Software on the device has failed during 
processing the Job and abandoned any further attempts to process the Job. 

 Job Cancelled 

This Compliance Activity indicates that a Job that was successfully delivered to the Relay 
Server via which that device last checked-in was successfully cancelled by MSP Client 
Software after a cancellation request for the Job was sent to the same Relay Server. 

 Job Timed-Out 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance, that the Job was successfully delivered to the Relay Server via which that 
device last checked-in, but that the MSP Client Software on the device did not process the 
Job before a timeout caused the MSP Client Software to abandon the Job. 

 Job Detached 

This Compliance Activity indicates that there was a need to send a Job to the device to bring 
it into Compliance, that the Job has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server via which 
that device last checked-in, and that the MSP Client Software on the device has downloaded 
the Contents of the Packages for the Job but chosen to Detach the Job because one or more 
Detached Conditions were specified. 

 Job Waiting 

This Compliance Activity is reserved for future use. 

 Invalid Bundle Ref 

This Compliance Activity indicates that the Compliance Status of the device for the Policy 
could not be successfully determined because a Variable Bundle Reference could not be 
resolved to a valid Bundle name. 

Best Practices 
The following Best Practices can be followed to help improve the overall success of Provisioning 
activities. 

 Avoid excess traffic due to frequent Deactivation and Activation of On-Going Policies 

Each time an On-Going Policy is Deactivated, cancellation files may be sent out and each 
time an On-Going Policy is Activated, Job files may be sent out.  To reduce unnecessary 
traffic, On-Going Policies should be Deactivated and Activated only when necessary and with 
appropriate consideration to the impact it may cause. 
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 Avoid excess traffic due to frequent modifications of Bundles referenced by On-Going 
Policies 

Each time the Bundle referenced by an On-Going Policy is modified and the User elects to 
leave the Policy Activated, cancellation files and new Job files may be sent out.  To reduce 
unnecessary traffic, modification of Bundles referenced by On-Going Policies should be 
performed with caution and with appropriate consideration to the impact it may cause. 

 Use Applicability Rules so Provisioning Policies apply only to desired devices 

The evaluation of an Applicability Rule defined for a Provisioning Policy determines the 
devices to which that Policy is Applicable.  By using the proper Applicability Rule, a Policy 
can be constructed that will be Applicable to only a selected subset of devices.  This can be 
used to subdivide devices into logical groups, such as to test out changes, target specific 
devices for troubleshooting, or limit the number of devices performing Provisioning at once. 

 Avoid “Policy loops” 

A “Policy loop” is a situation where two policies that apply to the same device contradict each 
other. 

The most common cause of a “Policy loop” is where two Policies reverse each other.  For 
example, consider if the Bundle referenced by Policy A has an Install Package Deployment 
Step for Package X and the Bundle referenced by Policy B has an UnInstall Package 
Deployment Step for Package X. 

If both Policies A and B were Applicable to a single device, then if the device becomes 
Compliant to Policy A, then it MUST become Non-Compliant to Policy B, and vice versa.  
This would cause the two Policies to “flip flop” and would generate a continuous series of 
Jobs to that device. 

If it is necessary to define Policies that contradict each other, they should not both be 
Activated at the same time or the Applicability Rules defined for the Policies should be 
carefully designed such that the two Policies are never Applicable to the same device at the 
same time. 

 Use On-Going Policies to keep software continuously up-to-date on devices. 

On-Going Policies are evaluated for a device each time there is a change in the Device 
Attributes or Package Inventory reported by the device.  This could result in a change in 
whether the Policy is Applicable to the device and, if applicable, whether the device is 
Compliant to the Policy.  When a device becomes Non-Compliant to a Policy a Job will be 
sent to the device to enforce compliance. 

 Use Readiness Conditions to limit Provisioning to occur on devices only when 
circumstances at the device are suitable 

Sometimes there may be circumstances on a device that should limit when the Job to enforce 
Compliance to a Policy should be executed on the device.  For example, an OS Update might 
not make sense to perform except when the device is on AC power, or, a large Package 
might not make sense to deploy when a device is communicating via a WWAN adapter. 
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 Use Detached Conditions to separate the downloading of the Contents of Packages for 
a Job from the installation of those Packages 

Sometimes there may be circumstances where it is desirable to allow the Contents of 
Packages to be downloaded in advance, to take advantage of connectivity when it is 
available, but to still defer the actual installation of those Packages until certain additional 
Conditions are met.  For example, it might be desirable to download new WLAN Settings over 
the current WLAN and apply those new Settings only at some agreed-upon time in the future 
when the WLAN infrastructure is planned to implement those new Settings. 

 Avoid performing manual deployment and automatic deployment at the same time 

Refer to the Best Practices of Staging in Chapter 2 - Using Staging. 

 



 
 

Chapter 4 - Using Asset Management 

Introduction 
Asset Management is a term used to describe a loose collection of features in MSP that allows an 
Enterprise-wide inventory of device of various types to be managed as assets.  Devices can be 
discovered, identified, displayed, tracked, searched, etc.  Partial Asset Management functionality 
is available with MSP Provision Edition and full Asset Management functionality is available with 
MSP Control Edition. 

Device Attributes 
Device Attributes are a key aspect of MSP Asset Management.  For every device managed by 
MSP, a set of values for a set of Device Attributes is maintained.  For some devices, MSP may 
have values for only a few Device Attributes.  For other devices MSP may have values for very 
many Device Attributes. 

Minimum Required Device Attributes 
For every device it discovers, MSP must know have values for at least the following Device 
Attributes: 

 “Identity.UUID” 

MSP discovers, identifies, and tracks devices based on a unique unit identifier (UUID) whose 
value is stored in the Device Attribute “Identity.UUID” for that device.  The value of this 
Device Attribute will always be unique amongst the devices managed by a given MSP 
Server.  MSP treats two devices with the same UUID as being the same managed device. 
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 “Identity.DeviceClass” 

When MSP discovers a device, it will always be assigned a Device Class to that device and 
store the value of that Device Class in the Device Attribute “Identity.DeviceClass”, for that 
device. 

Notes: 

For more information on Device Classes in general, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 - 
Understanding Device Classes and Proxies. 

For more information on specific Device Classes, see the MSP Client Software 
Guide. 

Optional Device Attributes 
Aside from the Minimum Device Attributes described above, all other Device Attributes are 
optional and a given device may or may not have a value for any particular Optional Device 
Attribute.  Over its managed lifetime with MSP the set of Device Attributes for which values are 
known for a device could change many times. 

Even some Device Attributes that might seem quite intrinsic to a device might change over its 
managed lifetime.  For example, if an OS Update were performed on a device, its Operating 
System version would likely change.  It is even possible that the device model might change.  But 
so long as the UUID does not change, it will be considered the same managed device.  All other 
Device Attributes for which values are known for a device could change and be replaced by 
different values. 

Device Attributes and Asset Management 
For the most part, all MSP Asset Management is directly or indirectly based on Device Attributes, 
so it is important to thoroughly understand them to get the most out of Asset Management.  For 
more information about Device Attributes, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device 
Attributes. 

Devices Sent for Repair 
It is possible, and indeed likely, that some managed devices will experience failures during their 
managed lifetime with MSP and need to be sent for repair. 

Device Configuration Change 
When a device is sent for repair, it may come back with a very different configuration than when it 
left. 

Note: 

Depending on the severity of the configuration changes made during repair, or the changes made 
within MSP while a device was away, the device might need to be Staged before it can again be 
managed by MSP. 
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Device Identity Change 
It is possible that a major hardware change (e.g. a CPU board replacement) could cause the 
UUID for the device to change during repair.  Since the basic identity of the device changed, MSP 
will consider it to be a brand new device. 

Note: 

If the identity of a device changes, the device might need to be Staged, just like any other new 
device, before it could again be managed by MSP. 

If the identity of a managed device changes, the managed device inventory of the MSP Server 
will contain two distinct managed devices: an “old” device, identified by the old UUID, and a “new” 
device, identified by the old UUID.  MSP would have no way of knowing that the “old” device no 
longer actually exists. 

Device Licensing 
MSP allocates a license for every managed device, including an “old” device that no longer 
actually exists.  This means that if the identity of a device changes, MSP will effectively allocate 
two licenses for one device. 

Note: 

To avoid the allocation of an extra license for such an “old” device, the device can be deleted 
from MSP.  Since the device is no longer checking-in, it would not be re-discovered and hence it 
would stay deleted. 

Device History 
The history of an “old” device would end as of its last check-in, typically before it was sent for 
repair.  The history of a “new” device will begin as of its first check-in, which is typically just after it 
is Staged and becomes managed by MSP. 

Note: 

There is no method currently provided in MSP to “merge” the history of an “old” device into the 
history of a “new” device.  Once an “old” device is deleted, the history of that device (e.g. logs, 
Collected Data, etc.) is completely and permanently lost. 

Detecting Identity Change 
If some cases, it might be possible to use MSP to help detect a device that has changed identity.  
Whether or not this is possible depends on whether there is some other identifier that can be 
used to determine that an “old” device and a “new” device are really the “same” device. 

For example, if the device has an electronically readable serial number which has not changed, 
then it might be possible to detect that two devices have the same serial number but different 
UUIDs.  In such a case, it could be inferred that they are “old” and “new” versions of the “same” 
device.  Of course this would not work if the hardware change that resulted in a new UUID also 
resulted in a new electronically readable serial number. 

If all else fails, the Missing Device function of MSP can often be used to detect devices that have 
not been heard from for a long time.  Some devices that have been detected as “missing” may be 
“lost” or “stolen”, but others might be devices whose identity has changed. 
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Direct Management of Device Attribute Values 
The MSP Console UI enables direct management of Device Attribute values stored in the MSP 
Database for managed devices.  The Device Attribute direct management functions covered in 
the following sub-sections. 

Note: 

If is highly recommended that only a single method of Origination be used for any one Device 
Attribute for all devices in a given MSP system.  Direct management of Device Attribute is thus 
most appropriate for managing MSP Console UI User Originated Device Attributes. 

Editing a Device Attribute Value 
In some cases, directly editing the value of a Device Attribute for a device can be convenient 
since it allows control at a very granular level.  Of course, editing individual values would likely be 
impractical at any significant scale.  In such cases, uploading a .CSV File would likely be the only 
practical approach. 

Let’s consider a case where directly editing the value of a Device Attribute could be useful.  
Suppose that a bug is found in a custom application that causes failures to occur on a small 
population of devices.  A patched version of the custom application may be available that corrects 
the situation, but it may have potential side-effects and it may therefore be undesirable to deploy 
it to every device.  Instead, it may be prudent to deploy the patch only to devices that are found to 
be exhibiting the problem and wait for the next production release of the custom application 
before deploying it to all devices. 

If there is a Provisioning Policy to deploy the production version of the custom application to all 
devices, then that Provisioning Policy can be altered by changing its Applicability Rule so it is Not 
Applicable to devices that have a specific value in a specific Device Attribute.  For example a 
Rule of the form [debug.ticket17] <> ‘1’ might be used.  Such a Rule would indicate that the 
production version of the custom application is to be deployed to all devices that are not marked 
as being affected by problem ticket #17. 

A new Provisioning Policy could then be created to deploy the patched version of the custom 
applications and whose Applicability Rule cause it to be Applicable only to devices that have the 
specific value in the specific Device Attribute.  For example, a rule of the form [debug.ticket17] = 
‘1’ might be used.  Such a Rule would indicate that the patched version of the custom application 
is to be deployed to all devices that are marked as being affected by problem ticket #17. 

The two Policies described above would be mutually exclusive.  Once these two Policies are in 
place, it now becomes a simple matter to apply the patched version of the custom application to a 
device by simply editing the value of the appropriate Device Attribute to give it the required value.  
That simple change will cause the patched version of the custom application to automatically 
replace the production version, but only on that device. 

In many cases, the detection of the fact that a device is experiencing a problem will be 
accomplished from the Device Details page for the device.  For example, the problem might be 
detected by examining the values of other Device Attributes, the values of samples of Collection 
Metrics, etc.  Once the determination is made, the ability to initiate the deployment of the patched 
version right from the Device Details page can be quite convenient. 

It might seem like a possible alternate solution to use an Action to deploy the patched version of 
the custom application to the device.  Such an approach would have a serious downside, 
however, since the Policy to deploy the production version would remain Applicable to the device.  
As a result, the device would change to the patched version as a result of the Action but then 
automatically revert back to the production version as a result of the Policy. 
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Using the suggested approach of mutually exclusive Policies and editing the value of a Device 
Attribute has the benefit of making one Policy Not Applicable while at the same time making the 
other Policy Applicable.  This ensures that the right version of the custom application is deployed 
at any given time. 

When creating an Applicability Rule, it is not possible to refer to a Device Attribute that does not 
yet exist in the MSP Database.  To allow a Device Attribute that does not yet exist to be used in 
an Applicability Rule, the Device Attribute can be manually created. 

For more information on manually creating Device Attributes, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – 
Object Management. 

Note: 

It is not possible to edit the value of a Device Attribute for a device if that device does not already 
have a value for that Device Attribute.  To assign a value to a Device Attribute for which a device 
does not yet have a value, the Tag link in the Related Tasks area of the Device Detail page can 
be used. 

Deleting a Device Attribute Value 
In some cases, it can be useful to delete the value a device may have for a Device Attribute.  This 
can be useful to clean up Device Attributes that may have been used during troubleshooting, etc.  
Deleting a Device Attribute value for a specific device is accomplished by clicking the Delete icon 

( ), which can be found to the left of the Device Attribute in the Details area of the Device 
Detail page when Attributes is selected in the area drop-down list to cause Device Attributes to 
be displayed in the Details area. 

Consider the example discussed in the previous sub-section.  What if the value of a Device 
Attribute was set for a device to cause the patched version of the custom application to be 
deployed to it, and then it was found that the device was not exhibiting the problem?  One 
approach would be to edit the value of the Device Attribute for the device to something that would 
make the production Policy Applicable again.  While this would work, it would also leave the 
device with a potentially unnecessary value for that Device Attribute.  A cleaner solution might be 
to delete the value of that Device Attribute for that device. 

Deleting a Device Attribute 
In some cases, it may be desirable to completely delete a Device Attribute.  Consider the 
example discussed in the previous sub-section.  What if the value of a Device Attribute was set 
for many devices to cause the patched version of the custom application to be deployed to them, 
and then we wanted to stop deploying the custom application completely?  One approach would 
be to tag all devices with a value for the Device Attribute that would make the production Policy 
Applicable again.  While this would work, it would also leave those devices with a potentially 
unnecessary value for that Device Attribute.  A cleaner solution might be to delete the Device 
Attribute from MSP, assuming it is truly no longer needed. 

For more information on manually deleting Device Attributes, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 – 
Device Attribute Administration. 

Tagging Device(s) with a Device Attribute Value 
In some cases, it is desirable to add or overwrite the value of a Device Attribute for one or more 
devices.  This can be useful in a number of situations. 
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Consider the example discussed in the previous subsections.  As mentioned, Tagging for a single 
device could be needed if the device did not previously have a value for the Device Attribute.  
And, since Tagging can be applied to multiple devices at once, it would be possible to apply the 
patch to a set of devices that all exhibit the problem.  For example, if Short Term Troubleshooting 
was used to identify a set of devices that all were exhibiting a symptom indicative of the problem, 
Tagging could be used to set the appropriate Device Attribute so all the identified devices would 
have the patched version of the custom application deployed to them. 

Tagging can also be used in conjunction with the Device Search operation, the Device Saved 
Filters operation, or the Filter function on any Device List View page to provide a logical device 
grouping capability.  Assume that a group of devices has been identified as having some useful 
common characteristic.  From a Device List showing the desired devices, Tag them all with a 
selected value of a selected Device Attribute. 

Since all the devices will now have the specified value for the specified Device Attribute, it can be 
used to deal with these devices as a group.  The following are some examples: 

 Display a list of the devices in the group. 

Create a Device Saved Filter with an Applicability Rule that checks the specified Device 
Attribute for the specified value.  To display a list of devices that match the Device Saved 
Filter, simply select the desired Device Saved Filter in the Device Saved Filter operation and 
click the Go button. 

 Find and display a list of the devices in the group. 

Add the Device Attribute to the list of Device Attributes displayed in the drop down list for the 
Device Search operation.  To find and display a list of devices that have a specific value for 
that Device Attribute, simply enter the desired value in the Device Search operation and click 
the Go button. 

 Filter a list of devices in a larger population to show only those in a group. 

Add the Device Attribute to the list of Device Attributes displayed in Device List View pages.  
To display a list of devices that have the specific value for that Device Attribute, select the 
Device Attribute in the Filter function on any Device List View page, enter the desired value, 
and click the Filter button.. 

 Sort a list of devices in a larger population to highlight those that are in the group. 

Add the Device Attribute to the list of Device Attributes displayed in the Device List View.  
From a Device List View showing a population of devices, click on the column header for the 
Device Attribute to sort the devices ascending or descending by the value of that Device 
Attribute.  A device that has no value for a given Device Attribute will appear at the top of a 
list sorted ascending by that Device Attribute and at a the bottom of a list sorted descending 
by that Device Attribute. 

Control Modules and Device Attributes 
Many Device Attributes values that are very useful in MSP Asset Management are reported by or 
dependent on the operation of one or more Control Modules.  To get the most Asset 
Management value from a Control Module, it is important to thoroughly understand the operation 
of the Control Module and the Device Attribute values it reports.  For more information about 
Control Modules and Device Attribute values reported by Control Modules, see Understanding 
MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Control Modules. 
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Custom Device Attributes 
In addition to the wide variety of Device Attributes for which support is built-in to the MSP Server, 
MSP Client Software, and various MSP Control Modules, MSP Device Attributes are customer 
extensible.  This means that if MSP does not intrinsically support a needed Device Attribute, it 
can be easily added to a running MSP system. 

MSP treats built-in and customer extended Device Attributes identically, allowing a high degree of 
extensibility to meet specialized customer requirements.  For more information about customer 
extensibility of Device Attributes, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device 
Attributes. 

Asset Management Features 

Device Status Pages 
Device Status pages in the MSP Console UI are a key mechanism for viewing and interacting 
with managed devices.  A Device Status page presents a Device List View showing managed 
devices that are visible to the current MSP Console UI User. 

Device Visibility 
The Device List View displayed on a Device Status page is always filtered based on the 
devices that are visible to the current MSP Console UI User.  Device Visibility for an MSP 
Console UI User is determined by the Object Visibility of either the Sites or the Relay Servers to 
which managed devices are assigned.  For more information about Object Visibility and Device 
Visibility, see Chapter 1 – Getting Started with MSP. 

Columns Displayed 
From the Preferences tab, each MSP Console UI User can configure the set of Device Attributes 
that will be displayed in All Device List Views on Device Status pages.  This allows MSP Console 
UI Users to customize the information shown in Device List Views to best suit their needs. 

There are many potential benefits to be gained by customizing Device List Views, including: 

 Selecting the right Device Attribute to show as the first or “index” column in a Device List 
View can simplify navigation by allowing a User to select a device based on a value that is 
meaningful to that User. 

 Selecting the important and relevant Device Attributes to show in columns can enable a User 
to spot anomalies by visually comparing values that relate to the tasks performed by that 
User. 

 Selecting a useful set of Device Attributes to show in columns allows a User to sort and filter 
the list by values that are relevant to that User. 

 Selecting a useful set of Device Attributes to show in columns allows a User control over the 
set of values that will be exported via the View as Excel function.  From Excel, reports, 
graphs, etc. can be created from the exported data. 
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Reaching Device Status Pages 
Device Status pages can be reached from the Status tab of the MSP Console UI but may also 
be reached from many other pages of the MSP Console UI.  When entering a Device Status 
page from the Status tab, all devices that are visible are shown and no initial Filter criterion is 
automatically applied.  When entering a Device Status page from other places, the list of devices 
may be reduced and/or an initial Filter criterion may be automatically applied.  The following are 
some notable placed from which Device Status pages can be reached: 

 The Applicable Device link and the Non-Applicable Devices link in the Related Tasks 
area of the following pages: 

o Policy Detail page 

o Action Detail page 

o Collection Request Detail page 

o Device Saved Filter Detail page 

 The Compliance Status links of Compliance Summary pages 

 The Percentage links in Analysis pages 

 The Device Search operation 

 The Number of Associated Devices link in any of the following pages: 

o Site Detail pages 

o Relay Server Detail pages 

Performing Operations on Devices 
Regardless of what method was used to reach a Device Status page, a User can select one or 
more devices and perform a variety of operations on the selected devices.  When one or more 
devices are selected, some or all of the following operations may be available: 

 Tag selected devices by assigning a value to a Device Attribute 

 Execute Action on selected devices 

 Compare View to see a Line Graph that compares Collected Data from selected devices 

 Matrix View to see a side-by-side comparison of Device Attribute values for selected devices 

 Create DCR to create a Data Collection Request for selected devices 

 Create Policy to create a Provisioning Policy to deploy Content to selected devices 

 Delete Device to delete selected devices from MSP 

 View as Excel to view data about selected devices in Microsoft Excel™ 

 Perform an RTM Function 
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Device Search Operation 
A key requirement for managing devices as assets is the ability to locate one or more devices 
when needed based on one or more key criteria.  A classic example of this, for example, is the 
when a User with the Help Desk Role needs to locate a device that is having problems, using 
identifying information supplied by the Device User. 

Search Criteria 
From the Preferences tab, the search criteria can be configured to include some or all known 
Device Attributes.  Each MSP Console UI Users can individually customize the search criteria 
used in the Device Search operation to suit their needs. 

Searching for Devices 
To locate a device, invoke the Device Search operation by clicking the Search link that can be 
found in the upper-right-hand corner of every page of the MSP Console UI.  Use the drop-down 
list under Device Search to select the Device Attribute to use as the search criterion.  Then enter 
a partial or complete string to match against the values of the selected Device Attribute and click 
the Go button. 

A Device Status page will be presented containing a Device List showing all devices that had the 
entered string within the value of the selected Device Attribute.  The resulting list may contain no 
devices, a single device, or multiple devices, depending on how many devices match the 
specified search criterion. 

The Device Search operation is actually just a quick short-cut for navigating to the Device 
Status page combined with a Filter based on the specified search criterion.  Since it uses the 
Filter function of the Device Status page, some special situations can apply: 

 If the Device Attribute used as the search criterion for the Device Search operation is one of 
the Device Attributes selected for display in All Device List Views, then the Device Status 
page is simply displayed with the Filter criterion pre-set to the selected search criterion. 

 If the Device Attribute used as the search criterion is not one of the Device Attributes selected 
for display in All Device List Views, then the Device Status page is displayed with the 
Device Attribute used as the search criterion temporarily added to the list of displayed 
columns and with the Filter criterion pre-set to the selected search criterion.  This is 
necessary and desirable since the Filter criterion would not otherwise allow filtering based on 
the selected search criterion. 

In either of the above cases, there will be a column in the Device List View shown on the Device 
Status page that corresponds to the Device Attribute used as the search criterion.  From this 
page, if the Filter criterion is changed, then the list of devices shown will change accordingly. 

Device Detail Page 
The Device Detail page of the Status tab of the MSP Console UI is a key aspect of MSP Asset 
Management since it is the primary page that presents a device as an asset and serves are the 
primary point of interaction with that device.  The Device Detail page has a number of area that 
are described in the following sections. 

Image Area 
The Image area of the Device Detail page displays a picture of the device being detailed, if one 
is available.  When the MSP Server is installed, pictures of all officially supported devices are 
automatically installed as well. 
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MSP can discover new devices for which support was added post-release.  However, a picture 
will not be shown in the Image area for such devices since MSP does not have a picture installed 
for them. 

Picture files can be added to the MSP Server for new devices by creating a .JPG file with an 
approximate size of a x y and placing it onto the MSP Server.  The files should be manually 
copied to the MSP Server in the “web\ imgsDevice” folders under the install directory (e.g. 
C:\Program Files\Motorola MSP\web\imgsDevice).  The file must be named exactly the same as 
the value reported in the Device Attribute “Identity.DeviceModel”, with a file extension of “.JPG”. 

Header Area 
Adjacent to the Image area is the Header area which displays key information that identifies and 
describes the device.  The information displayed in the Header area can be customized from the 
Preferences tab. 

An MSP Console UI User with the Administrator Role can customize the information displayed by 
default in the Header area for all MSP Console UI Users.  In addition, each MSP Console UI User 
can individually customize the information displayed in the Header area when they are logged 
into the MSP Console UI. 

Related Tasks Area 
Adjacent to Details area is the Related Tasks area which provides links to tasks that can be 
performed for the device being viewed.  Common tasks that can be performed include deleting 
the device from MSP, and executing an Action for the device.  In addition, if the device has 
Remote UI or Remote Control functionality installed, then the Remote Control links (e.g. Athena 
Remote UI,  Athena Remote Control, Motorola Remote UI, and Motorola Remote Control) 
will also appear in the Related Tasks area.  For more information on Remote UI and Remote 
Control functionality, see Chapter 11 – Using Remote Control Functionality. 

If additional Packages are installed on a device and those Packages contain embedded Related 
Task links, then additional Related Task links may also be shown in the Related Tasks area of 
the Device Detail page for that device.  Consult the author of the Package for information on the 
functionality provided by such links. 

Details Area 
The Details area of the Detail Page for a device allows a variety of types of additional 
information to be displayed about the device.  The Details area drop-down list, at the top of the 
Details area is used to select the type of information about the device to be displayed in the 
Details area.  The number of selections shown in the Details area drop-down list will depend 
upon the Role of the User that is currently logged-into the MSP Consol UI.  The possible 
selections are described in the following subsections. 

Attributes 
When the Attributes selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the Device Detail 
page for a device, a list of all Device Attributes that are known for the device is displayed. 

Packages Installed 
When the Packages Installed selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the 
Device Detail page for a device, a list of all Packages that were reported as installed on the 
device is displayed.  This information can also be seen via “Inventory.*” Device Attributes. 
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Policy Status 
When the Policy Status selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the Device 
Detail page for a device, a list of all Provisioning Policies that are Applicable to the device and 
the Compliance Status of the device for each such Policy are displayed. 

Current Status 
When the Current Status selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the Device 
Detail page for a device, the list of Status Values that are known for the device is displayed.  This 
information can also be seen via “Status.*” Device Attributes. 

Jobs 
When the Jobs selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the Device Detail page 
for a device, the list of Jobs that have been deployed to the device is displayed. 

Jobs may be deployed to enforce Compliance of Policies, to execute Actions, or to apply Settings 
for Data Collection.  Jobs are displayed sorted descending by Job ID, which causes them to be 
shown most recent to least recent.  The Jobs selection can be very useful to view a history of 
what has been done to a device and/or what is currently in progress of being done to a device. 

Current Collected Data 
When the Current Collected Data selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the 
Device Detail page for a device, a list of Standard (non-GPS) Collection Metrics that have been 
collected from the device is displayed.  For each Reading Metric, the most recent value collected 
is shown, along with the time stamp of when it was last collected.  For each Quantity Metric, the 
most recent value collected for each time interval is shown, along with the time stamp of when it 
was last collected. 

Notes: 

In MSP 3.3.1, the use of Data Collection requires the use of a Data Collection Solution. 

For more information on Data Collection Solutions, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – 
Understanding Data Collection Solutions and MSP. 

For more information on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

Clicking on the name of any Collection Metric presents a column chart showing the values 
collected for the selected Collection Metric up to the current time. 

Hovering over any column in the chart displays a pop up showing the Timestamp, Value, and 
Duration of the sample associated with that column.  The arrow buttons can be used to scroll 
forward or backward in time to see additional data.  It is also possible to customize the time range 
shown and/or the Y Axis scale using the Customize area of the page. 
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Current Collected GPS 
When the Current Collected GPS selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the 
Device Detail page for a device, a list of GPS Collection Metrics that have been collected from 
the device is displayed.  For each Reading Metric, the most recent value collected is shown, 
along with the time stamp of when it was last collected.  For each Quantity Metric, the most 
recent value collected for each time interval is shown, along with the time stamp of when it was 
last collected. 

Notes: 

The use of GPS Data Collection requires the use of the Motorola Data Collection Solution. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

Retrieve External Data 
When the Retrieve External Data selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the 
Device Detail page for a device, a list of data values extracted by MSP from one or more 
external systems is displayed.  To utilize this feature, an External System Integration Solution 
must be utilized.  To determine the availability of any External System Integration Solutions, 
please contact your Motorola or partner sales representative. 

Current Device Saved Filters 
When the Current Device Saved Filters selection is made from the Details area drop-down list 
of the Device Detail page for a device, a list of Saved Filters that are currently Applicable to the 
device is displayed.  Saved Filters can be used for a number of purposes, including dynamic 
device grouping.  When for dynamic device grouping, the list of Applicable Saved Filters could be 
interpreted as the list of groups to which the device “belongs”. 

Device Relationships 
When the Device Relationships selection is made from the Details area drop-down list of the 
Device Detail page for a device, two lists are displayed showing the Relationships, if any, which 
exist between that device and other managed devices.  The first list shows the devices that are 
considered to be Parents of that device.  The second list shows the devices that are considered 
to be Children of that device. 

Device Relationships are defined by Relationship Definition Objects.  For more information about 
Relationship Definition Objects, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

If there is a Relationship Definition Object that defines a Relationship that could exist between a 
given device and other devices, then MSP will determine when such Relationships actually exist 
for that device.  Whenever Device Attributes change for any device, all Relationships that might 
exist between that device and all other devices will be evaluated to determine which of those 
Relationships, if any, actually exist. 

In MSP 3.3.1, only a single Relationship Definition Object named WindowsPC.TunnelService is 
pre-defined.  This Relationship is used to indicate that a given instance of the Motorola Tunnel 
Service, which is treated as a managed device, is a child of the particular Windows PC on which 
it is deployed.  For more information on the Motorola Tunnel Service, see Using the Motorola 
Tunnel Service with MSP. 
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MSP 3.3.1 supports the ability for additional Relationship Definition Objects to be added as part of 
adding support for Proxies through Add-On Kits.  For more information about Proxies, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device Classes and Proxies.  For .more information 
about the specific Relationships supported by a particular Proxy, see the documentation for that 
Proxy. 

Tree-Based Asset Management 
Tree-Based Asset Management involves viewing the Enterprise via a tree that depicts the 
hierarchy amongst Sites or amongst Relay Servers, the devices that are assigned to them and 
the Relationships that exist between those devices. 

As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, a Hierarchy can be defined 
amongst Site Objects or Relay Server Objects, by using dots in their names.  When a Hierarchy 
exists, MSP infers the existence of Regions to identify the intermediate levels in that Hierarchy.  A 
Device Tree View can be displayed to show the Hierarchy for Sites or the Hierarchy for Relay 
Servers. 

The Device Tree View for a given Hierarchy depicts the Regions within that Hierarchy and the 
Sites or Relay Servers that belong to those Regions.  The top-level node in the Device Tree is 
always the Enterprise.  Top-level Regions are depicted as child nodes of the Enterprise.  Second-
level Regions are depicted as the child nodes of the top-level Regions.  This proceeds down the 
levels of Regions to the Sites or Relay Servers which are depicted as child nodes of the bottom-
level Regions to which they belong. 

All managed devices assigned to a given Site or Relay Server are also shown in the 
corresponding Device Tree View.  Managed devices are depicted as child nodes under the Site 
or Relay Server to which they are assigned.  If a given managed device is determined to be a 
Parent of another managed device, as determined by a Device Relationships, then that Child 
device is depicted as a child node under the Parent device. 

Device Relationships are defined by Relationship Definition Objects.  For more information about 
Relationship Definition Objects, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

For more information on using the Device Tree View, see the MSP Online Help – Device Tree 
View. 

Site-Based Asset Management 
Site-Based Asset Management involves assigning devices to Sites and then using the assigned 
Site as an indicator of device location.  In MSP, the use of Sites is completely optional, but if Sites 
are not used, then Site-Based Management will not be available. 

Site as an Indicator of Location 
MSP defines a Site as a fixed location within the Enterprise at which a device will be used.  
Typically this would be a physical place such as a warehouse, an office building, or other remote 
location.  The use of Sites in MSP is optional since they may not make sense to the nature of 
every Enterprise. 

For example, devices may freely roam within the Enterprise and there may be no meaningful 
fixed locations where devices are used or there may be too many locations where devices are 
used to identify or name them all.  In most cases, however, there will a fixed, enumerable set of 
locations within the Enterprise where devices will be used and it will make management of the 
devices much easier if these locations are taken into account. 
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Site-Based Management can be an especially valuable feature since it can allow devices to be 
configured with information that is pertinent to their given location.  This could include WLAN 
Settings and/or Relay Server Settings.  Sites can also provide a convenient means to track where 
devices are being used and re-configure them automatically or manually as indicated by their 
location. 

There are two types of Sites that can be defined in MSP: 

 Staging Sites 

Staging Sites are locations within the Enterprise where devices will be Staged. 

Since Staging is typically a one-time activity, devices are often not intended to be used at the 
locations at which they are Staged.  Further, Settings that may be applied to a device to allow 
it to be Staged at a Staging Site are typically not made Persistent since devices are typically 
not expected to remain at a Staging Site once Staging is complete. 

 Production Sites 

Production Sites are locations within the Enterprise where devices will be used to run 
production applications. 

Even if MSP Stage Edition is being used, there may still be a need for Production Sites since 
the device may need to be configured for use at a different location than the one at which it 
was Staged.  In such cases, it would be expected that Production Site Settings would be 
Persistent until they are changed by Staging the device with new Production Site Settings. 

When using MSP Provision Edition or MSP Control Edition, ongoing management of devices 
at Production Sites becomes possible.  In such cases, devices are likely expected to remain 
at Production Sites for significant durations and hence Settings applied to a device to allow it 
to be used at a Production Site are expected to be Persistent until they are changed by 
applying Settings. 

For every Production Site created, MSP will automatically create a Production Site Bundle 
that can be used to assign devices to that Production Site and configure devices with those 
Production Site Settings. 

One exception to the above is when a device will be Staged at the same location at which it 
will be in Production use.  In such cases, a Site can be defined to be BOTH a Staging Site 
and a Production Site and the SAME Site can be used for both purposes.  The Staging Site 
Settings will still be Transient and the Production Site Settings will still be Persistent.  Since 
the two Sites are the same, the Settings will therefore end up Persistent. 
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Notes: 

Sites are a somewhat “loose” concept in MSP. 

A device need not be assigned to a Site.  While Site Objects can be defined and 
devices can be assigned to those Sites, it is NOT necessary for a device to be 
assigned to a Site for which a Site Object is defined within MSP.  MSP considers a 
device to be at the Site is claims to at, whether or not MSP knows anything about 
that Site. 

If a device claims to be at a Site and that Site is defined as a Site Object within 
MSP, then information about that Site will be available from MSP and can be used to 
help manage that device. 

If a device claims to be at a Site and no Site Object is defined within MSP for that 
Site, then MSP will still track the device as being at that Site, but no additional 
information about that Site will be available from MSP. 

Assigning Devices to Sites 
Assigning a device to a Site in MSP means assigning a device to the Production Site at which it is 
located or will be used and optionally configuring the device for use at that Production Site.  
There are a variety of methods by which a device can be assigned to a Production Site: 

 Staging the device for use at a Production Site 

 Manual Pushing of a Production Site Bundle as Content 

 Using the Automatic Site Assignment Control Module 

 Manual Site Assignment with Policy-Driven Production Site Bundle Push 

 Manual Site Assignment without Production Site Settings 

All of the above methods can accomplish the task of assigning a device to a Site.  All but the alst 
of the above also cause the proper Production Site Bundle for the Site to be deployed to the 
device.  These methods are described in more detail later in this section. 

When a Production Site Bundle is deployed to a device, it causes any Settings defined as part of 
that Production Site to be applied to the device.  It also causes the value of the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.SiteID” to be set to the name of that Production Site.  Once this Device Attribute is 
reported to MSP by the MSP Client Software, the MSP Console UI will reflect that the device is 
assigned to that Production Site. 

Once a device has been assigned to a Production Site, it will remain assigned to that Production 
Site unless it is explicitly re-assigned to a new Production Site.  Site re-assignment can be 
achieved using any of the same methods used for initial Site assignment or can be accomplished 
through various manual processes that will be discussed later in this section. 

Staging a Device for use at a Production Site 
The simplest method to initially assign a device to a Production Site is by Staging the device for 
use at that Production Site.  This is done by creating a Staging Profile that inherits from a 
Production Site.  This will cause the device to automatically pull the Production Site Bundle at the 
end of the Staging Process. 
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Note: 

Devices may be Staged at separate Staging Sites locations or may be Staged at the 
locations at which they will be in Production use. 

 If the device will be Staged at a different location from which it will be in Production use, then 
the Staging Profile should inherit from a separate Staging Site that defines the location at 
which it will be Staged AND from a Production Site that defines the location at which it will be 
in Production use. 

 If the device will be Staged at the same location from which it will be in Production use, then 
the Production Site should be defined to be BOTH a Staging Site AND a Production Site.  
Then the Staging Profile should inherit from the SAME Site as both a Staging Site, that 
defines the location at which it will be Staged, and a Production Site, that defines the location 
at which it will be in Production use. 

This method is very powerful since it ensures that when a device completes the Staging process 
it is properly configured for use at its target Production Site and is registered with MSP as being 
assigned to that Production Site.  This is true even if the device had to be temporarily configured 
differently during Staging.  It also ensures that the Settings appropriate for the Production Site are 
applied Persistently. 

Manual Pushing of a Production Site Bundle as Content 
The simplest method to manually assign or re-assign one or more devices to a Production Site 
remotely from the MSP Console UI is by Pushing a Production Site Bundle as Content. 

This is done by creating an Action or Manual Provisioning Policy to push the Production Site 
Bundle to one or more devices.  When selecting the Content to be deployed by the Policy, 
instead of choosing a User-Defined Bundle, choose Content – Site, which allows you to select a 
Production Site Bundle that was automatically created by MSP when the Production Site was 
created. 

This method is very powerful since it ensures that when devices are assigned to a Production 
Site they are also properly configured with the Settings required for use at that Production Site 
and registered with MSP as being assigned to that Production Site. 

Using the Automatic Site Assignment Control Module 
If devices can move between Production Sites or if there are many Production Sites and it would 
be too labor-intensive to Stage devices for use at their target Production Sites, it may be 
preferable to assign devices to their Production Sites by using the Automatic Site Assignment 
Control Module.  For more information, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Control 
Modules. 

When AutoSiteAssign determines that a device should be assigned to a particular Production 
Site, the actual assignment is accomplished by pulling the Production Site Bundle for the desired 
Site.  This ensures that when a device is assigned to a Production Site it is also properly 
configured for use at that Production Site and registered with MSP as being assigned to that 
Production Site.  It also ensures that the Settings appropriate for the Production Site are applied 
Persistently. 
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Manual Site Assignment with Policy-Driven Production Site 
Bundle Push 
There may be times when the best way to assign a device to a Site is manually.  This typically 
happens when Sites do not have a clear correspondence to actual physical locations or when 
there is no obvious way to detect the Site at which a device is actually being used.  In such 
cases, simply setting the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” to a desired Site name, either on 
the device or on the MSP Server, will cause the device to be logically assigned to that Site.  
Various methods to accomplish this are described in the following section. 

If it is also desired to configure the device for use at that Site, the Production Site Bundle for the 
assigned Site should also be deployed to the device.  Explicitly Dynamic Policies or Actions, by 
using Variable Bundle References, allows this to be readily accomplished.  This mechanism is 
described in more detail in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Dynamic Deployment.  
Basically, a Policy or Action would be created that used the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.SiteID” to select the Bundle to be deployed.  The Device Ref. Mask used would be 
“site_{0}” to indicate that the prefix “site_” should be prepended to the Site name to get the 
Production Site Bundle name. 

If such a Manual Policy was pushed or an Action was executed, then the appropriate Production 
Site Bundle would be sent to the appropriate device(s).  If an On-Going Policy was used, then 
whenever the value of the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” changed for a device, the 
appropriate Production Site Bundle would be sent to that device. 

Note: 

As long as a Policy or Action that has a Variable Bundle Reference is Applicable to a device, 
MSP will attempt to deploy the right Bundle to that device under the appropriate circumstances 
(when a Manual Policy is pushed, an Action was executed, or an On-Going Policy is deemed 
Non-Compliant).  If the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” does not have a value for a device, 
then an error will result since it will not be able to select a valid Production Site Bundle to deploy.  
This can be avoided by defining the Applicability Rule for the Policy or Action that makes it 
Applicable only to devices that have some value for the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID”.  
For example, an Applicability Rule of the form [UserAttribute.SiteID] <> ‘’ might be used. 

Manual Site Assignment without Production Site Settings 
The methods of Site Assignment described earlier in this section, all leverage the use of 
Production Site Bundles and hence are generally preferred since they have the benefits of 
coordinating the assignment of a device to a Site with the configuration of Site-based Settings to 
prepare the device for use at that Site.  There may however be cases where the use of 
Production Site Bundles may not make since, including: 

 When there are no Site-based Settings that need to be applied to devices. 

 When there are many Sites and it is not practical to define Site Objects for all of them. 

Since Sites are a “loose” concept in MSP, when one or more of the above, or similar, situations 
occur, Production Site Bundles need not be used.  Instead, it may be preferable to simply set the 
Device Attribute ”UserAttribute.SiteID” to assign a device to a given Site.  This will cause the MSP 
Console UI to report the device as being assigned to that Site, whether or not a Site Object of that 
name even exists. 

Manual Site Assignment can be achieved in the following ways: 
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Important: 

The following methods involve setting the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” in a variety of 
ways.  Some methods use Device Origination, some use Upload Origination, and some use MSP 
Console UI Origination.  As discussed in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device 
Attributes, at most one method should be used to originate a given Device Attribute for a given 
device.  Further, for the most consistent results, a single method should be used for all devices to 
originate any one Device Attribute. 

 Use the UserAttributes Control Module 

The Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” can be set via Device Origination by applying a 
Control.UserAttributes Settings Object to one or more devices.  For more information on the 
UserAttributes Control Module, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Control 
Modules. 

 Apply an Attribute Settings Object 

The Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” can be set via Device Origination by applying an 
Attribute Settings Object to one or more devices.  For more information on the UserAttributes 
Settings Class, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

 Execute Custom Device Code 

In some cases, it may be desirable to have custom code on a device decide the name of the 
Site to which a device should be assigned and set it via Device Origination by manually 
updating the Device Registry.  For example, it might be desirable to have the Device User 
enter the location or there might be an application-specific method for determining where the 
device is being used. 

Once custom device code has been developed to determine the name of the Site to which a 
device should be designed, this code can simply place the desired Site name into the device 
Registry at the following location: 

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\MSP\Attributes] 
“siteID”=”Site_Name” 

where: Site_Name is the name of Site to which the device should be assigned. 

The device will register itself with MSP as being assigned to that Site the next time the MSP 
Client Software checks in via the Relay Server. 

 Import a .CSV File 

When a large number of devices need to be manually assigned to a variety of Sites, the most 
effective approach may be to assign them via Upload Origination by importing a .CSV File to 
assign a value to the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” for each device.  This 
mechanism is described in more detail in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device 
Attributes.  This might be especially useful, for example, if a list of devices is known in 
advance (e.g. a list of devices by serial numbers) and the Sites to which the devices were 
shipped are known. 
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 Use the Tagging Function 

When a number of devices need to be assigned to the same Site, the most effective 
approach may be to assign them via MSP Console UI User Origination by checking the check 
boxes next to the desired devices in a Device List View and clicking the Tag button.  The 
Device Attribute “UserAttribute.SiteID” can then be selected and the desired Site name can 
be entered. 

 Use Direct Device Attribute Editing 

When a single device needs to be assigned to a Site, the most effective approach may be to 
assign it via MSP Console UI User Origination by directly editing the Site name for a device 
when Attributes is selected in the Details area drop-down list of the Device Detail page for 
the device. 

Site Status Page 
The Site Status page of the Status tab of the MSP Console UI displays information about Sites 
defined within MSP.  You may choose to View as Grid (default) to see a flat list of Sites, or to 
View as Tree, to focus on the hierarchy among Sites defined by dots in the Site names.  If Sites 
are organized into a hierarchy using dotted name notation, which is generally recommended, then 
View as Tree can make it easy to browse even a very large set of Sites. 

The Site Status page displays the following Site information: 

 Site Name – The name of the Site, which serves as a clickable link to the Site Detail page 
for that Site Object. 

 Relay Server – The name of the Relay Server Object referenced by the Site Object, which 
serves as a clickable link to the Relay Server Detail page for that Relay Server Object. 

 Network Settings – The Network Settings Object referenced by the Site Object, or blank if 
no Network Settings Object is referenced by the Site Object. 

 Type – This field tells if a Site is defined to be a Staging Site, Production Site, or Both. 

 Date Modified – This column lists the last time any modifications were made to the Site 
Object. 

 Associated devices – The number of devices that are currently assigned to the Site, which 
serves as a clickable link to a Devices Per Site page containing a list of those devices. 

Note: 

The Associated Devices link on the Site Status page can be a fast and easy way 
to get to a Device List for the devices assigned to a given Site.  This is one of the 
key benefits of Site-based management. 

Sorting, Filtering, and Searching 
Since the Site to which a device is currently assigned is identified by the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.SiteID”, it can be used like any other Device Attribute.  But the assigned Site can 
be especially useful since it allows the concept of device location to be leveraged, including: 

 When viewing a Device List, if the Site is configured to be a column, then the devices in the 
list can be sorted by Site.  This can help to identify situations that may be related to the Site 
to which devices are assigned. 
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 When viewing a Device List, if the Site is configured to be a column, then the list can be 
filtered based on their assigned Site(s).  This can make it easy to isolate the devices at one 
or more Sites and then execute an Action on some of all of those devices. 

 When trying to locate one or more devices, if the currently assigned Site is known, then a 
search based on Site can return a list of just the devices at that Site, which may make it 
easier to identify the desired device. 

Site-Based Provisioning Policies 
Since the Site to which a device is currently assigned is identified by the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.SiteID”, it is a simple matter to use that Device Attribute in an Applicability Rule in a 
Provisioning Policy.  This could make it easy to define a Policy to deploy a new test application to 
all the devices at a few pilot Sites. 

Relay Server-Based Asset Management 
Relay Server-Based Management is using the Relay Servers via which devices are 
communicating devices as an indicator of device location.   In MSP, the use of Sites is completely 
optional.  If Sites are not used, then Relay Servers can provide still provide some capabilities for 
location-based management of devices. 

Relay Server as an Indicator of Location 
In MSP, every device is discovered and managed by way of the Relay Server to which that 
device is currently assigned.  It is possible for a device to move from its currently assigned Relay 
Server to another Relay Server.  Depending on the number and organization of Relay Servers 
within an Enterprise, the Relay Server to which a device is currently assigned may or may not be 
provide useful value for location-based management of devices.  For example: 

 If a single central Relay Server is used for all devices, then Relay Servers will provide no 
effective means to identify the location of devices. 

 If regional Relay Servers are used, then Relay Servers may provide the ability to identify the 
location of a device only to the region, not to the Site. 

 If a different Relay Server is used at each location (e.g. per store), then Relay Servers may 
provide a fine-grained ability to identify the location of a device. 

Assigning Devices to Relay Servers 
In MSP, a device is assigned to a Relay Server based on the fact that a Discovery Document or 
Collection Document has been received from the device via that Relay Server.  Any one device 
can only be assigned to only one Relay Server at a time, as determined by the most recent Relay 
Server from which a document has been received from that device.  If a device is moves between 
Relay Servers, MSP will detect that fact based on the receipt of a document and will automatically 
assign the device to the new Relay Server. 

Relay Server Status Page 
The Relay Server Status page shows the status of the Relay Servers defined within MSP. 

The Relay Server information displayed includes: 

 Name – The name of the Relay Server, which serves as a clickable link to the Relay Server 
Detail page for that Relay Server. 
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 Content Status – The current status of the Content delivery service for the Relay Server, 

where: 

 Green = success 

 Red = error 

 Yellow = trying to connect 

 Content Processed – The time stamp of the last execution of the Content delivery service 
for the Relay Server. 

 Content Message – The last status or error message produced by the Content delivery 
delivery service for the Relay Server. 

 Upload Status – The status of the upload service for the Relay Server, where: 

 Green = success 

 Red = error 

 Yellow = trying to connect 

 Upload Processed – The time stamp of the last execution of the upload service for the Relay 
Server. 

 Upload Message – The last status or error message produced by the upload service for the 
Relay Server. 

 Associated devices – The number of devices last discovered using that Relay Server, which 
serves as a clickable link to the Devices Per Relay Server page containing a list of those 
devices. 

To view or save the list of Relay Servers and their status as an Excel spreadsheet, click the View 
as Excel button.  The Excel sheet will only display the records shown on the page.  Use the Per 
Page drop-down to increase or decrease the number of records per page. 

Sorting, Filtering, and Searching 
Since the Relay Server to which a device is currently assigned is record in the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.RelayServer”, it can be used like any other Device Attribute.  But the assigned 
Relay Server can be especially useful since it allows the concept of device location to be 
leveraged, including: 

 When viewing a Device List, if the Relay Server is configured to be a column, then the 
devices in the list can be sorted by Relay Server.  This can help to identify situations that may 
be related to the Relay Server to which devices are assigned. 

 When viewing a Device List, if the Relay Server is configured to be a column, then the list can 
be filtered based on their assigned Relay Server(s).  This can make it easy to isolate the 
devices at one or more Relay Servers and then execute an Action on some of all of those 
devices. 

 When trying to locate one or more devices, if the currently assigned Relay Server is known, 
then a search based on Relay Server can return a list of just the devices at that Relay Server, 
which may make it easier to identify the desired device. 
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Relay Server-Based Provisioning Policies 
Since the Relay Server to which a device is currently assigned is identified by the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.RelayServer”, it is a simple matter to use that Device Attribute in an Applicability 
Rule in a Provisioning Policy.  This could make it easy to define a Policy to deploy a new test 
application to all the devices at a few pilot Relay Servers. 

Orphan Devices 
As discussed earlier, MSP tracks the currently assigned Relay Server for a device based on the 
Relay Server from which a document was most recently received from that device.  When MSP 
deploys Jobs to a device, it always sends them via the currently assigned Relay Server. 

If a Relay Server is deleted from MSP, there is the possibility that one or more devices may have 
that Relay Server identified as their currently assigned Relay Server.  In such a case, MSP does 
not prevent the Relay Server from being deleted, but MSP will be unable to deploy Jobs to such 
devices until the situation is corrected.  To indicate this fact, such devices are considered 
“orphans” and this fact is recorded by setting the Device Attribute “Status.Orphaned” to a value of 
1. 

A device can cease to be an orphan in one of the following ways: 

 If the original Relay Server is later recreated within MSP, then management of the device will 
resume and the device will cease to be an orphan.  The Device Attribute “Status.Orphaned” 
will be set to a value of 0 to indicate this change. 

 If a device is relocated or reconfigured it may begin checking-in via a new Relay Server.  In 
such a case, the device will be assigned to that Relay Server and will cease to be an orphan.  
The Device Attribute “Status.Orphaned” will be set to a value of 0 to indicate this change. 

 If a device is never expected to return, then it can be deleted and will cease to be an orphan. 

Time-Based Asset Management 
Time-Based Asset Management is simply the use of time and elapsed time as the basis for 
managing devices. 

Setting Device Date, Time, and Time Zone 
In many cases, it is desirable to set the date, time, and time zone of devices to reflect the correct 
(or at sensible) values.  This does not just happen by accident.  Most devices reset to a pre-
defined fixed values for the date, time, and time zone when a Restore Boot is performed. 

There are many ways to set the date, time, and time zone of devices, including: 

 The Device User might manually configure the date, time, and time zone, using appropriate 
in-device UI. 

 The Wireless Network driver stack (e.g. Motorola Fusion) might be configured to set the date 
and time (but not the time zone) based on information received from the Wireless Network. 

 A TimeZone Settings Object might be used to set the time zone (but not the date and time) 
based on a value entered from the MSP Console UI.  For more information, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

 The DateAndTime Control Module might be used to set the date, time, and/or time zone.  For 
more information, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Control Modules. 
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 Some other mechanism might be used to set the date, time, and/or time zone of devices, 

such as a customer-supplied NTP client. 

Last Discovered Time 
MSP keeps track of the Last Discovered Time for each device, which is time on the MSP Server 
when the last document received from that device was processed by MSP.  There are two key 
scenarios when documents are delivered by a device: 

 Discovery Document 

When a device checks-in with the Relay Server, the MSP Client Software will always upload 
a new Discovery Document if the Contents of Discovery Document have changed since the 
last time a Discovery Document has been uploaded. 

If the Contents of Discovery Document have not changed since the last time a Discovery 
Document was sent, then MSP Client Software may not send it again. 

Note that if a Job has executed on the device since the last time a Discovery Document was 
sent, then a Discovery document will always be sent even if nothing else has changed. 

 Collection Document 

If a Collection Request is active and applies to a device, the MSP Client Software will 
periodically upload Collection Documents to the Relay Server containing data collected from 
that device. 

Since the above situations reflect interaction between MSP and a device, they are generally good 
indicators that the device is operative and manageable.  But in some cases, devices may not 
send documents often enough, leading to a Last Discovered Time that changes too infrequently. 

In such cases, it may be desirable to configure a device to force a Discovery Document to be sent 
every so many check-ins, even if nothing has been changed.  This can be accomplished through 
the Force regDoc Uploads option in an Agent.30 Settings Object as described in Understanding 
MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

Sorting by Last Discovered Time 
The Last Discovered Time that is maintained by MSP is recorded in the Device Attribute 
“LastDiscovered” which can be used like any other Device Attribute in MSP, with some 
exceptions.  Because this Device Attribute is a time stamp, it may not be easy to use effectively in 
Applicability Rules or for filtering or searching.  However, if Last Discovered Time is configured to 
be displayed in Device Lists, it can be a handy to sort devices based when they were “last heard 
from”. 

Detecting Missing Devices 
MSP periodically compares the difference between the current time on the MSP Server and the 
last time each device communicated with its Relay Server.  This time period is measured against 
the “Min Contact (hrs)” selected when a Relay Server is created and represents the length of time 
since the device was last “heard from.”  Once the “Min Contact (hrs) has been exceeded, MSP 
changes a device’s status to missing. 

The Device Attribute Status.Missing can be found on the Device Detail page of the MSP UI 
Console. 

 As long as a device communicates with its assigned Relay Server within the “Min Contact 
(hrs)” MSP sets the Status.Missing attribute value to 0. 
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 If a device exceeds the “Min Contact (hrs)” for communication with its assigned Relay Server, 
MSP will increment the Status.Missing attribute value for each “Min Contact (hrs)” period the 
device is “missing.” The greater the value, the longer the device has been missing. 

The Device Attribute “Status.Missing” is suitable for use in sorting, filtering, and searching.  In 
addition, it is suitable for use in Provisioning Policies so long as it is understood that such Policies 
cannot actually take effect until a device checks-in again.  Until the reason the device was 
missing can be determined, it may be useful to tell a device to “lock down.” 

In-Service vs. Out-of-Service Devices 
When managing a population of devices over time, it is inevitable that once devices are placed 
into service, they may need to be temporarily taken out of service for a period of time and then 
returned to service again.  Some examples of situations where this might be done include: 

 A device is in need of repair and has been physically sent to the service center. 

 A device is no longer needed for the task to which it was assigned and has been placed into 
a “spare pool” until it is assigned some new task. 

 A device has previously been determined to be “missing” and has been replaced by another 
device, if appropriate. 

A variety of activities might be appropriate to perform when managing devices based on their in-
service and/or out-of service status.  Some of these are listed below along with ways in which 
existing MSP features might be used to achieve them. 

 Declaring a device to be out-of-service. 

o Locating a device by some known characteristic (e.g. Asset Name, serial number, etc.) 

The existing MSP Search function and/or Filter function could be used to locate devices 
that should be place into or taken out of service. 

o Marking a device so it will thereafter be known to be out-of-service. 

The previously-existing Device Attribute .CSV Import function could be used to assign a 
value to a custom Device Attribute for one or more devices to indicate whether they are 
in-service or out-of-service. 

The Tagging function could be used to assign a value to a custom Device Attribute for 
one or more devices to indicate whether they are in-service or out-of-service. 

The Device Attribute Edit function could be used to assign a value to a custom Device 
Attribute for a device to indicate whether it is in-service or out-of-service. 

For example, the Device Attribute “Status.Service” could be chosen to indicate the 
service status of devices and it could be assigned values of “In-Service” or “Out-of-
Service” as appropriate. 

 Providing new MSP functionality for a device when it is known to be out-of-service, including: 

o Viewing an inventory of out-of-service devices. 

The existing MSP Search function and/or Filter function could be used to locate devices 
that are out-of-service, as indicated by the value of a custom Device Attribute, as 
described above. 
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o Viewing the characteristics if out-of-service devices to help facilitate new task 
assignment. 

While a device is out-of-service, and so long as it has not been deleted from the MSP 
Database, all the Device Attribute values previously known about the device will remain 
in the MSP Database and can be used to evaluate the characteristics of the device. 

o Marking a device so it will thereafter be known to be in-of-service, once it has been 
deemed suitable for and has been assigned to a new task. 

A device can be marked in-service simply by changing the value for the chosen custom 
Device Attribute to the value elected to indicate that service status for that device. 

 Suppressing standard MSP functionality for a device when it is known to be out-of-service, 
including: 

o Avoiding the allocation of an MSP license for a device when the device is not in-service, 
since it is not being “actively managed” by MSP. 

At present, MSP requires that a license be allocated for every device that is listed in the 
MSP Database, whether it is being “actively managed” or not.  The License Compliance 
page of the MSP Console UI will reflect this.  While the license for a device will be 
relinquished if the device is deleted, it will be allocated again if the device is rediscovered. 

If it is necessary to ensure that a device does not use a license while it is out-of-service, 
then the device will need to be re-configured to disable periodic check-in so it cannot be 
rediscovered.  Then the device must be deleted from the MSP Database.  To put the 
device back in-service, the device will need to be Staged again to configure it to resume 
checking-in. 

Note: 

While the above approach can be used, it will sacrifice the previously described 
ability to maintain and view an inventory of out-of-service devices.  If you want MSP 
to maintain an inventory of such devices, a license is required. 

o Preventing MSP from detecting a device as “missing” when it is known to be out-of-
service. 

This can be achieved by reconfiguring the device to check-in via a special Relay Server 
whose “Min Contact (Hrs)” field is set to 0.  This will ensure that the device will never be 
detected as “missing”.  A Provisioning Policy could be used to automatically reconfigure 
all devices whose service status is out-of-service to use a single Relay Server dedicated 
to that purpose. 

The process for placing a device back into service would need to include suitable re-
configuration of the device to check-in via the Relay Server that is appropriate for its new 
task.  At that time, it could again be detected as “missing” in accordance with the setting 
of the “Min Contact (Hrs)” field for that new Relay Server.  This reconfiguration could be 
accomplished using one or more Actions. 
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o Preventing MSP from attempting to deliver Content to a device when it is known to be 
out-of-service, since the Content may not be appropriate to the task to which it will next 
be assigned. 

When creating Provisioning Policies and Actions, the Device Attribute chosen to indicate 
the service status can be used in Applicability Rules to ensure that no Provisioning 
Policies or Actions are considered Applicable to devices that are out-of-service.  This 
could be used to prevent the collection of unwanted data from out-of-service devices. 

Notes: 

There may be some Provisioning Policies or Actions that you want to be Applicable 
only to devices that are out-of-service.  For example the Provisioning Policy to move 
a device to a special Relay Server might only be Applicable to devices after they 
have been marked as out-of-service. 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, Device Saved Filters can provide a simple way to define 
Applicability Rules that can be re-used by referencing them in the Applicability Rules 
of Provisioning Policies, Actions, and Data Collection Requests.  This may make it 
easier to include standardized tests as part of the Applicability Rules for multiple 
Objects. 

For more information on Device Saved Filters and Applicability Rules, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

o Preventing MSP from collecting Collection Metrics from a device and from storing them in 
the Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database when it is known to be out-of-service, 
since measuring the performance of the device may be no longer relevant. 

When creating Collection Requests, the Device Attribute chosen to indicate the service 
status can be used in Applicability Rules to ensure that no Collection Requests are 
considered Applicable to devices that are out-of-service.  This could be used to prevent 
the collection of unwanted data from out-of-service devices. 

Notes: 

There is no mechanism currently provided to force the inclusion of a User-defined 
Rule into every Applicability Rule created.  It would be the responsibility of the MSP 
Console UI Users to remember to include the required Rule as needed. 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, Device Saved Filters can provide a simple way to define 
Applicability Rules that can be re-used by referencing them in the Applicability Rules 
of Provisioning Policies, Actions, and Data Collection Requests.  This could make it 
easier to include standardized tests as part of the Applicability Rules for multiple 
Objects. 

For more information on Device Saved Filters and Applicability Rules, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 
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o Preventing MSP Console UI Users from erroneously attempting to execute Actions for 
devices that are known to be out-of-service. 

When creating Actions, the Device Attribute chosen to indicate the service status can be 
used in Applicability Rules to ensure that the Actions are not considered Applicable to 
devices that are out-of-service.  This could be used to prevent the inadvertent execution 
of Actions on out-of-service devices. 

Notes: 

There may be some Actions that you want to be Applicable only to devices that are 
out-of-service.  For example an Action to prepare a device to be returned to service 
might only be Applicable to devices after they have been marked as out-of-service 
and before they have been marked as in-service again. 

There is no mechanism currently provided to force the inclusion of a User-defined 
Rule into every Applicability Rule created.  It would be the responsibility of the MSP 
Console UI Users to remember to include the required Rule as needed. 

Beginning with MSP 3.3.1, Device Saved Filters can provide a simple way to define 
Applicability Rules that can be re-used by referencing them in the Applicability Rules 
of Provisioning Policies, Actions, and Data Collection Requests.  This could make it 
easier to include standardized tests as part of the Applicability Rules for multiple 
Objects. 

For more information on Device Saved Filters and Applicability Rules, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects. 

o Preventing MSP Console UI Users from seeing and attempting to operate on out-of-
service devices. 

Note: 

When an MSP System Administrator initially configures an MSP Server, a Device 
Prefix Filter will be defined to determine visible devices based either on visible Sites 
or visible Relay Servers.  For more information on Device Visibility, see Chapter 1 – 
Getting Started with MSP. 

If MSP is configured to determine the devices that are visible to an MSP Console UI User 
based on the Sites that are visible to that MSP Console UI User, then out of services 
devices will need to be assigned to a Site that is invisible to a User to make those 
devices invisible to that User. 

If MSP is configured to determine the devices that are visible to an MSP Console UI User 
based on the Relay Servers that are visible to that MSP Console UI User, then the 
devices will need to be reconfigured to check in via a Relay Server is invisible to a User 
to make those devices invisible to that User. 

In order for out-of-service devices to be hidden from a given MSP Console UI User, that 
User would need to be assigned either a suitable Site User Access Prefix or a suitable 
Relay Server User Access Prefix.  That User Access Prefix would need to prevent the 
Site or Relay Server to which out-of-service devices are assigned from being visible to 
that User.  Once the Site or Relay Server is not visible to a User, then the devices 
assigned to that Site or Relay Server will also not be visible that User. 
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Additional Settings can be assigned to Sites.  By assigning an Attribute Settings Object to 
a special out-of-service Site, a device can be assigned to that Site and the custom 
Device Attribute used to specify the service status could be set as well.  Further, the out-
of-service Site could reference an out-of-service Relay Server.  This would allow the 
process of taking a device out of service to be as simple as a single Action that applied 
the out-of-service Production Site Bundle to a device. 

Note: 

The above approach would only work if MSP is capable of executing Actions for the 
device.  If the device is non-functional and was taken out of service for repair, a 
more manual process would be needed. 

As part of the process for placing a device back into service again, the device would need 
to be assigned to a Site that is visible to Users or reconfigured to check into a Relay 
Server that is visible to User, as appropriate.  Similarly to the method described for taking 
a device out of service, an Attribute Settings Object could be assigned to all in-service 
Sites to the service status to in-service.  This would allow an Action to be used to assign 
a device to a Production Site and automatically put the device back into service in the 
same activity. 

Location-Based Asset Management 
If your organization uses MSP Control Edition and it has enabled collection of GPS Data, you can 
use some of the Collection Metrics to manage the location of GPS-enabled devices. Some of the 
collected GPS data includes: 

 GPSDeviceState - Tells if the device On or Off 

 GPSAltitudeWRTEllipsoid - Altitude of the device 

 GPSDistanceFromSite - Tells the distance the device is from its assigned site in meters 

 GPSHeading - Tells the direction (in degrees) in which the device is being transported 

When appropriate, the GPS Collected Data page in the MSP Console UI can be reached from the 
Device Detail page for a device. For more information see the topic entitled GPS Collected Data 
in the MSP Help file. 

Device Matrix Function 
Sometimes it is useful to compare two devices based on the values they have for various Device 
Attributes.  This is a common activity used during troubleshooting and is discussed in more detail 
in that context in this document in Chapter 7 - Using Collected Data.  Comparing the values of 
Device Attributes for selected devices can also be a useful technique to apply during Asset 
Management. 

The Device Matrix function can be used to compare and contrast all the values of all the Device 
Attributes for a small number of devices.  This feature can be thought of as similar to the 
comparison shopping features provided by many commercial Web Sites.  The idea is to highlight 
the similarities and differences amongst a small selection of comparable devices. 

To use the Device Matrix function, start at any Device List View and select up to ten (10) 
devices to be compared.  Click the Matrix button and a Device Compare Matrix page will be 
displayed. 
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Each column of the Device Compare Matrix page shows one of the selected devices.  In the 
header for each column is an image of the device and up to two Device Attributes to identify the 
specific device shown in that column.  The Device Attributes to be displayed in the header can be 
configured from the Preferences tab via the Device Compare Matrix Header area. 

The rows of the Device Compare Matrix page show all the Device Attributes for which at least 
one of the selected devices has a value. 

Each row of the Device Compare Matrix page shows the name of a Device Attribute, a Status 
icon, and the value of that Device Attribute, if any, in the column for each selected device.  A 
Green Status icon ( ) means that the value of the Device Attribute in that row is the same for all 
selected devices.  A Red Status icon ( ) means that there is some between the values (or lack 
of values) for that Device Attribute amongst the selected devices. 

When managing devices as assets, a scan of the various Device Attributes for a selection of 
devices can help identify differences that may be undesirable or problematic. 
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Chapter 5 - Using Actions 

Overview 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – MSP and Your Enterprise, Actions allow more 
manual and granular control over deployment than is easily achievable using Provisioning Policy 
Objects. 

This chapter will introduce key concepts related to Actions, identify the prerequisites for using 
Actions, explain how Actions work, describe how to use Actions, describe how to View Action 
Status, and set forth some best practices related to Actions. 

Key Concepts 
To understand Actions, there are some key concepts that must be understood.  This section will 
identify these key concepts, explain why they are important, and reference the sections, in this 
and other documents, where they are described in more detail. 

Action Objects 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Action Objects are the 
primary concept within Actions.  Each unique Action to be performed is defined by creating a 
unique Action Object. 

If two Actions activities will deploy different Content, then two different Action Objects will 
generally be required.  If two Action activities can function only on different sets of devices, then 
two different Action Objects will generally be required.  If two Actions activities will impose 
different limitations on when they can occur (i.e. different in-device Conditions), then two different 
Actions Objects will generally be required. 

Dynamic Actions may also be used to reduce the need for unique Action Objects solely to deliver 
Settings that vary by device or to deliver Bundles that vary by device. 
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Applicability Rules 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, an Applicability Rule 
determines the devices to which a given Action is Applicable. 

Note:  

An MSP Console UI User will not be allowed to manually execute an Action for a device unless 
that Action is Applicable to that device. 

Applicability Rules for Provisioning Policies are generally used to identify the set of devices for 
which a Policy will be evaluated.   In contrast, Applicability Rules for Actions are used to prevent 
an Action from being executed for devices where it cannot work or should not be used. 

If an Action simply cannot function correctly on certain devices, then the Applicability Rule for that 
Action could be set to enforce that limitation and prevent inadvertent misuse.  For example, a 
repair utility might exist that is specific to a particular device model.  An Action that deployed that 
repair utility could use the Applicability Rule for that Action to ensure that it can only be executed 
for devices on which it can function correctly. 

If an Action should not be used on certain devices, for customer-specific reasons then the 
Applicability Rule for that Action could be set to enforce that limitation and prevent inadvertent 
misuse.  For example, devices running a particular application may be very sensitive to being 
Rebooted.  An Action that causes a Reboot could be specifically prevented from being executed 
for devices on which that application is installed. 

Action Content 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Action Content is Content 
(Settings Objects and Packages) deployed during Action execution by specifying them in a 
Bundle. Settings Objects deployed as Action Content may or may not be Persistent, depending 
on the Persistence Model for a given Settings Class.  All Packages are Persistent by design, 
although files delivered by a Package may or may not be Persistent, depending on how the 
Package is built and the location to which the Package delivers the files. 

For all intents and purposes, Provisioning Content and Action Content have the same basic 
capabilities in terms of what Deployment Steps they can perform.  There are no constraints on 
which Bundles can be used for Policies or Actions – any Bundle can be used to specify 
Provisioning Content, Action Content, or both. 

Nonetheless, Actions are typically used to perform activities and Policies are typically used to 
deliver Content.  As such the Bundles used by Actions and Policies may tend to differ, with 
Policies delivering Content and Actions performing activities.  But it should be understood that 
there may well be times when Actions will deliver Content and when Policies will perform 
activities. 

Unlike Provisioning Content, Action Content has no concept of a Bundle being Satisfied since 
Actions have no concept of Compliance.  This is because the end goal of executing Actions is 
most often about performing an activity on a device rather than about deploying Content to a 
device.  If Content is deployed as part of Action Content, it is most often Content that is needed to 
perform a desired activity. 
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When an Action is executed for one or more devices, the Bundle describing the Action Content 
for that Action will be applied to every selected device.  If the exact Package version specified in 
an Install Deployment Step is already present on a device, and the Force Install option is not 
selected, then that Package will be skipped and hence will not be re-installed on that device.  But 
nonetheless, the Bundle, and every Deployment Step in it, will be executed on every selected 
device.  As a result, it often makes sense to execute the same Action multiple times on the same 
device, over time. 

Readiness Conditions 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Readiness Conditions allow 
the processing of Jobs on devices to be Deferred until the specified Conditions are met on each 
device.  When an Action is executed for a device, then a Job will be created to deploy the Bundle 
referenced by that Action to that device.  Once such a Job is delivered to the Relay Server for a 
device, it will not be processed by the device until ALL Readiness Conditions defined for that 
Action are met on that device. 

Detached Conditions 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Detached Conditions allow 
Jobs to be processed on devices using Cached Execution instead of Synchronous Execution.  
This allows the Contents of Packages referenced in the Bundle for a Action to be downloaded to 
a device in advance, once all Readiness Conditions have been met, but for the installation of 
those Packages to be delayed until ALL Detached Conditions defined for that Action have also 
been met on that device. 

Important: 

Detached Conditions are only supported when MSP Client Software with a version of 7.0 or 
higher is used.  So long as no Detached Conditions are included, Jobs created will work fine with 
older versions.  But if the Detached Conditions are included, the Job will fail with a -1013 error 
(Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

Prerequisites 

Device Requirements 

MSP Client Software Version 
Many devices ship with MSP Client Software pre-installed, although the version pre-installed on a 
device will vary with the vintage of software image loaded on that device.  In order for Actions to 
be used for a device, that device must have a suitable MSP Client Software version installed. 

Any MSP Client Software with a version of 3.0 or higher is capable of performing Actions with any 
version of MSP from 3.2 onwards.  Advanced Actions supported by newer versions of MSP may 
not be available except when a suitably recent MSP Client Software version is used.  In most 
cases, best results will be achieved when the version of MSP Client Software that is shipped with 
a version of MSP is deployed to devices being managed by that version of MSP. 

Note: 

In some cases, a device may ship with a version of MSP Client Software pre-installed that is 
newer than the version that shipped with the version of MSP being used.  In such cases, it is 
generally recommended to use the version of MSP Client Software that shipped on the device 
and not to downgrade the MSP Client Software to the version that shipped with MSP. 
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Scheduled Execution of MSP Client Software 
Most MSP Management Functionality, including Actions, relies on the automatic scheduled 
execution of the MSP Client Software.  During scheduled execution, The MSP Client Software will 
perform various types of local processing and check-in with the Relay Server, when appropriate. 

Scheduled execution of the MSP Client Software must be configured for each device, typically by 
Staging appropriate Settings, either explicitly, by applying an Agent.30 Settings Object or 
implicitly, by deploying one of the standard Packages enable30.apf and debug30.apf. 

Control License 
Actions are a feature of MSP Control Edition and are available from the Control tab of the MSP 
Control UI.  As a Control Edition feature, the ability to create and execute Actions is only available 
if at least one valid Control license is registered with the MSP Server. 

Active and Inactive Actions 
Before MSP will allow the execution of an Action, the Action must be Activated.  An Action can be 
Deactivated if it is desirable to keep it from being executed, but to keep it in the MSP Object 
Library for later use.  Unlike Provisioning Policy Objects which are Deactivated when they created 
or imported, Action Objects are Activated when they created or imported.  This is safe since, 
unlike Provisioning Policies, which can operate automatically, Actions must be explicitly executed 
by an MSP Console UI User. 

Applicable and Non-Applicable Devices 
Before MSP will allow the execution of an Action for a device, the Action must be deemed to be 
Applicable to that device. 

Readiness Conditions 
Before the MSP Client Software on a device will actually process a Job for an Action, the 
Readiness Conditions specified by that Action must all be met on that device.  The handling of 
Readiness Conditions for Jobs sent by Actions is identical to the handling of Readiness 
Conditions for Jobs sent by Policies, as described in this document in Chapter 3 - Using 
Provisioning. 

Detached Conditions 
If Detached Conditions are specified for an Action, then they may cause the processing of the Job 
to use Cached Execution instead of Synchronous Execution.  The handling of Detached 
Conditions for Jobs sent by Actions is identical to the handling of Detached Conditions for Jobs 
sent by Policies, as described in this document in Chapter 3 - Using Provisioning. 

Important: 
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Detached Conditions are only supported when MSP Client Software with a version of 7.0 or 
higher is used.  So long as no Detached Conditions are included, Jobs created will work fine with 
older versions.  But if the Detached Conditions are included, the Job will fail with a -1013 error 
(Invalid Job error) when used with older versions. 

How Static Actions Work 
This section describes how Actions actually function when they are Static (i.e. when identical 
Content is sent to each device).  While the information in this section will help provide a more 
complete understanding of Static Actions, readers may nonetheless choose to skip ahead to the 
next section, How to Use Static Actions, to get started right away. 

Both Actions and Provisioning Policies result in Jobs being deployed to devices to cause Bundles 
to be processed.  The delivery, processing, and status tracking of such Jobs is nearly identical to 
that described for Provisioning Policies in this document in Chapter 3 - Using Provisioning.  The 
most notable differences between Actions and Policies are: 

 Actions are tracked based on Completion whereas Provisioning Policies are tracked based 
on Compliance. 

 Actions allow explicit selection of the devices to which Jobs should be deployed, whereas 
Provisioning Policies always send Jobs to all Applicable or all Applicable Non-Compliant 
devices. 

 Actions require Jobs to be deployed manually, whereas On-Going Provisioning Policies can 
cause Jobs to be deployed automatically. 

 Actions most commonly use Applicability Rules to define the devices for which an Action can 
successfully be executed, whereas Provisioning Policies most commonly use Applicability 
Rules to define the devices for which a Policy will be enforced. 

 Actions must be explicitly cancelled from the Action Summary page of the Control tab, 
whereas Provisioning Policies are cancelled by Deactivating the Policy. 

The similarities and differences between Static Actions and Static Provisioning Policies will be 
described in the following subsections describing the areas in which Static Actions are similar and 
different from Static Provisioning Policies. 

Action Applicability 
Action Applicability for Static Action Objects is handled essentially identically to Policy 
Applicability for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection 
Policy Applicability in the section How Static Provisioning Works.  The only difference is really 
one of interpretation.  For an Action, Applicability identifies the devices for which the Action can 
be executed, whereas for a Policy, Applicability identifies the devices for which the Policy will be 
enforced. 

Job Creation 
Job Creation for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Job Creation for Static Provisioning 
Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job Creation in the section How Static 
Provisioning Works. 
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Job Delivery 
Job Delivery for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Job Delivery for Static Provisioning 
Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job Delivery in the section How Static 
Provisioning Works. 

Readiness Conditions 
Readiness Conditions for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Readiness Conditions for 
Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Readiness 
Conditions in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Detached Conditions 
Detached Conditions for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Detached Conditions for 
Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Detached 
Conditions in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Synchronous Execution 
Synchronous Execution for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Synchronous Execution 
for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Synchronous 
Execution in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Cached Execution 
Cached Execution for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Cached Execution for Static 
Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Cached Execution in the 
section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Max Jobs 
Max Jobs for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Max Jobs for Static Provisioning 
Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Max Jobs in the section How Static 
Provisioning Works. 

Job Execution 
Job Execution for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Job Execution for Static 
Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job Execution in the 
section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Job Progress and State 
Job Progress and State for Static Action Objects is handled identically to Job Progress and State 
for Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job Progress 
and State in the section How Static Provisioning Works. 

Job Cancellation 
Job Cancellation for Static Action Objects is handled essentially identically to Job Cancellation for 
Static Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job Cancellation in 
the section How Static Provisioning Works.  The only difference is how Job Cancellation is 
initiated.  For Actions, Jobs are cancelled for an instance of an Action from the Action Summary 
page, whereas for Policies, Jobs are cancelled when Policies are Deactivated. 
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How to Use Static Actions 

Action Activation 
When an Action is first created or imported into MSP, it is Activated.  This means that an Action is 
immediately ready to use.  This is different from Policies, which are initially Deactivated.  The 
difference is because Actions, unlike Policies, will not cause any Jobs to be sent automatically, 
and hence are safe to have Activated by default. 

An Action can be Deactivated in the following ways: 

 By using the Deactivate link in the Related Tasks area on the Action Detail page of the 
Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

 By using the Deactivate link in the list of Actions shown on the Actions page of the Control 
tab of the MSP Console UI. 

To edit an Action, click the Action name on the Actions page. The Action Detail page will 
display, and you can click Edit in the Related Tasks area. 

To delete an Action, navigate to the Action Detail page for the Action and use the Delete link in 
the Related Tasks area. 

Since the Bundle Object referenced by an Action Object is used only when the Action is executed 
for one or more devices, changing the Bundle does not have any immediate impact on any 
devices.  The next time the Action is executed, it will follow the Deployment Steps in the edited 
Bundle, but unlike a Policy, there is no need for automatic Deactivation of an Action when its 
referenced Bundle is edited. 

Action Execution 
An Action is executed for a set of devices by checking the boxes for the desired devices from any 
Device Status page showing a Device List and then clicking the Execute Action button.  An 
Action can also be executed for a single device from the Device Detail page by clicking the 
Execute Action link in the Related Tasks area. 

When Execute Action is clicked, the device or set of devices that was selected is used to 
determine the list of Actions to be offered.  Only those Actions whose Applicability Rules cause 
them apply to at least one of the selected devices will be shown. 

For each Action shown, the number of selected devices to which the Action is Applicable will be 
displayed, along with the total number of selected devices (e.g.,“89 of 100” means the Action is 
Applicable to 89 of the 100 selected devices.  You can view the list of Applicable selected devices 
by clicking the Plus (+) icon for a given Action.  From the list, you may choose to exclude any of 
the devices in the list by deselecting the check box for one or more devices.  When y list of 
devices for which the Action will be executed is correct, click the Execute Action button for that 
Action, located to the far right of the row for that Action.  A Batch Create page will display the list 
of devices for which Jobs were successfully deployed. 

How Dynamic Actions Work 
This section describes how Action activities actually function when they are Dynamic (i.e. when 
the customized Content is sent to each device).  While the information in this section will help 
provide a more complete understanding of Dynamic Actions, readers may nonetheless choose to 
skip ahead to the next section, How to Use Dynamic Actions, to get started right away with using 
Dynamic Actions. 
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In most ways, Dynamic Actions work very similar to Static Actions.  Rather than repeat the 
explanation previously provided, this section will explain the ways in which Dynamic Actions work 
differently from Static Actions.  As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding 
Dynamic Deployment, the “dynamism” of Dynamic Actions is driven by Device Attributes.  All the 
fundamental differences between how Dynamic Actions work and how Static Actions work rely on 
this fact. 

As discussed in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Dynamic Deployment, all forms of 
Dynamic Deployment, including Dynamic Actions, depend on the existence of Dynamic Objects, 
which can be Explicitly Dynamic or Implicitly Dynamic. 

For Dynamic Actions, the only relevant Explicitly Dynamic Object is an Explicitly Dynamic 
Provisioning Action Object.  This occurs when an Action Object references a Bundle Object using 
a Variable Bundle Reference.  Such a reference causes the actual Bundle Object referenced to 
be made variable, determined by the value of a selected Device Attribute and a supplied Device 
Ref. Mask. 

For Dynamic Actions, an Action Object can become Implicitly Dynamic only by referencing an 
Implicitly Dynamic Bundle Object which must reference at least one Implicitly Dynamic Settings 
Objects via an Install Settings Deployment Step.  The “dynamism” of the Implicitly Dynamic 
Action Object comes from the Dynamic Settings Object(s) that it indirectly references. 

The similarities and differences between Static Actions and Dynamic Actions will be described in 
the following subsections describing the areas in which Dynamic Actions are similar and different 
from Static Actions. 

Action Applicability 
Action Applicability for Dynamic Actions Objects is handled identically to Action Applicability for 
Static Actions Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Action Applicability in the 
section How Static Actions Work. 

Job Creation 
Job Creation for Dynamic Actions Objects is handled somewhat differently than Job Creation for 
Static Action Objects.  In particular, Job Creation for Dynamic Actions Objects is handled 
identically to Job Creation for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in 
the subsection Job Creation in the section How Static Actions Work. 

Job Delivery 
Job Delivery for Dynamic Actions Objects is handled identically to Job Delivery for Static 
Provisioning Policy Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job Delivery in the section 
How Static Actions Work. 

Readiness Conditions 
Readiness Conditions for Dynamic Action Objects are handled identically to Readiness 
Conditions for Static Actions Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Readiness 
Conditions in the section How Static Actions Work. 

Detached Conditions 
Detached Conditions for Dynamic Action Objects are handled identically to Detached Conditions 
for Static Actions Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Detached Conditions in the 
section How Static Actions Work. 
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Max Jobs 
Max Jobs for Dynamic Action Objects is handled identically to Max Jobs for Static Actions 
Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Max Jobs in the section How Static Actions 
Work. 

Job Execution 
Job Execution for Dynamic Action Objects is handled identically to Job Execution for Static 
Actions Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job Execution in the section How 
Static Actions Work. 

Job Progress and State 
Job Progress and State for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled identically to Job 
Progress and State for Static Actions Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job 
Progress and State in the section How Static Actions Work. 

Job Cancellation 
Job Cancellation for Dynamic Provisioning Policy Objects is handled identically to Job 
Cancellation for Static Actions Objects, as previously discussed in the subsection Job 
Cancellation in the section How Static Actions Work. 

How to Use Dynamic Actions 
As discussed in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Dynamic Deployment, all forms of 
Dynamic Deployment, including Dynamic Actions, depend on the existence of Dynamic Objects, 
which can be Explicitly Dynamic or Implicitly Dynamic. 

For Dynamic Actions, the only relevant Explicitly Dynamic Object is an Explicitly Dynamic Action 
Object.  This occurs when an Action Object references a Bundle Object using a Variable Bundle 
Reference.  Such a reference causes the actual Bundle Object referenced to be made variable, 
determined by the value of a selected Device Attribute and a supplied Device Ref. Mask. 

For Dynamic Provisioning, an Action Object can become Implicitly Dynamic only by referencing 
an Implicitly Dynamic Bundle Object which must reference at least one Implicitly Dynamic 
Settings Objects via an Install Settings Deployment Step.  The “dynamism” of the Implicitly 
Dynamic Action Object comes from the Dynamic Settings Object(s) that it indirectly references. 

The usage of Explicitly Dynamic Action and Implicitly Action Objects is covered in the following 
subsections. 

Explicitly Dynamic Action Objects 
To help understand how Variable Bundle References in Explicitly Dynamic Action Objects might 
be used, consider the following example. 

Suppose that we have a mixed population of devices that are running a variety of different device 
models (e.g. MC5040, WT4070, CA5090, etc.).  Further, assume that a problem in the application 
has been discovered and there are several different patches that need to be applied and that 
these patches are unfortunately device model-specific.  Further, assume that we want to control 
which patch should be deployed to which device based on the value of the standard Device 
Attribute “Identity.DeviceModel”.  To accomplish the above without a Variable Bundle Reference, 
we would likely do the following: 

1. Create a Package for each version of the patch. 
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2. Create a Bundle to deploy the Package for each Patch. 

a. Assume that we name these Bundles based on the values that can be assigned 
to the Device Attribute “Identity.DeviceModel” (e.g. Deploy.Patch.MC45040, 
Deploy.Patch.WT4070, Deploy.Patch.CA5090, etc.). 

3. Create an Action to deploy each Bundle. 

a. Ensure that the Applicability Rule for each Action Object is of the form: 
[Identity.DeviceModel] = ‘MC5040’, to ensure that the Action can be executed 
only for devices of the correct model. 

b. Assume that we name these Actions the same as the Bundle name they deploy. 

4. To deploy a patch, the MSP Console UI User selects one or more devices and clicks 
the Execute Action button. 

a. If all the selected devices are of the same model, then the only one of the patch 
Actions that will be offered is the one that is Applicable to that model.  The User 
can execute that Action for all or some of the selected devices. 

b. If the selected devices are of varying models, then all of the patch Actions that 
are Applicable to at least one selected device will be offered.  The User can 
execute one or more of the offered patch Actions.  Each executed patch Action 
can be executed for some or all of the selected devices to which it is Applicable. 

The above process is not terrible, but it does have some negative aspects.  If the number of 
device models to be supported is large, then it means creating and managing a similarly large 
number of Action Objects.  Further, each Action Object can only be executed for devices of the 
exact device model defined for that Action.  So, when an MSP Console User wants to apply the 
patch, they must do so with careful consideration to selecting devices of the same model or they 
must execute multiple Actions to cover multiple models.  Using a Variable Bundle Reference, the 
we could simplify the above process beginning with the step where the Actions were created, as 
follows: 

3. Create a single Dynamic Action to deploy the patch Bundles. 

a. The Applicability Rule for the Dynamic Action Object can allow it to apply to all 
device models. 

b. Ensure that the Device Attribute selected for the Variable Bundle Reference is 
“Identity.DeviceModel”. 

c. Ensure that the Device Ref. Mask entered is “Deploy.Patch.{0]”. 

d. Assume that we name this Action Deploy.Patches. 

4. To deploy a patch, the MSP Console UI User selects one or more devices and clicks 
the Execute Action button. 

a. Since the Deploy.Patches Action is Applicable to all device models, it is offered 
regardless of what combination of device models was selected.  The User can 
execute that Action for some or all of the selected devices. 

b. When the Action is executed for a given device, the proper Bundle (e.g. 
Deploy.Patch.MC45040, Deploy.Patch.WT4070, Deploy.Patch.CA5090, etc.) will 
be deployed to the device based on the value the device has for the Device 
Attribute “Identity.DeviceModel” for the device and the Device Ref. Mask of 
“Deploy.Patch.{0]”. 
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Clearly, the above process is simpler to create and manage and easier to use when applying 
patches.  Only a single Action needs to be created and managed.  When applying patches, the 
User need only know about and execute a single Action and can freely apply that Action to mixed 
populations of devices. 

Implicitly Dynamic Action Objects 
To help understand how Dynamic Settings Objects referenced via a Dynamic Bundle referenced 
by an Implicitly Dynamic Action Object might be used, consider the following example. 

Suppose that we are using WPA PSK WLAN Security and that we are using TKIP as the 
Encryption Type.  Since WPA PSK relies on a shared secret (the TKIP passphrase in this case), 
it is only as secure as that passphrase.  TKIP is generally considered a quite secure encryption 
so long as the passphrase is strong (e.g. not susceptible to dictionary-based attack) and the 
passphrase is kept secure.  However, the more people that know the passphrase, the more 
chance it will be compromised by some form of “social engineering” (e.g. looking over someone’s 
shoulder as they type it, getting someone to tell, etc.). 

To increase the real security of a WLAN using WPA PSK, it is advisable to rotate the passphrase 
periodically and to change the passphrase explicitly whenever it is suspected of having been 
compromised.  If the same passphrase is used at all Sites within an Enterprise, changing the 
passphrase across all devices at all Sites may be reasonably simple.  But such a deployment is 
also less secure because the consequences of a compromised passphrase are much greater 
than if different passphrases are used at different Sites. 

To accomplish the above without Dynamic Settings Objects would be impractical for any 
significant number of Sites, because we would generally have to do the following: 

1. Create a Static FusionPublic Settings Object for each Site that specifies the 
appropriate TKIP passphrase for that Site. 

a. Assume that we name these Settings Objects of the Change.Passphrase.<site>, 
where <site> is the name of the Site to which the passphrase applies. 

Note: 

All the Static FusionPublic Settings Objects would have to be created or edited 
every time the passphrases were to be changed. 

2. Create a Static Bundle Object to deploy each Static FusionPublic Settings Object. 

a. Assume that we name these Bundle Objects the same as the Settings Objects 
that they deploy. 

3. Create a Static Action Object to deploy each Static Bundle Object. 

a. Ensure that the Applicability Rule for each Action Object are of the form: 
[UserAttribute.SiteID] = ‘<site>’, where <site> is the name of the Site to which 
that Action Objects applies. 

b. Assume that we name these Action Objects the same as the Bundle Objects that 
they deploy. 

4. To rotate the passphrases at all Sites, the MSP Console UI User would have to 
manually execute each Action for all devices assigned to the Site to which that Action 
applies.  This could be done by going to the Detail Page for each Action, clicking the 
Applicable Devices link in the Related Tasks area, selecting all devices, clicking 
the Execute Action button, then clicking the Execute Action button for the correct 
Action. 
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Clearly, the above process would be impractical to create and manage and to use for any 
significant number of Sites.  If we had only 100 Sites, then we would have to create 100 Static 
FusionPublic Settings Objects, 100 Static Bundle Objects, and 100 Static Action Objects.  To 
rotate the passphrase at all Sites, an MSP Console UI User would need to repeat step 4 above 
100 times. 

Using Dynamic Settings Objects and a Dynamic Action, we could instead do the following: 

1. Create a single Dynamic FusionPublic Settings Object that references the Device 
Attribute “UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase” to get the value of the TKIP Passphrase 
for each device. 

a. Assume that we name this Settings Object Change.Passphrases. 

2. Create a single Dynamic Bundle Object to deploy the Dynamic FusionPublic Settings 
Object. 

a. Assume that we name this Bundle Object the same as the Settings Object that it 
deploys. 

3. Create a single Dynamic Action Object to deploy the Dynamic Bundle Object. 

a. Ensure that the Dynamic Provisioning Policy has an Applicability Rule of the 
form: [UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase] <> ‘’.  This indicates that the Policy will 
apply to any device that has any non-empty value for the Device Attribute. 

b. Assume that we name this Action Object the same as the Bundle Object that it 
deploys. 

4. Create and import a .CSV File to assign values for the TKIP passphrase for each 
device to the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase”. 

Notes: 

Since the passphrase is assumed to be the same for all devices at a given Site, it 
takes only one line in the .CSV File to assign the same passphrase to every device 
at that Site.  For more information on Upload Originated Device Attributes, see 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device Attributes. 

Each time the passphrase needs to be rotated, it is not necessary to create or edit 
any new Objects.  A new .CSV File can be created and imported to change the 
values of the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase” for all devices and 
then the same Objects can be re-used. 

5. To rotate the passphrases at all Sites, the MSP Console UI User would simply select 
all devices and execute the Dynamic Action Object for those devices.  This would 
work because the single Dynamic Settings Object would be customized based on the 
value of the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase” for each device. 

Important: 

This approach relies on putting the TKIP passphrases for all Sites into MSP as the 
values of the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase” for each device.  
This will result in these passphrases being visible MSP Console UI Users for which 
these devices are visible and hence could be seen as compromising of the security 
of the passphrases. 
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When the passphrase is actually used to customize the FusionPublic Settings 
Object, it will be encrypted and will stay encrypted all the way to the device.  So, the 
only risk is that an MSP Console UI User may be able to see the passphrase via the 
value displayed for the Device Attribute “UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase” for each 
device in the MSP Console UI. 

To minimize the risk, it may be advisable to delete the value of the Device Attribute 
“UserAttribute.TKIP.Passphrase” for all devices once the Action has been delivered 
(as indicated in the Action Summary page).  This can be done since the values of 
the Device Attribute is only needed while rendering the Dynamic FusionPublic 
Settings Object.  Once the Jobs have been delivered, the values are no longer 
required.  And the next time the passphrases need to be changed, a new .CSV with 
different values would likely be used. 

While there is one additional step in the above process, it is actually considerably more practical 
to perform.  Again, suppose we want to do this for 100 Sites.  We would have 1 FusionPublic 
Dynamic Settings Object, 1 Dynamic Bundle Object, and 1 Dynamic Action Object.  That’s a total 
of 3 Objects that would have to be created to change the passphrases of all the devices at 100 
Sites.  And the number of Objects to be created would not grow with the number of devices.  
Moreover, the Objects would not need to be changed to apply a new set of passphrases, 
although a new .CSV File would need to be created. 

Viewing Action Status 
An Action can be executed any number of times, each time for any number of Applicable selected 
devices.  Each time that a specific Action is executed for one or more devices is called an 
Instance of that Action.  It is possible to view the status and progress of such Action Instances.  
There are two basic ways to do this. 

Device Job Log 
The Job Log for an individual device can be viewed from the Device Detail page for that device.  
All Jobs that have been deployed for a given device (until they are purged from the database due 
to age) are shown in the Job Log for that device.  

Jobs that were created as the result of an Action Instance are shown in the Job Log with a Type 
of Action and a Type ID of the name of the Action.  Note that since many Instances of any one 
Action could be executed for a given device, there may be more than one Job in the Job Log for 
that device with the same Type and Type ID. 

Action Summary Page 
The Action Summary page lists all Instances of all Actions that have been executed (until they 
are purged from the database due to age).  This list is sorted by default based on descending 
date, which provides a chronological list of Actions executed from most recent to least recent.  
The list can also be sorted ascending or descending by any selected column. 

For each Action Instance displayed, the execution status is displayed by showing the number of 
devices that are currently in each of the following states for that Instance of that Action: 

 Completed 

An Instance of an Action for a device has the state Completed when the Job file for that 
Instance has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server for that device, the Job has 
been successfully executed on the device, and the Job file has been renamed to indicate 
completion. 
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 Delivered 

An Instance of an Action for a device has the state Delivered when the Job file for that 
Instance has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server for that device but the device 
has not yet begun to execute the Job. 

 Failed 

An Instance of an Action for a device has the state Failed when the Job file for that Instance 
has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server for that device, the device has tried and 
failed to execute the Job, and the Job file has been renamed to indicate failure. 

 Queued 

An Instance of an Action for a device has the state Queued when the Job file for that Instance 
has been queued up internally to the MSP Server but has not yet been successfully delivered 
to the Relay Server for that device. 

 Deferred 

An Instance of an Action for a device has the state Deferred when the Job file for that 
Instance has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server for that device but the device 
has chosen to defer execution of that Job due to one or more unmet Readiness Conditions. 

 Started 

An Instance of an Action for a device has the state Started when the Job file for that Instance 
has been successfully delivered to the Relay Server for that device and the device has 
started but not yet finished processing the Job. 

If one or more Detached Conditions are specified for the Action, and if at least one of those 
Conditions is not met, then the Action has the state Started while downloading the Contents 
for the Packages for the Job to the Package Cache and while final processing is in progress. 

 Detached 

An Instance of an Action for a device has the state Detached when one or more Detached 
Conditions are specified for the Action and when downloading of the Contents for the 
Packages for the Job to the Package Cache has completed, but when final processing of the 
Job cannot begin because at least one of the Detached Conditions is not yet met. 

The same Action can be listed multiple times in the Action Summary page, since it lists 
Instances of Actions.  For example, an Action named “Warm.Reboot” may have been executed 
20 times, each time to various different sets of devices that needed to be Rebooted for various 
reasons.  Another Action named “Play.Training.Video” may have been executed 4 times, each 
time to all the devices at a particular Site.  The Action Summary page would show 24 rows, one 
for each Instance of each Action.  The numbers displayed in the row for each Instance 
summarize the progress of the devices in executing the Jobs for that Instance. 

Clicking on any non-zero number link in a column of the Action Summary page displays the 
Action Job Detail page showing a Device List of those devices that have a particular status for 
that particular Action Instance.  You can also go to the Action Detail page for an Action by 
clicking the name of an Action in the Action column of the Action Summary page. 
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Best Practices 
The following Best Practices can be followed to help improve the overall success of Action 
activities. 

 Use Applicability Rules so Actions are Applicable only to devices where they can be 
successfully used 

The Applicability Rule defined for an Action specifies the devices for which that Action will be 
permitted to be executed.  By using the proper Applicability Rule, an Action can be limited so 
it cannot be executed on devices for which it cannot successfully perform the desired 
function. 

For example, it may not be possible to Reboot a particular type of device.  By defining a 
Device.Reboot Action to be Non-Applicable to such devices, an MSP Console UI User will 
not be allowed to erroneously attempt to use the Action only to get an error indicating that the 
Action failed. 

 Use Applicability Rules so Actions are not Applicable to devices where they should 
not be used 

The Applicability Rule defined for an Action specifies the devices for which that Action will be 
permitted to be executed.  By using the proper Applicability Rule, an Action can be limited so 
it cannot be used in undesirable ways. 

For example, certain devices might be used for sensitive applications, such as medical 
records management.  It may be undesirable to allow an Action to be used to deploy the 
Control Module for RemoteControl to such devices.  By defining a Deploy.RemoteControl 
Action to be Non-Applicable to such devices, an MSP Console UI User will not be allowed to 
erroneously attempt to enable Remote Control functionality on such devices. 

 Control access to Actions using effective naming and User Access Prefixes 

The names assigned to Action Objects can be assigned such that they form hierarchies 
based on the class of function performed or the severity of the possible impact.  Portions of 
these names can then be used as User Access Prefixes to limit which Users with the 
Operations Role are allowed to use which Actions. 

For example, two Actions might be named Device.Limited.CleanBoot and 
Device.General.WarmBoot.  By using an Action User Access Prefix of “Device.”, a User with 
the Operations Role could be enabled to use all device-related Actions.  Another more limited 
User with the same Role might be given an Action User Access Prefix of “Device.General.”, 
in which case that User would not be allowed to Clean Boot devices. 

Note:  

Users with the Operations Role can create their own Packages, Bundles, and 
Actions.  Consequently, the above example would not completely block the limited 
Operations User from any possibility of Clean Booting a device.  Nonetheless, the 
example does prevent such a User from utilizing pre-defined Actions to do so easily 
and potentially unintentionally. 
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 Consider the effect of an Action and use Readiness Conditions to prevent undesirable 
impact 

Since Actions can take place asynchronously to what may be happening on a device, the 
potential impact of an Action should be considered when it is defined.  If the injudicious 
execution of an Action could cause undesirable results if performed on a device at the wrong 
time, it may be advisable to use Readiness Conditions to help prevent misuse. 

For example, a Device.Reboot Action might use a Universal Condition to ensure that a 
specific application is not running.  Or, a Deploy.RemoteControl Action might use a Confirm 
Condition ask the Device User if it is OK to do so. 

 Use Detached Conditions to use Cached Execution 

If a Job should not take effect until some Conditions are met, but it is desirable to have the 
Job occur when those Conditions are met even if connectivity is not present at that time, then 
Detached Conditions can be defined.  This will allow the downloading to be done in advance, 
when connectivity is available, while delaying the final processing for the Job until the 
Detached Conditions are met. 

 Avoid performing manual deployment and automatic deployment at the same time 

Refer to the Best Practices of Staging in Chapter 2 - Using Staging. 

 



 
 

 

 

Chapter 6 - Using Data Collection 

Overview 
This chapter will describe how to use the Data Collection feature of MSP. 

Key Concepts 
This section discusses key concepts required to understand and use the Data Collection. 

Data Collection 
In MSP, Data Collection is the process of periodically collecting samples of information about the 
status, performance, or operation of a device that is managed by MSP. 

Data Collection Solution 
A Data Collection Solution is delivered via an Add-On Kit that adds to MSP everything needed to 
support Data Collection from one or more classes of devices that are managed by MSP. 

Notes: 

In MSP 3.3.1, the use of Data Collection requires the use of one or more Data Collection 
Solutions.  For more information on Data Collection Solutions, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – 
Understanding Data Collection Solutions and MSP. 

Any given Data Collection Solution may support a variety of classes of devices and a variety of 
Collection Metrics.  A given Data Collection Solution may not be capable of collecting every 
Collection Metric that it supports from every class of device or every model of device that it 
supports. 
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In MSP 3.3.1, devices can be Directly Managed by MSP or Indirectly Managed by MSP.  Devices 
which are locally running any variety of MSP Client Software are called Directly Managed 
devices.  Devices that are managed via a Proxy are called Indirectly Managed devices. 

Notes: 

For more information on Directly Managed and Indirectly Managed devices, refer to 
Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – MSP and Your Enterprise. 

For more information on Proxies, refer to Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Device 
Classes and Proxies. 

For devices that are Directly Managed by MSP, a Data Collection Solution is generally provided 
as a Control Module that must be deployed via MSP Client Software on the device and which 
adds support for Data Collection to that device.  In such devices, the Data Collection Solution can 
be thought of as implementing the “last mile” of Data Collection within MSP.  In other words, the 
Data Collection Solution implements the interface between the MSP Client Software running on 
the device and the subsystems on the device from which data will be collected. 

Note: 

In MSP 3.3.1, Data Collection for Directly Managed devices requires the deployment of a Control 
Module obtained from a Data Collection Solution.  For more information on Data Collection 
Solutions, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Data Collection Solutions and MSP. 

For devices that are Indirectly Managed by MSP (e.g. devices that are managed via a Proxy), a 
Data Collection Solution would typically be built into and would be delivered as part of the Proxy, 
rather than being delivered as part of a Control Module that would be deployed to the device.  
Nonetheless, devices must generally expose some form of management interface for collecting 
data in order for a Proxy to be able to collect data from them on behalf of MSP. 

Note: 

In MSP 3.3.1, Data Collection for Indirectly Managed devices requires a Proxy that includes a 
Data Collection Solution that supports the desired Device Class(es).  For more information on 
Device Classes and Proxies, refer to Understanding MSP – Understanding Device Classes and 
Proxies. 

Collection Metrics 
A Collection Metric is a definition of the generic characteristics of a unit of data that can be 
periodically collected from one or more devices.  Every Collection Metric has a Metric Type of 
Reading or Quantity. 

 A Reading Collection Metric is used to identify data where each sample has a discrete value 
or state that is measured at the end of a Sample Interval (e.g. the remaining charge level of 
the battery sampled every 15 minutes).  Every sample collected for a Reading Metric reflects 
the “instantaneous” value measured at the end of the Sample Interval for which it was 
collected.  When multiple consecutive samples of a Reading Metric are aggregated over a 
Time Period, the value used will be the value of the last sample taken within the Time Period 
(i.e. it will reflect the value state of the Collection Metric at the end of that aggregated Time 
Period). 

 A Quantity Collection Metric is used to identify data where each sample has a value that 
represents an amount measured over a Sample Interval.  Every sample collected for a 
Quantity Metric reflects the “change” that occurs between the beginning and end of the 
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Sample Interval (e.g. number of Barcodes scanned during a 15 minute period).  When 
multiple consecutive samples of a Quantity Metric are aggregated over a Time Period, the 
value used will be the sum of all samples collected within that Time Period (i.e. it will reflect 
the total for aggregated Time Period). 

Note: 

Not all Data Collection Solutions necessarily support all Collection Metrics.  Consult the 
documentation for a specific Data Collection Solution to determine the devices supported by that 
Data Collection Solution and the Collection Metrics it is capable of collecting from those devices. 

When the MSP Server is installed, a variety of Collection Metrics are automatically pre-defined.  
The Collection Metrics pre-defined within MSP are sub-divided into classes as explained in detail 
in the following sections. 

Standard Collection Metrics 
Standard Collection Metrics represent information that can generally be collected from a variety of 
devices and is of general interest for a variety of devices.  Support for a specific Standard 
Collection Metric generally relies on the presence of a supported API in the device to obtain the 
required information. 

Note: 

Any given Standard Collection Metric may or may not be supported by any given Data Collection 
Solution or for any given supported device.  Standard Collection Metrics are pre-defined because 
they are of general usefulness for a variety of devices and are supported by at least one available 
Data Collection Solution.  Consult the documentation for a specific Data Collection Solution to 
determine the exact set of Standard Collection Metrics it supports and from which devices they 
can be collected. 

The Standard Collection Metrics pre-defined within MSP are described in Table 4 below. 

Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

AcChargeStatus Reading None Indicates whether the device is charging or discharging. 
 
The following values are supported: 
 A value of 1 indicates that the device is charging 

(i.e., is on running from AC power and charging the 
battery) 

 A value of 0 indicates that the device is discharging 
(i.e., is running from battery power and discharging 
the battery) 

 
Can be used to detect transitions between charging and 
discharging and assess compliance to charging 
policies, by detecting when changes in charging state 
occur. 
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Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

AcChargeTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that a device has spent 
in the charging state within a particular time interval.  A 
device could switch between the charging and 
discharging states multiple times within a given time 
interval and the accumulated time spent in the charging 
state will be reported. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
OnTime to assess compliance to charging policies by 
comparing the time a device was in the charging state 
to the time a device was on. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metrics 
BatteryLevel and BatteryChange to assess the 
effectiveness of charging policies by determining the 
effect of a given amount of charging on the Battery. 

AcCycles Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times that a device has 
changed its charging state within a particular time 
interval. 
 
Can be used to assess compliance to charging policies 
by considering how frequently the device is connected 
and disconnected from AC power.  A device that is 
being frequently charged for small durations will not 
charge as efficiently as a device that is left undisturbed 
to complete a charge cycle. 
 
Can be used to detect intermittent power, flakey 
connections, etc. 
 
Can be used as an indirect indicator that the device is 
experiencing interaction with the Device User or the 
environment. 

AvailablePhysicalMemory Reading Bytes Indicates the amount of Physical Memory (also called 
Program Memory), in bytes, that is available (not in 
use) on a device.  Program Memory is used to hold 
code and data for executing processes. 
 
Can be used identify potentially abnormal memory 
usage (e.g. a memory leak). 
 
Can be used to identity potential functional and/or 
performance issues which can occur under conditions 
of high memory load. 

AvailableStorageMemory Reading Bytes Indicates the amount of Storage memory (used to hold 
files in the root file system on the device), in bytes, that 
is available (not in use) on a device. 
 
Can be used to detect potentially abnormal file system 
usage (e.g. runaway logging or files not being deleted). 
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Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

BacklightActivations Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times that the display backlight 
on a device has been activated (turned on) within a 
particular time interval. 
 
Can be used to determine how frequently the display 
backlight is changing state, which may be a good 
indicator that someone is using the device. 
 
Can be used to detect unusual or abnormal conditions 
(e.g. the device is bouncing around in the back of a 
truck). 

BacklightOnTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that a device has spent 
with its display backlight active (i.e., turned on).  The 
display backlight could switch on and off multiple times 
within a given time interval and the accumulated time 
spent active will be reported. 
 
Can be used to explain variations in battery drain rates 
by determining how much the display backlight is 
active. 
 
Can be used to identify configuration issues, such as 
overly long or short display backlight timeouts. 

BatteryLevel Reading Percent Indicates the charge level of the battery, in percent of 
remaining energy. 
 
Possible values range from 0% to 100%, although the 
actual range of possible values will vary based on the 
characteristics of the device being monitored.  Since 
most devices automatically suspend operation when 
the battery charge level drops to some pre-defined 
value, values below that level may never be reported.  
Many devices cannot report their battery level while 
they are charging. 
 
Can be used to detect battery-related issues.  For 
example, a battery that has a very low charge level at a 
time when a shift is about to start might indicate that  
a non-optimal condition.  Or, a very low charge level 
just before a device went “missing” could indicate that 
the device is not checking in due to a dead battery. 
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Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

BatteryLevelChange Quantity Percent Indicates the change in the charge level of the battery, 
in percent of remaining energy.  This is computed as 
the delta between the battery level at the end of the 
time interval and the battery level at the end of the time 
interval. 
 
Possible values range from -100% to 100%, although 
the actual range of possible values will vary based on 
the characteristics of the device being monitored.  The 
value will be positive there was a net increase in the 
energy of the battery and negative if there was a net 
reduction in the energy of the battery. 
 
Can be used to assess the effectiveness of charging 
policies.  For example, if there is a zero net change in 
charge level over a given time interval, then the device 
is receiving adequate charge to replenish the energy 
expended during that time interval.  If there is negative 
net change in charge level, then the device is not 
receiving adequate charge during that time interval. 

CpuTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, the Central Processing 
Unit (CPU) of a device has been actively executing 
instructions within a particular time interval. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
OnTime to assess how busy a device is, in terms of 
executing actual program code.  The CPU tends to be 
one of the higher energy Users in a typical device 
(along with radios and lights).  This might identify 
devices that are exhibiting abnormal behavior (e.g. an 
application stuck in a loop).  The rated battery life of a 
device is generally based on the assumption Most that 
a significant portion of OnTime will be spent in sleep 
mode (i.e. not executing code).  Identifying a device 
that is using an inordinate amount of CPU time can help 
explain a shorter than expected battery life. 

CpuTime.MSPAgent Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that a device has been 
actively executing code associated with the MSP Client 
Software. 
 
The agent functionality of the MSP Client Software 
implements provisioning and asset management 
functionality.  All CPU time actually spent performing 
check-in, job processing, etc. is charged to this 
process.  Such activity can be seen as “overhead” used 
to perform device management. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
CpuTime.AthenaClient to determine the bulk of the 
CPU time spent performing device management. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
CpuTime to assess the proportion of CPU time spent 
performing device management. 
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Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

DisplayOnTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that a device has spent 
with its display active (i.e., turned on).  A display could 
switch on and off multiple times within a given time 
interval and the accumulated time spent active will be 
reported. 
 
Can be used to explain variations in battery drain rates 
by determining how much the display is active. 

KeylightActivations Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times that the keyboard 
backlight on a device has been activated (turned on) 
within a particular time interval. 
 
Can be used to determine how frequently the keyboard 
backlight is changing state, which may be a good 
indicator that someone is using the device. 
 
Can be used to detect unusual or abnormal conditions 
(e.g. the device is bouncing around in the back of a 
truck). 

KeylightOnTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that a device has spent 
with its keyboard backlight active (i.e., turned on).  The 
keyboard backlight could switch on and off multiple 
times within a given time interval and the accumulated 
time spent active will be reported. 
 
Can be used to explain variations in battery drain rates 
by determining how much the keyboard backlight is 
active. 
 
Can be used to identify configuration issues, such as 
overly long or short keyboard backlight timeouts. 

MemoryLoad Reading Percent Indicates the degree of relative loading of memory on a 
device.  This Collection Metric is generally a good 
general indicator of how “full” the memory of the device 
is over time. 
 
Possible values range from 0% to 100%, although the 
actual range of possible values will vary based on the 
characteristics of the device being monitored.  For 
example, values new 0% or near 100% may never be 
reported since the system will always be using at least 
SOME memory and will likely take aggressive action 
before reaching 100% memory loading.  The values 
reported by this Collection Metric will also be subject to 
“garbage collection” that may be performed in the 
background.  A process may free up memory, but that 
may not be reflected in the report load until the 
“garbage collection” process completes “re-integrating” 
the freed-up memory into the system. 
 
Can be used to detect abnormal memory usage (e.g. a 
memory leaks).  This is often easier than using related 
Collection Metrics AvailablePhysicalMemory and 
AvailableStorageMemory since it avoids the need to 
perform calculations to determine “relative 
loading”.using related Collection Metrics 
TotalPhysicalMemory and TotalPhysicalMemory. 
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Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

OnCycles Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times that a device has 
resumed from suspend mode to active mode (i.e., has 
been powered on).  A device could be resumed multiple 
times within a given time interval and the accumulated 
time spent active will be reported. 
 
Can be used to determine how frequently the device is 
suspending and resuming, which may be a good 
indicator that someone is using the device. 
 
Can be used to detect unusual or abnormal conditions 
(e.g. the device is bouncing around in the back of a 
truck). 
 
Can be used to identify configuration issues, such as 
overly long or short device suspend timeouts. 

OnTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that a device has spent 
in active mode (i.e., turned on).  The device could 
switch on and off multiple times within a given time 
interval and the accumulated time spent active will be 
reported. 
 
Can be used to explain variations in battery drain rates 
by determining how much the device spends on vs. 
suspended. 
 
Can be used to identify configuration issues, such as 
overly long or short device suspend timeouts or wakeup 
reasons. 

ScanAttempts Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times the Barcode Scanner has 
been activated on a device (i.e., the number of times 
the Device User has attempted to scan a Barcode) 
within a given time interval. 
 
Can be used to determine how frequently the Device 
User is attempting to scan Barcodes. 
 
Can be used to detect unusual or abnormal conditions 
(e.g. the device is bouncing around in the back of a 
truck). 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
ScanCompletions to detect situations where a User is 
activating the scanner and not successfully scanning a 
Barcode.  This might be due to poor Barcode quality, 
problems with the Barcode Scanner, or inadequate 
training of the Device User. 
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Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

ScanBeamOnTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that the Barcode 
Scanner was activated (i.e., was actively trying to scan 
a Barcode).  Barcode scanning could be attempted 
multiple times within a given time interval and the 
accumulated time spent active will be reported. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
ScanCompletions to assess “scan efficiency” (i.e., the 
average time a Device User has the Barcode Scanner 
activated per Barcode scanned). 
 
Can be used to assess of the degree to which Barcode 
Scanning may be contributing to the energy consumed 
from the battery. 

ScanCompletions Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times the Barcode Scanner has 
been used to successfully scan a Barcode within a 
given time interval. 
 
Can be used to determine how frequently the Device 
User is successfully scanning Barcodes. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
ScanAttempts to assess “scan productivity” (i.e., the 
number of times a Device User has to activate the 
Barcode Scanner to successfully scan a Barcode). 

TotalMemory Reading Bytes Indicates the amount of memory, in bytes, that is 
present on a device, which is generally equivalent to 
the sum of the Collection Metrics 
TotalPhysicalMemory and TotalStorageMemory. 
 
The value will seldom change since it would generally 
require a hardware upgrade to change the amount of 
memory installed on a given device. 
 
Can be used to measure the memory capacity of a 
device and distinguish devices with different memory 
capacities. 

TotalPhysicalMemory Reading Bytes Indicates the amount of Physical Memory (also called 
Program Memory), in bytes, that is allocated for use on 
a device. 
 
The value will generally only change when the division 
of allocation of memory between Program Memory and 
Storage Memory is adjusted. 
 
Can be used to measure the amount of memory 
allocated for use as Program Memory on a device and 
distinguish devices with different amounts of Program 
Memory allocated. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
AvailablePhysicalMemory to assess the relative 
degree of loading of Program Memory. 
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Standard Metric Name Type Units Description 

TotalStorageMemory Reading Bytes Indicates the amount of Storage Memory (used to hold 
files in the root file system on the device), in bytes, that 
is allocated for use on a device. 
 
The value will generally only change when the division 
of allocation of memory between Program Memory and 
Storage Memory is adjusted. 
 
Can be used to measure the amount of memory 
allocated for use as Storage Memory on a device and 
distinguish devices with different amounts of Storage 
Memory allocated. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
AvailableStorageMemory to assess the relative 
degree of loading of Storage Memory. 

Table 2 – Pre-defined Standard Collection Metrics 

WLAN Collection Metrics 
WLAN Collection Metrics represent information that can generally be collected only from devices 
with a WLAN radio and where the WLAN radio stack provides a supported API to monitor the 
operation of the WLAN radio. 

Note: 

Any given WLAN Collection Metric may or may not be supported by any given Data Collection 
Solution or for any given supported device.  WLAN Collection Metrics are pre-defined because 
they are of general usefulness for a reasonable number of devices and are supported by at least 
one available Data Collection Solution.  Consult the documentation for a specific Data Collection 
Solution to determine the exact set of WLAN Collection Metrics it supports and from which 
devices they can be collected. 
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The Standard Collection Metrics pre-defined within MSP are described in Table 3 below. 

WLAN Metric Name Type Units Description 

WlanErrors Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times the WLAN stack detected 
an error within a given time interval. 
 
The RF channels over which WLAN communications 
are performed are typically inherently error-prone and 
hence errors are generally inevitable in real-world use.  
WLAN protocols are designed to include error-detection 
and error-correction mechanisms and higher level 
network protocols (e.g. TCP/IP) are designed to 
compensate for the inherent unreliability of underlying 
transport layers by using acknowledgements and 
retries.  So long as the number of errors is modest, 
acceptable results will generally be achieved.  Since 
higher error rates result in reduced throughput, tracking 
errors is typically of interest for evaluating the 
performance of a given WLAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with other WLAN Collection 
Metrics to assess the performance of a WLAN over a 
given time interval. 
 
One would generally expect an increase in the 
Collection Metric WlanErrors to correspond to an 
increase in the Collection Metric WlanRetries and to a 
decrease in the Collection Metrics WlanRecvBytes, 
WlanRecvPackets, WlanXmitBytes, 
WlanXmitPackets, and WlanSignalQuality. 

WlanOnTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the time, in seconds, that the WLAN is 
activate (i.e., is powered on).  The WLAN radio could 
be powered on and off multiple times within a given 
time interval and the accumulated time spent active will 
be reported. 
 
Just because the radio is on does not mean that 
communications are occurring.  Association to an 
Access Point is generally required to allow 
communications to take place.  In fact, if the radio is 
powered on when there is no Access Point available, it 
can often be a worst-case scenario, since the radio 
stack may aggressively and continuously try and locate 
an Access Point that cannot be found. 
 
Can be used to assess of the degree to which the radio 
may be contributing to the energy consumed from the 
battery.  Radios are often one of the highest consumers 
of battery energy in a device. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with other WLAN Collection 
Metrics to assess the usage of a WLAN over a given 
time interval.  For example, if the WLAN radio is on but 
the Collection Metrics WlanRecvBytes, 
WlanRecvPackets, WlanXmitBytes, 
WlanXmitPackets are all zero, it could indicate that 
then WLAN is on unnecessarily since the WLAN is not 
being used. 
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WLAN Metric Name Type Units Description 

WlanRecvBytes Quantity Bytes Indicates the amount of data, in bytes, that were 
received over the WLAN within a given time interval.  
Many different sessions and or transactions may have 
occurred and the accumulated number of bytes 
received will be reported. 
 
Can be used to assess the usage of the WLAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanRecvPackets to determine the average received 
packet size. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanXmitBytes to assess the relative amount of data 
received vs. transmitted. 

WlanRecvPackets Quantity Packets Indicates the amount of data, in packets, that were 
received over the WLAN within a given time interval.  
Many different sessions and or transactions may have 
occurred and the accumulated number of packets 
received will be reported. 
 
Can be used to assess the usage of the WLAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanRecvBytes to determine the average received 
packet size. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanXmitPackets to assess the relative amount of 
data received vs. transmitted. 

WlanRetries Quantity Occurrences Indicates the number of times within a given tie interval 
the WLAN stack determined that it was  necessary to 
retry the transmission of a packet. 
 
The RF channels over which WLAN communications 
are performed are typically inherently error-prone and 
hence retries are generally inevitable in real-world use.  
WLAN protocols are designed to include error-detection 
and error-correction mechanisms and higher level 
network protocols (e.g. TCP/IP) are designed to 
compensate for the inherent unreliability of underlying 
transport layers by using acknowledgements and 
retries.  So long as the number of retries is modest, 
acceptable results will generally be achieved.  Since 
higher retry rates result in reduced throughput, tracking 
retries is typically of interest for evaluating the 
performance of a given WLAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with other WLAN Collection 
Metrics to assess the performance of a WLAN over a 
given time interval. 
 
One would generally expect an increase in the 
Collection Metric WlanRetries to correspond to an 
increase in the Collection Metric WlanErrors and to a 
decrease in the Collection Metrics WlanRecvBytes, 
WlanRecvPackets, WlanXmitBytes, 
WlanXmitPackets, and WlanSignalQuality. 
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WLAN Metric Name Type Units Description 

WlanSignalQuality Reading Percent Indicates the quality of the signal received over the 
WLAN RF channel, in percent. 
 
Possible values range from 0% to 100%, although the 
actual range of possible values will vary based on the 
characteristics of the device being monitored.  The 
exact formula used to calculate signal quality varies 
with the device, the radio and the WLAN radio stack.   
For similar device models, the values reported for this 
Collection Metric are generally directly comparable.  For 
dissimilar device models, the magnitude of values may 
still be compared with reasonable success. 
 
Many things can affect signal quality, including distance 
from the remote station (e.g. Access Point), the 
proximity of other devices in the same area, the 
presence of “noise” sources in the same RF channel, 
the presence of RF “reflectors” in the vicinity, etc.  Due 
to the complexities involved in measuring and 
computing this Collection Metric, too much reliance 
should not be placed on its precision.  It may be more 
sensible in many cases to consider the general 
magnitude of the value (e.g. very low, low, medium, 
high, very high, etc.). 
 
Can be used to assess the quality of the signal and 
spot various non-optimal situations, including: too many 
devices in the same area, poor placement of access 
points, presence of “noise” sources or reflectors, 
devices entering areas of poor coverage, etc. 

WlanXmitBytes Quantity Bytes Indicates the amount of data, in bytes, that were 
transmitted over the WLAN within a given time interval.  
Many different sessions and or transactions may have 
occurred and the accumulated number of bytes 
transmitted will be reported. 
 
Can be used to assess the usage of the WLAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanXmitPackets to determine the average 
transmitted packet size. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanRecvBytes to assess the relative amount of data 
transmitted vs. received. 
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WLAN Metric Name Type Units Description 

WlanXmitPackets Quantity Packets Indicates the amount of data, in packets, that were 
received over the WLAN within a given time interval.  
Many different sessions and or transactions may have 
occurred and the accumulated number of packets 
received will be reported. 
 
Can be used to assess the usage of the WLAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanXmitBytes to determine the average transmitted 
packet size. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
WlanRecvPackets to assess the relative amount of 
data transmitted vs. received. 

Table 3 – Pre-defined WLAN Collection Metrics 

WWAN Collection Metrics 
WWAN Collection Metrics represent information that can generally be collected only from devices 
with a WWAN radio and where the WWAN radio stack provides a supported API to monitor the 
operation of the WWAN radio. 

Note: 

Any given WWAN Collection Metric may or may not be supported by any given Data Collection 
Solution or for any given supported device.  WWAN Collection Metrics are pre-defined because 
they are of general usefulness for a reasonable number of devices and are supported by at least 
one available Data Collection Solution.  Consult the documentation for a specific Data Collection 
Solution to determine the exact set of WWAN Collection Metrics it supports and from which 
devices they can be collected. 

The WWAN Collection Metrics pre-defined within MSP are described in Table 4 below. 

Metric Name Type Units Description 

IncomingCallAttempts Quantity Attempts Indicates the number of incoming calls that were 
attempted over the WWAN within a given time interval. 
 
Can be used to assess the usage of the phone 
capability of the WWAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
SuccessfulIncomingCalls to assess the how many 
incoming calls were attempted vs. how many were 
successful. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
OutgoingCallAttempts to determine the total number 
of phone calls attempted. 

IncomingCallDuration Quantity Seconds Indicates the total amount of time (in seconds) that 
incoming calls were connected over the WWAN within 
a given time interval. 
 
Can be used to assess the total amount of incoming 
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Metric Name Type Units Description 

usage of the phone capability of the WWAN. 
 
Can be used conjunction with the Collection Metric 
IncomingCallSuccesses to determine average 
incoming call duration. 

IncomingCallSuccesses Quantity Calls Indicates the number of incoming calls that were 
successfully connected over the WWAN within a given 
time interval. 
 
Can be used to assess the number of calls that actually 
occurred via the phone capability of the WWAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
IncomingCallAttempts to assess the how many 
incoming calls were successful vs. how many were 
attempted. 
 
Can be used conjunction with the Collection Metric 
IncomingCallDuration to determine average incoming 
call duration. 

OutgoingCallAttempts Quantity Attempts Indicates the number of outgoing calls that were 
attempted over the WWAN within a given time interval. 
 
Can be used to assess the usage of the phone 
capability of the WWAN. 
 
Can be used in conjunction with the Collection Metric 
OutgoingCallAttempts to determine the total number 
of phone calls attempted. 

OutgoingCallDuration Quantity Seconds Indicates the total amount of time (in seconds) that 
outgoing calls were connected over the WWAN within a 
given time interval. 
 
Can be used to assess the total amount of outgoing 
usage of the phone capability of the WWAN. 

WwanErrorRate Reading %/100 Indicates the bit error rate, in one hundredths of one 
percent. 
 
Can be used to assess the quality and reliability of the 
connection. 

WWanOnTime Quantity Seconds Indicates the total amount of time (in seconds) that the 
WWAN radio was active (i.e. turned on) within a given 
time interval. 
 
Just because the radio is on does not mean that 
communications are occurring. 
 
Can be used to assess of the degree to which the radio 
may be contributing to the energy consumed from the 
battery.  Radios are often one of the highest consumers 
of battery energy in a device. 
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Metric Name Type Units Description 

WwanSignalQuality Reading Percent Indicates the quality of the signal received over the 
WWAN RF channel, in percent. 
 
Possible values range from 0% to 100%, although the 
actual range of possible values will vary based on the 
characteristics of the device being monitored. 
 
Many things can affect signal quality, including distance 
from the cell tower, the proximity of other devices in the 
same area, the presence of “noise” sources in the 
same RF channel, the presence of RF “reflectors” in the 
vicinity, etc.  Due to the complexities involved in 
measuring and computing this Collection Metric, too 
much reliance should not be placed on its precision.  It 
may be more sensible in many cases to consider the 
general magnitude of the value (e.g. very low, low, 
medium, high, very high, etc.). 

Table 4 – Pre-defined WWAN Collection Metrics 

GPS Collection Metrics 
GPS Collection Metrics represent information that can generally be collected only from devices 
with a GPS subsystem and where the GPS subsystem provides a supported API to monitor the 
operation of the GPS subsystem. 

Notes: 

GPS Data Collection in MSP 3.3.1 is provided to enable the acquisition of location data that can 
be leveraged by Add-On solutions.  GPS Collection Metrics are pre-defined because they can be 
supported by a reasonable number of devices, but any given GPS Collection Metric may or may 
not be supported for any given GPS-enabled device. 

The use of GPS Data Collection requires the use of the Motorola Data Collection Solution. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

The GPS Collection Metrics pre-defined within MSP are described in Table 5 below. 

Metric Name Type Data Type Units Description 

GPSAltitudeWRTEllipsoid Reading FLOAT Feet Indicates the height, in 
meters, above the 
reference ellipsoid used to 
approximate the earth’s 
surface. 

GPSAltitudeWRTSeaLevel Reading FLOAT Feet Indicates the height, in 
meters, above Mean Sea 
Level (MSL). 

GPSDeviceState Reading FLOAT None Indicates the state of the 
GPS Device. 
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Metric Name Type Data Type Units Description 

GPSDeviceStateOnTime Quantity FLOAT Seconds Indicates the time, in 
seconds, the GPS Device 
has been active (i.e. is 
powered on).  The GPS 
Device could be powered 
on and off multiple times 
within a given time interval 
and the accumulated time 
spent active will be 
reported. 

GPSHeading Reading FLOAT Degrees Indicates the direction of 
travel, expressed as an 
angle of motion, in 
degrees, relative to 
Magnetic North. 

GPSHorizontalDilutionOfPrecision Reading FLOAT None Indicates the degree to 
which the horizontal 
position (latitude and 
longitude) is affected by 
horizontal dilution of 
position (HDOP).  HDOP is 
caused by the location of 
the satellites providing the 
GPS fix.  Lower numbers 
indicate a more accurate 
position.  A value of 1.0 
indicates the least dilution 
(highest accuracy); a value 
of 50.0 indicates the most 
dilution (lowest accuracy) 

GPSLocation Reading GEOGRAPHY Lat/Long Indicates the current 
position on the earth as a 
latitude and longitude pair, 
in decimal degrees. 

GPSMagneticVariation Reading FLOAT Degrees Indicates the angular 
difference, in decimal 
degrees, between True 
North and Magnetic North. 

GPSPositionalDilutionOfPrecision Reading FLOAT None Indicates the degree to 
which the overall position is 
affected by positional 
dilution of position (PDOP).  
PDOP is caused by the 
location of the satellites 
providing the GPS fix.  
Lower numbers indicate a 
more accurate position.  A 
value of 1.0 indicates the 
least dilution (highest 
accuracy); a value of 50.0 
indicates the most dilution 
(lowest accuracy). 

GPSSatellitesCount Reading FLOAT Satellites Indicates the number of 
satellites used to calculate 
the position. 
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Metric Name Type Data Type Units Description 

GPSSatellitesInView Reading FLOAT Satellites Indicates the number of 
satellites in view of the 
GPS device. 

GPSServiceState Reading FLOAT None Indicates the state of the 
GPS Service. 

GPSServiceStateOnTime Quantity FLOAT Seconds Indicates the time, in 
seconds, the GPS Service 
has been active (i.e. is 
operative).  The GPS 
Service could be activated 
and deactivated multiple 
times within a given time 
interval and the 
accumulated time spent 
active will be reported. 

GPSSpeed Reading FLOAT Miles/Hour Indicates the speed of 
travel, in knots (nautical 
miles per hour). 

GPSTime Reading TIME None Indicates the time of the 
sample as reported by 
the GPS device, in the 
fixed format: 
“MM/DD/YYYY 
HH:MM:SS”. 

GPSVerticalDilutionOfPrecision Reading FLOAT None Indicates the degree to 
which the vertical position 
(altitude) is affected by 
vertical dilution of position 
(VDOP).  VDOP is caused 
by the location of the 
satellites providing the GPS 
fix.  Lower numbers 
indicate a more accurate 
position.  A value of 1.0 
indicates the least dilution 
(highest accuracy); a value 
of 50.0 indicates the most 
dilution (lowest accuracy). 

Table 5 – Pre-defined GPS Collection Metrics 
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Collection Strings 
A Collection String is used to identify the method by which a Collection Sample is acquired for a 
Collection Metric via a Data Collection Solution on behalf of a device.  The syntax of all Collection 
Strings is defined by MSP.  The semantics of how a Collection String is interpreted and executed 
is specific to each Data Collection Solution.  The pre-defined Collection Metrics in MSP are 
designed to work correctly with all currently available Data Collection Solutions by which they are 
supported. 

The possible formats for a Collection String are: 

SampleElement <Module> <API>=$DcmID 

This Collection String format indicates that the Collection API Named <API> in 
the Collection Module Named <Module> within the Data Collection Solution 
serving a device is to be called.  If the specified Collection Module or Collection 
API is not supported by the Data Collection Solution serving the device, then no 
value will be reported for the Collection Metric. 

This Collection String format is for use only with Unparameterized APIs that 
return Scalar Data intended to be used for Reading Metrics.  If the Collection 
String format used is inconsistent with the API, then no value will be reported for 
the Collection Metric. 

If the Collection API succeeds, then the Scalar Data returned by the Collection 
API will be reported to MSP as a Collection Sample for the Collection Metric. 

SampleElement <Module> <API>=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

This Collection String format indicates that the Collection API Named <API> in 
the Collection Module Named <Module> within the Data Collection Solution 
serving the device is to be called.  If the specified Collection Module or Collection 
API is not supported by the Data Collection Solution serving the device, then no 
value will be reported for the Collection Metric. 

This Collection String format is for use only with Parameterized APIs that return 
Scalar Data intended to be used for Quantity Metrics.  If the Collection String 
format used is inconsistent with the API, then no value will be reported for the 
Collection Metric. 

The “Group=$GROUP” within the pair of curly braces indicates that the Collection 
API will be passed the name of the Collection Group for which the value is to be 
acquired.  Since Quantity Metric values must be acquired for the Collection 
Frequency of the Collection Group, this parameter may be necessary to 
determine which value to return. 

Important: 

The use of this Collection String format for defining Quantity Metrics is 
supported by all Data Collection Solutions.  The use of this Collection String 
format for Quantity Metrics is mandatory for the Athena Data Collection Solution,  
Consequently, all Standard pre-defined Quantity Collection Metrics use this 
format to ensure that they will work with the Athena Data Collection Solution as 
well as other Data Collection Solutions. 

If the Collection API succeeds, then the Scalar Data returned by the Collection 
API will be reported to MSP as a Collection Sample for the Collection Metric. 
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SampleElement <Module> <API>=$DcmID {<P1>=<V1>, ... , <Pn>=<Vn>} 

This Collection String format indicates that the Collection API Named <API> in 
the Collection Module Named <Module> within the Data Collection Solution 
serving the device is to be called.  If the specified Collection Module or Collection 
API is not supported by the Data Collection Solution serving the device, then no 
value will be reported for the Collection Metric. 

This Collection String format is for use only with Parameterized APIs that return 
Scalar Data intended to be used for Reading Metrics.    If the Collection String 
format used is inconsistent with the API, then no value will be reported for the 
Collection Metric. 

When the Collection API is called, the specified parameter/value pairs, identified 
by “<P1>=<V1>” through “<Pn>=<Vn>”, will be passed and can be used to 
qualify the value to be acquired.  If the specified parameter/value pairs are not 
valid for the Collection API, then no value will be reported for the Collection 
Metric. 

If the Collection API succeeds, then the Scalar Data returned by the Collection 
API will be reported to MSP as a Collection Sample for the Collection Metric. 

SampleElement <Module> <API>=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP, <P1>=<V1>, ... , <Pn>=<Vn>} 

This Collection String format indicates that the Collection API Named <API> in 
the Collection Module Named <Module> within the Data Collection Solution 
serving the device is to be called.  If the specified Collection Module or Collection 
API is not supported by the Data Collection Solution serving the device, then no 
value will be reported for the Collection Metric. 

This Collection String format is for use only with Parameterized APIs that return 
Scalar Data intended to be used for Quantity Metrics.  If the Collection String 
format used is inconsistent with the API, then no value will be reported for the 
Collection Metric. 

The “Group=$GROUP” within the pair of curly braces indicates that the Collection 
API will be passed the name of the Collection Group for which the value is to be 
acquired.  Since Quantity Metric values must be acquired for the Collection 
Frequency of the Collection Group, this parameter is necessary to determine 
which value to return. 

When the Collection API is called, the name of the Collection Group and the 
other specified parameter/value pairs, identified by “<P1>=<V1>” through 
“<Pn>=<Vn>”, will be passed and can be used to qualify the value to be 
acquired.  If the specified parameter/value pairs are not valid for the API, then no 
value will be reported for the Collection Metric. 

If the Collection API succeeds, then the Scalar Data returned by the Collection 
API will be reported to MSP as a Collection Sample for the Collection Metric. 

SampleElement <Module> <API> {} {<Field>=$DcmID} 

This Collection String format indicates that the Collection API Named <API> in 
the Collection Module Named <Module> within the Data Collection Solution 
serving the device is to be called.  If the specified Collection Module or Collection 
API is not supported by the Data Collection Solution serving the device, then no 
value will be reported for the Collection Metric. 
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This Collection String format is for use only with Unparameterized APIs that 
return Structured Data intended to be used for Reading Metrics.  If the Collection 
String format used is inconsistent with the API, then no value will be reported for 
the Collection Metric. 

The empty first pair of curly braces indicates that no parameters are being 
passed and is required to allow the second pair curly braces to be specified.  The 
second pair of curly braces indicates the Field of the Structured Data to be 
referenced.  If the Field identified by <Field> is not a member of the returned 
Structured Data, then no value will be reported for the Collection Metric. 

If the Collection API succeeds, then the value of the Field named <Field> in the 
returned Structured Data will be extracted and will be reported to MSP as a 
Collection Sample for the Collection Metric. 

Collection Modules 
Collection Module Names are identified by the placeholder “<Module>” in the above Collection 
String formats.  Collection Module Names are specific to each Data Collection Solution.  Some 
Data Collection Solutions may support special-purpose Collection Metrics and/or may support 
plug-ins that can be used to add new Collection Modules. 

Many Data Collection Solutions will support, directly or through some form of mapping, some or 
all of the Collection Module Names that are referenced in the Collection Strings for Collection 
Metrics that are pre-defined within MSP.  This would allow these pre-defined Collection Metrics to 
be used as-is to request data collection from Data Collection Solutions that support them. 

Note: 

Any given Collection Module Name may or may not be supported by any given Data Collection 
Solution or for any given supported device.  Consult the documentation for a specific Data 
Collection Solution to determine the exact set Collection Module Names it supports and for which 
devices they can be used. 

Collection APIs 
Collection API Names are identified by the placeholder “<API>” in the above Collection String 
formats.  Each Collection API Name must be paired with a particular Collection Module Name to 
determine the API that will ultimately be called with any given Data Collection Solution to acquire 
Collection Samples for the corresponding Collection Metric. 

Many Data Collection Solutions will support, some or all of the Collection API Names that are 
referenced in the Collection Strings for Collection Metrics that are pre-defined within MSP.  This 
would allow these pre-defined Collection Metrics to be used as-is to request data collection from 
Data Collection Solutions that support them. 

Note: 

Any given Collection API Name may or may not be supported by any given Data Collection 
Solution or for any given supported device.  Consult the documentation for a specific Data 
Collection Solution to determine the exact set Collection API Names it supports, the Collection 
Module Names with which they must be paired, and for which devices they can be used. 
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Collection Strings for Pre-defined Collection Metrics 

Standard Collection Metric Collection Strings 
The Collections Strings for the Standard pre-defined Collection Metrics within MSP are shown in 
Table 6 below. 

Standard Metric 
Name 

Collection String 

AcChargeStatus SampleElement SystemManager GetSystemInfo {} {ACLineStatus=$DcmID} 

AcChargeTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetAcChargeTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

AcCycles SampleElement MotorolaTools GetAcChargeCount=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

AvailablePhysicalMemory SampleElement SystemManager GetSystemInfo {} {AvailablePhysicalMemory=$DcmID} 

AvailableStorageMemory SampleElement SystemManager GetSystemInfo {} {AvailableStorageMemory=$DcmID} 

BacklightActivations SampleElement MotorolaTools GetBacklightOnCount=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

BacklightOnTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetBacklightOnTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

BatteryLevel SampleElement MotorolaTools GetBatteryLevel=$DcmID 

BatteryLevelChange SampleElement MotorolaTools GetBatteryLevelDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

CpuTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetDeviceCpuTimeDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

CpuTime.MSPAgent SampleElement MotorolaTools GetProcessCpuTimeDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP, 
Process=30agent.exe} 

DisplayOnTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetDisplayOnTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

KeylightActivations SampleElement MotorolaTools GetKeylightOnCount=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

KeylightOnTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetKeylightOnTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

MemoryLoad SampleElement SystemManager GetSystemInfo {} {MemoryLoad=$DcmID} 

OnCycles SampleElement MotorolaTools GetPowerCycleCount=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

OnTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetDeviceOnTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

ScanAttempts SampleElement MotorolaTools GetScanAttemptCount=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

ScanBeamOnTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetScanBeamOnTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

ScanCompletions SampleElement MotorolaTools GetScanCompleteCount=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

TotalMemory SampleElement SystemManager GetSystemInfo {} {TotalMemory=$DcmID} 

TotalPhysicalMemory SampleElement SystemManager GetSystemInfo {} {TotalPhysicalMemory=$DcmID} 

TotalStorageMemory SampleElement SystemManager GetSystemInfo {} {TotalStorageMemory=$DcmID} 

Table 6 –Collection Strings for Standard pre-defined Collection Metrics 

WLAN Collection Metric Collection Strings 
The Collections Strings for the WWAN pre-defined Collection Metrics within MSP are shown in 
Table 7 below. 

WLAN Metric Name Collection String 

WlanErrors SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanErrorDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WlanOnTime SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanRadioOnTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WlanRecvBytes SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanReceiveByteDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WlanRecvPackets SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanReceivePacketDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WlanRetries SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanRetryDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WlanSignalQuality SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanSignalQuality=$DcmID 

WlanXmitBytes SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanTransmitByteDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WlanXmitPackets SampleElement MotorolaTools GetWlanTransmitPacketDelta=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 
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Table 7 –Collection Strings for WLAN pre-defined Collection Metrics 

WWAN Collection Metric Collection Strings 
The Collections Strings for the WWAN pre-defined Collection Metrics within MSP are shown in 
Table 8 below. 

WWAN Metric Name Collection String 

WwanErrorRate SampleElement WwanStats GetWwanErrorRate=$DcmID 

WwanIncomingCallAttempts SampleElement WwanStats GetIncomingCallAttempt=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WwanIncomingCallCompletions SampleElement WwanStats GetSuccessIncomingCall=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WwanIncomingCallDuration SampleElement WwanStats GetIncomingCallDuration=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WwanOnTime SampleElement WwanStats GetWwanRadioOnTime=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WwanOutgoingCallAttempts SampleElement WwanStats GetOutgoingCallAttempt=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WwanOutgoingCallCompletions SampleElement WwanStats GetSuccessOutgoingCall=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WwanOutgoingCallDuration SampleElement WwanStats GetOutgoingCallDuration=$DcmID {Group=$GROUP} 

WwanSignalQuality SampleElement WwanStats GetWwanSignalQuality=$DcmID 

Table 8 –Collection Strings for WWAN pre-defined Collection Metrics 

GPS Collection Metric Collection Strings 
The Collections Strings for the GPS pre-defined Collection Metrics within MSP are shown in 
Table 9 below. 

GPS Metric Name Collection String 

GPSAltitudeWRTEllipsoid SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetAltitudeWRTEllipsoid=$DcmID} 

GPSAltitudeWRTSeaLevel SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetAltitudeWRTSeaLevel=$DcmID} 

GPSDeviceState SampleElement GPSInfo GetDeviceState=$DcmID 

GPSDeviceStateOnTimeDelta SampleElement GPSInfo GetDeviceStateOnTimeDelta=$DcmID 

GPSHeading SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetHeading=$DcmID} 

GPSHorizontalDilutionOfPrecision SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetHorizontalDilutionOfPrecision=$DcmID} 

GPSLocation SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetGPSLocation=$DcmID} 

GPSMagneticVariation SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetMagneticVariation=$DcmID} 

GPSPositionalDilutionOfPrecision SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetPositionalDilutionOfPrecision=$DcmID} 

GPSSatellitesCount SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetSatellitesCount=$DcmID} 

GPSSatellitesInView SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetSatellitesInView=$DcmID} 

GPSServiceState SampleElement GPSInfo GetServiceState=$DcmID 

GPSServiceStateOnTimeDelta SampleElement GPSInfo GetServiceStateOnTimeDelta=$DcmID 

GPSSpeed SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetSpeed=$DcmID} 

GPSTime SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetUTCTime=$DcmID} 

GPSVerticalDilutionOfPrecision SampleElement GPSInfo GetGPSPosition {} {GetVerticalDilutionOfPrecision=$DcmID} 
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Table 9 –Collection Strings for GPS pre-defined Collection Metrics 

Smart Battery Collection Metric Collection Strings 
The Collections Strings for the Smart Battery pre-defined Collection Metrics within MSP are 
shown in Table 10 below. 

Smart Battery Metric Name Collection String 

BatteryChargeCyclesChange SampleElement SmartBatteryInfo GetBatteryChargeCyclesCountDelta=$DcmID 

BatteryChargeCycles SampleElement SmartBatteryInfo GetBatteryChargeCyclesCount=$DcmID 

BatteryTemperatureChange SampleElement SmartBatteryInfo GetBatteryTemperatureDelta=$DcmID 

BatteryTemperature SampleElement SmartBatteryInfo GetBatteryTemperature=$DcmID 

Table 10 –Collection Strings for Smart Battery pre-defined Collection Metrics 

Collection Categories 
A Collection Category is a group of Collection Metrics that is always collected together.  MSP 
ships with pre-defined Collection Categories each of which references a pre-defined set of 
Collection Metrics included. 

Pre-defined Collection Categories can be edited, but it is generally recommended not to do so, 
since it would cause the state of the MSP System to deviate from the information contained within 
this document.  It is instead recommended to create new Collection Categories and/or to copy 
pre-defined Collection Categories and then edit the new or copied Collection Categories. 

The Collection Categories pre-defined within MSP are detailed in Table 11 below. 

Category Name Collection Metrics Category Purpose 

Battery.Status BatteryLevel 
BatteryLevelChange 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
discharging of the batteries in a population of 
devices over time. 

Charge.Activity AcChargeStatus 
AcChargeTime 
AcCycles. 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
charging of the batteries in a population of 
devices over time. 

CPU.Usage CpuTime 
MspAgent.CpuTime 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
amount of CPU used by a population of 
devices over time. 

GPS.Common GPSHeading 
GPSLocation 
GPSSpeed 
GPSTime 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
location of the device and a minimal amount 
other location-related and motion-related 
information, as determined from the GPS 
subsystem on the device. 
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Category Name Collection Metrics Category Purpose 

GPS.Info GPSAltitudeWRTEllipsoid 
GPSAltitudeWRTSeaLevel 
GPSDeviceState 
GPSDeviceStateOnTime 
GPSHeading 
GPSHorizontalDilutionOfPrecision 
GPSLocation 
GPSMagneticVariation 
GPSPositionalDilutionOfPrecision 
GPSSatellitesCount 
GPSSatellitesInView 
GPSServiceState 
GPSServiceStateOnTime 
GPSSpeed 
GPSTime 
GPSVerticalDilutionOfPrecision 

This category is suitable for monitoring 
everything that is known about GPS-based 
device location, as determined from the GPS 
subsystem on the device. 

Memory.Totals TotalMemory 
TotalPhysicalMemory 
TotalStorageMemory 

This category is suitable for determining the 
amounts of memory actually installed in a 
population of devices.  Since devices rarely 
change the total amounts of memory they 
have, the Collection Metrics in this category 
are defined to store “Last Value Only”. 

Memory.Usage AvailablePhysicalMemory 
AvailableStorageMemory 
MemoryLoad 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
usage of various types of memory by a 
population of devices over time. 

MobileDevice.All AcCycles 
AcChargeStatus 
AcChargeTime 
AvailablePhysicalMemory 
AvailableStorageMemory 
BacklightActivations 
BacklightOnTime 
BatteryLevel 
BatteryLevelChange 
CpuTime 
CpuTime.MSPAgent 
DisplayOnTime 
KeylightActivations 
KeylightOnTime 
MemoryLoad 
OnCycles 
OnTime 
ScanAttempts 
ScanBeamOnTime 
ScanCompletions 
TotalMemory 
TotalPhysicalMemory 
TotalStorageMemory 
WlanErrors 
WlanOnTime 
WlanRecvBytes 
WlanRecvPackets 
WlanRetries 
WlanSignalQuality 
WlanXmitBytesand 
WlanXmitPackets 

This category is suitable for troubleshooting by 
monitoring everything available about a 
population of devices over time.  Since this 
could generate a high volume of data, it should 
be used with caution.  In general, this category 
should only be applied with one or more limits, 
such as in the number of devices to which it is 
applied, the frequency with which it is 
collected, or the duration over which it is used. 
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Category Name Collection Metrics Category Purpose 

Power.Consumption BacklightOnTime 
DisplayOnTime 
OnTime 
ScanBeamOnTime 
KeylightOnTime 
WlanOnTime 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
amount of power consumed by a population of 
devices over time by monitoring the amount of 
time major consumers of energy are powered 
on. 

Scanner.Usage ScanAttempts 
ScanBeamOnTime 
ScanCompletions 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
scanning activity of a population of devices 
over time. 

SmartBattery.Status BatteryChargeCycles 
BatteryChargeCyclesChange 
BatteryTemperature 
BatteryTemperatureChange 

This category is suitable for monitoring Smart 
Battery Charge Cycles and Temperature. 

User.Interactions AcCycles 
BacklightActivations 
KeylightActivations 
OnCycles 
ScanAttempts 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
usage of a population of devices over time by 
monitoring activities that generally occur 
because a Device User has physically 
interacted with the device. 

Wlan.Performance WlanErrors 
WlanOnTime 
WlanRecvBytes 
WlanRecvPackets 
WlanRetries 
WlanSignalQuality 
WlanXmitBytes 
WlanXmitPackets 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
performance of the Wireless LAN for a 
population of devices over time. 

Wwan.Performance WwanIncomingCallAttempts 
WwanIncomingCallCompletions 
WwanIncomingCallDuration 
WwanOutgoingCallAttempts 
WwanOutgoingCallCompletions 
WwanOutgoingCallDuration 
WwanErrorRate 
WwanOnTime 
WwanSignalQuality 

This category is suitable for monitoring the 
performance of the Wireless WAN for a 
population of devices over time. 

Table 11 – Pre-defined Collection Categories 

Collection Types 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, the purpose of a Collection 
Request is identified by the Collection Type assigned to the Collection Request.  The choice of 
Collection Type controls whether data is stored historically and the statistical evaluation, if any, to 
be applied to the data. 

Collection Applicability 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, an Applicability Rule 
determines the devices to which a given Collection Request is Applicable and hence the devices 
from which the requested collection is to occur. 
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Collection Frequencies 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, a Collection Request can 
request data to be collected every 1 hour, which is commonly used for Long Term Analysis, or 
every 15 or 5 minutes, which is commonly used for Short Term Troubleshooting.  Collection 
Frequencies are used to determine the Collection Sample Times at which Collection Samples will 
be collected. 

Collection Requests 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects, Collection Requests are the 
primary concept within Data Collection.  A Collection Request defined a unique combination of a 
Collection Type, a set of Collection Metrics, a set of devices, and a Frequency. 

Collection Groups 
A Collection Group is the set of all Collection Metrics that are requested to be collected at the 
same Collection Frequency from the same device. 

The set of Collection Groups to be configured for a device is determined by aggregating all 
Collection Metrics referenced by Collection Categories that are referenced by Collection 
Requests that are Applicable to that device.  The Collection Metrics are then organized by 
assigning them to one Collection Group for each different Collection Frequency at which at least 
one Collection Metric is to be collected for that device.  If a given Collection Metric is requested at 
multiple Collection Frequencies, that Collection Metric will be assigned only to the Collection 
Group for the fastest (most frequent) Collection Frequency at which it is requested. 

Collection Groups are the organizational means by which a device is configured to collect the 
right Collection Metrics at the right Collection Frequencies.  Collection Groups are also the 
organization means by which samples for Collection Metrics that are collected at the same 
Collection Frequency are reported to MSP  

Collection Sample Times 
MSP expects Data Collection to occur at specific times, not on elapsed intervals.  So, while a 
Collection Frequency may specify that data is to be collected every 5 minutes, every 15 minutes, 
or every hour, these should be considered to indicate offsets from the top of the hour, not 
intervals since the last time a sample was taken.  In particular: 

 If a Collection Metric is requested to be collected every 5 minutes, it will be collected at 5 
minute offsets within the hour (i.e. at xx:00, xx:05, xx:10, xx:15, xx:20, xx:25, xx:30, 
xx:35, xx:40, xx:45, xx:50, and xx:55 only). 

 If a Collection Metric is requested to be collected every 15 minutes, it will be collected at 
15 minute offsets within the hour (i.e. at xx:00, xx:15, xx:30, and xx:45 only). 

 If a Collection Metric is requested to be collected every hour, then it will be collected at 
the start of each hour (i.e. at xx:00 only). 

Collection Settings 
MSP aggregates all the Collection Requests that are Applicable to a given device to determine 
the set Collection Groups to be configured for collection from that device.  MSP then constructs a 
Collection Settings and delivers it to the device via a Settings Job. 

The Data Collection Solution that is responsible for collecting data from that device is responsible 
for processing the Collection Settings within the Settings Jobs and configuring the collection of 
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the Collection Metrics at the Collection Frequencies requested for the Collection Groups in that 
Collection Settings.  If the Data Collection Solution cannot reasonably honor the request made by 
a given Collection Settings, it will reject the request by causing the Settings Job to fail. 

Notes: 

A Data Collection Solution will generally reject a Collection Settings that is applied to a device if it 
requests the collection of a Collection Metric that is completely unsupported by that Data 
Collection Solution. 

A Data Collection Solution may accept or reject a Collection Settings that is applied to a device if 
it requests the collection of a Collection Metric that is supported by that Data Collection Solution 
for some devices but which is not supported for that specific device. 

A Data Collection Solution may be able to collect a given Collection Metric from a device at one 
time and yet be unable collect that same Collection Metric from that same device at another time.  
In such a case, the Data Collection Solution will generally accept a Collection Settings that 
applied to that device that requests the collection of that Collection Metric. 

Collection Samples 
A Collection Sample is a value collected for a particular Collection Metric from a particular device 
at a particular Collection Sample Time as requested as part of a Collection Group.  Collection 
Samples requested as part of the same Collection Group are always collected together at the 
same Collection Sample Time, if possible. 

It may not always be possible to obtain a Collection Sample for every Collection Metric requested 
by a particular Collection Group at every Collection Sample Time.  When such a situations 
occurs, Collection Samples will still be collected for other Collection Metrics requested by the 
same Collection Group at that Collection Sample Time. 

Collection Documents 
Collection Samples are reported to MSP via Collection Documents.  Any one Collection 
Document carries all the Collection Samples for all the Collection Metrics requested by a given 
Collection Group that were collected at one or more consecutive Collection Sample Times. 

Collected Data 
Collected Data is the term used to refer to all the Collection Samples collected for all Collection 
Metrics from all devices, as reported by all Collection Documents.  Collected Data is stored in the 
Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database. 

Collected Data Tables 
The Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database are used to store all Collected Data for all 
managed devices.  Values for Collection Samples for a given Collection Metric for a given device 
are stored in the Collected Data Tables in chronological order by the local time stamp assigned 
by the device when each Collection Sample was collected. 

MSP will keep all Collection Samples for a given device until one of the following occurs: 

 If a device is deleted from MSP, then all Collection Samples for that device will be deleted 
from the Collected Data Tables. 
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 MSP purges all Collection Samples for all devices when their age exceeds a maximum age.  
For more information on configuring data retention, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Prerequisites 

Device Requirements 

MSP Client Software Version 
Many devices ship with MSP Client Software pre-installed, although the version pre-installed on a 
device will vary with the vintage of software image loaded on that device.  In order for Data 
Collection to be used for a device, that device must have a suitable MSP Client Software version 
installed. 

Some Data Collection features may not be available except when a suitably recent MSP Client 
Software version is used.  In most cases, best results will be achieved when a version of MSP 
Client Software is used that is equal to or higher than one shipped with the version of MSP that is 
being used to manage a device. 

Note: 

In some cases, a device may ship with a version of MSP Client Software pre-installed that is 
newer than the version that shipped with the version of MSP being used.  In such cases, it is 
generally recommended to use the version of MSP Client Software that shipped on the device 
and not to downgrade the MSP Client Software to the version that shipped with MSP. 

Scheduled Execution of MSP Client Software 
Most MSP Management Functionality, including Data Collection, relies on the automatic 
scheduled execution of the MSP Client Software.  During scheduled execution, The MSP Client 
Software will perform various types of local processing and check-in with the Relay Server, when 
appropriate. 

Scheduled execution of the MSP Client Software must be configured for each device, typically by 
Staging appropriate Settings, either explicitly, by applying an Agent.30 Settings Object or 
implicitly, by deploying one of the standard Packages enable30.apf and debug30.apf. 

Deployed Data Collection Solution 
Before MSP can successfully configure a Directly Managed device to collect data on behalf of 
any Collection Request, a Control Module for a suitable Data Collection Solution must be 
deployed to enable Data Collection for that device. 

Notes: 

In MSP 3.3.1, the use of Data Collection requires the use of a Data Collection Solution. 

For more information on Data Collection Solutions, see Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – 
Understanding Data Collection Solutions and MSP. 

For more information on the Athena Data Collection Solution, see Using the Athena Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 

For more information on the Motorola Data Collection Solution, see Using the Motorola Data 
Collection Solution with MSP. 
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Activated and Deactivated Collection Requests 
Collection Requests are the mechanism used to define the Data Collection to be performed for 
devices.  There can be multiple active Collection Requests at any one time.  Each Collection 
Request can apply to any number of devices.  Each device can have any number of Collection 
Requests that are Applicable to it. 

Before MSP can collect any data from any device on behalf of a Collection Request, that 
Collection Request must be Activated.  When a Collection Request is first created or imported 
into MSP, it is Deactivated.  A Collection Request can be Activated immediately after creation 
using the Activate link in the Related Tasks popup that is presented.  A Collection Request can 
also be Activated in the following ways: 

 By using the Activate link in the Related Tasks area on the Collection Request Detail page 
of the Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

 By using the Activate link in the list of Collection Requests shown on the Collection 
Requests page of the Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

A Collection Request can be Deactivated if it is desirable to keep it in the MSP Object Library for 
later use while reducing system load by suspending the collection of data on its behalf.  An 
Activated Collection Request must also be Deactivated before it can be edited or deleted.  A 
Collection Request can be Deactivated in the following ways: 

 By using the Deactivate link in the Related Tasks area on the Collection Request Detail 
page of the Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

 By using the Deactivate link in the list of Collection Requests shown on the Collection 
Requests page of the Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

To edit a Collection Request, navigate to the Collection Request Detail page for the Collection 
Request by clicking the link for the Collection Request from either the Collection Requests page 
of the Control tab of the MSP Console UI. 

To delete a Collection Request, navigate to the Collection Request Detail page of the Control 
tab of the MSP Console UI and use the Delete link in the Related Tasks area. You also can go 
to the Collection Request List page and select the Collection Request and clicking Delete. 

Applicable Devices 
Before MSP will configure a device to collect data on behalf of a Collection Request, the 
Collection Request must be Applicable to the device as determined by the Applicability Rule 
defined for the Collection Request. 

Reasons for Collecting Data 
Collection Requests can be used to collect data for various purposes, including: 

Long Term Analysis 
One key reason for doing Data Collection is to obtain data that will be used for Long Term 
Analysis.  Long Term Analysis involves collecting data periodically from devices and performing 
statistical evaluation on it to identify long term trends.  In particular, Long Term Analysis seeks to 
identify normal operation and any significant deviations (good or bad) from normal operation. 

The hallmarks of Long Term Analysis generally are: 

 A User is looking for trends of normal vs. abnormal behavior over time. 
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 Data is typically collected from all devices or a fairly large population of devices. 

 A Collection Category is typically chosen that contains all Collection Metrics that are 
generally relevant to the chosen population of devices and the ways in which they are used. 

 Data is collected over a relatively long period of time and at a low frequency (e.g. once per 
hour). 

 The focus is generally on past data viewed at a daily or weekly Time Scale since there is 
generally no need for immediate corrective action. 

Generally speaking, Long Term Analysis is performed using the following steps: 

1. Identify a (typically large) population of devices to be tracked over a long duration. 

2. Identify or create a Collection Category that contains all Collection Metrics that are 
relevant to the selected population of devices and the way they are used. 

3. Create a Collection Request to collect the selected Collection Category from the selected 
population of devices at a frequency of 1 hour. 

4. Wait at least several hours before viewing Collected Data, 

5. Wait at least a few days before viewing Long Term Analysis results (if this feature is 
used). 

Short Term Troubleshooting 
Another key reason for doing Data Collection is to obtain data that will be used for Short Term 
Troubleshooting.  Short Term Troubleshooting involves collecting data periodically from devices 
and using it to identify acute deviations (good or bad) from normal operation and to focus on the 
potential reasons for those deviations. The number of devices required for Short Term 
Troubleshooting is 12. 

The hallmarks of short-term trending generally are: 

 A User is generally investigating a specific situation or observed pattern of deviation (often 
identified by Long Term Analysis). 

 Data is typically collected from a small population of devices. 

 A Collection Category is typically chosen that contains key Collection Metrics that are thought 
to be especially relevant to the situation being investigated. 

 Data is collected over a relatively short period of time and at a high frequency (e.g. every 15 
minutes or even every 5 minutes). 

 The focus is generally on recent data viewed at an hourly Time Scale since there may be an 
urgent need to take corrective action. 

Generally speaking, Short Term Troubleshooting is performed using the following steps: 

6. Identify a specific situation to be investigated in detail (often based on Long Term 
Analysis). 

7. Identify a small population of devices that equally represents the levels of deviation 
exhibited by the entire population of devices with respect to the issue to be investigated. 

8. Identify or create a Collection Category that contains a relatively key Collection Metrics 
that are thought to be of especially relevant to the situation being investigated. 

9. Create a Collection Request to collect the selected Collection Category from the selected 
devices at a frequency of 15 minutes or 5 minutes. 
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10. Wait at least 2-3 sample intervals before viewing Collected Data for the Collection 
Request. 

11. Wait until Long Term Analysis Processing has run at least once before requesting Short 
Term Analysis of the Collection Request. 

12. Based on what is learned, do one or more of the following: 

a. Wait for additional data to be collected. 

b. Take corrective action and monitor and assess the progress and results 

c. Adjust the Collection Request as needed to collect additional data and/or to 
adjust the set of devices from which data is being collected. 

How Data Collection Works 
This section describes how Data Collection actually functions within MSP, independent of the 
detailed operation of any specific Data Collection Solution. 

Requesting Data Collection from One or More 
Devices 
Data Collection is configured and controlled through Collection Requests.  Each Collection 
Request Object specifies a Collection Category that identifies a set of Collection Metrics to be 
collected, an Applicability Rule that identifies the set of devices from which data will be collected, 
and a Collection Frequency that identifies when data will be collected. 

When MSP is initially installed, no Collection Request Objects exist and hence no data is 
collected from any devices.  This is intentional to prevent load due to Data Collection from 
occurring until and unless it is specifically requested. 

There may be many Collection Requests that are defined and Activated within a given MSP 
system.  Each Collection Request has its own Applicability Rule, which causes it to be Applicable 
to a set of devices.  Since Applicability Rules for different Collection Requests can overlap, there 
may be multiple Collection Requests that are Applicable to any given device at any given time.  
This means that each device must be considered independently when determining how to 
configure it to collect the data necessary to meet the needs of all such Collection Requests. 

Whenever a change is made to the Applicability Rule of a Collection Request, MSP must re-
evaluate that Collection Request to determine the set of devices to which it is now Applicable.  
This can cause a change to whether the Collection Request is Applicable to any given device.  
Whenever the Device Attributes for a device change, MSP must re-evaluate the Applicability Rule 
for every Collection Request to determine whether each Collection Request is Applicable to that 
device. 

Whenever the set of Collection Requests that are Applicable to a given device changes, MSP 
must re-evaluate the proper configuration of Data Collection that should be in effect for that 
device.  MSP aggregates together all of the Collection Metrics referenced by all of the Collection 
Categories referenced by all of the Activated Collection Requests that are Applicable to that 
device.  MSP then removes any Collection Metrics that are duplicated, keeping one request for 
each Collection Metric at the fastest requested frequency.  Any one Collection Metric will thus be 
collected at no more than one frequency at a time from any one device. 

Using the aggregated list of all requested Collection Metrics, MSP creates a Settings Job to 
configure the requisite Data Collection and sends it to the device.  When the device receives and 
processes the Settings Job, the Data Collection Settings are processed by the Control Module 
that supports Data Collection, resulting in the subsequent collection of the requested data. 
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Normally, MSP will not send a Settings Job to configure Data Collection to a device that does not 
have one of the Control Modules required to support Data Collection.  Under rare circumstances, 
however, this could happen if a Settings Job was sent while the requisite Control Module was 
present but was not processed until after the requisite Control Module had been removed.  If this 
happens, the Setting Job will fail and Data Collection will not be configured on that device.  If the 
requisite Control Module is later deployed, MSP will automatically send a Settings Job to 
configure Data Collection as needed. 

Since Data Collection occurs at scheduled times instead of scheduled intervals, a Collection 
Request that requests data to be collected every hour could be accomplished by combining 4 
samples collected every 15 minutes or 12 samples collected every 5 minutes.  When aggregating 
samples Reading Metrics use the last sample and Quantity Metrics use the sum of all samples. 

Configuring Data Collection for a Device 
Once a Settings Job to configure Data Collection for a device is delivered, it is the responsibility 
of the Data Collection Solution used for that device to process that Settings Job and configure the 
collection of the requested data at the requested frequency from that device. 

Collecting Data from a Device 
Once the Data Collection Solution used for a device has configured the device to collect 
requested data at a requested frequency, it is the responsibility of that Data Collection Solution to 
arrange to collect samples of the requested data at the requested frequency. 

Delivering Collection Documents for a Device 
Once the Data Collection Solution used for a device has collected one or more samples of 
requested data, it is the responsibility of that Data Collection Solution to deliver them, as one or 
more Collection Documents, to the Relay Server to which the device is assigned. 

Pulling Collection Documents from Relay Servers 
Once Collection Documents are delivered by a Data Collection Solution a Relay Server, they 
reside there until they are uploaded by the Collection Service on the MSP Server.  The time it 
takes for MSP to upload Collection Documents from a given Relay Server will depend on a 
number of factors, including: 

 The number of Relay Servers the Collection Service of the MSP Server is managing. 

 The number of threads allocated to the Collection Service of the MSP Server via the MSP 
Administration Program.  For more information on thread allocation, see Administering MSP 
3.3.1. 

 The availability and reliability of various Relay Server and the connectivity and bandwidth to 
them. 

 The number of Collection Documents present on various Relay Servers. 

 The time window, if any, defined configured to limit when the Collection Service of the MSP 
Server can upload Collection Documents from various Relay Servers. 

Depending on the above factors, it may make sense to limit the total number of Collection 
Documents that are allowed to be stored at once on various Relay Server.s  This can be 
configured within MSP on a per-Relay Server basis and can help prevent unbounded 
accumulation of Collection Documents on a Relay Server in the event of any interruptions or 
slow-downs in the upload of these documents. 
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Notes: 

Limiting the number of Collection Documents that can be stored on a given Relay Server can 
prevent an overload of the Relay Server.  It can also shift the burden of storing Collected Data to 
the Data Collection Solution responsible for collecting data from a given device. 

Depending on how a specific Data Collection Solution operates, there may also be limits on how 
much data can be stored within that Data Collection Solution.  As a result, when both the Relay 
Server storage limit is reached and the Data Collection Solution storage limit is reached, the Data 
Collection Solution may need to temporarily suspend collection from one or more devices.  If that 
happens, then it could result in a consequent loss of information about the device. 

Processing Collection Documents 
As the Collection Service of the MSP Server pulls Collection Documents from various Relay 
Servers, it processes those documents to extract the Collection Samples contained within them.  
The Collection Service is designed to limit how many Collection Samples it can process from a 
given Relay Server at once on a given thread.  This limitation is designed to ensure that the 
uploading and processing of Collection Documents is balanced across the entire set of Relay 
Servers. 

When processing Collection Samples, any Collection Samples whose time stamp is “nonsensical” 
will be discarded.   This is primarily designed to catch situations where Data Collection is 
requested from devices whose local time has not been set.  For example, if a device has a local 
time of January 1, 2003, it likely means that its local time has not been set and that any Collection 
Samples from that device cannot be accurately located in time. 

Rather than store such “questionable” data, it will be discarded.  When Collection Samples for a 
device are discarded, that fact will be logged in the Event Viewer.  In addition, of the Device 
Attributes “Status.CollectionRejected” or “Status.GPSCollectionRejected” will be set to a value of 
1 to indicate that the device may need attention. 

Once all the Collection Samples in a Collection Document have been processed, the Collection 
Document is deleted from the Relay Server from which it was uploaded. 

Storing Data into the Collected Data Tables 
Once the Collection Service finishes processing Collection Samples extracted from a Collection 
document, it stores them into the Collected Data Tables of the MSP Database.  Since there can 
be a significant time lag from when data is collected to when it is processed, t is possible that 
Collection Samples may be no longer relevant when it is finally processed by the Collection 
Service.  For example, the device from which the data was collected may have been deleted.  In 
such cases, the irrelevant data will be discarded. 

Collection Samples are stored into the Collected Data Tables according to device local time on 
the device from which it was collected.  The use of device local time means that data within the 
MSP Console UI will all be evaluated and displayed aligned based on the local time on the 
devices. 

Storing Collection Samples based on device local time can be very useful, for example, in 
determining that devices in different time zones all exhibit similar behavior at “lunch time”.  The 
use of device local time also means that it is crucial for the date, time, and time zone on each 
device to be set reasonably before Data Collection begins.  The DateAndTime Control Module, as 
described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Control Modules, is one way to achieve 
this. 
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As described previously, if the time stamp on a Collection Sample is “nonsensical” then it will be 
discarded.  This is necessary since the data could not be stored in the Collected Data Tables in a 
meaningful location based on its chronological order, nor could it be usefully evaluated or 
displayed.  And, even if the data were stored, it would likely be immediately purged due to its 
apparent advanced age.  The DateAndTime Control Module, as described in Understanding MSP 
3.3.1 – Understanding Control Modules, can be used to ensure that the local time on the device is 
set appropriately. 

Collected Data cannot be stored into the Collected Data Tables while Long Term Analysis 
Processing is in progress.  This prevents the statistical results of Long Term Analysis from being 
skewed by changes in the data during statistical processing.  This could cause an additional lag 
in the availability of Collected Data. 

The Collection Types defined for the set of Collection Requests that are Applicable to a given 
device are used to determine how the data is to be stored and evaluated.  The rules for 
determining the handling of data are as follows: 

 If all Collection Requests specify Last Value Only, then the data will be stored only as 
Collection Device Attributes and no historical values will be maintained or evaluated. 

 If at least one Collection Request specifies Long Term Analysis, Short Term Troubleshooting, 
or Historical Only, then historical values will be stored, up to a maximum age.  For more 
information on configuring data retention, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

 If at least one Collection Request specifies Long Term Analysis, then Long Term Analysis 
Processing will be performed periodically, in the background, as configured.  For more 
information on configuring Long Term Analysis, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

 If at least one Collection Requests specifies Short Term Troubleshooting, then the statistical 
evaluation for Short Term Troubleshooting will be performed on demand, in the foreground, 
as requested via the MSP Console UI. 

Storing Data as Collection Device Attributes 
The most recently collected Collection Samples for every Collection Metric from every device is 
always stored into one or more Collection Device Attribute for that device and metric.  Storing 
Collected Data as Collection Device Attributes expands the number of available Device Attributes 
and provides some significant benefits, including: 

 Collection Device Attributes can be used to search for and filter devices (e.g. Show me all 
devices whose battery levels are below 50%). 

 Collection Device Attributes can be configured to be displayed in columns of Device Lists 
(e.g. Show whether a device is on AC power). 

 Collection Device Attributes can be used in Applicability Rules for Policies, Actions, and Data 
Collection Requests (e.g. Create a Policy to deploy a patched application version that fixes a 
memory leak to devices showing low available memory). 

Depending on the Collection Types specified for the Collection Requests that are Applicable to a 
device, the data collected from that device may also be stored in the Collected Data Tables as 
shown in the following section. 

Availability of Collected Data for a Device 
Collected Data stored in the Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database is available for use 
within MSP as follows: 
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 Collected Data is available for viewing as soon as it is processed and stored in the Collected 
Data Tables. 

 Storage of Collected Data into the Collected Data Tables will be temporarily delayed while 
the Long Term Analysis Processing is in progress. 

 Collected Data is always displayed as raw sample values shown in chronological order based 
on the time stamp in device local time that was affixed by the device when the data was 
collected. 

 Collected Data is fixed and will not change once it is collected and stored in the Collected 
Data Tables. 

 New Collected Data can be added at the end (i.e. at a newer chronological time) or purged 
from the beginning (when the oldest samples reaches maximum age) but samples will never 
be altered or removed from the middle. 

Note: 

MSP always stores data in the Collected Data Tables based on the time stamp reported by the 
device in device local time as long as that time is “reasonable”.  Consequently, if the local time on 
a device is changed on a device, then it is possible that data reported by the device will “go 
backwards” and be stored at an earlier point in the Collected Data Tables.  This could cause 
confusing or erroneous results due to the non-continuous nature of the reported samples. 

Viewing Collected Data for a Device 
Regardless of the Data Collection Solution used to collect the data, the data can be viewed 
directly in two graphical ways: 

 For a single selected Collection Metric for a single selected device 

A Column Chart can be displayed that shows the individual values collected for the selected 
Collection Metric from the selected device over time. 

 For one or more Collection Metrics for one or more devices 

A Line Graph can be displayed for each selected Collection Metric that compares the values 
of collected for that Collection Metric from the selected devices across the same Time Scale. 

Viewing Collected Data is looking at data in its “raw” form, in other words, exactly as it was 
collected.  Directly viewing Collected Data can provide insight into the operation of a specific 
aspect of a specific device or can provide comparison of the operation of a set of selected 
devices.  Viewing Collected Data graphically can make it possible to spot patterns visually. 

Sometimes, however, the patterns may be difficult to spot visually just by a examining a graphical 
depiction of raw data.  In such cases, a more sophisticated presentation of “cooked” data that has 
been subjected to statistical evaluation may help to identify and highlight similarities and 
differences that are statistically significant. 

For a detailed explanation of the statistical evaluation features of MSP, or its operation on sets of 
devices, Collection Examination can be used as described in this document in Chapter 7 - Using 
Collected Data. 
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Purging Collected Data from Collected Data 
Tables 
MSP will automatically purge Collected Data from the Collected Data Tables of the MSP 
Database when it reaches a maximum age (the time between its time stamp in device local time 
and the current time on the MSP Server).  For more information on configuring data retention, see 
Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Best Practices 
The following Best Practices can be followed to help improve the overall success of Data 
Collection. 

 Define the Applicability Rule for each Collection Request carefully to collect the 
minimum amount of data from the minimum number of devices as seldom as required 
to achieve the desired result. 

Data Collection is fairly expensive in terms of computing resources.  Collecting unnecessary 
data, collecting data from unnecessary devices, or collecting data too frequently can 
negatively impact the performance of MSP, devices, and the Enterprise network. 

 Define Collection Requests used for Long Term Analysis to cover relatively large 
populations of devices and let them collect and evaluate data at slow frequencies over 
relatively long durations. 

Long Term Analysis uses statistical evaluation methods that provide best results when 
applied to relatively large populations (hundreds or thousands of devices not tens of devices) 
and over relatively long durations (weeks or months, not days).  Trends will often become 
apparent only given adequate data and evaluation over time. 

 Define Collection Requests used for Short Term Troubleshooting to cover relatively 
small populations of devices and let them collect data at faster frequencies over 
relatively short durations. 

Short Term Troubleshooting is designed to facilitate closer to “real world” investigation.  It is 
therefore important to strike a balance between completeness and performance.  Ideally, a 
small population of devices would be chosen and then key relevant Collection Metrics are 
collected at a fast frequency.  This will allow quick rendering of data that can rapidly lead to 
useful insights. 

 Choose the population of devices for a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection 
Request to be a multiple of four (4), when possible. 

Since Short Term Troubleshooting uses Quartiling, it will produce best results when the 
population of devices can be divided into four equal-size groups.  When this is not the case, 
some groups will have one more device than others and the accuracy of the Troubleshooting 
Chart will be somewhat diminished. 
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 Choose a population of devices that equally represents the levels of deviation 
exhibited by the entire population of devices with respect to the issue to be 
investigated. 

When looking for root causes, it is not usually effective to focus on just the good. just the bad, 
or just the normal.  For best results, you should select a population of devices that evenly 
represents the range of distribution.  This may end up over-representing some conditions, but 
this is actually desirable since it provides similar quantities of devices that have each level of 
deviation which can be compared and contrasted when looking for similarities and differences 
that might be indicative of the root cause. 

 Delete or Deactivate Collection Requests when there is no need for data to be 
collected on their behalf. 

If a Collection Request is the sole reason certain Collection Metrics are being collected from 
certain devices, then Deleting or Deactivating that Collection Request will stop the collection 
of data from those devices.  This can be useful and advantageous if that data is not always 
required.  Activating a Deactivated Collection Request will restart the collection of any data 
that was stopped when the Collection Request was Deactivated 

 



 
 

 

Chapter 7 - Using Collected Data 

Overview 
Collected Data can be used in a variety of ways in MSP. 

First, Collected Data can be used in its “raw” form, without any statistical evaluation.  The various 
ways to view Collected Data in its “raw” form and covered later in this chapter in the section 
Viewing Collected Data. 

Second, Collected Data can be subjected to statistical evaluation, either as part of Long Term 
Analysis or Short Term Troubleshooting.  Statistical evaluation applies statistical calculations to 
transform lower-value “raw” Collected Data from the Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database 
into higher-value “cooked” data statistical information. The end result of statistical evaluation is a 
statistical distribution of the devices.  Due to the different purposes of Long Term Analysis or 
Short Term Troubleshooting, and due to the significantly different methods of statistical evaluation 
used, the exact meaning of the distribution will vary. 

Key Concepts 
To understand how to use Collected Data, there are some key concepts that must be understood.  
This section will identify these key concepts, explain why they are important, and reference the 
sections, in this and other documents, where they are described in more detail. 

Collection Requests 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects and in this document in 
Chapter 6 - Using Data Collection, Collection Requests are the primary concept within Data 
Collection and hence are provide the data that can be used for various purposes. 

In addition to defining the data to be collected, Collection Requests also specify how (or whether) 
data is stored historically and what, if any, statistical evaluation will be applied to it.  If a Collection 
Request is Deactivated, it will cease to drive the collection of new data, but it will continue cause 
the storage of new data (that may still be pending) and/or the statistical evaluation of new and/or 
old data. 
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Applicability Rules 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects and in this document in 
Chapter 6 - Using Data Collection, an Applicability Rule is used to determine which devices a 
given Collection Request applies to.  Applicability for a Collection Request is determined by 
evaluating the Applicability Rule for the Collection Request to determine the devices from which 
the requested collection is to occur.  In addition to controlling the devices from which data will be 
collected, Applicability determines the devices for which data will be subjected to statistical 
evaluation, if requested. 

Collection Metrics and Collection Categories 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Objects and in this document in 
Chapter 6 - Using Data Collection, each Collection Request specifies the Collection Metrics to be 
collected by referencing a Collection Category Object.  All Collection Metrics in the selected 
Collection Category will be collected from all devices to which the Collection Request is 
Applicable.  In addition to controlling the Collection Metrics that will be collected from Applicable 
devices, the selected Collection Category determines the Collection Metrics for which data will be 
collected and potentially stored historically and evaluated. 

Collected Data 
Collected Data is the term used to refer to all the Collection Samples collected for all Collection 
Metrics from all devices, as reported by all Collection Documents.  Collected Data is stored in the 
Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database. 

Collection Device Attributes 
Collection Device Attributes is the term used to refer to Device Attributes created to hold the 
latest Collection Samples collected for each Collection Metric.  Depending on the definition of a 
Collection Metric and/or the Request Type of a Collection Request, Collection Samples may be 
stored as Collected Data and as Collection Device Attributes, or only as Collection Device 
Attributes. 

Viewing “Raw” Collected Data 

Prerequisites 

Suitable Collected Data 
Viewing “Raw” Collected Data relies on suitable data being present on the Collected Data Tables 
in the MSP Database, hence data must be collected as described in this document in Chapter 6 - 
Using Data Collection.  If no data has been collected or if data has been collected but has been 
discarded, due to unreasonable time stamps, then “raw” data cannot be viewed. 

Once a Collection Document has been uploaded and processed and has been successfully 
stored by MSP, the data becomes available for viewing from the MSP Console UI.  Collected 
Data can be viewed in the following ways: 
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Viewing Collection Device Attributes 
The most recently collected samples for each Collection Metric collected for each device is stored 
in one or more Collection Device Attributes for that device.  Collection Device Attributes are 
named to group them based on whether they are Quantity Metrics or Reading Metrics.  Collection 
Device Attributes names include the Collection Metric names to distinguish Collection Devices 
Attributes for different Collection Metrics from each other.  Collection Device Attributes names 
also include information about the type of metric and sometimes the sample interval. 

Since Reading Metrics represent a sample at a point in time, no time interval is necessary to 
interpret them.  Consquently, the Device Attributes for Reading Metrics do not include a 
designator for the time interval.  For example, for the “BatteryLevel” Reading Metric, the Device 
Attribute “Collection.Reading.BatteryLevel” would hold the most recently collected sample. 

Since Quantity Metrics represent an amount measured over a time interval in time, a separate 
Device Attribute must be used to represent the most recent sample taken over each time interval.  
For example, for the “BatteryLevelChange” Quantity Metric the Device Attribute 
“Collection.Quantity.BatteryLevelChange.60” would hold the most recently collected sample of for 
a 60 minute sample interval and the Device Attribute “Collection.Quantity.BatteryLevelChange.5” 
would hold the most recently collected sample of for a 5 minute sample interval. 

Collection Device Attributes can be viewed in all the same ways as other Device Attributes.  For 
more information on Device Attributes, see Understanding MSP – Understanding Device 
Attributes.  For more information on using Device Attributes, see Chapter 4 - Using Asset 
Management. 

View Most Recent Samples for a Single Device 
Collected Data samples for any individual Collection Metric can be viewed in raw form on a per-
device basis.  When Current Collected Data or Current Collected GPS is selected from the 
Details area drop-down list of the Device Detail page for a device, the list of all Collection 
Metrics for which at least one sample has been collected from the device will be displayed.  For 
each Collection Metric the most recently collected sample value is shown, along with the time that 
sample value was collected. 

View a Single Collection Metric for a Single Device 
When Current Collected Data is selected from the Details area drop-down list of the Device 
Detail page for a device, clicking on the name of any Collection Metric in the will cause a 
Collected Data page to be displayed for that Collection Metric for that device. 

If a user clicks on a Collection Metric where the type is Latest Value Only, no graph will be 
displayed as no historical data is stored for such Collection Metrics.  The Collected Data page 
displays header information identifying the device and the data being displayed.  In addition, the 
Collected Data page displays a Column Chart that shows historical sample values collected for 
that Collection Metric for that device. 

Each column in the Column Chart represents a single sample value with the height of the column 
indicating the magnitude of the value of that sample, relative to other samples.  Hovering over a 
column will show the exact value of the sample for that column and the time stamp, in device 
local time, that was affixed to it by the device when the sample was collected.  The color of the 
column indicates whether it represented a 15 minute or 1 hour sample. 
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The Column Chart can be scrolled backwards and forwards in time to view earlier or later data in 
the chronological sequence stored in the Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database.  The value 
scale is automatically set based on the highest value seen for any sample for that Collection 
Metric for that device.  The value scale can be adjusted which may be useful to align the scales 
when several Collected Data pages are being displayed at the same time. 

Compare One or More Collection Metrics for 
Multiple Devices 
The Device Compare function can be used to graphically compare the historical values of one or 
more Collection Metrics for a set of up to 10 selected devices.  To use the Device Compare 
function from any Device List, select up to 10 devices and a Compare button will be displayed.  
Clicking the Compare button causes a Device Compare page to be displayed. A Device 
Compare page displays one Line Graph for each selected Collection Metric.  Each Line Graph 
shows the historical sample values for a single Collection Metric collected from the set of selected 
devices. 

Each line in the Line Graph represents the progression of sample values in chronological order 
that were collected for a single device in a given Time Period. Each line in the Line Graph 
represents a different device and is a different color that can be matched against the displayed 
legend to identify the specific device.  A single Device Attribute is displayed in the legend and this 
Device Attribute can be changed from the Preferences tab of the MSP Console UI. 

The Line Graph can be scrolled backwards and forwards in time to view earlier or later data in the 
chronological sequence stored in the Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database for the 
selected devices.  The value scale is automatically selected based on the highest value collected 
for that Collection Metric for any displayed device.  There is no way to adjust the value scale. 

How Long Term Analysis Works 

Prerequisites 

Suitable Collected and Stored Data 
Long Term Analysis relies on suitable data being present on the Collected Data Tables in the 
MSP Database, hence data must be collected as described in this document in Chapter 7 - Using 
Collected Data.  If no data has been collected or if data has been collected but has been 
discarded, due to unreasonable time stamps, then Long Term Analysis Processing cannot be 
performed to produce “cooked” data. 

Additionally, Long Term Analysis Processing is only performed on data received up to the time a 
given scheduled execution of the statistical evaluation of Long Term Analysis begins.  Data 
collected subsequently will not be evaluated until the next scheduled execution occurs. 

SQL Server Analysis Services 
Long Term Analysis Processing is performed using the Analysis Services of SQL Server.  If SQL 
Server Analysis Services has not been installed or if MSP has not been suitably configured to 
access the SQL Server with Analysis Services installed, then Long Term Analysis cannot be 
used. 
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Long Term Analysis Processing Frequency 
Long Term Analysis Processing is a scheduled activity that is performed periodically, in the 
background, as configured.  The results shown for Long Term Analysis will be based on the most 
recent completion of Long Term Analysis Processing, and will not include any data that has been 
collected since.  For more information on configuring Long Term Analysis, see Administering 
MSP 3.3.1. 

This section describes how Long Term Analysis Processing actually functions.  While the 
information in this section will help provide a more complete understanding of Long Term 
Analysis, readers may nonetheless choose to skip ahead to the next section, How to Use Long 
Term Analysis, to get started using it right away. 

Long Term Analysis Processing performs a series of standardized calculations on the “raw” data 
that has been collected from devices and stored in the Collected Data Tables in the MSP 
Database.  The resultant “cooked” data is then stored into the Long Term Analysis Database.  
The computing resources required to perform Long Term Analysis Processing are highly sensitive 
to many factors, including the number of devices, the quantity of samples collected, and the 
number of Collection Requests defined with a Collection Type of Long Term Analysis. 

Computing Collection Request Statistics 
The first step in Long Term Analysis Processing is to compute the Collection Request Statistics 
for each Collection Request.  This step occurs on the MSP Server and the computing resources 
required is sensitive to the number of Collection Requests, the number of devices to which each 
Collection Request is Applicable, and the quantity of samples collected for each device on behalf 
of each Collection Request. 

Collection Request Statistics are computed even for Collection Requests that are currently 
Deactivated, since data may reside in the Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database from at 
prior time when the Collection Request was previously Activated and/or data may still be coming 
in from when it was previously Activated.  Only deleting a Collection Request will prevent 
Collection Request Statistics from being computed for a Collection Request. 

Sample Extraction 
For each Collection Request, a subset of the samples from the Collected Data Tables in the MSP 
Database is extracted.  This subset is limited to those samples collected from devices that meet 
the Applicability Rule of the Collection Request and belong to the Collection Category defined for 
the Collection Request. 

Sample Aggregation 
The samples extracted for each device are aggregated to obtain hourly, daily, and weekly time 
roll-ups, based on the time stamps of the samples.  Aggregation for samples of Quantity Metrics 
is accomplished by summing all the values within each Time Period.  Aggregation for Reading 
Metrics is accomplished by averaging all the values within each period. 

Each Time Period is identified by a start time and date and duration.  An hourly Time Period 
would include all samples collected during that hour (e.g. the 8:00AM Time Period would includes 
samples collected at 8:00AM, 8:15AM, 8:30AM, and 8:45AM).  A daily or weekly Time Period 
includes all samples collected during that day (00:00 to 23:45) or week (Sunday to Monday). 
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Arithmetic Mean Computation 
For each Collection Request, the Arithmetic Mean (average) for each Collection Metric is 
calculated from the samples aggregated for each Time Scale (hour, day, or week) using the 
samples collected from all devices to which that Collection Request are Applicable. 

In mathematics and statistics, the arithmetic mean (or simply the mean) of a list of numbers is the 
sum of all of the list divided by the number of items in the list.  The mean is the most commonly-
used type of average and is often referred to simply as the average. The term "mean" or 
"arithmetic mean" is preferred in mathematics and statistics to distinguish it from other averages 
such as the median and the mode. 

(Wikipedia) 

When averaging data, samples for a device are excluded for any Time Period where there are not 
enough available samples to “span” at least 80% of the Time Period.  This filtering helps prevents 
statistical errors due to devices that have not yet reported complete data.  If such incomplete data 
were included, it would “drag down the average”, causing the appearance of inaccuracies.  Some 
examples may help to make this easier to understand: 

 For an hour Time Period, an hourly sample would be used since it spans the entire hour. 

 For an hour Time Period, two 15 minute samples would be used, as long as they were the 
first and the last samples of that hour, since together they span the entire hour. 

 For an hour Time Period, if the first three 15 minute samples exist, but the last sample does 
not, then all samples would be ignored, since they do not cover at least 80% of the hour.   

 For an hour Time Period, if the first three 15 minute samples exist, but the last sample does 
not, but at least one sample for subsequent hour is available, then the three samples would 
be used since they can be assumed to cover the entire hour. 

In considering the above, it should be understood that there can and will be Time Periods for 
which no data is collected or for which only a limited amount of data is collected.  This is normal 
and expected.  But it should also be understood that samples are always collected and delivered 
in chronological order.  This means that once a later sample exists in the Collected Data Tables 
in the MSP Database, an earlier sample should never be added before it.  As a result of this, the 
80% rule, described above, helps prevent incomplete data from being included in the averages, 
and thus helps suppress statistical errors. 

The calculated Arithmetic Mean will, by default, be used as the Baseline for calculating the 
midpoint for distributions of deviation during Long Term Analysis.  It is possible to explicitly 
specify fixed Benchmark values instead of using the dynamically calculated Arithmetic Mean 
values.  This is discussed in more detail below in the section on Locking Analysis Data. 

Standard Deviation Computation 
Once the Arithmetic Means are computed, the Standard Deviation is computed for each 
Collection Metric is computed for each Time Scale for each Collection Request. 

In probability theory and statistics, standard deviation is a measure of the variability or dispersion 
of a population, a data set, or a probability distribution. A low standard deviation indicates that the 
data points tend to be very close to the same value (the mean), while high standard deviation 
indicates that the data are spread out over a large range of values. 

(Wikipedia) 
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The same filtered values used to compute the Arithmetic Mean are used to compute the variance 
values in the Standard Deviation calculation.  This ensures that the Standard Deviation also 
excludes incomplete data.  Using only complete data helps to prevent the Standard Deviation 
from being abnormally large, due to incomplete and thus excessively low values, and thus avoids 
hiding outlier conditions by over-estimating Standard Deviations. 

The calculated Standard Deviations will, by default, be used as the Unit Deviations for 
determining the degrees of device deviation during Long Term Analysis.  It is possible to explicitly 
specify fixed Unit Deviation values instead of using dynamically calculated values.  This is 
discussed in more detail below the section Locking Analysis Data. 

Locking Analysis Data 
As mentioned above, all Collection Requests are initially configured to use calculated Arithmetic 
Means as the Baseline values and calculated Standard Deviations as the Unit Deviation values 
during Long Term Analysis.  This is typically a good starting point since it is often difficult to guess 
what useful values would be.  Once Data Collection has been occurring for a reasonable period 
of time and Long Term Analysis has had a chance to establish trends, then it may be 
advantageous to explicitly fix the values used instead of allowing them to be continuously 
calculated. 

When a Baseline value is fixed, it is called a Benchmark.  When a Unit Deviation value is fixed, it 
is called a Variance.  The assignment of Benchmark and Variance values for a Collection 
Request is called Locking Analysis Data and may be useful for some or all of the following 
reasons: 

 Computed values may stop changing as “steady state” is reached. 

When a system is performing well, it often will reach a “steady state” where the computed 
Arithmetic Means and Standard Deviations stop changing in any significant way.  This is not 
a problem and is often an indicator that the system has successfully ascertained the “normal” 
state of the system.  But in such cases, little value may be gained from continuing to calculate 
these values past such a point.  By Locking Analysis Data, it is possible to avoid 
unnecessarily expending potentially significant resources to compute them. 

 Avoid unintentional hiding of anomalous behavior. 

In some cases, pervasive anomalous behavior of all or most devices may occur.  The 
continuing incorporation of anomalous data into calculated Arithmetic Means and Standard 
Deviations will cause them to shift towards the anomalous.  If such a situation is not detected 
and corrected, then as old data is purged and the newer data becomes a majority, the 
previously “anomalous” will eventually be perceived as “normal” and the previously “normal” 
data will be perceived as “anomalous”.  This is a natural outcome of statistical methods.  By 
Locking Analysis Data, it is possible to fix the definition of “normal” based on conditions at a 
known point in time and thus avoid missing anomalous behavior. 

 Establish and track against benchmarks for improved behavior. 

As described above, by Locking Analysis Data once a system has reached a “steady state”, 
we can watch for anomalous behavior.  It is important to note that anomalous behavior could 
be worse than normal but could also be better than normal.  Periodic behavior that is better 
than normal may represent a worthwhile opportunity to improve overall behavior.  By Locking 
Analysis Data, it is possible to set a benchmark for future behavior that is better than the 
current “normal” behavior.  This can be thought of as “raising the bar” and establishing a 
higher standard. 

Note: 
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The terms “better” and “higher” should be seen as qualitative rather than 
quantitative.  In other words, a benchmark might be set to a higher or lower value 
depending on the Collection Metric in question and whether a higher or lower value 
for that Collection Metric would be better. 

For example, it likely would be seen as better to have a lower CPU Load or Memory 
Load, whereas it likely would be seen as better to have a higher number of Scan 
Completions. 

Locking Analysis Data is an “all or nothing” proposition for any one Collection Request.  In other 
words, if you lock any, then you must lock all.  This means that Benchmark and Variance values 
must be specified for all Collection Metrics for all devices to which a Collection Request is 
applicable.  Since this affects all Collection Metrics for devices and at all Time Scales, the savings 
in computation resources can be quite significant.  However, it also means that many values will 
need to be supplied. 

Luckily, when you elect to Lock Analysis Data for a Collection Request, the most recently 
calculated Arithmetic Mean and Standard Deviation values are filled in automatically for the 
Benchmark and Variance values.  For this to work, however, you must have been running Long 
Term Analysis long enough to have calculated values for each Time Scale.  For example, if you 
have not been running Long Term Analysis for several weeks, you may not have useful values 
provided at the week level.  You can choose to accept or change the values provided. 

To define the current situation as being “normal” for a Collection Request, simply Lock Analysis 
Data for that Collection Request and accept the automatically filled-in values.  To establish new 
“targets” for a Collection Request, change selected automatically filled-in values to the 
Benchmark and Variance values towards which you want to strive. 

Fixing a Baseline establishes a benchmark value you want to consider as “normal” or “desired”.  
Once a Baseline is fixed, Long Term Analysis for that Collection Metric for that Collection 
Request at that Time Scale will be expressed as deviation from the supplied Benchmark rather 
than as deviation from a continuously recalculated Arithmetic Mean. 

Fixing a Unit Deviation establishes a measure of the “expected” degree of variation from the 
Baseline.  Once a Unit Deviation is fixed, Long Term Analysis for that Collection Metric for that 
Collection Request at that Time Scale will be expressed as the number of multiples of the 
supplied Variance from the Baseline rather than as the number of multiples of the continuously 
recalculated Standard Deviation from the Baseline. 

For example, consider that the calculated values for the Arithmetic Mean and Standard Deviation 
of the Collection Metric “ScanCompletions” for a Collection Request at the daily level are 60 and 
5, respectively.  This means that the average of the number of scans per day across all devices 
to which that Collection Request is Applicable is 65.  And it means that all devices that are 
between 60 and 70 scans per day are considered to be in the “normal” range.  Supplying a 
Benchmark of 80 and a Variance of 10 would indicate that we want to set a “target” range from 70 
to 90 scans per day. 

Given the above, devices that were previously seen as ”normal” would now be seen as “low”.  
devices that were previously seen as “low” would now be seen as “very low”, and so on.  Only 
devices that were previously seen as “high” or “very high” would now be seen as “normal”.  After 
the change, devices that are seen “normal” can be compared against devices that are seen as 
“low” or “very low” and changes can be made to try and boost the lower devices to get them to 
meet the new higher standard. 
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Viewing Calculated Analysis Data 
Before Locking Analysis Data, as described above, it may be desirable to look at the Arithmetic 
Means and Standard Deviations that have been calculated so far for a given Collection Request.  
This can be accomplished by looking at the Calculated/Locked Analysis Data section of the 
Collection Request Detail page for the Collection Request. 

Note: 

Long Term Analysis Processing ceases to calculate Arithmetic Means and Standard Deviations 
for a Collection Request once you elect to Lock Analysis Data for that Collection Request.  As a 
result, once you Lock Analysis Data for a Collection Request, the Calculated/Locked Analysis 
Data section of the Collection Request Detail page for the Collection Request will show the data 
that was locked and not any calculated data. 

The Calculated/Locked Analysis Data section displays a table showing all the Collection 
Metrics that are part of the Collection Category referenced by the Collection Request.  For each 
Collection Metric, values are displayed for each Time Scale: day, week, month, and quarter.  
These values are the Calculated Arithmetic Means and Calculated Standard Deviations when the 
Analysis Data is not locked and the Locked Baselines and Locked Deviations when the Analysis 
Data is locked. 

Computing “Cube” Statistics 
The next step in Long Term Analysis Processing is to construct a “cube” to contain the statistical 
distributions of degrees of deviation of all Collection Metric values, relative to the Baselines, for all 
devices.  The processing for this step occurs on the Server where SQL Server Analysis Services 
is located.  The computing resources required to complete construction of the “cube” is sensitive 
to the number of devices and the number of samples collected for each device. 

The “cube” is basically a multi-dimensional “grid” of data where each dimension is represented by 
one key index into the data.  The dimensions of interest include Collection Metric, device, 
Collection Request, Time Period, Time Scale, etc.  The “cube” is loaded with all the aggregated 
data for all Time Scales and then processed to determined the degrees of deviation from the 
established Baselines, based on Unit Deviations, for every Collection Metric for every device for 
every Collection Request, and for every Time Scale and Time Period. 

Computing Device Deviation Lists 
Once the “cube” is constructed, Device Deviation Lists can be created that contain lists of devices 
that have specific degrees of deviations for specific Collection Metrics for specific Time Periods.  
The Device Deviation Lists are the key to the presentation of the results for Long Term Analysis. 

Retention of Long Term Analysis Data 
Data is collected and stored on an ongoing basis but only Long Term Analysis is performed 
periodically.  Data that is collected and stored for a device cannot be viewed as part of Long Term 
Analysis until after the next scheduled run of Long Term Analysis Processing. 

Important: 

If a device is deleted from MSP, all Collected Data for that device will be deleted immediately, but 
Long Term Analysis Data for that device will not.  This means that Long Term Analysis Data for 
deleted devices will continue to be presented until the next scheduled time Long Term Analysis 
Processing is performed. 
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MSP periodically purges old data after it has reached a maximum age.  For more information on 
configuring data retention, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

While Collected Data is purged, Long Term Analysis Data is not.  This means that Long Term 
Analysis Data for devices for which data has been purged will continue to be presented until the 
next scheduled time for Long Term Analysis. 

Viewing Long Term Analysis Data 
Once Long Term Analysis Processing has been successfully completed and the cube data is 
stored into the Long Term Analysis Database, the results of Long Term Analysis can be 
presented. 

Note: 

The date and time Long Term Analysis Processing was last performed (Last Processed) is shown 
prominently (in red) at the top of the chart in the Y Axis Details section. 

How to Use Long Term Analysis 

Availability of Long Term Analysis Data 
Long Term Analysis Data is periodically produced by Long Term Analysis Processing from data 
that has been collected and historically stored.  Long Term Analysis Data must always be 
considered within the context of a single Collection Request.  There may or may not be Long 
Term Analysis Data available for a given Collection Request at a given point based on when data 
was collected and stored and when Long Term Analysis Processing was last performed. 

All of the following cases could result in an absence of Long Term Analysis Data: 

 No data has been collected from any devices to which the Collection Request is Applicable. 

 Data has been collected from one or more devices to which the Collection Request is 
Applicable, but none of it was stored due to unreasonable time stamps. 

 Data has been collected and stored for one or more devices to which the Collection Request 
is Applicable, but Long Term Analysis Processing has not yet been executed since the data 
has been collected. 

 Data was previously collected and stored for one or more devices to which the Collection 
Request is Applicable, but all of it has since been purged from the Collected Data Tables in 
the MSP Database due to its age. 

 Data has been collected for a given Time Period but it had too many gaps to be considered 
complete enough for processing (e.g. you have data for Monday through Wednesday, but not 
enough to provide 80% coverage of the week). 

Uses for Long Term Analysis Data 
Long Term Analysis Data is typically used for identifying devices that are statistically deviant with 
respect to an established Baseline.  Each Collection Metric referenced by each Collection 
Request has an independent Baseline for each Time Scale.  As previously mentioned, the 
Baseline can be calculated automatically as the Arithmetic Mean (average) of all values collected 
for that Collection Metric for all devices to which that Collection Request is Applicable.  
Alternately, the Baseline can be fixed by specifying a Benchmark value. 
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Long Term Analysis Data is based on a determination of the degree to which the Collection 
Metric values for a given device over a given period of time deviate from the established 
Baseline.  In particular, Long Term Analysis Data shows how many devices have Collection 
Metric values in a given period of time that vary from the Baseline by certain degrees.  Devices 
with a high degree of variation (higher or lower) are statistically deviant and represent outliers that 
may warrant investigation. 

Long Term Analysis can be used for many reasons, including: 

 To perform ongoing evaluation to determine what is “normal” behavior for devices based on a 
period of monitoring. 

 To identify devices whose behavior is statistically worse than “normal” behavior and hence 
which may require troubleshooting. 

 To identify devices whose behavior is statistically better than “normal” behavior and hence 
may present an opportunity for improvement. 

 To establish fixed Benchmarks and Variances as “targets” for future behavior and then 
monitor and evaluate device behavior in light of them. 

 To identify devices whose behavior is statistically worse than “target” behavior and hence 
which may need troubleshooting to achieve the desired results. 

 To identify devices whose behavior is statistically better than “target” behavior and hence 
which may indicate the potential for establishing higher future “targets”. 

Note: 

The terms “better” and “higher” should be seen as qualitative rather than quantitative.  
For example, it likely would be seen as better to have a lower CPU Load or Memory 
Load, whereas it likely would be seen as better to have a higher number of Scan 
Completions. 

Viewing Long Term Analysis Data 

Analysis Page 
Long Term Analysis Data can be viewed by starting at the Analysis page of the Control tab of 
the MSP Console UI.  Select a Collection Request, a Collection Metric, a Time Scale, and a Time 
Period.  From the supplied information, a subset of the Long Term Analysis Data for the selected 
Collection Request will be extracted and presented, including: 

 The Baseline indicates the value used as the midpoint for the distribution.  This could be the 
calculated Arithmetic Mean (average) or a fixed Benchmark value. 

 The Unit Deviation indicates the amount of deviation that constitutes a degree of deviation.  
This could be the calculated Standard Deviation or a fixed Variance value. 

 An Analysis Chart, as described in the following section. 

Analysis Chart 
An Analysis Chart is a grid containing a projection of Long Term Analysis Data that illustrates a 
particular distribution of degrees of deviation of devices relative to an established Baseline based 
on multiples of a Unit Deviation. 
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Chart Header 
The header of an Analysis Chart displays the number devices in each column that have reported 
at least some data within the Time Period covered by that column. 

Chart Rows 
The rows in an Analysis Chart represent the degree of deviation of devices relative to the 
established Baseline.  Each row identifies the devices that fall within a given range of deviation, 
as determined by the number of Unit Deviations the devices in that row, as a group, fall above or 
below the Baseline. 

The middle (white) row represents the devices that fall within one Unit Deviation above or below 
the Baseline.  These devices could be thought of as having “normal” values for the selected 
Collection Metric because they vary from the Baseline by less than the Unit Deviation. 

The two data rows above the middle (white) row represent the devices that are within 2 or 3 Unit 
Deviations above the Baseline, respectively.  The topmost row represents those devices that are 
more than 3 Unit Deviations above the Baseline.  These devices could be thought of as having 
“fairly high”, “high”, and “very high” values, respectively, for the selected Collection Metric. 

The two data rows below the middle (white) row represent the devices that are within 2 or 3 Unit 
Deviations below the Baseline, respectively.  The bottommost row represents those devices that 
are more than 3 Unit Deviations below the Baseline.  These devices could be thought of as 
having “fairly low”, “low”, and “very low” values, respectively, for the selected Collection Metric. 

Chart Columns 
The columns in an Analysis Chart represent Time Periods in increments of the selected Time 
Scale.  Each column shows data related specifically to a specific Time Period whose duration is 
the selected time increment. 

Chart Modes 
An Analysis Chart can be displayed in one of two modes: Applicable Devices Mode or Reported 
Devices Mode.  The Chart Mode can be selected using the drop-down just above the header row.  
The Chart Mode determines how the Reference Number of devices, used to compute 
percentages, is determined.  In particular: 

Applicable Devices Mode 
In Applicable Devices Mode, the Reference Number for every column is the number of devices to 
which a Collection Request is Applicable.  This is the default mode and causes the percentages 
displayed in all columns to be based on all devices being measured by that Collection Request. 

In this mode, all percentages in all columns are computed in the same manner and are always 
directly comparable to values in other columns.  Because not all Applicable devices may have 
reported data, the percentages in each column may not total to 100% in this mode.  Instead the 
percentages will total to the percentage that the number of Reported devices in each column is of 
the number of Applicable devices for that column. 

For example, if 100 devices are being measured and 10 have very high CPU time, then the 
percentage shown would be 10%.  If only 40 of the 100 devices have reported, then the 
percentages in that column would only total to 40%. 

Reported Devices Mode 
In Reported Devices Mode, the Reference Number for a column includes only those devices that 
have reported some sample data during the Time Period for that column. 
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In this mode, percentages are computed based only on devices that have reported data in a 
column.  Consequently, the percentages in each column will always total to 100%.  Since the 
number of reported devices may differ from column to column (as indicated in the header for each 
column), the percentages in one column may not be directly comparable to values in other 
columns. 

For example, if 100 devices are being measured, only 20 have reported data, and 10 have very 
high CPU time, then the percentage shown would be 50%.  The percentages in that column 
would always total to 100% of the reported devices. 

Chart Cells 
Each cell in an Analysis Chart displays the percentage of devices that have a specific degree of 
deviation from the Baseline during a specific Time Period.  The number of devices in the Device 
Deviation List for a given row is divided by the Reference Number of devices for a column as 
determined by the Chart Mode.  The result is the percentage displayed in the cell for that row and 
column. 

Chart Usage 
An Analysis Chart is distinguish devices that exhibit “normal” or “target” behavior (i.e. those within 
one Unit Deviation of the Baseline) from devices that are outliers (i.e. those more than one Unit 
Deviation above or below the Baseline).  For example, devices whose CPU time is several Unit 
Deviations above the Baseline may have a serious fault, such as a process containing an infinite 
loop. 

Essentially, an Analysis Chart is used to identify and navigate to lists of devices that represent 
portions of the population of devices which are statistically different in some interesting way from 
the overall population of devices.  Have navigated to such a Device List, further investigation or 
action appropriate to those devices can be performed. 

An Analysis Chart is designed to enable populations of outliers to be easily identified by visual 
inspection.  It is important to understand, however, that outliers represent statistical difference.  
Statistical difference COULD indicate a problem and a need for remedial action.  Statistical 
difference could also indicate superlative behavior and an opportunity to optimize the general 
population of devices to replicate exceptional results. 

The nature of a given Collection Metric will have a lot to do with how outliers are interpreted and 
handled.  Ultimately, the unique characteristics of each Enterprise and the expectations of how 
devices within it will be used will need to be the driving factor.  Effective statistical interpretation 
will depend on an accurate understanding of the Collection Metrics and their relevance within the 
Enterprise. 

For example, if an Analysis Chart shows battery charge level that is much lower than normal on a 
small population of devices, then this might be interpreted as a problem.  This would likely be the 
case if it happened early in a shift, since it could indicate a risk that those devices may run out of 
battery power before they complete the shift. 

The same condition, however, might be interpreted as excellence if it was detected near the end 
of the shift.  Suppose the population of devices performed a higher than normal amount of 
productive work during the shift and thus experienced an expectedly higher drain on their 
batteries.  If these devices are likely to complete an entire shift, then these devices represent a 
potentially more optimal situation that should be investigated and replicated. 
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Bookmark Usage 
When viewing an Analysis page, the distribution displayed in an Analysis Chart may be of 
sufficient interest to warrant wanting to return to the same scenario later when additional 
Collected Data is available and has been evaluated.  By creating a Bookmark, the criteria used to 
produce the currently-displayed Chart is saved, along with the “row of interest” indicated by the 
row containing the Bookmark link which was clicked to create it. 

Creating a Bookmark to an Analysis page provides a quick way to return to a set of criteria 
previously identified and saved.  The Collection Request, Collection Metric, and Time Scale, and 
“row of interest” are all saved as part of a named Bookmark. 

When returning to a Bookmark later, an Analysis page is displayed using the saved criteria, but 
the Analysis Chart is time shifted to show the data up to the current Server time.  The “row of 
interest” selected when the Bookmark was created is highlighted (in yellow).  This serves as a 
reminder of the degree of deviation that was originally considered worthy of revisiting.  A 
Bookmark can thus be thought of as returning to “the same criteria as before, but in present time”. 

Bookmarks can be used to achieve the following: 

 To return to a set of criteria that indicated no issue but might indicate an issue in the future, 
after additional data has been collected and evaluated. 

 To return to a set of criteria that might indicate a potential issue.  This allows the situation to 
be re-assessed, after additional data had been collected and evaluated. 

 To return to a set of criteria that clearly indicated an issue and for which corrective action has 
been initiated.   This allows the beneficial impact, if any, of the corrective action, to be 
assessed once the action has had a chance to take effect.  In also allows additional 
corrective action to be taken, if required, after additional data has been collected and 
evaluated. 

 To return to a set of criteria that was determined to indicate an issue and for which was 
successfully handled by corrective action.  This allows any additional occurrences of the 
issue to be identified and similarly corrected, after additional data has been collected and 
evaluated. 

For example, when viewing an Analysis page, it might be observed that 20% of the Applicable 
devices are 2 Unit Deviations above the Baseline for the Memory Load Collection Metric in the 
most recent Time Period.  An Action might therefore be executed to Reboot those devices to 
temporarily alleviate the problem.  A suitably named Bookmark might also be created with the row 
of the Analysis Chart where those devices appeared selected as the “row of interest”. 

Later, after a sufficient amount of time for the Action to Reboot the devices to take effect and after 
enough time for data to be collected and evaluated, the Bookmark can be used to check on the 
results.  A new Analysis page is then displayed that shows the highlights the original “row of 
interest”.  If the Action executed achieved the desired results, then the devices to which the 
Action was applied will no longer be reflected in the most recent Time Period in the highlighted 
“row of interest”. 

Note that the highlighted “row of interest” may not be empty, since other devices may have 
experienced the same issue.  Also, if the Action executed did not solve the issue, for some or all 
devices, then the row may still contain some of those devices. 

Chart Navigation 
When a percentage shown in a cell of an Analysis Chart is clicked, a new browser window is and 
displays a Device Analysis page for the devices identified by the percentage in that cell. 
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Device Analysis Page 
When a percentage is clicked in a cell of an Analysis Chart, a Device Analysis page is presented 
showing the list of all devices represented by the clicked percentage.  A Device Analysis page 
contains a Device List containing all the columns configured for All Device List Views via the 
Preferences tab of the MSP Console UI.  In addition, the Device List on the Device Analysis 
page contains an added Value column. 

The Value column for each device contains the aggregated value of the Collection Metric for the 
Time Period associated with the column in which the cell that was clicked appeared.  This can be 
thought of as the value that was compared to the Baseline to determine that the device had the 
degree of deviation to indicate that it belonged in the row in which the clicked cell appeared. 

The header information from the Analysis page is replicated on the Device Analysis page for 
easy reference.  In addition, the Device Analysis page displays the Value Range for the row in 
which the clicked cell appears.  This is a useful since it easily identifies the range of values that 
could possibly appear in the Value column of the Device List. 

The devices in the Device List on the Device Analysis page are by default sorted descending by 
the Value column.  This effectively provides a ranking of the devices represented by the clicked 
cell.  Devices near the top of the list are closer to the maximum value and devices near the 
bottom of the list are closer to the minimum value for the row.  Another way of looking at this is 
that the devices near the top of the list are closer to the top of the row in which the clicked cell 
appeared and the devices near the bottom of the list were closer to the bottom of the row. 

Bookmarks Page 
The Bookmarks page of the Control tab of the MSP Console UI shows a list of Bookmarks that 
have been created.  Clicking on a Bookmark in the list presents an Analysis page or 
Troubleshooting page based on the criteria saved, but the page presented is time shifted to 
show the data leading up to the current MSP Server time. 

Best Practices 
The following Best Practices can be followed to help improve the overall success of Long Term 
Analysis. 

 Define the Applicability Rule for each Long Term Analysis Collection Request such 
that the fewest possible Collection Metrics are collected from a large population of 
devices at the slowest frequency that will achieve the desired result. 

Data Collection is fairly expensive in terms of computing resources and Long Term Analysis 
Processing is even more expensive.  Having data from too few devices will reduce the overall 
value of that data.  But evaluating unnecessary data from devices may be a waste of 
resources and could significantly impact the performance of MSP, devices, and the 
Enterprise network. 

 Delete Long Term Analysis Collection Requests when they are no longer needed. 

As long as a Long Term Analysis Collection Request exists, even if it is Deactivated, and so 
long as there is relevant Collected Data, computing resources will be expended to perform 
statistical evaluation of that data during Long Term Analysis Processing.  Only by deleting a 
Long Term Analysis Collection Request can all statistical evaluation for that Collection 
Request be prevented entirely. 
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When a Long Term Analysis Collection Request is deleted, it does NOT delete any Collected 
Data that may have been collected on its behalf.  Collected Data is never deleted from the 
Collected Data Tables in the MSP Database unless devices are manually deleted from MSP 
or unless the data has reached a maximum age.  For more information on configuring Long 
Term Analysis, see Administering MSP 3.3.1 

Deleting a Long Term Analysis Collection Request stops the collection of new data unless 
that data is also requested by some other Collection Request.  Deleting a Long Term 
Analysis Collection Request stops all statistical evaluation of data on behalf of that Collection 
Request.  If a deleted Long Term Analysis Collection Request is re-created, statistical 
evaluation will resume for all relevant Collected Data that exists the next time Long Term 
Analysis Processing is performed. 

 Create additional Long Term Analysis Collection Requests to focus on subsets of 
devices. 

All Collection Requests share data that has been collected, regardless of which Collection 
Request originally requested that the data be collected.  This means that if a new Collection 
Request is created, it will have access to all existing Collected Data that is relevant to it. 

If one Long Term Analysis Collection Request was Applicable to 1000 devices and 100 of 
those devices are of special interest, a new Long Term Analysis Collection Request could be 
created whose Applicability Rule causes it to be Applicable to just those 100 devices.  This 
could be easily done using the Copy link in the Related Tasks area. 

The next time Long Term Analysis Processing is performed, all data that is relevant will be 
statistically evaluated on behalf of the new Collection Request and a separate Analysis page 
and Analysis Chart could be displayed to show the distribution within that more limited 
population of devices. 

Note: 

Multiple Collection Requests that are Applicable to the same devices and collect the 
same Collection Metrics at the same frequency will not increase the amount of data 
being collected.  However, each Long Term Analysis Collection Request that is 
created will add to the amount of statistical evaluation that must be performed during 
Long Term Analysis Processing. 

 Edit a Long Term Analysis Collection Request to focus on a more limited set of 
devices. 

In some cases, it may be desirable to change the Applicability Rule for an existing Long Term 
Analysis Collection Request to make it apply to a smaller population of devices.  This could 
be valuable if the data being collected is specific to some isolated area of research and it is 
determined that there devices that are not contributing useful information. 

By reducing the number of devices, the amount of data being collecting will be reduced but 
more importantly, the amount of both new and old data being subjected to statistical 
evaluation each time Long Term Analysis Processing is performed will be reduced.  This can 
result in a significant savings. 

Note: 

Due to the types of statistical evaluation it uses, Long Term Analysis tends to have 
less value when applied to a small population of devices.  Care should thus be taken 
to keep the population of devices large enough for statistical evaluation to be 
meaningful. 
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 Lock Analysis Data to fix the definition of “normal”. 

Once a Long Term Analysis Collection Request has been created and once relevant 
Collected Data exists for Applicable devices, Arithmetic Means and Standard Deviations will 
be computed for that Collection Request every time Long Term Analysis Processing is 
performed.  The purpose of computing these values is to establish what constitutes “normal” 
and what constitutes “normal deviation”. 

It generally makes sense to allow these calculations to be performed for a substantial amount 
of time while devices are operating under “real world” conditions.  This will establish a 
definition of “normal” that reflects how devices are performing in actual use.  It is never 
necessary to Lock Analysis Data for a given Long Term Analysis Collection Request, but 
there may be reasons why it could be advisable to do so. 

Once a good definition of “normal” is established, continuing to calculate Arithmetic Means 
and Standard Deviations will allow the definition of “normal” to continue to change.  This may 
be undesirable in some cases, especially if the behavior of large numbers of devices starts to 
deviate from desired behavior.  Over a sufficiently long period of time, anomalous behavior 
will begin to be a majority of the observed behavior and will eventually become the new 
“normal”.  This can end up masking undesirable behavior because it is not detected as being 
anomalous. 

By Locking Analysis Data for a Long Term Analysis Collection Request at a point where the 
definition of “normal” has been usefully established, that definition of “normal” can be fixed.  
All subsequent behavior that deviates significantly from the fixed definition of “normal” will be 
detected as being anomalous and hence can be subjected to appropriate scrutiny. 

 Lock Analysis Data to establish “targets” for improvement. 

As discussed above, Locking Analysis Data can be used to fix the definition of “normal” 
based on the Arithmetic Means and Standard Deviations computed for a Long Term Analysis 
Collection Request up to some point in time.  When Locking Analysis Data, you also have the 
option to modify the computed values before locking them.  This can provide the opportunity 
to establish “targets” for desired behavior rather than simply accepting the computed values 
as “normal” behavior. 

This can be beneficial when the behavior of devices being measured does not meet 
expectations and it is desirable to try and improve that behavior.  By establishing “targets” for 
improved behavior and locking them, all future Long Term Analysis Processing for that Long 
Term Analysis Collection Request will be evaluated in terms of those “targets”.  When 
viewing the results of Long Term Analysis Processing for that Long Term Analysis Collection 
Request, devices that are not conforming to the established “targets” will be identified an 
anomalies and can be subjected to scrutiny to identify how to achieve the desired behavior. 

 Lock Analysis Data to reduce the computing resources used during Long Term 
Analysis Processing. 

Once a Long Term Analysis Collection Request has been created and once relevant 
Collected Data exists for Applicable devices, Long Term Analysis Processing will be 
performed for that Collection Request.  Long Term Analysis Processing will be performed 
periodically, in the background, as configured.  For more information on configuring Long 
Term Analysis, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

The computing resources required to perform Long Term Analysis Processing are highly 
sensitive to many factors, including the number of devices, the quantity of samples collected, 
and the number of Collection Requests defined with a Collection Type of Long Term 
Analysis.  Until you Lock Analysis Data for a Long Term Analysis Collection Request, 
Arithmetic Means and Standard Deviations will be computed for that Collection Request 
every time Long Term Analysis Processing is performed. 
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By Locking Analysis Data for a Long Term Analysis Collection Request, you fix the values for 
the Baseline and Deviation that will be used for that Collection Request when future Long 
Term Analysis Processing is performed.  This eliminates the need to calculate these values 
which can save a significant amount of computing resources.  Locking Analysis Data should 
not be done just to reduce the use of computing resources.  But if Locking Analysis Data 
makes sense for other reasons, such as those described in prior Best Practices, then it will 
also have the benefit of reducing the use of computing resources. 

How Short Term Troubleshooting Works 

Prerequisites 

Suitable Collected and Stored Data 
Short Term Troubleshooting relies on suitable data being present on the Collected Data Tables in 
the MSP Database, hence data must be collected as described in this document in Chapter 7 - 
Using Collected Data.  If no data has been collected or if data has been collected but has been 
discarded, due to unreasonable time stamps, then Troubleshooting cannot be performed to 
display that data. 

Short Term Troubleshooting Calculations  

Differences from Long Term Analysis 
Unlike, Long Term Analysis, Short Term Troubleshooting does not rely on complex calculations 
performed in the background.  Instead, statistical evaluation is performed on demand, when a 
request is made to view Short Term Troubleshooting.  This section will discuss the statistical 
evaluation performed for Short Term Troubleshooting. 

To understand fully the different method of statistical evaluation used for Short Term 
Troubleshooting, it is important to understand the very different purposes of Short Term 
Troubleshooting and Long Term Analysis. 

 Long Term Analysis is intended to highlight devices which represent statistical anomalies.  It 
operates on large quantities of data collected from large populations of devices over relatively 
long durations (days, weeks, etc.) and is generally examined only periodically, as new results 
become available. 

 Short Term Troubleshooting is intended to highlight variations between the devices in small 
populations and to facilitate the identification of the root causes of variations amongst them.  
It operates on smaller quantities of data collected from small populations of devices over 
relatively short durations (e.g. hours) and is generally examined frequently as new data 
comes in. 

The key differentiators for Short Term Troubleshooting are the smaller quantity of data involved 
and the need to view the statistical evaluation of that data frequently and with no significant time 
lag.  As a result, complex statistical evaluation based on Arithmetic Means and Standard 
Deviations, and the calculation of deviation from a Baseline, as are used in Long Term Analysis, 
would be overkill. 

Quartiling 
To address the different purpose described above, Short Term Troubleshooting uses the less 
computation intensive method of Quartiling to establish a device distribution. 
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In descriptive statistics, a quartile is any of the three values which divide the sorted data set into 
four equal parts, so that each part represents one fourth of the sampled population. 

(Wikipedia) 

The most important aspect of Quartiling is that it divides the population into four roughly equal 
groups.  The groups are “roughly” equal because group sizes may vary slightly when the size of 
the population is not evenly divisible by four.  The division of the population into the four groups is 
based on a single ranking of the values assigned to each member of the population. 

As used in MSP, Quartiling involves organizing and dividing the population of devices to which a 
Collection Request is Applicable into four groups based on a simple ranking of the value each 
device has for a selected Collection Metric.  This can only make sense if there are at least four 
devices in the population of devices and will produce best results when the size of the population 
is a multiple of four. 

Deviation Assessment 
In addition to the organization of the population of devices into groups, MSP also performs a 
Deviation Assessment for each group.  This Deviation Assessment is based on a comparison 
using the fixed Benchmark value assigned to the selected Collection Metric for the Collection 
Request.  The value of the selected Collection Metric for each device in the group is compared 
against the Benchmark value, resulting in one of the following Deviation Assessments for each 
group: 

 The Benchmark value is numerically less than the values of the selected Collection Metric for 
all devices in the group.  This results in a Deviation Assessment of “Above” and is shown via 

an Orange square ( ) on the Quartile chart. 

 The Benchmark value is numerically greater than or equal to the lowest value of the selected 
Collection Metric for any device in the group and numerically less than or equal to the highest 
value of the selected Collection Metric for any device in the group.  This results in a Deviation 

Assessment of “Within” and is indicated by a Green square ( ) on the Quartile chart. 

 The Benchmark value is numerically greater than the values of the selected Collection Metric 
for all devices in the group.  This results in a Deviation Assessment of “Below” and is 

indicated by a Blue square ( ) on the Quartile chart. 

 In some cases, there may not be enough Collected Data available from enough devices to 
produce a Deviation Assessment.  This results in Deviation Assessment of “Invalid” and is 

indicated by a Gray square ( ) on the Quartile chart. 

Efficiency 
Quartiling and Quantitative Assessment are the only statistical evaluation processing performed 
for Short Term Troubleshooting and can be accomplished quite efficiently.  This makes it very 
practical to perform this statistical evaluation on demand when requested by an MSP Console UI 
User for a given Collection Request.  This also makes it practical for an MSP Console UI User to 
repeat such requests frequently to view new statistical evaluations as new Collected Data 
becomes available. 
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How to Use Short Term Troubleshooting 

Preparing for Short Term Troubleshooting 
Unlike Long Term Analysis, periodic background processing is not required to prepare in advance 
for Short Term Troubleshooting.  All Collected Data is suitable to be used for Short Term 
Troubleshooting, since statistical evaluation is performed on demand and will automatically 
include all Collected Data that exists and is relevant to a selected Short Term Troubleshooting 
Collection Request at the time Short Term Troubleshooting is performed. 

Uses for Short Term Troubleshooting 
Short Term Troubleshooting is typically used to find root causes for perceived deviations.  As 
such it is important for a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request to be Applicable to a 
variety of devices, including those that exhibit a particular symptom being investigated and those 
that do not. 

In most cases, the ideal population of devices to use for Short Term Troubleshooting would be a 
representative sample of the entire population. 

A fixed Benchmark for a given Collection Metric is used for Deviation Analysis for a given 
Collection Request.  This ensures that the criteria that are used to assess devices will not change 
during the troubleshooting process unless the change is explicitly made by the User. 

Short Term Troubleshooting can be used for many reasons, including: 

 To stratify devices based on their ranked values of a selected Collection Metric. 

 To easily identify visually where devices fall relative to an established Benchmark. 

 To allow new data to be quickly viewed as conditions change. 

 To investigate potential cause for differences amongst differently ranked devices. 

Performing Short Term Troubleshooting 

Troubleshooting Page 
Short Term Troubleshooting can be performed by starting at the Troubleshooting page of the 
Control tab of the MSP Console UI.  Select a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request, a 
Collection Metric, and a Starting Time.  From the supplied information, the necessary statistical 
evaluation will be performed on all relevant data in the Collected Data Tables in the MSP 
Database and the results will be displayed in a Troubleshooting Chart as discussed in the 
following section. 

Troubleshooting Chart 
A Troubleshooting Chart illustrates the segregation of the devices to which the Short Term 
Troubleshooting Collection Request is Applicable into four groups based on a simple ranking of 
those devices by the value they have for the selected Collection Metric. 

Chart Header 
The header of a Troubleshooting Chart displays the number devices in each column that have 
reported at least some data within the Time Period covered by that column. 
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Chart Rows 
The rows in a Troubleshooting Chart represent the four groups of devices formed based on a 
simple ranking of those devices by the value they have for the selected Collection Metric.  Each 
row represents 25% of the devices. 

Note: 

If the population of devices is not evenly divisible by four, then some groups will have one more 
device and some will not.  This means that some devices will have slightly more than 25% if the 
devices and some will have slightly less than 25% if the devices.. 

The top row represents those devices with the highest values for the selected Collection Metric.  
The bottom row represents those devices with the lowest values for the selected Collection 
Metric. 

Note: 

The terms “highest” and “lowest” should be seen as quantitative rather than qualitative.  The 
values the devices have for the Collection Metric are simply ranked from the numerically greatest 
value to the numerically least value and the devices are grouped according to that ranking.  
Whether a “higher” value is “better” or “worse” than a “lower” value depends on the nature of the 
selected Collection Metric. 

Chart Columns 
The columns in a Troubleshooting Chart represent Time Periods and are determined by the 
Collected Data itself.  Each column represents a Time Period for which data was actually 
collected.  Depending on the Deviation Assessment of the rows in each column, various 
combinations of colors can be seen.   

If two adjacent cells in the same column all have identical values for the selected Collection 
Metric for all devices represented by those cells, then those cells will be the same color and the 
line between those two cells will be dotted.  If two adjacent cells in the same column have any 
different values, then they may or may not be the same color, but the line between those two cells 
will be solid. 

Some examples of common column combinations are shown in Table 12 below. 

Combination 
Short 

Description 
Explanation Likely Action(s) 

 

No 
Data 

There was insufficient Collected Data for 
the devices during the time period 
corresponding to the column to form a 
valid Deviation Assessment. 

Choose a different time 
period. 

Wait for more data to be 
collected. 
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Short 
Combination Explanation Likely Action(s) 

Description 

 

All 
High 

The values for all devices have values 
that are numerically greater than the 
Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

 

All 
Low 

The values for all devices have values 
that are numerically less than the 
Baseline value. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 

 

Completely 
Normal 

All the devices in all groups have the 
Baseline value.  Note that the dotted 
lines indicate that all the devices in the 
cells have the same values. 

None required. 

 

Mostly 
Normal 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for the highest 
group.  Some of the devices in that group 
may have values that are numerically 
greater than the Baseline value. 

All the devices in the middle two groups 
have the Baseline value. 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for the lowest 
group.  Some of the devices in that group 
may have values that are numerically 
less than the Baseline value. 

Investigate the highest 
group to see if there are 
any high values. 

Remove the devices in 
the middle group and 
focus on the highs 
and/or lows. 

Investigate the lowest 
group to see if there are 
any low values. 

 

Mostly 
High 

All the devices in the highest three 
groups have values that are numerically 
greater than the Baseline value. 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for the lowest 
group.  Some of the devices in that group 
may have values that are numerically 
greater than or less than the Baseline 
value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

Investigate the lowest 
group to see if there are 
any high or low values. 
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Short 
Combination Explanation Likely Action(s) 

Description 

 

Mostly 
Low 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for the highest 
group.  Some of the devices in that group 
may have values that are numerically 
greater than or less than the Baseline 
value. 

All the devices in the lowest three groups 
have values that are numerically less 
than the Baseline value. 

Investigate the highest 
group to see if there are 
any high or low values. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 

 

Somewhat 
Normal 

The values for all devices in the highest 
group have values that are numerically 
greater than the Baseline value. 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for the second 
highest group.  Some of the devices in 
that group may have values that are 
numerically greater than the Baseline 
value. 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for third 
highest group.  Some of the devices in 
those groups may have values that are 
numerically less than the Baseline value. 

The values for all devices in the lowest 
group have values that are numerically 
less than the Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

Investigate the middle 
groups to see if there 
are any high or low 
values. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 

 

Somewhat 
High 

All the devices in the highest two groups 
have values that are numerically greater 
than the Baseline value. 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for the third 
highest group.  Some of the devices in 
that group may have values that are 
numerically greater than or less than the 
Baseline value. 

All the devices in the lowest group have 
values that are numerically less than the 
Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

Investigate the middle 
group to see if there are 
any high or low values. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 
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Short 
Combination Explanation Likely Action(s) 

Description 

 

Somewhat 
Low 

All the devices in the highest group have 
values that are numerically greater than 
the Baseline value. 

The Baseline value falls somewhere 
within the range of values for the second 
highest group.  Some of the devices in 
that group may have values that are 
numerically greater than or less than the 
Baseline value. 

All the devices in the lowest two groups 
have values that are numerically less 
than the Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

Investigate the middle 
group to see if there are 
any high or low values. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 

 

Slightly 
High 

Some the devices in the highest group 
have values that are numerically greater 
than the Baseline value. 

All the devices in the lowest 3 group 
have the Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

 

Slightly 
Low 

All the devices in the highest 3 groups 
have the Baseline value. 

Some of the devices in the lowest group 
have values that are numerically less 
than the Baseline value. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 
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Short 
Combination Explanation Likely Action(s) 

Description 

 

Balanced 
High 
and 
Low 

All the devices in the highest two groups 
have values that are numerically greater 
than the Baseline value. 

All the devices in the lowest two groups 
have values that are numerically less 
than the Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 

 

Mostly 
High 
and 

Somewhat 
Low 

All the devices in the highest three 
groups have values that are numerically 
greater than the Baseline value. 

All the devices in the lowest group have 
values that are numerically less than the 
Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 

 

Somewhat 
High 
and 

Mostly 
Low 

All the devices in the highest group have 
values that are numerically greater than 
the Baseline value. 

All the devices in the lowest three groups 
have values that are numerically less 
than the Baseline value. 

Investigate why the high 
values are high. 

Investigate why the low 
values are low. 

Table 12 – Troubleshooting Chart Color Combinations 

Best Practices 
The following Best Practices can be followed to help improve the overall success of Short Term 
Troubleshooting. 

 Define the Applicability Rule for each Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request 
such that all highly relevant Collection Metrics are collected from a small 
representative population of device at a frequency high enough to achieve the desired 
result. 

Data Collection is fairly expensive in terms of computing resources, but much less so when 
applied to a small number of devices.  Since statistical evaluation will be performed only on 
demand, resources are only expended when needed.  Since statistical evaluation of new 
Collected Data can be obtained quickly, additional Collection Metrics can be added and/or 
the frequency of collection can be increased with only a small lag time required to collect 
additional data. 

 Deactivate or delete Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Requests when they are 
no longer needed. 

As long as a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request is active, data will be collected 
on its behalf.  Deactivating a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request will stop the 
collection of new data unless that data is also requested by some other Collection Request. 
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When a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request is deleted, it does NOT delete any 
Collected Data that it may have requested.  Collected Data is never purged unless devices 
are manually deleted from MSP or unless the data has reached a maximum age.  For more 
information on configuring data retention, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

Since there is no background processing performed for Short Term Troubleshooting, there is 
no reduction in CPU load as a result of deleting a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection 
Request.  However, it is a good idea to delete Short Term Troubleshooting Collection 
Requests when they are no longer needed just to keep the MSP System clean.  If a deleted 
Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request is re-created, on demand statistical 
evaluation will immediately become possible for all relevant Collected Data that still exists. 

 Create additional Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Requests to investigate 
different populations of devices. 

All Collection Requests share data that has been collected, regardless of which Collection 
Request originally requested that the data be collected.  This means that if a new Collection 
Request is created, it will have access to all existing Collected Data that is relevant to it. 

If one Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request was Applicable to 50 devices it may 
turn out that the situation being investigated after does not occur as readily on those devices 
as on other devices.  A new Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request could be created 
whose Applicability Rule causes it to be Applicable to a different set of 50 devices (which 
might or might not include some of the same devices as the original Collection Request).  
This could be easily done using the Copy link in the Related Tasks area. 

Short Term Troubleshooting of the new Collection Request might provide a better insight into 
the situation being investigated.  Since it is a new Collection Request, it will not interfere with 
the data being collected from the original Collection Request or the ability to perform Short 
Term Troubleshooting for that Collection Request. 

However, if any of the new devices to which the new Collection Request is Applicable were 
not previously collecting the required data, then data collection would automatically be 
initiated for those devices as required.  In such a case, it would be necessary to wait for a 
couple of data collection intervals before sufficient Collected Data would be available to 
perform Short Term Troubleshooting for the new Collection Request. 

Note: 

Multiple Collection Requests that are Applicable to the same devices and collect the 
same Collection Metrics at the same frequency will not increase the amount of data 
being collected. 

 Edit a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request to adjust the population of 
devices. 

In some cases, it may be desirable to adjust the Applicability Rule for an existing Short Term 
Troubleshooting Collection Request to make it apply to a different population of devices.  This 
could be valuable if some of the devices were found to have been removed from service.  By 
replacing such devices with other comparable devices that are still in service, the 
“representative sampling” of the population for that Collection Request can be maintained. 
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 Create a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request to troubleshoot an anomaly 

discovered using Long Term Analysis. 

When creating a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request, it is necessary to define 
Applicability Rule that identifies a set of devices.  It is also necessary to specify a Benchmark 
value for each Collection Metric referenced by a selected Collection Category.  While it is 
possible to create a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request manually, these two 
requirements are likely to be the most challenging. 

By starting from the Analysis page for a Long Term Analysis Collection Request that shows 
an anomaly, the process of creating a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request to 
investigate that anomaly can be simplified.  In many cases, the reason for creating a Short 
Term Troubleshooting Collection Request be to focus just such an anomaly.  When this is the 
case, it can simplify the two most challenging aspects of creating a Short Term 
Troubleshooting Collection Request. 

When viewing the Analysis page for a Long Term Analysis Collection Request, simply click 
the Troubleshoot link at the bottom of a column.  This will display the Analysis Device 
Selector page.  Select the number of devices you would like to troubleshoot and click the 
Balance button.  This will automatically select the requested number of devices from 
amongst those that Applicable to the Long Term Analysis Collection Request and balance the 
number of selected evenly across the distribution shown on the selected column of the 
Analysis page. 

This automatically balancing is usually highly desirable since it results in a set of devices that 
spans all significant levels of deviation determined by Long Term Analysis.  Clicking the 
Create DCR button begins the creation of a new Short Term Troubleshooting Collection 
Request with a custom Applicability Rule that makes it Applicable to the automatically 
selected devices. 

Once a Collection Category is selected for the Short Term Troubleshooting Collection 
Request, the Baseline values for any Collection Metrics that are common between the 
Collection Category selected for the Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request and the 
Collection Category defined for the Long Term Analysis Collection Request are automatically 
carried across. 

In most cases, the same Collection Category will be selected for both Collection Requests or 
a Collection Category will be selected for the Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request 
that contains a subset of the Collection Metrics in the Collection Category defined for the 
Long Term Analysis Collection Request.  When this is the case, Baseline values will be 
carried across for all Collection Metrics and no Baseline values will need to be entered. 

If the Frequency selected for the Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request is different 
(it will often be faster), from the Frequency defined for the Long Term Analysis Collection 
Request, the Baseline values carried across will be automatically adjusted to be 
proportionally correct.  Even when Baseline value has been carried across, it can also be 
overridden by entering a different value, if desired. 

Creating a Short Term Troubleshooting Collection Request in this manner makes it easy to 
focus on a subset of the devices than were being investigated using Long Term Analysis.  
Further, it ensures that the group of devices used spans the same range of deviation as was 
exhibited in the original anomaly.  This increase the change that the Short Term 
Troubleshooting Collection Request can be used effectively to seek out useful insights into 
the root cause of the anomaly. 
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 Use the Device Compare function to graphically compare the values of various 
selected Collection Metrics over time for a collection of devices. 

The Device Compare function can be used to display a graph plotting the historical values of 
a selected Collection Metric for a set of up to 10 devices.  For best results, the set of devices 
selected should include some devices that appear normal and some devices that appear 
anomalous. 

This can easily be done from the Device Quick Launch popup for a cell in a Troubleshooting 
Chart column.  While the cell represents only the devices that have a specifically identified 
Deviation Assessment, there is a link to all the devices in the column of the form “Devices: n 
of m”.  Clicking the m link will bring up a Device List showing all the devices in the column, 
sorted by the value for the selected Collection Metric.  From this list, select up to 10 devices, 
being sure to select devices at the top, middle, and bottom of the list, and click the Compare 
button. 

More information on the Device Compare function can be found in this document in Chapter 
7 - Using Collected Data. 

 Use the Device Matrix function to visually compare the latest values of Device 
Attributes for a collection of devices. 

The Device Matrix function can be used to display a matrix showing the values of all Device 
Attributes for a set of up to 10 devices.  For best results, the set of devices selected should 
include some devices that appear normal and some devices that appear anomalous. 

This can easily be done from the Device Quick Launch popup for a cell in a Troubleshooting 
Chart column.  While the cell represents only the devices that have a specifically identified 
Deviation Assessment, there is a link to all the devices in the column of the form “Devices: n 
of m”.  Clicking the m link will bring up a Device List showing all the devices in the column, 
sorted by the value for the selected Collection Metric.  From this list, select up to 10 devices, 
being sure to select devices at the top, middle, and bottom of the list, and click the Matrix 
button. 

Note: 

Since the latest value of each Collection Metric collected for a device is 
automatically made a Device Attribute, the Device Matrix function can be used to 
compare the values of Collection Metrics as well as other Device Attributes.  While 
only the latest reported value for each Collection Metric for each selected device can 
be displayed, all Collected Metrics can be compared at a glance.  This can be a 
useful alternative to the Device Compare function which allows historical values to 
be compared, but for only one Collection Metric at a time. 

More information on the Device Matrix function can be found in this document in Chapter 4 - 
Using Asset Management. 

 

 



 
 

 

Chapter 8 - Using Real-Time 
Management 

Overview 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Real-Time Management and MSP, 
Real-Time Management allows management activities to be performed in an expedited manner 
between Workstation PCs and managed devices. 

This chapter will introduce key concepts related to Real-Time Management, identify the 
prerequisites for using Real-Time Management, explain how Real-Time Management works, 
describe how to use Real-Time Management, and set forth some best practices related to Real-
Time Management. 

Key Concepts 
To understand Real-Time Management, there are some key concepts that must be understood.  
This section will identify these key concepts, explain why they are important, and reference the 
sections, in this and other documents, where they are described in more detail. 

Contactability 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Real-Time Management and MSP, 
Real-Time Management requires that managed devices be contacted, directly or indirectly, by 
Workstation PCs.  This can introduce significant new challenges in system deployment and 
configuration. 

Scalability 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Real-Time Management and MSP, 
Real-Time Management relies on the capabilities of Workstation PCs to prevent increasing the 
load on the MSP Server.  This means that while the maximum scalability of an MSP system is not 
reduced by the addition of Real-Time Management, there are limits on the numbers of devices for 
which Real-Time Management can be performed from a particular Workstation PC. 
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Real-Time Operation 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Real-Time Management and MSP, 
Real-Time Management leverages end-to-end communication from Workstation PCs, directly or 
indirectly, to managed devices.  This allows devices to be managed in “near-real-time”, subject to 
any communication lags inherent in the connection. 

High Device Impact 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Real-Time Management and MSP, 
Real-Time Management should be expected to have a significant higher impact on a managed 
device, and hence on the Device User, than Scheduled Management.  It is generally considered 
that the use of Real-Time Management should be limited to situations where the benefits, such as 
restoring a device to operation state as quickly as possible, outweigh the impact in the device. 

High Network Impact 
As described in Understanding MSP 3.3.1 – Understanding Real-Time Management and MSP, 
Real-Time Management should be expected to have a higher impact on the Enterprise network.  
How significant of an impact depends on how many devices are being managed in real-time and 
what Real-Time Management Functions are being performed.  It is generally considered that the 
use of Real-Time Management should be limited to situations where the benefits outweigh the 
impact on the network. 

Prerequisites 

Device Requirements 

Supported Devices 
In MSP 3.3.1, Real-Time Management is only supported for Windows Devices (Device Class = 
“Mobile Device”).  Real-Time Management may be offered on other types of managed devices in 
a future version MSP or as a future Add-On to MSP 3.3.1.  To inquire about the availability of 
support for other types of managed devices, please contact your Motorola or partner sales 
representative. 

RTM Agent 
The Motorola Real-Time Management Agent (RTM Agent) is a Control Module that prepares a 
device to act as a host for one or more RTM Function Plug-Ins.  The RTM Agent provides the 
communications and coordination infrastructure to facilitate communication between a specific 
RTM Applet, running on a Workstation PC, and a corresponding RTM Function Plug-In running 
on a managed device. 

The RTM Agent is implemented by the Package MotorolaRealTimeMgmnt.apf.  This Package 
must be deployed to a device before Real-Time Management can be used on that device. 

RTM Agent Add-On Kit .ZIP File(s) 
To use the RTM Agent, coordinated use of the RTM Agent Control Module and the Definition 
Document which defines the characteristics of the RTM.Configuration Settings Class is required  
To ensure that these interdependent components are delivered together, new versions of the 
RTM Agent and/or the Definition Document are delivered via RTM Agent Add-On Kit .ZIP Files. 
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RTM Function Applet(s) 
An RTM Function Applet is required to provide the logic on a Workstation PC to interact with a 
specific RTM Function Plug-In running on one or more managed devices.  An RTM Function 
Applet is always matched to a specific RTM Function Plug-In and must always communicate to 
that RTM Function Plug-In via the RTM Agent running on a managed device and with which that 
RTM Function Plug-In is registered. 

Only a single RTM Function Applet, named RequestCheckIn, ships with MSP 3.3.1.  This Applet 
comes pre-installed in the MSP Server. 

RTM Function Plug-In(s) 
As discussed above, the RTM Agent prepares a device to support Real-Time Management by 
acting as a host for RTM Function Plug-Ins.  Any particular device with the RTM Agent installed 
may have zero or more RTM Function Plug-Ins installed as well.  Without at least one RTM 
Function Plug-In installed, a device will not support any Real-Time Management Functions. 

Only a single RTM Function Plug-In, named RequestCheckIn, ships with MSP 3.3.1.  The 
RequestCheckIn RTM Function Plug-In is implemented by the Package RequestCheckIn.apf.  
This Package comes pre-installed in the MSP Server and must be deployed to a device before 
the RequestCheckIn Real-Time Management Function can be used for that device.  The 
operation and usage of this Plug-In is described later in this chapter. 

RTM Function Add-On Kit .ZIP File(s) 
To use a given RTM Function, coordinated use of a matching RTM Function Applet and RTM 
Function Plug-In is required.  To ensure that these interdependent components are delivered 
together, new RTM Functions and updates to RTM Function are delivered via RTM Function Add-
On Kit .ZIP Files. 

Tunnel Service (Optional) 
As described above, Real-Time Management is accomplished by communication between an 
RTM Function Applet and a matching RTM Function Plug-In, by way of the RTM Agent.  This 
communication can be direct or indirect.  If the communication is indirect, then an instance of the 
Motorola Tunnel Service is required.  For more information on the Motorola Tunnel Service, refer 
to Using the Motorola Tunnel Service with MSP. 

Tunnel Agent Control Module (Optional) 
As described above, Real-Time Management is accomplished by communication between an 
RTM Function Applet and a matching RTM Function Plug-In, by way of the RTM Agent.  This 
communication can be direct or indirect.  If the communication is indirect, then the Tunnel Agent 
Control Module is required to be deployed and configured on the device to facilitate 
communication via an instance of the Motorola Tunnel Service.  For more information on the 
Motorola Tunnel Agent, refer to Using the Motorola Tunnel Service with MSP. 

Control License 
Real-Time Management is a feature of MSP Control Edition and only available if at least one valid 
Control license is registered with the MSP Server. 
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How Real-Time Management Works 
This section describes how Real-Time Management actually functions.  While the information in 
this section will help provide a more complete understanding of Real-Time Management, readers 
may nonetheless choose to skip ahead to the next section to get started right away. 

Direct Connection 
Figure 8 below illustrates how the Real-Time Management process works for a single managed 
device when the connection between the RTM Function Applet on the Workstation PC and the 
RTM Agent on the device is direct (i.e. no Tunnel Service). 

 

Figure 8 – Real-Time Management Flow 

In accordance with Figure 8 above, the Real-Time Management process is as follows: 

1. A device is selected from a Device List View in the MSP Console UI and an RTM 
Function is requested. 

2. The RTM Function Applet for the requested RTM Function is invoked and notified of the 
device(s) to which the function should be applied. 

3. The RTM Function Logic in the RTM Function Applet acquires connection information 
about a device. 

4. The RTM Function Logic in the RTM Function Applet uses the RTM Agent Interface to 
contact the RTM Agent on the device and initiates the RTM Agent Multiplex Channel. 

5. The RTM Function Applet creates an RTM Function Request targeted at its matching 
RTM Function Plug-In. 

6. The RTM Function Applet passes the RTM Function Request to the RTM Agent 
Interface. 

7. The RTM Agent Interface delivers the RTM Function Request to the RTM Agent over the 
RTM Agent Multiplex Channel. 
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8. The RTM Agent determines the target RTM Function Plug-In and delivers the RTM 
Function Request to it. 

9. The RTM Function Plug-In processes the RTM Function Request. 

10. The RTM Function Plug-In produces an RTM Function Response containing the 
appropriate response based on the results of processing the RTM Function Request. 

11. The RTM Function Plug-In passes the RTM Function Response to the RTM Agent. 

12. The RTM Agent delivers the RTM Function Response to the RTM Agent Interface over 
the RTM Agent Multiplex Channel. 

13. The RTM Agent Interface delivers the RTM Function Response to the RTM Function 
Logic in the RTM Function Applet. 

14. The RTM Function Logic in the RTM Function Applet interprets the RTM Function 
Response and displays the results of the requested operation. 

Indirect Connection 
If the connection between the RTM Function Applet on the Workstation PC and the RTM Agent 
on the device is indirect (i.e. via an instance of the Motorola Tunnel Service), then the process is 
nearly identical, except the RTM Agent Multiplex Channel will be established via an instance of 
the Motorola Tunnel Service and the Motorola Tunnel Agent running on the device.  For more 
information on the Motorola Tunnel Service and Motorola Tunnel Agent, refer to Using the 
Motorola Tunnel Service with MSP. 
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How the RequestCheckIn RTM Function 
Works 
Figure 9 below illustrates how the RequestCheckIn RTM Function process works for a single 
managed device when the connection between the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet on the 
Workstation PC and the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Plug-In on the device is direct (i.e. no 
Tunnel Service). 

 

Figure 9 – RequestCheckIn RTM Function Flow 

In accordance with Figure 9 above, the RequestCheckIn RTM Function process is as follows: 

1. A device is selected from a Device List View in the MSP Console UI and the 
RequestCheckIn RTM Function is requested. 

2. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet for the requested RTM Function is invoked 
and notified of the device(s) to which the function should be applied. 

3. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Logic in the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet 
acquires connection information about a device. 

4. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Logic in the RTM Function Applet uses the RTM 
Agent Interface to contact the RTM Agent on the device and initiates the RTM Agent 
Multiplex Channel. 

5. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet creates a RequestCheckIn RTM Function 
Request targeted at the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Plug-In. 

6. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet passes the RequestCheckIn RTM Function 
Request to the RTM Agent Interface. 

7. The RTM Agent Interface delivers the RTM Function Request to the RTM Agent over the 
RTM Agent Multiplex Channel. 
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8. The RTM Agent determines that the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Plug-In is the target 
and delivers the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Request to it. 

9. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Plug-In processes the RequestCheckIn RTM 
Function Request by using the MSP Agent Programmatic Interface to request the MSP 
Agent to check-in. 

10. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Plug-In produces an RequestCheckIn RTM Function 
Response containing the appropriate response based on the results of processing the 
RequestCheckIn RTM Function Request. 

11. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Plug-In passes the RequestCheckIn RTM Function 
Response to the RTM Agent. 

12. The RTM Agent delivers the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Response to the RTM Agent 
Interface over the RTM Agent Multiplex Channel. 

13. The RTM Agent Interface delivers the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Response to the 
RequestCheckIn RTM Function Logic in the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet. 

14. The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Logic in the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet 
interprets the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Response and displays the results of the 
requested operation. 

How to Use Real-Time Management 

RTM Agent 

RTM Agent Installation 
Before any Real-Time Management can be used for a device, the RTM Agent must be deployed 
to the device.  The RTM Agent is implemented by the Package MotorolaRealTimeMgmnt.apf, 
which is pre-installed on the MSP Server.  Updates to the RTM Agent would be supplied via RTM 
Agent Add-On Kit .ZIP Files.  The RTM Agent must be deployed to a device before any RTM 
Function Plug-In can be successfully deployed to the device. 

RTM Agent Configuration 
The Settings Class RTM.Configuration is used to create Settings Objects to configure the RTM 
Agent on devices.  The characteristics of this Settings Class are defined via the Definition 
Document RTM.Configuration.Setting.xml, which is pre-installed into the MSP Server.  Updates to 
this Definition Document would be supplied via RTM Agent Add-On Kit .ZIP Files. 

Important: 

The Settings Plug-In for Settings Class RTM.Configuration is included with the RTM Agent.  
Attempting to deploy an RTM.Configuration Settings Object to a device without the RTM Agent 
will result in an Error -841. 

The following configuration settings are possible as part of an RTM.Configuration Settings Object: 

 Description: 

This Setting specifies an optional overall description which can be used to enter comments or 
other information about this Settings Object. 
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 Passphrase: 

This Setting specifies the Passphrase that will be used to generate the Encryption Key used 
to perform Authentication Handshakes and the Encryption Key used during Data Encryption 
(if enabled).  An empty Passphrase value will cause the use of a fixed (default) Encryption 
Key. 

Note: 

The use of a fixed (default) Encryption Key is generally not recommended since the 
same fixed (default) Encryption Key would be used by every MSP Server and every 
device.  This could leave devices vulnerable to attack by introducing a “rogue MSP 
Server” onto the Enterprise Network. 

 Enable Encryption?: 

This Setting specifies whether Data Encryption will be used (enabled) or not used (disabled) 
for data traffic between Workstation PCs and a given device.  Data Encryption is end-to-end 
between the Workstation PC and the device and can be used regardless of the Contact Mode 
being used. 

Note: 

The use of Data Encryption is optional and can be enabled or disabled, as 
appropriate.  It is generally recommended that Data Encryption be enabled, using 
one or more appropriate non-default Passphrase(s), unless the entire network 
between Workstation PCs and devices is known to be fully secure. 

The following values are possible: 

○ Do not enable end-to-end Data Encryption: 

This is the default value. This indicates that Data Encryption will not be used to protect 
data traffic between Workstation PCs and the device. 

○ Enable end-to-end Data Encryption 

This indicates that Data Encryption will be used to protect data traffic between 
Workstation PCs and the device. 

 Workstation PC to RTM Port: 

This Setting specifies the port number on which the device should listen for incoming 
sessions. 

This Setting is applicable for Direct Contact Mode (i.e. when Tunnel agent is not installed or 
turned Off”) or Indirect Contact Inbound Mode (i.e. when Connection Type is set to 
“Workstation PC contacts Tunnel Service which contacts device”). 

Default Value: 10 

Permissible Values: 1 to 20 

 Device Log Level: 

This Setting specifies the level of logging to be generated by the Control Module into the Log 
file in the Device File System. 
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The following values are possible: 

○ ERROR 

This is the lowest level of logging available.  Only the occurrence of Errors will be logged. 

○ WARN 

The occurrence of Errors and Warnings will be logged. 

○ INFO 

The occurrence of Errors, Warnings, and Informational Messages will be logged. 

○ DEBUG 

This is the highest level of logging available.  The occurrence of Errors, Warnings, 
Informational Messages, and Debug Messages will be logged. 

Note: 

The higher the level of logging is configured, the larger and faster the Log file can 
grow in the Device File System.  Logging should be configured as low as practical 
under normal circumstances.  If problems are encountered, then logging may be 
increased until the problem is found, but should be lowered again when no longer 
needed. 

Default Value: INFO 

 Display Tray Icon: 

This Setting specifies the whether to display tray icon or not. 

The following values are possible: 

○ True 

This indicates that the tray icon should be displayed. 

○ False 

This indicates that the tray icon should not be displayed.  If the sys tray on the device 
becomes crowded or if it is otherwise desirable not to display the tray icon, then it can be 
disable. 

Default Value: True 

RTM Functions 

RTM Function Applet Installation 
Before a particular RTM Function can be used, the RTM Function Applet for that RTM Function 
must be installed into the MSP Server.  The RTM Function Applet might be pre-installed on the 
MSP Server, as in the case with the RequestCheckIn RTM Function.  New RTM Function Applets 
and updates to RTM Function Applets would be supplied via RTM Function Add-On Kit .ZIP Files. 
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RTM Function Plug-In 
Before a particular RTM Function can be used for a device, the RTM Function Plug-In for that 
RTM Function must be deployed to the device using the appropriate Package.  The RTM 
Function Plug-In Package might be pre-installed on the MSP Server, as in the case with the 
RequestCheckIn RTM Function.  New RTM Function Plug-In Packages and updates to RTM 
Function Plug-In Packages would be supplied via RTM Function Add-On Kit .ZIP Files.  The RTM 
Function Plug-In Package for a given RTM Function must be deployed to a device before the 
corresponding RTM Function Applet can be used to perform that RTM Function for that device. 

RTM Function Add-On Kit ZIP File(s) 

Obtaining RTM Function Add-On Kit ZIP File(s) 
RTM Function Add-On Kit ZIP Files are available for download from the following link: 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do 

Add-On Kit Contents 
The Add-On-Kit will be a .ZIP File with a name of the form: 

<fnc>_<version>_<date>.ZIP 

where: 

<fmc> indicates the RTM Function name 

<version> indicates the version number of the software delivered in the 
Add-On Kit. 

<date> indicates the release date of the Add-On Kit .ZIP File 
(represented in YYYYDDMM format). 

Each RTM Function Add-On Kit .ZIP File contains the following Contents: 

 An RTM Function Related Tasks Definition Document (e.g. rciRelatedTasks.xml for 
RequestCheckIn). 

 An RTM Function Applet Definition Document (e.g. RCIDef.xml for RequestCheckIn). 

 Other optional runtime files as needed (e.g. jre-6u13-windows-i586-p.exe for 
RequestCheckIn). 

 RTM Function release notes file (e.g. MotorolaRequestCheckin_Release_Notes.txt for 
RequestCheckIn). 

 An RTM Function Plug-In Package (e.g. RequestCheckIn.apf for RequestCheckIn). 

 

http://support.symbol.com/support/product/softwaredownloads.do
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Add-On Kit Installation 
Installation of an RTM Function Add-On Kit .ZIP File requires direct access to Windows Console 
on the MSP Server, including access to the MSP Administration Program.  For information on 
importing Add-On Kit .ZIP Files, see Administering MSP 3.3.1. 

RTM Function Applet Invocation 

For One or More Managed Devices 
To invoke an RTM Function Applet for one or more managed devices from any Device List View 
page in the MSP Console UI, select one or more devices by checking the check box for each 
device.  To invoke a an RTM Function for the selected set of devices, click the More button to pull 
down the Related Tasks menu and then select the menu item for the desired RTM Function. 

Note: 

Menu items will be displayed on the Related Tasks menu for all installed RTM Function Applets 
whenever one or more managed devices are selected in any Device List View page in the MSP 
Console UI.  This is true regardless of whether any of the selected devices are capable of 
supporting any of the installed RTM Functions. 

For a Single Managed Device 
To invoke an RTM Function Applet for one managed device; go to the Device Detail page for the 
device.  If one or more RTM Function Applets are installed, then a link for a particular RTM 
Function will be displayed in the Related Tasks area only when that device supports that RTM 
Function.  To invoke a specific RTM Function for the device, click the link corresponding to the 
desired RTM Function 

RTM Function Applet Operation 
When an RTM Function is invoked, for one or more devices, a new Web Browser page will be 
opened and the RTM Function Applet for the selected RTM Function will be launched within that 
page.  The UI presented by the RTM Function Applet will depend on the RTM Function invoked. 

Note: 

Each RTM Function Applet will determine and then display information showing which of the 
devices for which it was invoked are capable of supporting that RTM Function and which are not.  
It is possible that none of the devices for which an RTM Function Applet is invoked will support 
that RTM Function, in which case no useful operation can be performed using the RTM Function 
Applet once it has been invoked. 

Once an RTM Function Applet has been invoked for one or more managed devices, the Applet 
will query the information for all devices to determine which devices are capable of supporting 
that RTM Function and which are not.  This is necessary in the multiple device case because 
some or all of the devices selected may not support the requested RTM Function. 

The exact operation of an RTM Function Applet depends on the RTM Function selected, but most 
RTM Function Applets will generally be capable of some or all of the following: 

 Display the list of selected devices for which the RTM Function is supported. 

 Display the list of selected devices for which the RTM Function is not supported. 

 Display one or more useful Device Attributes for each device. 
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 Provide a means to configure the operation of the RTM Function (e.g. modes, intervals, etc.). 

 Display the progress and status of the activities performed by the RTM Function Applet for 
each device. 

 Provide a means to start and stop periodic activities for one or more devices. 

 Provide a means to manually invoke activities for one or more devices. 

How to Use the RequestCheckIn RTM 
Function 

RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet Invocation 
To invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet for one or more devices click the Request 
Checkin menu item from the Related Tasks menu from a Device List View page or click the 
Request Checkin link in the Related Tasks area of a Device Detail page. 

When the RequestCheckIn RTM Function is invoked for one or more devices, a new Web 
Browser page will be opened and the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet will be launched 
within that page. 

Note: 

The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet will determine and then display information showing 
which of the devices for which it was invoked are capable of supporting the RequestCheckIn RTM 
Function and which are not.  It is possible that none of the devices for which the RequestCheckIn 
RTM Function Applet is invoked will support the RequestCheckIn RTM Function, in which case 
no useful operation can be performed using the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet once it 
has been invoked. 

RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet 
Configuration 
Once the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet has been invoked for one or more managed 
devices, it can be configured by clicking the Configure button which will present a Configuration 
Dialog.  The following aspects of the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet can be configured: 

 Miscellaneous 

○ Number of parallel connections: 

This allows the maximum number of parallel connections between the RequestCheckIn 
RTM Function Applet and devices to be entered.  The Applet creates up to the specified 
number of threads to connect to devices in parallel.  If more supported devices are 
selected than the specified number, then only the specified number will be contacted at 
once.  As a thread completes the operation for a device, it will move on to another device. 

Default value: 25. 

○ Read timeout (in seconds) 

This allows the maximum time, in seconds, that the Applet will wait for a response from a 
device to be specified.  Once the Applet has sent a command to a device, it will wait up to 
the specified time before giving up and indicating a failure for that device. 
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Default value: 240. 

○ First Column to display: 

This allows the Device Attribute to be shown in the first column for all devices to be 
selected.  The drop-down list shows the names of all Device Attributes for which values 
are know for all devices for which the Applet was invoked.  By limiting the choice of 
Device Attributes in this way, it will be certain that a value can be shown in the first 
column for all devices. 

Default value: Identity.UUID. 

○ First Column Header: 

This allows the header to be displayed on the first column to be entered.  The header 
should generally be set to a value that usefully describes the Device Attribute that was 
selected to be shown in the first column. 

Default value: Device ID. 

 Retry Params 

○ Run repetitive: 

This check box allows the Applet to be set to One-time check-in mode (unchecked) or 
Repetitive mode (checked).  When the Applet is running, the currently selected mode is 
displayed at the bottom of the screen. 

In One-time check-in mode, a single attempt to send a command to request a check-in 
will be made for each checked device each time the Start Check-in button is clicked. 

In Repetitive mode, up to a specified number of attempts, at specified intervals, will be 
made to send a command to request a check-in for each checked device each time the 
Start Check-in button is clicked. 

○ Repeat interval (in seconds): 

This allows the time interval, in seconds, between attempts for each device to be 
specified.  Once an attempt to send a command to a device has timed out, the Applet will 
wait the specified time interval before making the next attempt. 

Default value: 30. 

○ Number of retries: 

This allows the maximum number of attempts per device to be specified.  Once the 
specified number of attempts have failed for a device, no more attempts will be made for 
that device until the next time the Start Check-in button is clicked. 

Default value: 5. 

 Logging 

○ Log Level: 

This allows the degree of logging produced by the Applet to the Workstation PC File 
System to be selected.  The possible options are: 

 INFO 

This indicates that the maximum amount of logging should be produced.  
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 DEBUG 

This indicates that a significant amount of logging should be produced.  This may be 
useful for diagnosing or troubleshooting problems. 

 WARNING 

This indicates that logging of only warnings and severe errors should be produced. 

 SEVERE 

This indicates that logging of only severe errors should be produced. 

Default value: INFO. 

○ Log location: 

This allows the location where the Applet will store the log file in the Workstation PC File 
System to be selected.  To change the location, click the Browse button, navigate to the 
desired folder in the Workstation PC File System, and then click the Save button. 

Default value: The home directory of the logged in Workstation PC User. 

RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet Operation 

User Interface 
The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet displays the list of devices for which it was invoked, 
one per row.  Each row contains multiple columns providing information about a device and the 
operation of the RequestCheckIn RTM Function for the device. 

The first column is used to identify each device and can be configured, as described in the 
previous section, to display the value each device has for any one selected Device Attribute.  To 
the left of the identifying value is a check box that can be used to select the devices to which the 
RequestCheckIn RTM Function will be applied.  If a device does not support the RequestCheckIn 
RTM Function, then the check-box will be grayed out. 

The remaining columns show the following additional information: 

 Connection Type 

This displays the type of connection to be used between the Workstation and the device.  If 
the Tunnel Agent not installed on the device, then the Connection Type will always be “Direct 
Connection”.  If the Tunnel Agent is installed on the device, then the Connection Type will be 
determined by the configuration of the Tunnel Agent on the device.  The Connection Type 
could be “Direct Connection”, “TS inbound”, or “TS outbound”. 

 Connect IP 

This displays the IP Address to which a connection will be made.  This will either be the IP 
Address of the device or the IP Address of the Tunnel Service, depending on whether a 
Tunnel Service is being used. 
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 Status 

This displays the current status of the RequestCheckIn RTM Function for a device.  The 
possible options are: 

○ Not Supported 

This indicates that the RequestCheckIn RTM Function is not supported for a device, most 
commonly because the RequestCheckIn Function Plug-In is not installed on the device. 

○ Supported 

This indicates that the RequestCheckIn RTM Function is supported for a device, but no 
attempt to invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function has yet been made on the device. 

○ Queued 

This indicates that an attempt to invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function has been 
made for the device, but has not yet been processed. 

○ Started 

This indicates that an attempt to invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function has been 
made for the device, and that the request is currently being processed. 

○ Command Sent 

This indicates that an attempt to invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function has been 
made for the device, and that a command for the request has been successfully sent to 
the device. 

○ Completed 

This indicates that an attempt to invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function has been 
made for the device, that a command for the request has been successfully sent to the 
device, and that the device has responded that the command was successfully 
processed. 

○ Failed 

This indicates that an attempt to invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function has been 
made for the device and that command could not be successfully sent to the device or 
that the command was sent to the device and the device has responded that the 
command was not successfully processed. 

○  Aborted 

This indicates that an attempt to invoke the RequestCheckIn RTM Function has been 
made for the device and that request was aborted by the User of the RequestCheckIn 
RTM Function Applet. 

 Last Sent 

This displays the last time an attempt was made for a device. 

 Next Scheduled Time 

In Repetitive mode, this displays the next time an attempt will be made for a device. 

 Tried 

In Repetitive mode, this displays the numbers of attempts that had so far been made for a 
device. 
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Check-In Initiation 
The RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet should generally be configured, as described in the 
previous section, before it is used.  To use the RequestCheckIn RTM Function Applet, one or 
more devices must be checked by checking the check boxes to the left of the identity value for 
each device.  Then the Start Check-in button must be clicked to initiate One time check-in or 
Repetitive check-in for the checked devices, depending upon the mode configured. 

Check-In Behavior 
When an attempt to send a command to cause a device to check-in is successful, then scheduled 
execution of the MSP Agent should occur.  The result of the requested check-in will essentially be 
identical that that produced by manually initiating a check-in from the MSP Agent UI.  For more 
information on the MSP Agent and the result of a requested check-in, see the MSP Client 
Software Guide. 

 



 
 

 

Appendix A 

Time Zone Internal Codes 
The Clock.TimeZone and Clock.DateAndTime Settings Classes utilize an internal code to 
represent the possible time zones.  When creating a Static Settings Object from either of these 
Classes, you pick the desired time zone from a drop down list and MSP fills in the internal code 
for that time zone into the Settings Object.  When creating a Dynamic Settings Object from either 
of these Classes, you can select a Device Attribute whose value will determine the time zone for 
a device.  The value that must be in the selected Device Attribute is the internal time zone code, 
so it will be necessary to know these values in order to Dynamically Deploy time zones.  The time 
zone names and the corresponding internal codes are shown in Table 13 below. 

Time Zone Name GMT Offset Internal Code 

Kwalalein GMT-12 1 

Samoa or Midway GMT-11 2 

Hawaii GMT-10 3 

Alaska GMT-9 4 

Pacific US GMT-8 5 

Mountain US GMT-7 6 

Chihuahua GMT-7 7 

Arizona GMT-7 8 
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Time Zone Name GMT Offset Internal Code 

Central US GMT-6 9 

Saskatchewan GMT-6 10 

Mexico City GMT-6 11 

Cent. America GMT-6 12 

Eastern US GMT-5 13 

Indiana (USA) GMT-5 14 

Bogota or Lima GMT-5 15 

Atlantic GMT-4 16 

Caracas or La Paz GMT-4 17 

Santiago GMT-4 18 

Newfoundland GMT-3:30 19 

Brasilia GMT-3 20 

Buenos Aires GMT-3 21 

Greenland GMT-3 22 

Mid-Atlantic GMT-2 23 

Azores GMT-1 24 

Cape Verde GMT-1 25 

London GMT 26 

Casablanca GMT 27 

Prague or Budpest GMT+1 28 

Warsaw GMT+1 29 

Paris or Madrid GMT+1 30 
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Time Zone Name GMT Offset Internal Code 

Berlin or Rome GMT+1 31 

W Cent Africa GMT+1 32 

Bucharest GMT+2 33 

Cairo GMT+2 34 

Helsini or Riga Sofia GMT+2 35 

Athens or Istanbul GMT+2 36 

Jerusalem GMT+2 37 

Pretoria GMT+2 38 

Moscow GMT+3 39 

Riyadh orKuwait GMT+3 40 

Nairobi GMT+3 41 

Baghdad GMT+3 42 

Tehran GMT+3:30 43 

Abu Dhabi GMT+4 44 

Baku or Tbilisi GMT+4 45 

Kabul GMT+4:30 46 

Yekaterinburg GMT+5 47 

Islamabad GMT+5 48 

New Delhi GMT+5:30 49 

Kathmandu GMT+5:45 50 

Astana or Dhaka GMT+6 51 

Sri Lanka GMT+6 52 
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Time Zone Name GMT Offset Internal Code 

Almaty GMT+6 53 

Yangoon GMT+6:30 54 

Bangkok or Hanoi GMT+7 55 

Krasnoyarsk GMT+7 56 

Beijing or HK GMT+8 57 

Malaysia or Singapore GMT+8 58 

Taipei GMT+8 59 

Perth GMT+8 60 

Ulaanbataar GMT+8 61 

Seoul GMT+9 62 

Tokyo or Osaka GMT+9 63 

Yakutsk GMT+9 64 

Darwin GMT+9:30 65 

Adelaide GMT+9:30 66 

Sydney GMT+10 67 

Brisbane GMT+10 68 

Hobart GMT+10 69 

Vladivostok GMT+10 70 

Guam GMT+10 71 

Magadan GMT+11 72 

Fiji Islands GMT+12 73 

New Zealand GMT+12 74 
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Time Zone Name GMT Offset Internal Code 

Tonga GMT+13 75 

Table 13 – Time Zone Names and Internal Codes 
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